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Appendix 1: Audit Quality Filter Summary 

1 Auditor Size I Brand Name Reputation and Audit Quality 

1.1 Incentives of Audit Quality Demand (Analytical Studies) 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Size and Audit Quality DeAngelo L. Journal of Audit quality definition: ~arge audit firm (having Audit firms with large 
( 1981) Accounting and the association between a larger number of number of clients are more 

Economics, Vol.3, auditor size (proxy by the ~lients) likely to provide high 
No.3, Dec 1981, number of clients) and quality audit services 
pp.l83-199 audit quality (auditor competence and 

auditor independence) 
Auditing Standards, Legal Liability, DyeR. Journal ofPolitical The association between Big 8 (Deep pocket Large auditors have more 
and Auditor Wealth (1993) Economy, Vol. I 01 , audit quality and hypothesis) incentives to issue accurate 

No.5 , pp.887-914 litigation risks reports to reduce the 
potential litigation penalty 
suffered for inaccuracy. 

Audit Quality: A Synthesis of Watkins, L., Journal of A synthesis of theory and Big n, Industry Audit quality has been 
Theory and Empirical Evidence W. Hillison Accounting empirical evidence specialists, auditor defined in numerous ways. 

and S. Literature, Vol. 23, related to audit quality. independence 
Morecroft pp. 153-93. 
(2004) 

-----

1.2 Auditor Size and Audit Fees 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

The Effect of Audit Firm Size on Francis J. Journal of To test the effect of audit Big 8 Big 8 auditors charge higher 
Audit Prices: A Study of the ( 1984) Accounting and firm size on audit pricing audit fees in the large 
Australian Market Economics, Vo1.6, auditee market, so that 

No.2, Aug 1984, deliver higher audit quality 
pp.133-151 



Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality : 

measurements 
The Pricing of Audit Services: Simunic D. Journal of Developing an audit fee Big 8 There is no evidence that 
Theory and Evidence (1980) Accounting model to test Big 8 charge higher fees 

Research Vol.18, competitiveness of audit than non-Big 8. However, 
I 

No. I pp.161-190 services market one of Big 8 (PW) did 
charge higher fees than 
other Big8 auditors and 
non-Big 8 auditors, which 
implying higher audit 
quality supplied. 

Audit Prices, Product Francis J. and Journal of Big 8 fee premium Big 8 Big 8 auditors charge higher 
Differentiation, and Scale D. Stokes Accounting audit fees in both small and 
Economics: Further Evidence From (1986) Research, Vol.24, large auditee market, so that 
the Australian Audit Market No.2, Autumn deliver higher audit quality 

1986, pp.383-393 
Audit Fees and Audit Size: Further Palmrose Z. Journal of What is the systematic Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more 
Evidence (1986) Accounting relation between audit firm likely to charge higher audit 

Research size (both in terms of fees, implying higher audit 
Vol.24, No.1 , ~bsolute size and relative quality service supplied. 
pp.97-110. ~arket shares) and audit 

~ees? 
A Test of Audit Pricing in The Francis J. and The Accounting ifo provide further Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more 
Small-Client Segment of The U.S. D. Simon Review, Vol.62, ~vidence on audit pricing likely to deliver higher audit 
Audit Market (1987) No.1 , Jan 1987, ~n the small client segment quality service. 

pp.l45-157 pfthe U.S. audit market 
~or publicly traded 
~ompanies 

The Pricing of Audit Services: Anderson T. Accounting and To examine Canadian Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more 
Further Evidence from the and D. Business Research, audit fees across time, likely to deliver higher audit 
Canadian Market Zeghal Vol.24, No.95 audit firm and industry quality service. 

(1994) Summer 1994, (in addition, Big 8 auditors 
pp.l95-208 

---- --
are not a homogeneous) 

2 



Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Additional Evidence on the Large D. T. Simon Journal of Applied Big 6 audit fee premium Within Big 8 Big 8 auditors charge higher 
Audit-Firm Fee Premium as An (1997) Business Research, Audit quality difference audit fees, so that deliver 
Indication of Auditor Quality Vol. 13, No.4, among Big 8 higher audit quality 

1997, pp.21-33 (in addition, Big 8 auditors 
are not a homogeneous 
quality group) 

-~ 

1.3 Earnings Management Studies on Audit Quality 

1.3.1 A IC tofE = 
Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality Audit quality measurements 

filters 
Audit Quality: Earnings Johl S., C. Working paper, Audit quality is examined in Big 5 and/or Big 5 auditors are more likely to 
Management in the Context of Jubb and K. Monash University the context of the 1997 Asian industry specialist constrain aggressive earnings 
the 1997 Asian Crisis Houghton financial crisis using data management. 

(2003) from Malaysia 
Audit Quality and The Pricing Ktishnan G. Auditing: A Journal \\'hether there is a linkage Big 6 Big 6 auditors are more likely to 
of Discretionary Accruals (2003) of Practice & between audit quality and constrain aggressive and 

Theory, Vo1.22, pricing of discretionary opportunistic earnings 
No.1 , pp.ll0-126 accruals? management, and the stock 

market recognizes the superiority 
of Big 6 auditors in pricing of 
discretionary accruals. 

The Role of Big 6 Auditors in Francis J., E. Auditing: A Journal Whether the use of a Big 6 lBig 6 Big 6 auditors constrain 
the Credible Reporting of Maydew and of Practice and auditor increases in firms' potentially opportunistic reporting 
Accruals C. Sparks Theory, Vol. 18, endogenous propensity for of accruals to lower the existence 

(1999) No.2, Fall 1999, accruals? of earnings managements. 
pp.l7-34 

The Effect of Audit Quality on Becker C., Contemporary The relation between Audit lBig 6 Big 6 auditors are more likely to 
Earnings Management M. DeFond, Accounting quality and earnings lower the existence of earnings 

J. Jiambalvo Research, Vol.15 , management management (proxy by 
andK.R. No.1, Spring 1998, discretionary accruals). 
Subramanya pp.1-24 

j m (1998) 

3 



Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality Audit quality measurements 
I Liters 

Investment Opportunity and WahL. Working paper, The association between Big 5 Big 5 auditors are more likely to 
Audit Quality (2002) City University of investment opportunity and constrain earnings management 

Hong Kong audit quality for high investment opportunity 
firms (which have high agency 
costs). 

Agency Costs and Audit GulF., J. Working paper, The relationship between Big 6 Big 6 auditors are more likely to 
Pricing: Evidence on Tsui and C. City University of audit fees, audi t quality and have more reputation capital to 
Discretionary Accruals Chen (1 998) Hong Kong earnings management protect clients to lower the 

existence of earnings 
-

management. 

1.3.2 Auditor Conservatism 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Does Size Matter? The Influence of Reynolds J. Journal of To examine whether Within Big 5 Individual office of Big 5 
Large Clients on Office Level Audit and J. Francis Accounting & auditors compromise auditors are more likely to 
Reporting Decisions (2001) Economics. Vol.30. their independence and report conservatively for 

No.3, Dec 2000. report favorably to retain larger clients. 
pp.375-400 valuable clients at office-

level? 
Accounting Accruals and Auditor Francis J. and Contemporary Whether auditors are tBig 6 Big 6 auditors are more 
Reporting Conservatism J. Krishan Accounting more conservative to likely to report 

(1999) Research, Vol.l6, issue modified audit conservatism for high-
No.1 , Spring 1999, reports for high-accrual accrual firms to lower the 
pp.l35 -165 firms? existence of earnings 

management. 
Are Large Auditors more Accurate Lennox C. Accounting and Whether large auditors aig 8 Large auditors are more 
Than Small Auditors? (1 999) Business Research, have more incentive to likely to issue accurate 

Vol.29, No.3, issue accurate reports reports to predict 
pp.217-227 compared to small bankruptcy than small 

auditors auditors . 

4 



Title Authors Journal M ain issues A udit. quality filt.el"s Audit quality 
measurements 

Errors m Accountmg .bst1mates and .Petrom K. Journal of The relationship between Big 6 Big 6 auditors are more 
Their Relation to Audit Firm Type andM. Accounting audit size and earnings likely to report accurate and 

Beasley Research, Vol.34, management un-biased report to lower 
(1996) No. 1, Spring, 1996, the existence of earnings 

pp. lSl -172 management. 

1.4 Capital Market Effects I Valuation 

1.4.1 Valuation of Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) 

1.4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
Auditor Conservatism and Audit Lee P. , S. Working Paper, The relation between the Big 6 Big 6 auditors are more 
Quality: Evidence from IPO Taylor and S. UTS accuracy and bias of conservative to lower the 
Earnings Forecasts Taylor (2002) earnings forecasts in IPO existence of earnings 

market and audit quality management. 
Auditor Quality and the Accuracy Clarkson P. Contemporary Audit quality and Big 6 Big 6 auditors are more likely 
of Management Earnings (2000) Accounting earnings management to report accurate forecasts to 
Forecasts Research, V ol.l7, forecasts accuracy in IPO lower the existence of 

No.4, Winter markets earnings management in their 
2000, pp.595-622 clients they hold. 

A Note on The Association Davidson R. Contemporary Comparison of Big 8 Big 8 audit firms report larger 
Between Audit Firm Size and and D. Neu Accounting management earnings forecast errors, so that lower 
Audit Quality ( 1993) Research, Vol.9, forecast with audited the existence of earnings 

No.2, Spring 1993, earnings - see whether management, which indicates 
pp.479-488 large audit firms report high quality audits supplied. 

higher quality audits 
(larger forecast errors) 

5 



1.4.1.2 Audit Quality and Signaling for Auditor Choice 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
The Role of Audits and Audit Datar S., Journal of Information content of Theory of audit A high-risk firm is associated with 
Quality in Valuing New Issues G. Feltham Accounting & audit quality choice choice for audit higher quality auditors (Big 8). 

and J. Economics, quality signaling 
Hughes Vol.l4, No.1 , Mar (Big 8) 
( 1991) 1991 ' pp.3-50 

Empirical Assessment of the Feltham Journal of Positive relation between Big 8 A high-risk firm is associated with 
Impact of Auditor Quality on the G., J. Accounting & audit quality and firm- higher quality auditors (Big 8). 
Valuation ofNew Issues Hughes Economics, specific risk 

and D. Vol.l4, No.4, Dec 
Sin1w1ic 1991 , pp.375-400 
(1991) 

The Association Between Audit Clarkson Journal of Audit quality and litigation Big 8 A high-risk firm is associated with 
Quality Retained Ownership, and P. and D. Accounting and risk (demand-side effects higher quality auditors (Big 8). 
Firm-Specific Risk in U.S vs. Simunic Economics, for audit quality, 
Canadian IPO Markets (1994) Vol.l7, No.1-2, controlling supply-side 

pp.207-228 effects) in IPO markets 
The Association Between Audit Lee P. , D. Journal of Providing evidence on the Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more likely to 
Quality, Accounting Disclosures Stokes, S. Accounting and choice of high quality deliver high quality services to 
and Firm-Specific Risk: Evidence Taylor and Public Policy, auditors by IPO firms provide strong assurance for the risk 
from the Australian IPO Market T. Walter Forthcoming, clients. 

(2003) 2003 
The Association Between Auditor Copley P. Contemporary The relationship between Big 6 The demand for high quality 
Choice, Ownership Retained, and and E. Accounting auditor choice, earnings auditors increases with firm risk. 
Earnings Disclosure By Firms Douthett Research, V ol.19, disclosure and retained 
Making Initial Public Offerings (2002) No.1 , Spring 2002, ownership in IPO market 

pp.49-76 
Auditor Quality, Signaling and Firth M. Jomnal of Information demand for Big 8 More risky new issues demand high 
Valuation of Initial Public and C. Business Finance audit quality in IPO quality auditor (Big 8) 
Offerings Liau-Tan and Accounting, markets (Singapore 

(1998) 25 (1) & (2), market) 
Jan/Mar 1998, 
pp.145-165 

6 



-

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
Product Differentiation in Simunic D. The Canadian Audit quality and auditor Auditor choice Demand for different levels of audit 
Auditing: Auditor Choice in the and S. Certified General choice in IPO markets - through: quality depends on the choice of 
Market for Unseasoned New Stein Accountants' focus on demand side •!• Big 8 (vs. Middle credibility level by top management. 
Issues (1987) Research (firms select an auditor group and vs. 

Foundation, whose expected level of 1 ocallre gi onal 
Research audit quality is consistent firms) 
Monograph, No. with their demand) 
13 

Empirical Analysis of the Willenborg Journal of Audit quality and audit Deep pocket Big 6 auditors have more incentives 
Economic Demand for Auditing M. (1999) Accounting reports hypothesis to issue accurate audit reports and 
in the Initial Public Offerings Research, Vol.37, maintain audit quality. 
Market No.1, pp.225-238 
Auditor Reputation and The Beatty R. The Accounting Inverse relation between Brand name Clients have lower initial returns for 
Pricing of Initial public Offerings (1989) Review, Vol.64, auditor reputation of an hypothesis their investors if they are audited by 

No.4, October IPO and the initial return •!• Big 8 high reputation auditors (Big 8). 
1989, pp.693-709 •!• Marginal cost of ~ The limitation for this filter is 

performing the that there are potential errors 
audit when comparing the smaller Big 

8 and larger non-Big 8 firms. 
Audit Quality and Trading Jang H. Journal of To examine trading Big 8 Big 8 audit firms are more likely to 
Volume Reaction: A Study of and C. Lin Accounting and volume reactions to the report reliable information to 
Initial Public Offering of Stocks (1993) Public Policy, IPO of stocks (Capital investors, implying deliver higher 

Vol.l2, No.3, Fall market effects) quality audits. 
1993, pp.263-288 

1.4.2 Equity Market 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
Perceived Auditor Quality and the Teoh S. The Accounting Whether earnings response Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more likely to 
Earnings Response Coefficient and T. Review, Vol.68, coefficient (earnings issue higher earnings response 

Wong No.2, April 1993, quality) differs between Btg coefficient (ERCs) for their clients, 
( 1993) pp.346-366 8 and non-Big 8? so that lower the existence of 

earnings management. 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality Audit quality measurements 
filters 

The Role of Audit Quality in Krishnan Working paper, The link between audit Big 6 The use of a higher quality auditor 
Firm Valuation: The Case of G.,M. Queensland quality and the market's (Big 6) significantly enhances the 
R&D Capitalization in Australia Percy University of perception of the value of value of the R&D assets when 

and I. Technology discretionary expenditure in management discretion is 
Tutticci a context whether mangers unencumbered. 
(2002) can choose to capitalize or 

immediately expense R&D 
costs. 

1.4.3 Debt Market 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Does Auditor Quality and Tenure Mansi S., W. Journal of Whether auditor quality Big 6 The use of a Big 6 auditor 
Matter to Investors? Evidence From Maxwell and Accounting and tenure influences reduces the rate of return 
the Bond Market D. Miller Research, vol. 42, capital market required by investors. And 

(2004) no. 4, pp. 755-93. participants? investors require lower rates 
of return as the length of 
tenure increases. 

---

1.5 Audit Quality and Litigation Risk 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
An Analysis of Auditor Litigation Palmrose The Accounting Audit quality and Big 8 Big 8 auditors are more likely to 
and Audit Service Quality Z. (1988) Review, Vo1.63, auditor litigation screen higher financial risk clients 

No.1, January from their portfolios. There are also 
1988, pp.55-73 significant differences in litigation 

__ a.cti_viti_~s_a_mong Big 8 auditors. 
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2 Industry I Partner Specialist Big 5 Auditors 

'- ' - - - - - - -- --- -- - .- - - - - - --- - - -- --- ~- -/ 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

The Impact of R&D Intensity on Godfrey J. Contemporary Whether auditor choice is Auditors specializing in Firms with intensive R&D 
Demand For Specialist Auditor and J. Accounting associated with auditor auditing R&D costs I expenditures are more 
Services Hamilton Research, vol. 22, specialization in Big 6 I Big 6 and likely to employ auditors 

(2005) no. 1, pp. 55-93. discretionary expenditure industry specialist I who specialize in auditing 
(R&D)? Industry specialist R&D contracts. 

Audit Industry Specialization: An Kend D. and Working paper, Considers both the supply Industry specialization: Auditor: 
Examination of Demand and K. Houghton The Australian of and demand for audit using interview :~ Big 5 specialize based on 
Supply Side Issues (2003) National University firm industry methodology to measure their own ability to set up a 

specialization in the industry specialization focus group 
I 

market for audits of among Big 5 auditors ::- Big 5 use same industry 
publicly traded categories as their overseas i 

companies within practices to ensure good 
I 

Australia links between their global I 

industry knowledge bases. I 

I 

Auditee: 
::- Audit specialization is not 

a dominant reason for 
auditor selection 

::- Value adding activities 
(consulting) are 
recognized. 

::- Level of audit 
specialization varies 
between different 
industries 

Audit Firm Industry Expertise: A Gramling A. Journal of This paper reviews and Big n industry Discuss the importance of 
Review and Synthesis of the and D. Stone Accounting synthesizes the archival specialization audit firm industry 
Arc hi val Literature (2001) Literature, Vo1.20, research that investigates expertise within that market 

pp.l-29 audit firm industry 
expertise, and identifies 
opportunities for future 
research on this topic. 
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2.2 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditors and Audit F'ees 
---

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

What Matters in Audit Pricing: Ferguson A., Accounting and To investigate whether Big 5 industry Joint national and local 
Industry Specialization or Overall J. Francis and Finance, Vol. 46, the primary results specialization industry leadership are the 
Market Leadership? D. Stokes pp.97-106 reported in Ferguson et key auditor characteristic 

(2006) al. (2003) are sensitive to determinant of audit fee 
the differing definitions premiums. 
or characterization of 
' leadership' documented 
in Ferguson et al. 

Auditor Industry Specialization, Casterlla J., Auditing: A Journal To examine audit pricing Big 6 industry Drawing on Porter's 
Client Bargaining Power, and Audit J. Francis, B. of Practice & by Big 6 auditors and the specialization analysis of corporate 
Pricing Lewis and P. Theory, Vol.23 , joint effects of industry strategy, auditor industry 

Walker No.1 , March 2004, specialization and client specialization in viewed as 
(2004) pp.l23-140 bargaining power o audit a differentiation strategy to 

fees . create a sustainable 
competitive advantage 
relative to non-specialist 
auditors. 

Big 5 Audit Partner Industry Bond D., J. Working paper, To examine the role of Big 5 Partner industry Partner level industry 
Expertise - Audit Pricing Evidence Culvenor and UTS auditor industry expertise specialist (based on leadership in city-specific 

D. Stokes in the pricing of Big 5 market share) level is more likely to 
(2003) auditors at city level. deliver high audit quality. 

The Effects of Firm-Wide and Ferguson A., The Accounting To investigate the effect lndustry specialist Specialist industry leaders 
Office-Level Industry Expertise on J. Francis and Review, Vol.78, of industry expertise on 11eadership (market in city-specific level are 
Audit Pricing D. Stokes No.2, April 2003, audit fees on Big 5 share) more likely to deliver high 

(2003) pp.429-449 accounting firms audit quality. 
Brand Name Audit Pricing, Ferguson A. Contemporary Whether the industry [ndustry specialists Industry specialist Big 6 
Industry Specialization and and D. Accounting specialist Big 5 auditors auditors (market share) auditors deliver higher 
Leadership Premiums Post Big 8 Stokes Research, Vol.l9, impact the fee premium quality audit services. 
and Big 6 Mergers (2002) No.1 , pp.77-111 charged after merger 

activities? 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Industry Specialization and DeFond J\.1., Auditing: A Journal Industry specialization !Industry specialist Industry specialist Big 6 
Market Segmentation: Evidence J. Francis and of Practice & and audit fees ~uditor (market share) audit firms deliver higher 

I 

from Hong Kong T. Wong Theory, Vol.19, audit quality. 
(2000) No.1, pp.49-66 

I 

I 

Auditor Brand Name Reputation Craswell A., Journal of The impact of Big 8 Industry specialist audit Industry specialist Big 8 
I and Industry Specialization J. Francis and Accounting and auditor ' s industry firms (market share) audit firms deliver higher 

S. Taylor Economics, Vo1.20, specialization on audit audit quality. 
( 1995) No.3, Dec 1995, fees. 

pp.297-322 
Industry Specialization by Auditors Hogan C. and Auditing: A Journal Industry specialization, Industry specialist High market share obtained I 

D. Jeter of Practice and auditor choice and audit firms (proxy by market by Big 6 (proxy for 
I 

(1999) Theory, Vol.l , quality share) industry specialization) -
I 

No.l8, Spring higher audit quality 
~- 199~_p_._l_--_!] __ ~ - - services 

i 

2.3 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditors and Earnings Management 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality I 

measurements 
Audit Quality and Earnings Elder R. and Asia-Pacific The relationship between Industry specialist I audit Industry specialized Big 5 
Management by Seasoned Equity J. Zhou Journal of audit quality and earnings firm size I Big 5 industry auditors are more likely to 
Offering Firms (2006) Accounting & management for specialists (market constrain the opportunistic 

Economics, companies making share) earnings management. 
Forthcoming seasoned equity offerings 

Does Big 6 Auditor Industry Krishnan J. Accounting To examine the Industry specialist audit Industry specialist Big 6 
Expertise Constrain Earnings (2003) Horizons, Vol.17, association between firms audit firms are more likely 
Management? Supplement 2003 , auditors' industry to constrain opportunistic 

pp. 1-16 expertise and earnings accruals based earnings 
management management. 

Audit Firm Size, Industry Elder R. and Working Paper, The relationship between Industry specialist Industry specialist Big 5 
Specialization and Earnings J. Zhou Syracuse audit quality and earnings auditors are more likely to 
Management by Initial Public (2002) University management constrain earnings 
Offering Firms (discretionary accruals) in management. 

IPO process 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Industry Specialization and Abbott L., S. \Vorking paper, Audit industry Industry specialists Industry specialists Big 6 
Audit Reporting Parker and G. Santa Clara specialization/market (proxy by industry auditor are more likely to 

Peters (2003) University concentration, audit market share, or audit . . Issue gomg concern 
report modification and industry portfolios) qualifications for firms 
audit quality declaring bankruptcy. For 

investors, it suggests Big 6 
industry specialists deliver 
high quality of audit 
service. 

-- --------------- L__ 

2.4 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditor and Audit Quality in the Capital Market Setting 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality i 

measurements 
Audit Quality and Post Earnings Ferguson A. Asia-Pacific To investigate the value Industry leader: based on Larger Big 5 auditors I 

Announcement Drift andZ. Journal of of audit quality in the market shares exhibit lower post earnings 
Matolcsy Accounting & capital market settings. announcement drift, which 
(2004) Economics VoL 11 , indicates high audit quality 

No.1. services. 
The Effects of Industry Schauer P. Working paper, To examine the Industry specialization Industry specialist auditors 
Specialization on Audit Quality: An (2003) Bowling Green association between bid- (market share) are more likely to deliver 
Examination Using Bid-Ask State University ask spread (proxy for high quality audits. 
Spreads audit quality) and 

industry specialization 

Auditor Industry Specialization and Balsam S., J. Auditing: A Journal The relationship between Big 6 Industry specialist Industry specialist Big 6 
Earnings Quality Krishnan and of Practice & auditor industry auditors are more likely to 

J. Yang Theory (2003), vol. specialization and ERC report higher ERCs for their 
(2003) 22,no.2,p. 7l and the absolute level of clients, to lower the J discretionary accruals opportunities of earnings 

- - ----------------------- ---- --- --- -------------------------

management. 
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3 Auditor Switch Studies on Audit Quality 

3.1 Demand for Audit Quality (Focusing on Client Firm Characteristics and Auditor Switches) 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Client Characteristics and Auditor Chang C., Working paper, Whether companies use Auditor choice: within Clients with higher sales 
Switch in an Audit Failure W. Chi and National Chengchi the auditor-switching Big 5 auditors growth rate and higher 

C. Lm (2003) University announcement as a signal possibility for financial 
for its compliance with distress seem to be delayed 
the accounting rules when in auditor-switching 
their auditor's reputation announcement. While the 
gets hurt? fraction of clients choosing 

I 

another Big 5 as a 
successor auditor declined 
as time passed by. 

! 

Demand for Audit Quality: The Reed B., M. Journal of To investigating the Auditor choice : Big 6 Clients that selected Big 6 
Case of Laventhol and Horwath's Trombley Accounting, determinants of the vs. non-Big 6 auditors are more highly 
Auditees and D. Auditing & demand for audit quality leveraged, have less I 

I 

Dhaliwal Finance, Vol.l5 , on auditor selection management ownership and : 
(2000) No.2, Spring 2000, issue more securities after i 

pp.l83-198 switch. I 

The Association Between Changes DeFond M. Auditing: A Journal Agency demand (proxy Auditor quality >- Higher agency conflicts 
in Client Firm Agency Costs and (1992) of Practice & by client size, leverage, measured by: - higher the demand for 
Auditor Switching Theory, Vol.ll, management share •!• Auditor size: audit quality 

No.1, Spring 1992, ownership) for audit (number of clients) >- Management ownership 
pp.16-31 quality (proxy by auditor •!• Brand name and leverage associated 

size, name-brand, reputation (Big 8) with changes in audit 
expertise and •!• Industry expertise: quality 
independence) industry market >- Clients with these 

share characteristics (proxy 
•!• Independence (NAS for agency conflicts) 

fees) are valued by Big 8 
•!• Combined above 

filters 
- ·--·-------
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Changes: A Joint Test of Francis J. and The Accounting The association between Auditor quality Individual agency-related 
Theories Relating to Agency Costs E. Wilson Review, Vol.63 , a firm's agency costs and measured by: incentives for higher 
and Auditor Differentiation (1988) No.4, 1988, its demand for audit •!• Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 quality audits: 

pp.663-683 quality •!• Auditor size: );> Incentive performance 
measured by clients' contracts 
sales );> Diffusion of ownership 

);> Owner-debtholder 
conflict 

);> New issue of public 
securities 

The Demand for Quality- Palmrose Sixth Symposium The relationship between Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 or Higher agency costs 
Differentiated Audit Services in An (1984) on Auditing audit quality and agency Industry specialist vs. companies are more likely 
Agency Cost Setting: An Empirical Research, costs non-specialist or Auditor to employ Big 8 auditors. 
Investigation University of changes 

Illinois, pp.229-
252 

Other cross-sectional studies include: Simunic and Stein (1987), Johnson and Lys (1990). 

3.2 Opinion Shopping and Auditor Switches 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Does Opinion Shopping Impair Lu T. (2006) Journal of To investigate how Auditor choice Neither the predecessor 
Auditor Independence and Audit Accounting companies' threats to :::> Opinion-shopping auditor's nor the successor 
Quality? Research, Vol.44, dismiss auditors and their :::> Switching threats auditor's independence is 

No.3, June 2006, engagement in opinion compromised by dismissal 
pp.561-583 shopping influence threats and opinion 

auditor independence and shopping. 
audit quality, which in 
tum affect misstatements 
in financial statements. 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Opinion Shopping: Evidence from GulF., K. Working paper, Opinion-shopping and Auditor choice Lateral Big 5 auditor 
an Analysis of Types of Auditor Lai and H. City University of types of auditor switches );> Switch within Big 5 switches and switches from 
Switches Sami (2003) Hong kong );> Switch from Big 5 to Big 5 to non-Big 5 auditors 

non-Big 5 are associated with opinion-
);> Switch from non-Big shopping. 

5 to Big 5 
);> Switch within non-

Big 5 
Do Companies Successfully Engage Lennox C. Journal of Audit switch and opinion- Auditor choice: Switching firms are more 
in Opinion-Shopping? Evidence (2000) Accounting and shopping );> Auditor switches likely to receive modified 
From the UK Economics, Vol. );> Compare companies opinions, if they make 

29, No.3, June receiving modified opposite switch decisions -
2000, pp.321 -337 reports and those not implying lower quality 

receiving modified supplied by new auditors 
reports in the same 
period. 

Qualified Audit Opinions and Chow C. and The Accounting To examine the influence Audit changes Firms switch auditors more 
Auditor Switching S.Rice Review, Vo1.57, of qualified opinions on frequently after receiving 

(1982) No.2, Aprill982, auditor switches qualified opinions. 
pp.326-335 

Audit Quality and Auditor Lennox C. Working paper, The impact of auditor Auditor choice Audit quality measured 
Switching: Some Lessons for Policy (1998) Bristol University switching on audit quality => Opinion-shopping through: 
Makers => Switch threats );> Opinion -shopping 

);> Low-balling 
);> Non-audit fees 

The Stock Market Reaction to A KlockM. Journal of To investigate the stock Auditor choice- event There is no significant price 
Change in Certifying Accountant (1994) Accounting, market's reaction to study effect associated with 

Auditing & auditor changes and switching auditors. 
Finance, Vol.9, factors influencing the 
No.2, 1994, market reaction 
pp.339-347 
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3.3 Capital Market Valuation I Effects 

3.3.1 Valuation of IPOs 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Credibility and Initial Menon K. The Accounting To investigate auditor Auditor credibility Big 8 auditors are more 
Public Offerings and D. Review, Vo1.66, credibility in the context measured by: likely to be credible 

Williams No.2, Apr 1991, of the IPO Auditor changes auditors to deliver high 
( 1991) pp.313-332 variable ( 1 =if the client quality audit services and 

firm replaces the local provide strong assurance. 
auditor with a national 
or Big 8 CPA) 

----

3.3.2 Capital Market Effects 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Audit Firm Reputation and Client Asthana S., Working Paper, The effects of audit firm Auditor choice A more reputable auditor 
Stock Price Reaction: Evidence S. Balsam Temple University reputation for investors (Big 4) is required by 

I 

From the Enron Experience andJ. investors to deliver high I 

I 

Krishnan audit quality. 
(2002) I 

Firms' Financial Conditions and Persons 0. The mid-Atlantic To investigate the Using different types of Clients switching from Big I 

Investors' Perception of Auditor (1995) Journal of relationship between auditor switching 8 auditors to non-Big 8 
Changes Business, Vol.31, financial condition and sample to examine the auditors are more likely to 

No.2, Jun 1995, investors' perception of relation between experience unfavorable 
pp.193-207 an auditor change as a clients' financial price reaction. 

change in audit quality. condition and their 
stock returns 

The Market for Audit Service: Johnson W. Journal of Whether changes in Auditor choice theory There is a relation between 
Evidence From Voluntary Auditor and T. Lys Accounting and clients' characteristics are - competitive audit firm size and the 
Changes (1990) Economics, Vol.l2, related to voluntary advantage (auditor size characteristics of 

No.l-3, 1990, auditor realignments? proxy) and realignment clients. 
pp.281-308 specialization, capital 

market effects 
--·--
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Credibility and Auditor Nichols D. Journal of Whether positive Auditor choice- event Big 8 auditors are more 
Changes and D. Smith Accounting abnormal returns accrue study likely to mitigate the 

(1983) Research, Vol.21, to firms moving from a opportunistic of earnings 
No.2, pp.534-544 non-Big 8 to a Big 8? management. 

4 Auditor Independence 

4.1 Mandatory Auditor Rotation I Tenure 

4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Does Auditor Tenure Impair Audit Ghosh A. and The Accounting Whether auditor tenure Independent auditor - Audit quality (proxied by 
Quality? D. Moon Review, Vol.80, affects audit quality? auditor tenure absolute discretionary 

(2005) No.2, 2005, accruals, special items, and 
pp.585-612 stock returns) proves with 

auditor tenure 
Exploring the Term of the Auditor- Myers J., L. The Accounting Whether mandatory Independent auditor- Mandatory auditor rotation 
Client Relationship and the Quality Myers and T. Review, Vol.78, auditor rotation is likely auditor tenure may lead to lower audit 
of Earnings: A Case for Mandatory Orner (2003) No.3 , 2003, to improve earnings quality (proxied by different 
Auditor Rotation? pp.779-799 quality and potentially measures of accruals). 

audit quality? 
Audit Firm Tenure and The Quality Johnson V., Contemporary Whether the length of Independent auditor - Longer audit firm tenures 
of Financial Reports I. Khurana Accounting audit firm tenure is auditor tenure (within do not reduce financial 

andJ. Research, Vol.19, associated with financial Big 6 auditors) reporting quality (level of 
Reynolds No.4, Winter 2002, reporting quality? accruals, and persistence of 

-------------
(2002) pp.637-661 

... 
accruals). 
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4.1.2 Auditor Opinion 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Tenure and Audit Geiger M. Auditing: A Journal To examine the Independent auditor - There is an inverse 
Reporting Failures andK. of Practice & association between the auditor tenure relationship between 

Raghunandan Theory, Vo1.21 , type of audit opinion auditor tenure and audit 
(2002) No.1 , Mar 2002, issued on the financial reporting failures. This 

pp.67-78 statements immediately result does not support the 
prior to bankruptcy and arguments of those who 
the length of auditor propose mandatory auditor 
tenure rotation. 

4.2 Low-Balling Pricing Studies 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Pricing of Initial Audit Ghosh A. and Contemporary Examining initial Independent auditor - Market structure theory can 
Engagements by Large and Small S. Lustgarten Accounting engagement audit pricing low-balling explain why fee 
Audit Firms (2006) Research, Summer among large and small discounting is lower when 

2006, Vol. 23 Issue audit firms in U.S. market larger audit firms compete 
2, pp. 333-368. for clients I 

Pricing Initial Audit Engagements: Craswell A. The Accounting Examining initial Independent auditor- Low-balling leads to 
A Test of Competing Theories and J. Francis Review, Vo1.74, engagement audit pricing low-balling (Big 8) auditor independence 

(1999) No.2, Apr 1999, in Australia problem. 
pp.201-216 

Differential Pricing on Auditors' Turpen R. Auditing: A Journal Whether audit firms Independent auditor-
Initial Engagements: Further (1990) of Practice & differentially price the price-cutting 
Evidence Theory, Vol.9, audits of new clients? 

No.2, Spring 1990, 
pp.64-76 

Determinates of Fee Cutting on Ettredge M. Journal of Exploring the low balling Auditor independent-
Initial Audit Engagements and Accounting impact on audit quality low-balling 

Greenberg R. Research, Vol.28, 
( 1990) No.1 , Spring 1990, 
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pp.l98-210 
Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 

measurements 
The Effect of Auditor Change on Simon D. and The Accounting What are the effects of Auditor independent -
Audit Fees: Tests of Price Cutting J. Francis Review, Vol.63, low-balling on auditor low-balling 
and Price Recovery (1988) No.2, April 1988, choice and 

pp.255-269 independence? 
Auditor Independence, "Low DeAngelo L. Journal of Whether low-balling on Independent auditor- Low-balling does not 
Balling", and Disclosure Regulation (1981) Accounting and initial audit engagements low-balling (analytical impair independence. 

Economics, Vol.3 , impair auditor study) 
No.2, Sep 1981, independence? 
pp.ll3-127 

4.3 Non-Audit Services (NAS) 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality measurements 
An Economic Analysis of Audit WuM. Contemporary Control variables for Explain the impact of the 
and Non-audit Services: The Trade- (2006) Accounting 11audit-market Sarbanes-Oxley Act on 
off between Competition Research, Summer concentration~~ concerned "market segmentation" and, 
Crossovers and Knowledge 2006, Vol. 23, with competition- hence, the profitability of 
Spillovers. Issue 2, pp. 527- crossover effects and accounting firms. 

554. "auditor expertise~~ 
concerned with 
knowledge-spillover 
benefits should be 
included in audit-fee 
regressions to increase 
the power of empirical 
tests. 

- ---------
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4.3.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Professional Service Fees and Reynolds, R., Auditing: A Journal whether an auditor's Non-audit fee disclosure Use recent mandated proxy 
Auditor Objectivity D. Deis and of Practice and objectivity is impaired by statement audit and non-

J. Francis Theory, vol. 23 no. non-audit services or by audit fee disclosures to 
(2004) 1' pp. 29-52. the level of economic measure economic 

dependence on a client dependence and use 
discretionary accruals as a 
surrogate for auditor 
objectivity 

Client Importance, Non-audit Chung, H. The Accounting To examine the Independent auditor - No statistically significant 
Services, and Abnormal Accruals and S. Review, Vol. 78, association between the provision of NAS association between 

Kallapur No.4, pp. 931-955 . client importance abnormal accruals and any 
(2003) (proxied by ratio of audit of the client importance 

fees and non-audit fees measures. 
divided by audit firms' 
revenues) and abnormal 
accruals 

Do Non Audit Services Ashbaugh H., Working paper, Whether non audit fees Independent auditor - There is no systematic 
Compromise Auditor R.LaFond University of impair auditor the provision ofNAS evidence supporting that 
Independence? Further Evidence and B. Wisconsin - independence? auditors violate their 

Mayhew Madison independence as a result of 
(2003) clients purchasing more 

non audit services. (This is 
inconsistent with Frankel, 
Johnson and Nelson 2002 
findings.) 

The Relation Between Auditors' Frankel R. , The Accounting To examine whether Independent auditor - Non-audit fees are 
Fees for Non Audit Services and M. Johnson Review, Vol.77, auditor fees are the provision ofNAS positively associated with 
Earnings Management and K. Supplement 2002, associated with earnings small earnings surprise and 

Nelson pp.71-105 management and the the magnitude of 
(2002) market reaction to the discretionary accruals. (In 

disclosure of auditor fees. other words, the provision 
ofNAS does not impair 

-'-
auditor independence. 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Non-Audit Services and Earnings Ruddock C., Working Paper, To examine the relation Independent auditor - Big 6 auditors encourage 
Conservatism: Is Auditor S. Taylor and UTS between the provision of the provision ofNAS more conservative financial 
Independence Impaired? S. Taylor non-audit services and reporting; hence lower the 

(2002) earnings conservatism. existence of earnings 
management. 

4.3.2 Fee Studies I Audit Qualifications 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
I 

measurements 
Independence in Fact Versus Lai K. and A. Working paper, To examine audit pricing Auditor independence- Auditor impendence in 
Appearance: Effect of Non-Audit Yim (2003) City University of and audit opinion of Big modified audit opinions appearance (low-balling I 

Services on Audit Pricing and Audit Hong Kong 5 initial engagement and low-balling issues) and auditor 
Opinion of Big 5 Initial when audit firms also independence in fact 
Engagement provide non-audit (auditor qualification 

serv1ces issues) ! 

Does the Provision ofNon-audit Krishnan, J ., Auditing: a Journal Whether investors Independent auditor - The non-audit fee ratio and I 

Services Affect Investor H. Sami and of Practice & perceive auditor NAS the level of non-audit fees 
Perceptions of Auditor Y. Zhang Theory, Vol. 24, independence as being were negatively associated 
Independence? (2005) No.2, pp. 111-35 impaired when auditors with ERCs in 200 1, which 

supply non-audit services, indicate that investors did 
by investigating the perceive NAS as impairing 
association between fee- auditor independence 
based measures of non-
audit service purchases 
and the earnings response 
coefficient (ERC). 

--
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Fee Paid to Audit Firms, Accrual Larcker, F Journal of To examine the relation Independent auditor- The ratio of non-audit fees 
Choices, and Corporate Governance and A. Accounting between the fees paid to NAS to total fees has a positive 

Richardson Research, Vol. 42, auditors for audit and relation with the absolute 
(2004) No. 3, pp. 625-58. non-audit services, and value of accruals. 

the choice of accrual 
measures for a large 
sample of firms. 

Do Non-Audit Service Fees Impair DeFond M., Journal of Whether non audit Independent auditor - There is no significant 
Auditor Independence? Evidence K. Accounting services impair auditor going-concern auditor association between non-
from Going Concern Audit Raghunandan Research, Vol.40, independence? opm10n audit service fees (LnNAS 
Opinions andK. No.4, Sep 2002, and fee ratio) and impaired 

Subramanya pp.l247-1274 auditor independence, 
m (2002) where auditor independence 

is surrogated by going 
concern auditor opinion. 

Professionalism vs. Sharma D. Journal of Business To investigate the effect Independent auditor - Auditors may be tempted to 
Commercialism: The Association and J. Sidhu Finance & of fees derived from the gomg -concern impair their independence 
Between Non-Audit Services (2001) Accounting, joint provision of non- qualification when their audit clients 
(NAS) and Audit Independence Vol.28, No.5 & 6, audit services and audit generate higher proportions 

June/July 200 l, services on auditors ' ofNAS fees to total fees. 
pp.S95-629 propensity to issue a 

gomg-concern 
qualification. 

Auditor Independence and Fee Craswell A., Journal of Whether fee dependence Independent auditor- );;> Big 6 are more likely to 
Dependence J. Laughton Accounting & affect auditor propensity going concern modified issue qualified audit 

and D. Economics, Vo1.33. to qualify their audit opm10ns opinions to deliver 
Stokes No.3 , June 2002, opinions? (At both the higher audit quality 
(2002) pp.253-275 national and city level) );;> Fee dependence does not 

affect auditor 
~------------------------------------- ------ -

independence 
--
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality fi lters Audit quality 
measurements 

Does the Provision ofNon-Audit Craswell A. International To investigate whether Independent auditor - Auditors' decisions to 
Services Impair Auditor (1999) Journal of the provision of non-audit auditor opinions qualify their opinions are 
Independence? Auditing, Vol.3, services impairs auditor not affected by the 

No.1 , Mar 1999, independence by testing provision of non-audit 
pp.29-40 for an association services. 

between the provision of 
NAS and auditors' 
reporting opinions. 

Non-Audit Fees, Disclosure and Lennox C. The European Investigating the effect of Independent auditor - The voluntary disclosure of 
Audit Quality (1999) Accounting non-audit services on ~AS non-audit fees can be used 

Review, Vo1.8, audit fees to signal audit quality. This 
No.2, 1999, suggests that the provision 
pp.239-252 of non-audit services does 

not reduce audit quality. 
The Cost of Audit Qualifications: Houghton K. Journal of The relationship between Independent auditor -
The Role ofNon-Audit Services and C. Jubb International audit qualification and ~AS 

(1999) Accounting, audit fees charged. 
Auditing & 
Taxation, Vol.8, 
No.2, pp.215-240 

Auditor Switching: The Pricing of Butterworth Journal of The relationship between Independent auditor - An observed association 
Audit Services S. and K. Business, Finance auditor switching and price-cutting between audit and non audit 

Houghton & Accounting, audit fees fees may raise concern 
(1995) Vol.22, No.3 , Apr about audit quality. 

1995, pp.323-344 
The Effect ofNonaudit Services on Palmrose Z. Journal of To examine the effect of Independent auditor -
The Pricing of Audit Services: (1986) Accounting total management NAS 
Further Evidence Research, Vol.24, advisory services fees on 

No.2, pp.405-411 audit fees 
Evidence of Audit Leader Strategic Ferguson A. Working paper, To investigate audit Independent auditor - Audit industry leader is 
Price-cutting and Fee Recovery in (2002) UTS industry leader price- low-balling (industry prepared to price-cut in 
Non-Audit Services: Implications cutting on audits specialist leader) certain industries. 
for Independence 
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4.3.3 Capital Market Effects 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Auditor Reputation, Auditor Krishnamurth Contemporary The relationship between Independent auditor - Both auditor reputation and 
Independence and the Stock y S., J. Zhou Accounting Research, auditor reputation, auditor non-audit fees independence have an 
Market Reaction to Andersen's and N. Zhou Summer 2006, Vol. 23, independence and audit impact on audit quality and 
Clients (2006) Issue 2, pp. 465-490. quality that the market prices this. 
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5 Corporate Governance Mechanisms 

Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

Board Characteristics and Audit Carcello J., Contemporary To examine the Corporate governance - A more independent, 
Fees D. Accounting relationship between board characteristics diligent and expert board 

Hermanson, Research, Vol, 19, three board may demand higher audit 
T. Neal and No.3, Fall 2002, characteri sties quality than the Big 6 audit 
R. Riley pp.365-384 (independence, diligence firms normally provide. 
(2002) and expertise) and the 

Big 6 audit fees 
The Association between Audit Abbott L., S. Auditing: a Journal Examining the Corporate governance Independent and active 
Committee Characteristics and Parker, G. of Practice & association between audit mechanism audit committees demand a 
Audit Fee Peters and K. Theory, vol. 22, no. committee characteristics higher level of audit quality 

Raghunandan 2, pp. 17-32. and audit fees 
(2003) . 

Board Independence and Audit- Beasley M. Auditing: A Journal The role of outside Industry specialist firms Corporate governance and 
Firm Type andK. ofPractice, Vol. members of the board of audit quality: 

Petroni 20, No.1, March directors in the choice of );> High percentage of 
(200 1) 2001, pp.97-114 auditor outside members - more 

likely to hire an industry 
specialist auditor I 

Audit Committee Composition and Carcello D. The Accounting To examine the relation Corporate governance More independent audit 
Auditor Reporting and T. Neal Review, Vo1.75, between the compositions mechanism - audit committee ensures high 

(2000) No.4, Oct 2000, of financially distressed committee financial reporting. 
pp.453-467 firms' audit committees 

and the likelihood of 
. . . recetvmg gomg-concern 

reports. 
Auditor Selection and Audit Abbott L. Auditing: A Journal Corporate governance Industry specialists firms Industry-specialist auditors 
Committee Characteristics and S. Parker of Practice & and audit quality are more likely to be 

(2000) Theory, Vol.l9, employed by firms with 
No.2, Fall 2000, audit committees that are 
pp. 47-66 both independent and I 

active. 
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Title Authors Journal Main issues Audit quality filters Audit quality 
measurements 

The Impact of Board Composition O'Sullivan The British Whether audit quality, Corporate governance Non-executive directors 
and Ownership on Audit Quality: N. (2000) Accounting represented by the audit mechanism and audit encourage more intensive 
Evidence From Large UK Review, Vol.32, fees, is influenced by a fees audits as a complement to 
Companies 2000, pp.397-414 company's governance their own monitoring role. 

characteristics? 
Audit Committee Performance: An McMullen D. Auditing: A Journal To examine differences Corporate governance The characteristics of audit 
Investigation of the Consequences (1996) of Practice & between companies with mechanism committee could affect the 
Associated with Audit Committees Theory, Vol.l5, and without audit quality of financial 

No.1, Spring 1996, committees reporting 
pp.87-103 
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Appendix 2: Prior Audit Quality Literature Review Tables 

1 Auditor Size I Brand Name Reputation and Audit Quality 

1.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differentiation (Analytical Studies) 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Auditor Size * Does audit ~heory: * Qualitative analysis * Different agency costs require * When incumbent auditors I 

and Audit firm size * Agency costs - a different levels of audit quality. earn client-specific quasi- . 
Quality" affect audit demand for different Prediction 1: * Auditors have incentive to rents, audit quality is not 

quality and level of auditing An mverse opportunistically lower audit independent of audit firm 
Linda Elizabeth the selection * Definition of audit relationship between quality in order to retain a size. These quasi -rents 
DeAngelo of auditors? quality: the joint the magnitude of particular client, however serve as collateral against 
(1981) *This paper probability that a giVen start -up/transactions auditors also have disincentives such opportunistic 

argues that auditor will both costs (and hence to do so. These disincentives behavior, when subject to 
Journal of auditor size discover a breach in the client-specific quasi- increase as auditor size increases. loss from discovery of a 
Accounting & (measured by client's accounting rents) and auditor Because large auditors have 1 ower-than -promised 
Econornics number of system and report the turnover. reduced incentives to lower audit audit quality. 
Vol.3,No.3, current breach. quality opportunistically. * Therefore, the larger 
Dec 1981, clients) serves * The client-specific Prediction 2: * The assumption that client- the auditor as measured 
pp.183-199 as a surrogate collateral with Auditors with a speci fie start-up/transactions by the number of 

for audit significant start- greater number of costs are material is approved by current clients and the 
quality up/transaction costs. audit clients have the lower rate at which client smaller the client as a 

reduced incentives to firms change auditors in extant fraction of the auditor's 
IHypotheses: 'cheat' in order to studies. total quasi-rents, the 
* Size alone alters retain any one client, * When client-specific quasi-rents less incentive the 

auditors' incentives such ceteris paribus. are identical across clients of a auditor has to behave 
that, ceteris paribus, given auditor, auditors with a opportunistically, and 
larger audit firms supply greater number of current clients the higher the perceived 
a higher level of audit supply a higher level of audit quality of the audit. 
quality. quality, because their total * On the other hand, 

* Ceteris paribus, the collateral is greater. (Significant technological sunk costs 
larger the auditor as start-up/transactions costs create are likely to dominate 

a benefit to large audit firm.) brand name type 
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measured by number of I * Some other surrogates for audit expenditures as a quality-
clients, the less incentive quality are also introduced: the assuring mechanism in 
the auditor has to behave percentage of total audit fees the market for audit 
opportunistically and the dependent on retaining any one serVIces. 
higher the perceived client, brand name (substitute for 
quality of the audit. client-specific collateral). 

L_ _________ ___________ ----- -------
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditing *How does an rrheory: * Analytical study * It finds that for a large class * In concludes that the 
Standards, auditor's wealth * Deep pocket *The model links the of liability rules, an average quality of 
Legal Liability, influence the hypothesis perceived quality of an increase in the toughness of audits may decline 
and Auditor audit's price and (auditor audit to the auditor's auditing standards induces as auditing 
Wealth" perceived quality, wealth and wealth. some auditors to reduce the standards are raised. 

and what auditor size) *It compares the quality of quality of the audits they * It concludes that 
DyeR. (1993) incentives does an audit actually adopted to provide, furthermore, when auditor's 

auditor have to the quality of auditing auditors who prefer not to wealth is observable 
Journal of change his wealth standards, and the faced conform to existing to outsiders, 
Political by merging, litigation arising from standards will not conform auditors who intend 
Economy, breaking up, or substandard audits to to tougher standards either. to comply with the 
Vol.101, No.5, raising outside indicate whether an * It finds some auditors standards typically 
pp.887-914 capital? auditor provide high always have an incentive to prefer higher 

quality audits. comply with the prevailing standards than 
*The paper begins by standards. When auditors those who doe no 

examining the dependence can modify their wealth by comply. When 
of an auditor's choice of raising outside capital, they auditors' wealth is 
audit quality on the do so only if they would not publicly 

i 

auditor's wealth, violate the standards observable, the 
I 

prevailing liability rules, without the benefit of the reverse is true. I 

and auditing standards. capital and with the capital I 

*At the second stage, it they have an incentive to I 

develops the model based comply with the standards. 
on auditor's individual When auditors can modify 
decision problems. their wealth by breaking up, 

*Finally, an auditor's it is shown that they prefer 
propensity to attempt to either not to break up at all 
reduce or expand his or else to break up into as 
wealth by breaking up, many firms as their wealth 
n1erging or raising outside permits. 

I capital is examined. I 
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1.2 Auditor Size and Audit Fees 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Pricing of * To test the ifheory: * Fee data is collected by using a * All variables in the * Both auditor and 
Audit Services: competitiveness * Perfect competition vs. survey in the U.S. Market. group for differences in auditee try to minimize 
Theory and of the audit monopoly/cartel * First, Simunic developed a fee model loss exposure (such as losses, so the 
Evidence" service market pricing competition by considering the interdependence Assets, Sub, Divers, hypothesis regarding 

by developing a * Economics of scale of the auditee's and auditor's Forgn, Recv, Inv) are liability avoidance 
Simunic, Dan positive model and product economic interests, based on the statistically significant motivation implies that 
(1980) of audit pricing. differentiation hypothesis regarding liability determinants of audit there is a mutuality in 

* Particularly, to avoidance motivation. fees, which support the the auditee's and 
Journal of examme tllypotheses: * Three industry scenarios are focused: hypothesis with respect auditor's private 
Accounting whether there is * Price competition perfect competition, monopolistic to the external audit interests vis-a-vis the 
Research monopoly prevails throughout competition and auditor economies. component of the external world. 
Vol.J8, competition the market for the * Second, to test the hypothesis of system. * The avoidance of 3rd 
pp.l61 -190 among the Big audits of publicly held competition, the market is classified * The same variables are party liability is a 

8 audit firms in compames, into "small" and "large" client size less successful in dominant source of 
the U.S. irrespective of the segments. In the small segment, there explaining cross- expected 'benefits', 
markets. share of a market are a large number of suppliers and sectional variation in which drives the design 

segment, which is therefore it can be assumed internal audit costs. of auditee financial 
serviced by the Big 8 competitive. In the large segment, * The control variables reporting systems. 
firms. (This is based the B1g 8 are dominated and are for difference in * Observed audit fees are 
on the examination of therefore assumed to operate as a expected loss sharing a function of both 
the cross-sectional cartel. ratio (Loss and Subj) quantity and price. 
audit fees) are significant Overall, the control 

* By considering the Fee components: determinants for audit variables relate to 
interdependence of the * A cross-sectional audit fee model is fees. auditee size, 
auditee's and auditor's designed to regress on a set of * Audit fees are not organizational 
economic interests, he explanatory variables: found to vary complexity, financial 
hypothesizes that the systematically with structure, types of 
potential legal liability Loss exposure variables: TIME. Thus, learning assets and auditor-
of an auditee and 1. Auditee size effects could not be auditee risk sharing. 
auditor to financial 2. Complexity variables: observed in fee data * The audit fee model 
statement users (the 3rd 1 - For the decentralization Issues: (p.l87) .. suggests a direct 
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parties) drives the 
design of external 
financial reporting 
systems. 

* Price competition 
prevails in the 
submarket for the 
audits of ' small' 
companies and test for 
the effects of 
increasing Big 8 
concentration on 
prices paid by 'large' 
auditees. 

subsidiaries (SUBS) 
- For the diversification Issues: 
DIVERS and ratio of the auditee's 
foreign to total assets (FORGN) 

~-Receivables and Inventory 
~ - Industry of auditees 

!Loss sharing ratio 
Profit 
Loss 
Subject to audit opinions 

!Differences in auditor production 
function: 
r Time (the tenure of auditor serve a 
~lient) 

~uditor classes variables: 
AUDITOR 

lpependen t Variables: 
-Total audit fees: internal and external 
audit fees 

* For the test of 
competition, the Big-7 
coefficients are not 
significantly different 
from zero, and also 
there are no significant 
difference in audit 
prices between Big 8 
and non-Big 8 audit 
firms in the U.S. 
market for both a 
sample of small 
companies and a 
sample of large 
companies. This 
suggests that the Big 8 
firms enjoy scale 
economies by passing 
on as lower prices to 
auditees. 

relationship between 
auditee's 
characteristics and 
the audit fee charged. 

* It is failed to reject 
the hypothesis that 
price competition 
prevails throughout 
the market for audits 
of publicly held 
companies. These 
results are consistent 
with a competitive 
market structure for 
both small and large 
segments and no scale 
economics or product 
differentiation for the 
Big 8 audit firms. 

* Pricewaterhouse 
(PW) charges 
significant higher 
audit fees than other 
Big 8 auditors. 
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. . . ---- ----

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Effect of * How are audit rrheory: * Hypothesis 1 is tested by use of a * For hypothesis 1, * The test of hypothesis 1 
Audit Firm prices affected * Perfect competition vs. multiple-regression equation of accounting firm size is supports the existence 
Size on Audit by accounting monopoly/cartel the audit fee function (Simunic, significant, and the sign of product 
Prices: A Study firm size? competition 1980). of the regression differentiation in the 
of the * What is the * Product differentiation * A dummy variable is used to coefficient is positive, Australian audit 
Australian effect of auditor * Scale economies to represent audit firm size which means that Big 8 services market. 
Market" changes on large accounting firms (AUDITOR) to test hypothesis 1. are associated with *The Big 8 are 

companies' * In order to test the joint effects of higher external audit associated with higher 
Jere R. Francis audit fees? Hypotheses: product differentiation and scale fees. audit fees for both 
(1984) * H 1: Audit firm size economies, separate regressions * Higher prices charged large and small 

has no significant are made on 'large' and 'small' by large firms in both auditees. This is 
Journal of effect on audit prices auditee sample. partitions evidence consistent with a 
Accounting and in Australia. * Hypothesis 2 is tested by product differentiation. differentiated demand 
Economics * Scenario 1: No price comparing the predicted initial * For hypothesis 2, for audit quality or 
Vol. 6, No.2, difference between audit fees and actual audit fees results do not support reputation. 
Aug 1984, Big and non-Big 8 the existence of price- * This result is 
pp.133-151. firms would indicate Fee components: cutting. Results of the inconsistent with 

no product *Adopting Simunic's model: initial fee versus Simunic's evidence, in 
differentiation or scale including loss exposure, loss risk previous and second which only one firm 
econom1es. sharing and production function. year fee tests both fail (Pricewaterhouse) had 

* Scenario 2: Higher Big * Accounting firm size is included to support price-cutting. higher prices in the 
8 prices would indicate in the model as the experimental * Same results occurred U.S., the other Big 8 
product differentiation variable, a set of control when the sample was audit firms had lower 
to Big 8 auditors. variables are used to control for partitioned into Big 8 prices than non-Big 8 

*Scenario 3: Lower Big other factors affecting fees and and non-Big 8 firms. 
8 prices would indicate the quantity of auditing supplied. accounting firms. * However, the 
economies of scale to * In this study, 3 control variables economics scale 
Big 8 auditors. are not available: percentages of evidence is weak in the 

assets in foreign assets, number U.S. market. It could be 
Theory: Low-balling of operating industries and years that there are scale 
* H2: There is no on the audit by the auditor. Three economies in the U.S. 

significant price additional control variables are market, which offset 
cutting of initial audit used: qui~k_-~(lt}?, equity to debt higher prices related to 
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fees in Australia. ratio and month of year-end. product differentiation. 
* It is hypothesized that the quick * The auditee size 

ratio and equity to debt ratio are differences may give 
associated with the auditor's loss rise to scale economies 
exposure or audit risk. Month of in the U.S. market. 
year-end is used to control for * The second hypothesis 
off-peak pricing. could not be rejected. 

* The dependent variable is used The price-cutting 
as the external audit fees rather behavior to gain new 
than the total audit fees. clients is not 

supported in the 
Australian market. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Audit Prices, * To reconcile Theory: *Similar to Simunic (1980) and *For the sample of *The Australian 
Product the * Perfect competition vs. Francis ( 1984). small auditees, Big 8 market is consistent 
Differentiation, contradictory monopoly/cartel competition audit prices are with previous 
and Scale findings of * Product differentiation !Fee Components: significantly higher findings that there is 
Economics: Simunic * Scale economies to large * Dependent Variables: external than non-Big 8 audit product 
Further ( 1980) and accounting firms audit fees prices, which support differentiation in the 
Evidence From Francis * Experimental variable: audit the existence of services ofBig 8 
The Australian ( 1984) Hypotheses: firm size (AUDITOR) product differentiation audit firms and 
Market" regarding * HI: For a sample of the largest * 9 control variables related to with respect to the Big diseconomies of 

. audit. pricing publicly traded Australian auditee size, organizational 8 accounting firms. scale when non-Big 
Jere R. Francis by Big 8 and companies, at least as large as complexity, financial structure, * For the sample of 8 audit firms audit 
and Donald, non~Big 8 Simunic 's ( 1980) sample of type of assets, and auditor- large auditees, there large auditees. In 
Stokes (1986) audit firms. 'small' auditees, there will be no auditee risk sharing: are no significant other words, higher 

observed price differences o Assets (audit size) differences in Big 8 prices due to 
Journal of between Big 8 and non-Big 8 o Subsidiaries (complexity) observed audit price product 
Accounting auditors. 0 Quick ratio (short-term between the Big 8 and differentiation are 
Research * H2: For a sample of the smallest financial structure) non-Big 8 audit firms. obscured by higher 
Vo/.24, No.2, publicly traded Australian I o Equity to total debt (long- T~is is. c?nsist~nt with no_n~Big 8 prices 
Autum~ 1986, c~mpani~s observed Big 8 prices I term. stru~~re) . Simu~Ic s fin?mg that a~tstng fro~ 
pp.383 393. will be higher than non-Big 8 0 Audit opmwn (nsk) there IS no evidence of diseconomies of 

pnces. o ROI (profitability) cartel pricing by the scale. 
o Loss (profitability) Big 8 firms in the 

Taken together: o Months of year end large auditee segment 
* The hypothesized results for o Ratio of assets in inventory of the Australian 

large auditees would be plus receivables to total market. 
consistent with Simunic's study, assets (type of assets) 
and the hypothesized results for 
small auditees would be 
consistent with the earlier 
evidence reported in Francis 
regarding the existence of Big 8 
product differentiation . 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Audit Fees * What is the Theory: rFee Components: * Based on coefficients, * The observed results 
and Audit Size: systematic * Perfect competition vs. * Experimental variable: audit firm client size as show that higher audit 
Further relation monopoly/cartel competition size and industry specialist variable measured by total fees for Big 8 firms 
Evidence" between audit * Product differentiation assets is the major are consistent with 

firm size * Scale economies to large !Control variables (different from explanatory variable either higher quality 
Palmrose Zoe- (both in terms accounting firms !Previous audit fee model) in the pricing of audit services or monopoly 
Vanna ( 1986) of absolute * Total assets: bigger clients will services. pricing by the largest 

size and !Hypotheses: purchase more services than smaller * The coefficients for suppliers. 
Journal of relative * H 1: Audit firms charge clients. the Big 8 variables are * The Big 8 coefficient is 
Accounting market higher audit fees because of * Reports (audit opinions): the auditor significantly positive positive and significant, 
Research shares) and their market (monopolistic) may contract to provide special in all regressions. but the industry 
Vol. 24, pp.97- audit fees? powers. reports in addition to general purpose * The industry specialist specialist coefficient is 
110. * The * H2: The same firms charge external financial statements. coefficient is not insignificant. This 

association higher fees to reflect the * Location: complexity of the statistically significant supports the Big 8 
between audit higher quality of their audit engagement in any of the designation as a 
fees and servtces. * Client participation: increased regressiOns. quality surrogate. 
industry * H3: Lower relative audit fees internal audit functions, maintenance * Overall, there is a 
specialization are charged by larger audit and improvement of internal control statistically significant 
(measure by firms, because of scale systems etc. association between 
relative economies enjoyed by the * Ownership (indicator variable): auditor size and audit 
market largest supplier within a greater exposure to risk is usually fees based on a Big 8 
shares). market of differentiated associated with public engagements /non-Big 8 dichotomy, 

serVIces. as compared to nonpublic ones. but not based on 
* Report modifications (indicator industry specialist 

vmiable ): modification may signal categorizations. 
the need to increase the desired level 
of assurance because of the increased 
risk of adverse actions against 
auditor. 

* Client Industry: The effects may be 
attributed to differences in risk from 

I . audit and differences in audit 
... _reguirements among industries. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"A Test of * To provide ifheory: * Similar to Simunic ( 1980) * The regression * The evidence from this 

I Audit Pricing further * Perfect competition vs. estimates results sample strongly supports 
in The Small- evidence on monopoly/cartel tFee Components: indicate the existence the existence of a Big 8 I Client Segment audit pricing competition * Experimental variable: of a Big 8 price price premium with 
ofThe U.S. in_ the small I* Product differentiation audit firm size premium with respect respect to both second-tier 
Audit Market" chen! segment I* Scale economies to large (AUDITOR) to both groups of non- national auditors and 

of the U.S. accounting firms * Big 8 vs. National auditors Big 8 auditors. local/regional auditors. 
Francis J. and audit market * National auditors vs. * There is no evidence * This is the first study to 
Simon D. for publicly !Hypotheses: local/regional of a second-tier price clarify that the Big 8 
( 1987) traded * In order to provide further * Big 8 vs. locaVregional premium with respect premium exists with 

compames. evidence about product * Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 to local/regional respect to both subgroups 
The Accounting * To address a differentiation in the * Big 8 vs. National auditors auditors. of non-Big 8 auditors. 
Review, Vo/62, side issue small-client segment of the vs. local/regional * The sensitivity tests * A Big 8 price premium 
No.1, Jan 1987, with respect U.S. audit market, this suggest that the Big 8 exists for small auditees, 
pp.l45-157 to price- study uses 3 classes of !Control variables: price premium is not no price premium for 

cutting of audit firm size in addition * Auditee size (assets) due to model large auditees, suggesting 
initial audit to the Big 8/non-Big 8 * Number of subsidiaries misspecification, an audit market in which I 

engagen1ents. dichotomy: * Percentages of assets in confounding effects of there is Big 8 product 
(1) the Big 8 receivables and inventories independent variables, differentiation and in I 

(2) other national firms * Amount of foreign assets or outliers among the which there are either 
(second tier) independent variables. Big 8 scale economies for 

(3) all other firms having * Type of audit report large auditees or 
local or regional * The tests also indicate diseconomies of scale for 
practices that initial audits are the non-Big 8 in the 

priced significantly audits of large auditees. 
lower than continuing * The different sample size 
engagements. could result different 

results. 

* No inference is made 
with respect to the effect 
of pricing-cutting on 
audit quality. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Pricing of *To expand Theory: * Similar to Simunic ( 1980) * The coefficient audit quality * Consistent with prior research, 
Audit Services: preVIOUS * Perfect variable (Big 8) is positively significant relationships are observed 
Further audit pricing competition vs. Fee Components: significant for the small between audit fees and variables that 
Evidence from studies by monopoly/cartel * Experin1ental variable: auditees and insignificant for measure auditee size and complexity. 
the Canadian exammmg competition - Audit firm size the large groups. This ~ The results provide consistent 
Market" Canadian *Product - The ratio of the auditee ' s provides evidence on the evidence on the existence of 

audit fees differentiation internal audit cost to its existence of product competition and quality 
Anderson T. across time, * Scale economies total assets differentiation across all differentiation throughout the audit 
and D. Zeghal audit firm to large market segments and market and economies of scale 
(1994) and industry accounting firms Control variables: economies of scale existing in effects in the large auditee market. 

*Two 
* Audi tee size (assets) the large auditee market. ~ A significant pricing difference is 

Accounting and competing * The changes on professional detected in the small auditee segment 
Business hypotheses * Auditee complexity standards with respect to when a continuous size metric is used 
Research, with respect - Number of subsidiaries advertising and fee tenders on to measure audit quality, and a 
Vo.24, No.95, to audit - Foreign subsidiaries audits during that period do smaller and less significant difference 
Summer 1994, quality are - Proportion of assets in not have a significant effect on exists when a dummy variable is used 
pp.J95-208 tested: receivables and audit fees. to represent the Big 8 auditors. This inventories DeAngelo 

*Audit risk * Different auditors' pricing study support DeAngelo 's (1981) size 
(1981) strategies impact on audit interpretation of audit quality. 
auditor size - Loss fees charged. There are no ~ No significant evidence of differential 
model and - ROI significant pricing pricing across time is observed. 
the * Auditor size (Big 8 vs. non- differences among auditor ~ This study further finds that 
reputation or Big 8) fi rms in the large auditee pricing in the small auditee segment 
band name * Client participation: segment, but there are a is different across the Big 8 audit 
model of controlling specific industry number of differences in the firms. This suggests that treating 
Klein and * Some data obtained through pricing of small audit the Big 8 auditors as a 
Leffler questionnaires sent to public markets. homogeneous group in subsequent 

I 
( 1981) companies * Audit firm pricing difference audit quality studies would 

* Other fmancial data obtained in the small auditee market introduce misspecification audit 
through different sources persists when industry is pricing model. 

*Testing period: Year 1982- controlled for. 
1984 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Additional *To assess Theory: Audit fee model is similar to Simon and Francis ( 1988) * Big 8 audit firms earn * Only a subset of 
Evidence On whether the * Perfect audit fee premium over large accounting 
The Large observed competition vs. tFee Model Components: non-big 8 audit firms firms is perceived to 
Audit-Firm Fee audit fee monopoly/cart * LnTA, Subs, Foreign, INVREC (proportioned assets in when treating the Big 8 be of "high quality" 
Premium As premmm IS el competition inventories and receivables), Opinion audit firms as a single than other auditors. 
An Indication due to large * CHGAUD (1=initial engagement following a change in group. It indicates that the 
of Auditor firms in !Hypotheses: auditors) * When separate dummy Big 8 are not 
Quality" general or is * There should Following most earlier studies with two primary variables are substituted regarded by users of 

attributable be a positive exceptions: for the single Big 8 audit services as a 
Daniel T. to particular association * The decomposition of the Big 8 audit fee premium into dummy, only about half homogeneous group. 
Simon (1997) firms. between the a separate effect on audit fees for each Big 8 firm. (8 of these variables are * This suggests that the 

* Exploring observed fee auditor dummy variables) statistically significant. link between audit 
Journal of relationship premium and * Using a much larger sample than previous studies, this This suggests the firm size and audit 
Applied between the rankings on allows the incorporation of separate indicator variables possibility that the Big 8 quality is not 
Business audit fees the other for each Big 8 auditor. fee premium is not a complete. That is, 
Research, and other proxies for general phenomenon but there may be 
Volume 13, measures of auditor quality, Sample (1983 - 1986): may due to specific audit significant 
Number4, auditor if higher audit * Annual revenue less than $125M in U.S market (since firms. dimensions of I 

pp.21-29. quality fees are a only in the smaller client segment of the audit services * Two firms (PW and perceived auditor 
reflection of market that Big 8 fee premiums are likely to be Deloitte Haskins and quality other than I 

higher actual observed). Sells) appear to receive audit firm size that I 

or perceived * Excluding utilities and financial services industry fees significantly higher is reflected in audit 
auditor quality. clients than those of non-Big 8 prices. 

firms in the 4 years; * Using other proxies 
Other audit quality tests: while the indicators for for auditor quality. 

* Other audit quality proxies to test intra-Big 8 difference three firms (CL, Peat He finds that there 
- Underpricing of initial public offerings (IPOs) Marwick and Touche is confirming 
- Frequency of Successful lawsuits against Ross) are never evidence that large 

auditors significant. Indicator accounting firms 
- Frequency of errors in audit opinions variables for the are not perceived as 
- A ranking of audit firm quality from a survey of remaining firms are a homogeneous 

accounting academics significant in some, but group with respect 
not in all years. to audit quality. 
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1.3 Earnings Management Studies 

1.3.1 Accrual Component of Earnings 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Agency Costs * To investigate Theory: * Using similar Simunic * For hypothesis 1, the * There is a positive 
and Audit whether there * Agency costs audit fee models to test results are consistent with association between the 
Pricing: Evidence IS an * Audit quality all hypotheses both the opportunistic magnitude of discretionary 
on Discretionary association perspective. Auditors accruals and audit fees . 

I 

Accruals" between the Hypotheses: * Discretionary accruals provide higher audit * This association is 
I 

magnitude of * There is a positive are measured using effort and charge higher stronger for Big 6 
GulF., J. Tsui discretionary association between modified Jones model audit fees for higher auditees than for non-Big 1 

and C. Chen accruals and the magnitude of discretionary accruals 6 auditees. This implies 
(1998) audit fees. discretionary accruals * experimental variables companies with higher that Big 6 auditors are 

* To investigate and audit fees. used to test 4 inherent risks. more likely to deliver 
Working paper, two related * This positive hypotheses: * For hypothesis 2, the high quality services to 
City University of agency Issues association is stronger ! - absolute value of association between audit reduce the risk of 
Hong Kong regarding the for Big 6 auditees ! discretionary fees and discretionary misstatements as a result 

effects of than for non-Big 6 accruals accrual is significantly of managerial 
fan1ily auditees. - dummy variable more positive for Big 6 opportunism. 
ownership of * There is a negative for family auditors. * It suggest that managers of 
compames association between I controlled * For hypothesis 3 and 4, non-family owned 
and outside family ownership of compames both family ownership companies and those 
directors on companies and audit - percentage of andindependentnon- companies with lower 
audit fees. fees. independent non- executive directors are percentage of independent 

* There is a negative executive significantly and non-executive directors 
association between directors negatively associational will demand higher quality 
the percentage of with audit fees. audits to mitigate the 
independent non- agency problem. 
executive directors 
and audit fees. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"The Effect of *To examine Theory: * A multivariate setting * They find that non-Big 6 * The results indicate that 
Audit Quality on the relation * Agency theory using a sample of over auditors allow greater discretionary accruals of 
Earnings between audit 1 0, 000 firm year flexibility in firms with non-Big 6 
Management" quality and Hypotheses: observations. management's choice of auditors are 1.5 percent of 

earnmgs * Earnings management is * Audit quality is proxy discretionary accruals. assets higher than the 
C. Becker, M. management greater in firms with through a dichotomous *While including the discretionary accruals of 
DeFond, J. through lower-quality auditors variable control variables in the firms with Big 6 auditors . 
Jiambalvo and K. discretionary than in firms with - Big 6 vs. non-Big 6 multivariate analysis, the * The results are 
Subramanyam accruals higher-quality auditors. results continue to support interpreted to support 
(1998) * Clients of non-Big 6 * Earnings management is the hypothesis that the that Big 6 auditors are 

auditors report proxy by discretionary non-Big 6 auditors report of higher quality than 
Contemporary discretionary accruals accruals estimated using discretionary accruals that non-Big 6 auditors. 
Accounting that increase income a Jones model are higher than the Big 6 fl< This study demonstrates a 
Research Vol. 15, relatively more than the - Estimation of auditors. direct relation between 
No. I, pp. 1-24 discretionary accruals discretionary * Several of the control audit quality and earnings 

reported by clients of accruals: total variables in the regression management. 
Big 6 auditors. discretionary are significant associated ~ This study suggests that 

accruals with discretionary test involving i 

* The model includes the accruals. discretionary accruals I 

following variables * Annual estimate test, will be more powerful if I 

- Operating cash flow which is used to mitigate they control for cross- I 

- Leverage the effect of cross- sectional differences in 
- Total assets sectional correlation, also audit quality. 
- The absolute value supports the hypothesis 

of discretionary that the discretionary 
accruals accruals of firms with 

non-Big 6 auditors are 
higher than the 
discretionary accruals of 
firms with Big 6 auditors. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Role of Big 6 * To investigate Theory: * To test H 1, operating * For hypothesis 1, they find that Big 6 PI< They find that the 
Auditors in the if the use of a * Agency theory cycle and capital auditors are more likely to be retained by likelihood of using a Big 
Credible Reporting Big 6 auditor intensity are used to firms with a greater endogenous propensity 6 auditor is increasing in 
of Accruals" . . . 

Hypotheses: proxies for firms' for accruals, i.e., longer operating cycles firms' endogenous IS mcreas1ng 
in the firm's * Firms with propensities to generate and greater capital intensity. This result is propensity for accruals, 

J. Francis, E. endogenous greater accrual. robust across time periods, most industry after controlling for firm 
Maydew and H. propensity to propensity to * They also use short-term segments, and firm size. size, leverage, growth 
Sparks ( 1999) generate generate accruals to substitute for * They also find that Big 6 auditors have opportunities, new equity 

accruals. accruals are operating cycle and long- smaller amounts of estimated discretionary issues, financial distress 
Auditing: A Journal * Ifthe use of a more likely to term accruals for capital accruals compared to firms with non-Big 6 and regulated industries. 
of Practice & Big 6 auditor hire Big 6 intensity. auditors. This result is robust across time PI< Even though Big 6 
theory Vo/.18, No.2 . . . 

auditors. * Control factors periods, industry segments, firm size and audited firms have higher 1s mcreasmg 
Fal/1999, pp.l7-34 in the fitm' s * Firms using influencing a firm's alternative model specifications for levels of total accruals, 

opportunities Big 6 auditors choice of auditor: discretionary acctuals. they find that they have 
for earnings will have - Size lower amounts of 
management, smaller amount - Leverage * For hypothesis 2, the Big 6 audited firms discretionary accruals. 
as reflected by of discretionary - Industry regulation have smaller absolute discretionary accruals PI< This finding indicates 
accruals accruals than - New equity issuers than firms with non-Big 6 auditors. that the consequence of I 

endogeneity. firms audited - Gro\vth opportunities * The year-by-year estimates for discretionary using a Big 6 auditor is I 

*IfBig6 by non-Big 6 (PIE rat\o) accruals indicate that average discretionary to constrain aggressive i 

auditors auditors. I - Financial distress accruals are also significantly smaller for and potentially I 

mitigate - Big 6 (loss) Big 6 audited companies. opportunistic reporting. I 

fitms' audited * Jones model (focusing on *The additional sensitive tests show that ~ Additional tests are I 

earnings compames overall earnings) are firms with Big 6 auditors have consistently consistent with the 
management will have used to test hypothesis 2. smaller amounts of both signed and existence of 3 categories 
behavior by both * 3 levels of auditor unsigned (absolute) discretionary accruals. of audit quality-
constraining smaller quality: * Finally, companies with Big 6 auditors have international Big 6, 
aggress1 ve, positive - Big 6 significantly smaller amounts of second-tier national firms 
potentially discretionar - Second-tier discretionary accruals than do those with and third-tier local and 
opportunistic y accruals - Local and regional second-tier auditors, and companies with regional firms. 
reporting of and smaller fitms second-tier auditors have significantly 
accruals. negative smaller amounts than do those with third-

discretionar tier auditors. 
y accruals. 
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Title, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Authors, 

Year, Journal 
Details 

"Investment * Whether Big 5 !fheory: * Factor analysis run on 3 * Firms in top quartile * Firms with high investment 
Opportunity auditors can * Agency costs measures of investment have more discretionary opportunities are more likely 
and Audit constrain the * Investment opportunities opportunities: accruals than firms in to have more discretionary 
Quality" manipulation of and discretionary accruals - Market to book assets the bottom quartile and accruals, but they are less 

discretionary - Market to book equity the difference is likely to have more 
WahL. (2002) accruals for !Hypotheses: - Gross property, plant statistically significant. discretionary accruals when 

high investment * Firms with high investment and equipment These supports audited by Big 5 auditors. 
Working opportunity opportunities are more hypothesis 1. * These results suggest that 
paper, City firms? likely to have more * T-test and multiple *For firms with upper the likelihood of earnings 
University of * Whether high discretionary accruals than regressions run for one-third investment manipulation is higher for 
Hong Kong investment firms with low investment hypotheses tests opportunity factor firms with high agency cost 

opportunity opportunities. * Model 1: scores, if they are but good quality auditor is 
firms are more * High investment - Dependent variable: audited by Big 5 able to lower the existence 
likely to have opportunity firms will be absolute value of auditors, the relationship of earning managements. 
Big 5 auditors. less likely to have more discretionary accruals between investment * High investment opportunity 

* Whether high discretionary accruals when - Control variables: opportunity and firms are more likely to have I 

investment they have Big 5 auditors o Audit size discretionary accruals is Big 5 auditors. This suggests ' 
opportunity than when they do not. (Assets) weak. that firms with high agency i 

firms that * High investment o Leverage ratio *Also results suggest that costs require high audit I 

employ Big 5 opportunity firms will be o Dividend Big 5 auditors are more monitoring. 1 

auditors have more likely to have Big 5 o Number of shares likely to constrain the * Comparing with low ' 
less auditors than low held manipulation of investment opportunity 
discretionary investment opportunity - Experimental variable: discretionary accruals of firms, high investment 
accruals and firms. factor proxy for high investment opportunity firms have less 
higher . • Big 5 auditors are more I investment opportunity opportunity firms . d~scretionarJ:' accruals. but 
perc~Ived audit likely_to be_ associated with I Hypothesis 3 Is high~r perceived earnings 
quality? less d1scretwnary accruals * Model 2: supported. quality when they employ 

or higher perceived audit - Dependent variable: * The results show that for Big 5 auditors. 
quality than non-Big 5 auditor size (Big 6 vs. both the lower and upper * In conclusion, the 
auditors when their clients non-Big 6) groups of FACTOR employment of higher 
have high investment - Control variables: (proxy for investment quality audit pays off for 

L._ _____ __i._ ______ __.~.___o_L_L.pp_o_rtun_I_. tyL_th_a_n_low o Length of opportunity), firms with firms with high agency cost. 
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investment opportunity. operation Big 5 auditors have 
0 Ratio of gross smaller discretionary 

property, plant and accruals than firms with 
equipment to sales non-Big 5 auditors. The 

0 Lnsales differences are much 
0 Long term debt more significant for the 
0 Loss upper group of 
0 Change in net FACTOR (proxy for 

mcome investment 
0 Change in equity opportunities). Hence, 

- Experimental hypothesis 4 is 
variables: factor proxy supported. 
for investment 
opportunities 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Audit Quality *Whether ifheory: * Using discretionary * By examining the * The finding is consistent with 
and the Pricing there is a * Agency costs: high accruals to test the discretionary accruals, it hypothesis that Big 6 auditors 
of linkage accrual firms face impact of audit quality finds that audit quality is enhancing the credibility of 
Discretionary between greater agency costs higher for Big 6 auditors reported accruals by 
Accruals" audit quality !Regression model who are able to constrain minimizing errors in reported 

and the ~ypotheses: * Dependent variable: aggressive and discretionary accruals and 
Krishnan G. pricing of * The association between stock return opportunistic reporting of thereby implying the high 
(2003) discretionary discretionary accruals accruals by their clients quality of earnings reported. 

accruals? and stock return is !Control variables: relative to non-Big 6 * It also supports that 
Auditing: A auditors. I greater for firms audited *Cash flows form discretionary accruals are more I 

I Journal of by Big 6 auditors than operations * The stock return tests difficult to detect and therefore 
Practice & for firms audited by non- * Nondiscretionary suggest that audit quality requiring more effects from 
Theory, Vol.22, Big 6 auditors. accruals influences the pricing of audit firms to detect, which 
No.1 , pp.JJO- * The associated between * Discretionary accruals discretionary accruals and implies Big 6 auditors are more 
126 discretionary accruals * Big 6 vs. non-Big 6 the association between likely to deliver higher quality 

and future profitability is dummy variable discretionary accruals and of audit services. 
greater for firm audited returns is greater for * Overall, the findings are 
by Big 6 auditors than * Jones accruals firms audited by Big 6 consistent with higher audit 
for firms audited by non- estimation model used auditors. quality associated with Big 6 
Big 6 auditors. * The pricing of audit firms who are able to 

nondiscretionary accruals constrain aggressive and 
and operating cash flows opportunistic reporting of 
are not conditioned by discretionary accruals by their 
audit quality. clients and thereby improve I 

* The association between the ability of discretionary 

I 

discretionary accruals and accruals to predict future 
earnings and cash flows levels of profitability. 
is greater for Big 6 
clients. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Audit Quality: * Investigates Theory: * Using logistic model to * When the dependent * Overall the result indicates that 
Earnings audit quality * Level of discretionary test the hypotheses. variables are used Big 5 auditors tend to constrain 
Management in by examining accruals vs. changes in Modified Jones 

. . . income-increasing abnormal - mcome mcreasmg 
the Context of earnmgs discretionary accruals model (INCDA) and income accruals but it is only the 
the 1997 Asian management * Macroeconomic - Frequency decreasing (DECDA) segment of the Big 5 auditors 
Crisis" behavior of influence on audit distribution approach respectively, the that specialize along industry 

auditees quality * Becker et al. ( 1998) experimental variable lines that also constrain income 
Johl S., C. Jubb during periods abnormal accruals Big 5 is significant in decreasing abnormal accruals. 
and K. of discernibly Hypotheses: model is applied. constraining income * The results also indicate that the 
Houghton different * H 1: The level of income- increasing abnormal Big 5 quality differentiation 
(2003) macroeconom1 increasing, income- * The sample consists of accruals as opposed to may not have been in existence 

c condition - decreasing and absolute listed companies income decreasing prior to the crisis. However, 
~Vorking paper, the pre and abnormal accruals, both between 1994 and 1999. abnormal accruals. there is evidence of such quality 
Monash post 1997 irrespective of and 1994-1996: pre- * While industry specialist differentiation during the crisis 

I -
University Asian Crisis as within distinct crisis period do not appear any and post-crisis period to reduce 

I 

experienced in macroeconomic periods - 1997-1998: the crisis different from non-Big 5 the pressure for heightened 
I 

Malaysia of upturn and downturn, period industry non-specialists quality and more quality 
is lower for auditees of - 1999: post-crisis in constraining INCDA. transitionally. 
quality auditors (Big period * When the regression is * In sum, consistent with prior 
5/industry specialist) * For the performance tested by macroeconomic studies, Big 5 auditees report I 

compared to other matched-pair sample period, Big 5 is lower abnormal accruals and I 

auditees. (matched on BigS/non- insignificant in the pre- industry specialist audit I 

* H2: Audit quality is Big 5, year, industry crisis and post-crisis clients report lower abnormal 
negatively associated and return on sales), periods but significant in accruals than other clients, 
with the change in level 1512 observations are the crisis period. Industry evidence of differential 
of absolute abnmmal reduced to 298 pairs. specialist is insignificant quality amongst top tier 
acc1uals between post- in all period. auditors. 
crisis and pre-crisis Logistic model * While Big5+non-industry * Prior to the crisis, Big 5 
periods. * Dependent variable: EM specialists is negative auditors in Malaysia appear to 

(discretionary accruals I and significant in the be no different from the non-

firms meeting/beating crisis and post-crisis Big 5 auditors with respect to 

benchmarks) period. constraining earnings 

* When BLOSSPR is a management. 

Expetimental variable: dependent variable, the * The results also show 
-----
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I 

t.- AQ (Big 5 I industry results continue to significant changes in the level 
specialist) support Hl. of audit quality supplied by 

* For hypothesis 2, they quality auditors during the 
I !control variables: use change of earnings post-compared to pre-crisis 

* OCF management as a period. Specifically, industry 
*LEV dependent variable; the specialist auditees report lower 
* LnTA results suggest there are abnormal accruals during the 
* ABTA (total accruals) significant changes in the post-crisis period than non-
* New auditor level of audit quality industry specialist auditees. 

* Old auditor supplied by quality 

* INCSHLD (equity auditors during the post 

offerings) and pre crisis period. 

* CON (consumer and 
trading industry) 

* IND (industrial 
products) 

* PROP (construction and 
property development I 

industry) i 

* PRECRI (Pre-crisis) i 

* CRI (crisis) I 

I 
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1.3.2 Auditor Conservatism 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Accounting *To examine rrheory: * Using the pro bit model * After controlling for * As predicted, auditors 
Accruals and whether * Audit qualifications of auditor reporting to client-specific financial of high accrual firms 
Auditor accounting * Accruals uncertainty test the effect of and market risk are more likely to 
Reporting accruals increase a accruals on the audit variables, auditors of issue modified audit 
Conservatism" firm's likelihood ~ypotheses: opm10n high accrual firms are reports for asset 

of receiving a * Auditors are more * This study focuses more likely to issue realization 
Francis J. and J. modified audit likely to issue both companies not switching modified opinions for uncertainties and for 
Krishan ( 1999) report for either types of modified auditors asset realization gomg concern 

(1) asset audit reports (asset uncertainties, and for problems. 
Contemporary realization realization !Regression model gomg concern *The reporting 
Accounting uncertainties or (2) uncertainty and * Dependent variable: problem. conservatism exists 
Research, Vo/.16, gomg concern gomg concern - 2 level probit models * Also the findings only for the Big 6 
No.1 , Spring problems. report) for high audit report (1 =modified provide strong auditors, which is 
1999, pp.l35-165 accrual firms opinions, O=clean evidence of Big 6 consistent with Big 6 

opinion) reporting conservatism auditors have more 
- 3 level probit models than non-Big auditors. incentives to report 
audit report (2=going It supports the conservatism, thus 
concern opinions, argument that Big 6 implying high 
1 =modified opinion, auditors modify more quality audit service 
O=clean opinion) often because they delivered. 

have reputation capital 
at risk and therefore 
more incentives for 
conservative reporting. 

* This is consistent with 
the findings that Big 6 
audited companies 
have smaller amount of 
discretionary accruals. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Are Large * To directly rTheory: * Using a bankruptcy * It finds that both type I * Results suggest that it is 
Auditors more investigate the * Agency costs - a model o control for and type II error rates easier to predict 
Accurate Than relationship demand for different differences in client are smaller for large bankruptcy for large 
Small between level of auditing characteristics audit firms than for auditors' clients than for 
Auditors?" auditor - employees number small audit firms. small auditors' clients. 

accuracy and tHypotheses: - industry effects * The results also show * After controlling 
Lennox C. auditor size * Large auditors are (codes) that the reports of large difference between large 
(1999) * Whether the significantly more - return on capital auditors are significantly and small auditors' 

information likely to give going- - leverage ratio more accurate than those clients characteristics, 
Accounting and content of concern qualifications - gross cash flow of small auditors. large auditors (Big 6 
Business audit reports to failing companies - cash ratios * The superior accuracy of auditors) give 
Research, is related to and clean opinions to * Two errors are large auditors' reports significantly more 
Vol.29, No.3, auditor size? non-failing companies. measured for could have occurred accurate reports 
pp.217-227 * Larger auditors' I calculating the because large auditors compared to small 

reports have greater I accuracy rates: Type I were more accurate or auditors. 
I 

incremental I and Type II because it was easier to * These results are 
information content * In this study, large predict bankruptcy for consistent with the 
than small auditors. l auditors are referred to large auditors' clients. reputation and deep 

I 

Big 6 auditors; small * For the information pockets theories, which 
I I auditors are referred to content tests, it finds that predict that large auditors i 

other auditors. audit opinions did not have more incentive to I 

signa] useful incremental exert effort in order to i 

information about the avoid issuing inaccurate 
probability of reports, because they 
bankruptcy. have more staff with 

* There is no much client-specific 
difference between large knowledge, they may be 
and small auditors' more experienced in 
gomg-concem auditing large companies, 
qualifications about or they are industry 
information content. specialists in certain 

industries. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Errors in * To investigate tfheory: * Claim loss reserve * The claim loss ~ The results generally do 
Accounting differences in the * Claim loss reverse and errors: reserve estimation not support differences 
Estimates and accuracy and bias auditing - the difference errors in audited in estimate accuracy or 
Their Relation to of the insurers' between information exceed conservatism across 
Audit Firm Type" estimates across tllypotheses: management's materiality in over audit firm type, and 

I 

clients of Big 8 * Clients of larger audit reported estimate 90% of the sample. therefore suggest that 
Petroni K. and M. audit fitms and firms are more and the subsequent *The magnitude of estimation error 
Beasley ( 1996) other audit firms. accurate in the realization the error reflects characteristics are not a 

I 

* Specifically, to estimate of claim loss both audit judgment basis for differentiating i 

Journal of test for an reserves than those of * Two approaches for and the high level of among auditors. 
Accounting association smaller audit firms the estimation errors uncertainty inherent ~ The only notable 
Research, Vo/.34, between audit * Larger audit firms are - errors as a in the estimate. difference found in 
No.1 , Spring firm size and more likely to be percentage of total * There is no evidence reserve estimates is that 
1996, pp.151-171 estimation errors associated with n1ore assets on the differences in within the subset of 

that affects conservative estimates. - scale each measure estimate accuracy or financially troubled 
eammgs. by an estimate of conservatism across insurers Big 8 auditors 

planning audit firm type. are associated with 
materiality * The only difference significantly more 

found in reserve conservative reserve 
* 2 proxies for audit estimates is that estimates. 

quality within the subset of 
- Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 financially troubled 

I 

dichotomy insurers, Big 8 ! 

- Audit firm size auditors are 
(number of clients) associated with 

significantly more 
conservative reserve 
estimates. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Does Size *How client lfheory: * Measure of accruals *For hypothesis 1, the results *They find that Big 5 I 

I Matter? The size influences * Office level vs. firm - Unsigned value of show that influence is auditors do not treat larger I 

I 

Influence of the reporting level analysis accruals negatively associated with clients in their practical 
Large Clients decisions of * Discretionary accruals - Total accruals and discretionary accruals, which offices more favorably 
on Office- auditors? * Going concern audit discretionary accruals is inconsistent with the than smaller clients. 
Level Auditor * To extends the report - Or signed accruals hypothesis. * Economic dependence 
Reporting DeAngelo * The results for hypothesis 2 are does not lead to greater 
Decisions" framework by IHypotheses: * Model specification not consistent with the client discretion with 

examtnmg * Economic dependence * Accrual Model prediction that larger clients respect to accounting 
Reynolds J. and auditor causes auditors to repot - Dependent variable: have more variance in accruals accruals or fewer going 
J. Frances incentives more favorably for large accrual - total than do smaller clients. concern audit reports. 
(200 1) within clients. The larger a accrual or *The robust tests for H1 and H2 * It suggests that the existing 

mdividual client relative to the discretionary accrual do not change the results. incentives are suffi cient to 
Journal of practice portfolio of clients - Control variable: motivate auditors to be 
Accounting and offices of Big served by a given office, 0 Debt level * Hypothesis 3 predicts that the independent, despite the 
Economics, 5 auditors. the more discretion a Sales experimental variable economic dependence 
Vo/.30, No.3, 0 

client has with respect to Financial influence is negatively inherent in auditor-client 
Dec 2001, 0 

accounting accruals. distress associated with going concern contracting. 
pp.375-400 * Economic dependence Operating cash reports. However the * However, they find that 0 

causes auditors to report flow experimental variable is relatively larger clients in 
favorably for large - Experimental positive and weakly individual offices of Big 5 
clients. For larger clients variable: influence significant, which rejects H3. auditors have less 
n the portfolio of clients proxy for economic * However for the sample of discretion with respect to 
served by a given office, dependence potentially distressed accounting accruals and 
the variance of companies, larger clients in are more likely to receive 
accounting accruals is * Going Concern Model offices are more likely to a going concern audit 
greater than for smaller - Dependent variable: receive a going concern report, report. 
clients. auditor opinion after controlling for other * This supports that 

*Economic dependence control variables. reputation protection - Control variable: 
causes auditors to report Debt level * Auditors in local offices thus leads to auditor 
more favorably for larger 

0 
report more conservatively for conservatism. It is Sales 

clients. The larger a 
0 

larger clients that are consistent with previous 
0 Financial 

client relative to the potentially distressed. This is findings that firms respond 
--
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portfolio of clients distress consistent with the reputation to auditor conservatism by 
served by a given office, 0 Loss protection expectation rather switching auditors 
the less likely the auditor 0 Mitigating than economic dependence on (DeFond and 
will issue a going factors fees. Subramanyam, 1998) and 
concern report. Receiving going . . 

0 compames rece1 vmg gomg 
concern opmwn concern reports are more 
m pnor year likely to switch auditors) . 

- Experimental I* This study also suggests 
variable: influence that office level 
proxy for economic differences across Big 5 
dependence audit firms seems a much 

more promising approach 
to research on auditor 
differentiation than the 
traditional large firm/small 
firm dichotomy that has 
dominated prior researc_h._ __ 
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1.4 Capital Market Effects I Valuation 

1.4.1 Valuation of Initial Public Offerings (JPOs) 

1.4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"A Note on the *This study Theory: * Using samples from * The results indicate PI< This paper provides 
Association proposes that * New measurement of Canadian Ontario Securities that regardless of preliminary evidence on 
between Audit comparison of audit quality Commission (OSC), as it whether outlier are the association between 
Firm Size and management (management forecast allowed firms to include included or excluded, audit firm size and audit 
Audit Quality" earnmgs errors) earnings forecasts in on average Big 8 audit quality. 

forecasts with prospectuses. firms were associated PI< Management earnings 
R. Davidson audited, tHypotheses: * The accuracy of each with less accurate forecasts are used as a 
and D. Neu reported * Clients associated with forecast was calculated by forecast than were non- benchmark against 
(1993) earnmgs higher-quality audit comparing the audited Big 8 firms. which audited actual 

provides an firms will have larger results with the forecast. * When other factors that results are compared. 
Contemporary approach to the forecast errors than rna y affect the PI< It suggests that higher 
Accounting measurement of clients with low-quality * Dependent variable: relationship between quality audit firms would · 
Research Vol. 9 audit quality. audit firms. forecasting accuracy forecasted and actual be associated with larger 
No.2 Spring * If audit firm size and * Independent variable: income are included, forecast errors since 
1993, pp. 479- audit quality are - Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 big 8 accounting firms management would have 
488 positively related, larger - Post-risk to measure continue to be fewer opportunities to 

difference between the ex post variability associated with less minimize the difference 
forecasted and reported of reported earnings accurate forecasts, all between forecasted and 
incomes for companies - Pre-risk (the number else equal. actual income. 
audited by large auditors of previous years that * These findings are * The results consistent 
than for companies companies have had consistent with the with precious results, it 
audited by small net income or losses) assertion that larger appears that larger 
auditors, after - Length of forecast accounting firms audit firms are 
controlling for client penod provide higher quality associated with higher-
characteristics such as - LnTA audits. quality audits. 
risk. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *To extend Theory: * The earnings forecast is * The results indicate that * The results suggest that 
Quality and and refine *New measurement defined as the one-year- after the additional controls Davidson and Neu's 
Accuracy of the analysis of audit quality ahead management for business risk are conclusion regarding the 
Management of Davidson (management earnings forecast introduced, the relationship nature of the relationship 
Earnings and Neu forecast errors) included in the IPO between forecast accuracy between audit quality and 
Forecasts" (1993), in offering prospectus. and auditor quality is no forecast accuracy may have 

order to gain !Hypotheses: longer significant for the been premature due to the 
Clarkson P. a better * Clients associated Regression model review-level assurance controls for business risk. 
(2000) understandin with higher-quality * Dependent variable: period. * In conclusion, these results 

g of the audit fim1s will have forecasting accuracy * The results also indicate provide support for 
Contemporary relationship larger forecast that the shift from review to Davidson and Neu's (1993) 
Accounting between errors than clients * Independent variable: audit level assurance alerts contention that the forecast 
Research, auditor with low-quality - Big 8 vs. non-Big the fundatnental relationship accuracy data provide direct 
Vo/.17, No.4, quality and audit firms. 8 between forecast accuracy evidence regarding the level 
Winter 2000, forecast * If audit firm size - Post-risk and auditor quality. of audit quality provided by 
pp.595-622 accuracy and audit quality are - Pre-risk * Using data from the audit- different audit firms. 

I positively related, - Length of forecast level assurance regime, * When the auditor has 
I larger difference period there is a negative but significantly greater 

between forecasted - Firm size (assets) insignificant relationship responsibilities relating to 
and reported - Firm's age when replicating Davidson the earnings forecast, 
incomes for and Neu analysis. But there higher quality (Big 6) 
companies audited New controls for risk: is a negative and significant auditors are systematically 
by large auditors - Financial leverage relationship for the analysis associated with more 
than for companies - The number of that incorporates the more accurate forecasts. 
audited by small risk factors complete controls for 
auditors, after associated with business risk. 
controlling for client the venture * However, the difference in 
characteristics such -- The number of the relationship between the 
as risk. assumptions two regimes is statistically 

significant. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"Auditor *To examine the rrheory: * Forecast error: the * The results are consistent * The paper provide 
Conservatism relation between the * Auditor conservatism difference between with their predictions. It evidence on that 
and Audit accuracy and bias of (less optimistic bias) forecast and actual. shows significant differences earnings forecast 
Quality: earnings forecast when comparing measures of errors will be less 
Evidence from provided in tontrol variable both forecast accuracy and optimistically biased, 
IPO Earnings Australian IPO !Hypotheses: * Audit quality proxy (Big bias for Big 6 and non-Big 6 but not necessarily 

i Forecasts" prospectuses and a * There is no association 6) auditees. more accurate, when 
proxy for differential between audit quality * Underwriter quality * They also find some evidence they are audited by a 1 

Lee P., S. audit quality. and forecast accuracy. variable that forecasts attested to by high quality auditor 
Taylor and S. * Whether Big 6 * There is no association * 3 composite control Big 6 auditors are more (Big 6). 

I Taylor (2002) auditors are between audit quality variables accurate. * This support the 
I 

associated with more and forecast bias. * industry dummies * In contrast, they find conclusion that Big 6 
Working paper, precise and/or less consistent evidence of lower auditors are more 
University of optimistically biased ff: Factor analysis optimistic bias among conservative than their 
Technology, financial data? procedure used to forecast issued by IPO firms non-Big 6 
Sydney construct the 3 with Big 6 auditors. counterparts. 

composite control * Although the distribution of 
variables. forecast errors is strongly 

suggestive of earnings 
management avoid reporting 
earnings below the forecast 
figure; the distribution of 
forecast errors for non-Big 6 
indicates a substantially 
greater proportion of large, 
optimistic forecast errors 
than for Big 6 clients. 
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1.4.1.2 Audit Quality and Signaling for Auditor Choice 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Product * To investigate Theory: * The data consists of * The univariate results * The results strongly 
Differentiation the demand * Agency costs companies which first show major underwriters consistent with the 
in Auditing: for different * Auditor credibility sold common shares to appear to have a strong internal agency cost 
Auditor Choice audit service the public during 1981 preference for association hypothesis of auditor 
in the Market specifications Hypotheses: in the U.S market. with Big 8 auditors. choice. 
for Unseasoned in a context * H 1: The probability of a * Total sample size * In addition, Big 8 auditors * The results are weakly 
New Issues" where company using a Big 8 includes 469 such tend to be involved with consistent with 

compames are auditor increases with the compames. 'firm commitments', while hypothesis that agency 
Simunic D. and changing their size, complexity, and small auditors tend to be costs arising form the 
S. Stein (1987) capital geographic dispersion of the lA logit model is used: associated with 'best proportion of common 

structure company's operations. * Dependent variable: efforts'. share held by outsiders 
The Canadian through an * H2: The probability of a AUD (1 =Big 8) * There is consistent weak influence auditor choice. 

I 

Certified IPO of company using a Big 8 support for H2. * However the evidence 
I General common auditor increases with the I* Experimental variable: * For H3, the coefficient is strongly contradicts the 
i 

Accountants ' shares. percentage of common stock - Assets, significant but in an hypothesized effect of 
Research ownership held by non- GEOG( 1 =regional, opposite direction. leverage on auditor 
Foundation, managers ( 1 OOo/o insider national, or * For H4, there is choice. 
Research holdmgs) after the sale of international, insignificant result, * The evidence is 
Monograph, shares to the public. O=local), suggesting underwriters do consistent with the 
No. l3 * H3: The probability of a CONS( l =consolid not reinforce the agency hypothesized effects of 

con1pany using a Big 8 a ted) - for H 1 cost of equity demand for the form of the offering 
auditor increases with the - Outs(the auditor credibility. and the reputation of the 
debt/equity ratio of the percentage of * For H5 and H6, the results underwriter on auditor 
company (computed after the common shares show the amount of wealth choice. 
sale of shares to the public). held by outsiders an underwriter placing in a * Overall, the audit 

* H4: The probability of a after the new new issue offering is an services are not 
company using a Big 8 issue) - for H2 important determinant of homogeneous across 
auditor increases with the - Lever (leverage) - auditor choice. potential suppliers. 
percentage of common stock forH3 * Results for demand for * Differences in agency 
ownership held by non- - Outs*Fcom- for scope of product line costs arising from 
managers after the sale of H4 suggest only Growth is differences in the 
shares to the public, and - F com ( 1 =firm important in the test. proportion of common 
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when the offering is made on commitment)- for Companies with higher shares held by top 
a firm commitment basis. H5 recent sales growth are management influence 

* H5: The probability of a - UREP (l=major more likely to demand the auditor choice, but only 
company using a Big 8 underwriter)- for services of a Big 8 auditor. weakly. 
auditor increases when a H6 * For hypothesis 7, the * The riskiness of 
share offering is made on a - Age, Growth, results weakly support the company cash flows 

I "firm commitment" rather Regulations - hypothesis that the higher operating through the 
than a "best efforts" basis. demand for the percentage of outsider legal liability losses 

* H6: The probability of a product line common stock holdings, seems to be a significant 
company using a Big 8 the higher are expected component of auditor 
auditor increases with the agency costs and therefore costs. 
reputation of the managing the lower the value of the 
underwriter of the new issue. firm. This is consistent 

* H7: In a cross-section of with H2. 
companies where the * The overall results 
percentage of common stock weakly support a 
ownership held by non- demand for 
managers varies and auditor differentiated auditor 
is chosen optimally, the credibility associated 
market value of companies I with agency cost 
using a Big 8 auditor is differences due to capital 
higher than for companies structure differences. 
using other auditors. 

-- -----
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details I 
"Empirical *To examine a Theory: * 'High-quality' audit *For hypothesis 1, it finds * They find weak support 
Assessment of hypothesized * Litigation risk firms ranked in the top 8 that firms facing greater for hypothesis 1, but no I 

the Impact of positive * Audit quality and 'low-quality' firm specific risk will have support for hypothesis 2 
I Auditor Quality relation * Demand-side and signifying all others. more incentive to hire a using both unsealed and I 

on the between audit supply-side effects * The following high quality auditor scaled versions of the I 

Valuation of quality and company's * The differences between valuation model. I 

New Issues" firm specific tllypotheses: characteristics are high quality and low * Further, they find no 
risk that is * Ceteris paribus, firms assumed to have impact quality sub sample are support for hypothesis 1 

I Feltham G., J. predicted by with greater firm specific on audit quality choice: statistically significant for using the ex ante and ex 

I 

Hughes and D. Datar et al. risk have a greater - Assets the regressions in which post measures of risk. 
Simunic ( 1991) (1991) incentive to choose an - Value of share they match on assets and * Therefore, overall, they 

theoretical auditor that is perceived outstanding proceeds, but not on cannot reject the null 
Journal of analysis of by investors to be of - Growth rates market value. hypotheses of no 
Accounting and auditor choice high quality. - Underwriter * However the results for association between 
Economics Vol. when firms go * Due to greater investor - Leverage hypothesis 2 do no support firm specific risk and 
14 (1991) public. confidence in reports * Retained ownership is the prediction. In fact the auditor quality, and no 
pp.375-399 approved by high quality measured by the number results are never marginal value effect of 

auditors, the retained of shares held by owners statistically significant. higher audit quality. 
ownership is greater for prior to the new issue * They also use both ex ante 
the high quality sub divided by total shares and ex post risk measures. 
sample than for the low outstanding after the new Hypothesis 1 is only 
quality sub sample. ISSUe. suppmted when firms are 

I 

* Matching companies matched on market values. 
audited by high quality There is no support for 
auditors with similar hypothesis 1 when the ex 
firms audited by low post risk is used for 
quality auditors based on regression tests. 
assets, proceeds and 
market value. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 

I Year, Journal Issues 
Details 

"The * Whether new Theory: * Using sample in * Consistent with the first prediction * There is a positive 
Association issuers of * Litigation risk Canadian IPOs to isolate that the level of retained ownership relation between audit 
Between Audit securities are * Audit quality supply-side effect of risk for Canadian companies using a quality (proxy by Big 8 
Quality, more likely to * Demand-side and * Auditor quality is high-quality auditor is lower than for auditors) and risk in a 

I Retained choose a high- supply-side effects established based on companies using a low-quality Canadian setting, and a 1 

Ownership, and quality auditor audit rims' Canadian auditor. significant difference in 
Firm-Specific and retain a Hypotheses: revenues over the sample * They find companies using high- the audit quality-risk 
Risk in U.S. vs. lower level of * New issuers of securities period with 'high- quality auditors tend to be more risky relationship between 

i Canadian IPO ownership as who have private quality ' audit firms than companies using low-quality Canada and the U.S. 
Markets" the firm- information about firm ranked in the top 8 and auditors. I* The relative average 

specific value are more likely to 'low-quality' signifying * With respect to the effect of risk on retained ownership 
P. Clarkson and riskiness of choose a high-quality all others. auditor choice, the results are levels are consistent with 
D. Simunic future cash auditor as the finn- * The following consistent with the prediction of a the DFH prediction in 
(1994) flows specific riskiness of company's positive association between risk and Canada, but not in the 

increases? future cash flows characteristics are audit quality using both the number U.S., and that the 
Journal of mcreases. 

I 
assumed to have impact of risk factors and residual variance difference in the relation 

Accounting and * The level of ownership on audi t quality choice: from the market model as the risk between countries is 
Economics Vol retained by - Assets proxy. statistically significant. 
17 (1994) entrepreneurs in higher- - Geographic * They also find that consistent with 
pp 207-228 risk firms which - Growth rates the primary prediction of DFH for 

(optimally) choose a - Underwriter Canadian IPOs, but not U.S. IPOs, 
high-quality auditor will - Leverage and indicate that there is a 
be lower than the level * Retained ownership is statistically significant difference in 
of retained ownership in measured by the number the quality quality-cash flow risk 
lower-risk firms of shares held by owners relation between these two countries. 
choosing a low-quality prior to the new issue *The results (high vs. low audit 
auditor. divided by total shares quality in Canada vs. the U.S.) 

outstanding after the new suggest that auditor quality is not 
ISSUe. being used as a substitute signal for 

retained ownership in the U.S, 
because this signal is not cost-
effective due to the supply-side 
effect of increasing risk. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"The *To document Theory: Sample selection: * There is empirical support f+: They find strong support 
Association the factors * Litigation risk * Australian industrial IPO for the prediction of DFH for both the primary and 
Between Audit which give * Audit quality firms listed form January that relatively risky IPO secondary predictions 
Quality, rise to a *Demand-side and 1976 to December 1989 firms will demand high of the signal model of 
Accounting demand for supply-side effects * Mining companies are quality audit firms. Datar et al. (1991). 
Disclosures and differential excluded * The univariate results find f+: For smaller IPOs who 
Finn-specific audit quality Hypotheses: * Total sample of 26 IPOs. no evidence of this use less prestigious 
Risk: Evidence among IPO * The demand for high prediction for the full underwriters, there is 
from the firms, and quality auditors is Auditor choice model sample, expect for the a strong positive 
Australian IPO especially the influenced by the extent *Dependent variable: possible interpretation of relation between ex 
Market" relation of direct, accounting auditor quality (Big 8 leverage as an additional ante proxies for IPO 

between IPO related disclosures made vs. non-Big 8) proxy for risk. firms' riskiness and 
Lee P. , D. firms ' at the time of the IPO. *Experimental variable: * However both ex ante risk the selection of a high 
Stokes, S. riskiness and * It also expects the finn-specific risk proxies have statistically quality auditor. 
Taylor and T. the underlying selection of a h1gh - ex post risk: significant coefficients in I* In addition, there is 
Walter (2003) demand for quality auditor is heavily STDDEV the predicted direction evidence that the level 

differential influenced by both deal - ex ante risk: AGE, when the tests are of retained ownership 
Journal of audit quality. size and the decision to or GOPT (asset compared to the IPOs is negatively related to 
Accounting and use a prestigious composition) using non-prestigious the demand for high 
Public Policy, underwriter. *Control variable: auditors. But the ex post quality auditors after 
Vo/.22, Issue 5, - DISC (level of risk proxy has a coefficient controlling for 
pp.377-400. prospective value inconsistent with differences in risk. 

accounting DFH's prediction. I* Overall, they supply the 
disclosure) * For prediction 2, there is evidence of a signaling-

- Leverage no significant relation based demand for high 
- Size of the IPO between deal size and quality auditors. 

ISSUe audit quality. 
- Underwriter quality * There is also evidence that 
- Percentage of post there will be a relation 

listing ownership between retained 
- FUTEQ ownership and audit 

quality. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
I "The * This paper is Theory: !Modell: * For auditor choice * They find that audit 
I Association to test the * Litigation risk * Dependent variable: Big 6 vs. predictions tests, the choice and retained 

Between Audit prediction of * Audit quality non-Big 6 demand for auditor ownership are related to 
Choice, Hughes * Demand-side and * Control variables: reputation is inversely risk, which is consistent 
Ownership between direct supply-side effects 0 Lnfees related to retained with Datar et al' s 
Retained and disclosures 0 Retained ownership ownership and positively predictions. 
Earnings and retained 0 Market value of equity related to firm-specific * The finding that retained 
Disclosure by ownership and 0 Underwriter reputation risk. (the results are ownership is negatively 
Firms Making the predictions 0 Risk qualitatively similar across related to forecasts based 
IPO ofDatar et al. >- Zscore all 3 risk proxies) on pre-IPO reported 

between >- SD of net income * They also test the impact earnings supports the I 

i Copley P. and auditor choice, >- The root mean square of underwriter on the prediction of Hughes 
E. Douthett firm risk and error from a market model choice of auditor, and find (1986). 

I 

(2002) retained of daily returns that the higher reputation * The positive 
ownership. underwriters are relationship between 

Contemporary 1Model2: influencing the choice of audit quality and firm 
Accounting * Dependent variable: Lnfees auditor. risk suggests that 
Research, Vol. I* Control variables: *For retained ownership entrepreneurs make 
19, No.1, lo LnTA tests, they find a negative greater use of audit 
Spring 2002, j o Risk relation between a forecast quality to signal as the 
pp.45-75 ~ Zscore (pre-IPO reported cost of using retained 

~ SD of net income earnings) and retained ownership increases. 
~ The root mean square ownership in all three * Overall, the findings 
error from a market model formulations, and a suggest that reporting 
of daily returns negative relation between characteristics, such as 

0 Inventory & receivables retained ownership and auditor choice and 
0 Qualified reports choice of a Big 6 auditor. earnings disclosure, are 
0 Foreign sales substitute signals for 
0 Big 6 vs. non-Big 6 retained ownership. 

ll\1odel 3: 
* Dependent variable: Retained 

ownership 
* Control variables: 
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0 Big 6 vs. non-Big 6 
0 Risk 

);> Zscore 
~ SD of net income 
~ The root mean square 
error from a market model 
of daily returns 

0 Forecast 
0 Ln(market value of equity) 

10 
Market value of equity 
divided by book value of 
equity 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Auditor *To examine ifheory: * Models based on the *For hypothesis 1, Big 8 * The results are 
Quality, the audit * Retained ownership theoretical models of auditors are recruited consistent with the 
Signalling, and quality models * Signal for audit quality Datar et al. ( 1991 ), as the auditors of more predictions from the 
the Valuation of ofDatar et al. in IPO markets Simunic and Stein risky IPOs. model of Datar et al. 
Initial Public (1991) and (1987), Feltham et al. *Also consistent with (1991). Big 8 auditors 
Offerings" Feltham et al. !Hypotheses: ( 1991) and Clarkson and Datar et al is the (proxied for high 

(1991) using * IPO firms with greater Simunic (1994). finding that Big 8 quality auditors) are 
Firth M. and C. data from firm specific risk have auditors are associated demanded by more 
Liau-Tan ( 1998) Singapore an incentive to choose * Dependent variable: Big with lower retained risky new issues. 

*And to auditors who are 8 vs. non-Big 8 ownership by the * Big 8 auditors are also 
Journal of provide more perceived as high * Control variable: entrepreneurs. associated with high 
Business evidence on quality. - Assets *For hypothesis 2, IPOs market valuations. 
Finance & the demand for * The information - Underwriter with Big 8 auditors * The results provided 
Accounting, audit quality. contained in a - Leverage ratio have higher market here and together with 
Vol./25, No.1 & valuation than IPOs other research from 

I 

prospectus will result - Number of years 
2, pp.l45-165 in a higher stock audited with non-Big 8 North America 

market valuation for * Experimental variables: auditors. provide further 
the company if a number of shares held * This study also uses evidence that 
perceived high quality few altemati ve empirical tests of the 

I auditor has reported on * To test hypothesis 2, a measures of risks to demand for audit 
the prospectus. valuation model is used. check the robust of the quality are very 

results. It shows that sensitive to the legal 
the results using these environment and its 
al temati ves are influence on the 
qualitatively same. willingness of auditors 

to supply audit 
services. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Empirical * To test the Theory: * Small IPO underpricing model: * In the first model testing, the fl' The study finds the 
Analysis of the demand for * Informational * Dependent variable: Ln( underpricing) coefficient of E (non- importance of deal size 
Economic auditing signaling of audit * Experimental variable: national) is insignificant, but in explaining both the 
Demand for arising from quality - £(non-national): gross proceeds< for UE (non-national), they impact of auditor 
Auditing in the both * insw·ance or= $6m are positive and significant at choice on IPO 
Initial Public informational signaling of audit - UE (non-national): gross proceeds the 0.01 level or better for underpricing and the 
Offerings signaling and quality >$6m the DSEs sample. auditor' s 
Market" msurance * Control variable: * For non-DSEs sample, the compensation, which 

signaling. lHypotheses: Retained% coefficient for UE (non- is consistent with an -
Willenborg M. * There is an inverse LowiB national) is positive insurance role and -(1999) relation between Unit significantly. This supports hold for both DSE and - non-DSE IPOs. auditor size and the insurance role. 
Journal of - I/Price * In the second model testing, fl' It concludes that underpricing 
Accounting among DSE Auditor choice model: for both DSEs and non-DSEs transaction size helps 
Research, (development * Dependent variable: Auditor samples, the coefficient for E explain the relation 
Vol.37, No.1, stage enterprise). (non-national) is not between auditor choice 
pp.225-238 * Control variable: associated with underpricing, and underpricing and 

- Proceeds (from the above model) while UE (non-national) is is an important 
- Risk factors significant beyond the 0.1 determinant of auditor 
- S-I level for DSEs and the 0.05 compensation for both 
- LnTA level for non-DSEs. start-up and 
- Leverage * In the third model testing, the established companies. 
- Foreign coefficient of Big 6 is fl' Overall, the audit 

insignificant among DSEs, market for new issues 
Audit fee model: but among non-DSEs. This in IPO is segmented 

* Dependent variable: Lnfees is consistent with by issue size. 
* Experimental variable: Big 6 information signaling role 
* Control variable: that the auditor is 

- LnTa compensated for providing 
- Inve + rece a higher-quality audit in a 
- S-I setting (non-DSEs) where 

Sqsubs there is a reason for I - differential audit quality. 

I = 
Foreign 
Op_inion 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Auditor * To test Theory: * Two reputation proxies * The results indicate that * The results provide 
Reputation and whether there * Agency costs are used: significant differences in initial evidence of a negative 
the Pricing of 1s an mverse - Big 8 vs. non-Big return based upon the Big 81non- relation between auditor 
Initial Public relationship Hypotheses: 8 Big 8 distinction. classification (Big 8 vs. 
Offerings" between * There is an inverse - Compensation * The middle-6 audit firms are non-Big 8) and the initial 

auditor relation exists between paid to the more similar to the largest 5 return. The results are 
Beatty R. reputation and the reputation of the auditing firms on audit firms than to the other consistent with the 
(1989) initial return auditor of an initial measures of smallest audit firms. This reputation hypothesis. 

to the IPO public offering and the marginal cost of sensitivity test suggests that the * The results for reputation 
The Accounting investors. initial return earned by performing the traditional Big 81non-Big 8 capital measures provide 
Review, Vol. 64, an investor. audit distinction may measure stronger and more direct 
No.3, Oct 1989, * Fee components reputation with error since the evidence of a relation 
pp.693-709 - Dependent smallest Big 8 and largest non- between auditor 

variable: initial Big 8 appear to exhibit reputation and the initial 
return substantial similarities. return than the traditional 

- Client age * It also finds that Big 8 auditors Big 8/non-Big 8 
- Type of are being paid relatively more approach. 

underwriting than non-Big 8 auditors after * Overall, both methods 
contract, firm controlling for client size suggest that hiring a 
commitment differences. more reputation audit 

- Percent ownership * This study also finds the firm is related to less 
offered by owners traditional Big 8 I non-Big 8 underpricing of an 

- Industry affiliation distinction fro reputation capital initial public offering of 
- Underwriter may suffer from substantial equity security. 

reputation measurement errors, because 
- Audit firm types audit firms may not be 

homogeneous within the 
historical Big 8 I Non-Big 8 
classifications. 
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1.4.1.3 Other Studies in the IPOs Settings 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
I "Audit Quality * To investigate ifheory: * To examine IPO stocks * There is an intensity of * The results indicate that 
I and Trading the * Information effect on for 30 days after initial trading on the first day than the trading volume on the 

Volume relationship I market activities (see offerings the average daily trading first day of trading is 
Reaction: A between Beatty 1989) *Trading volume volume. significantly larger for Big 
Study of Initial independent * Information quality measure: based on shares *The volume decreases 8 clients than for non-Big 
Public Offering auditor offered to the public rapidly for several days after 8 clients. 
of Stocks" selection (Big aypotheses: * 2 tests to test whether a the offering and then recedes * But this relationship is 

8 vs. non-Big * The trading volume of difference in the volume gradually. reversed on later trading 
Jang H. and C. 8) and trading IPO stocks on the first measure between Big 8 *On the first day of trading, dates. The trading volume 
Lin (1993) activities trading date is larger and non-Big 8 clients the volume for the Big 8 for the Big 8 clients is 

for firms audited by a exists clients is about 36% of the generally smaller than that 
Journal of Big 8 auditor than for - t statistics for mean total shares offered to the for the non-Big 8. 
Accounting and firms audited by a test public. This is considerably * It is consistent with the 
Public Policy, non-Big 8 auditor. - z statistics from the larger than that for non-Big 8 hypothesis that Big 8 
Vol. 12, pp.263- * The trading volumes non-parametric clients (27%>). auditors are perceived as 
287 of IPO stocks on the \Vilcoxon rank sum *There is no clear difference quality-differentiated 

subsequent trading test in trading volume between auditors compared to 
dates are smaller for the 2 groups after the several non-Big 8 auditors. 
firms audited by a Big * Multiple regression: subsequent days. * It is also consistent with 
8 auditor than for I - Dependent variable: * However, from day 6 to day the argument that the 
firms audited by a volume 30, the trading volume for IPO information 
non-Big 8 auditor. - Control variable: the non-Big 8 clients is associated with a Big 8 

0 Auditor type larger than that for Big 8 auditor is perceived to be 
0 Underwriter clients. more reliable than the 
0 LnTA * These suggest a consensus of information associated 
0 Underpricing security value among with a non-Big 8 auditor. 
0 Whether stocks investors tends to be reached 

retained by old more quickly for Big 8 
shareholders clients than for non-Big 8 

0 Price level of an clients. 
IPO stock 
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1.4.2 Equity Market 

Title, Authors, 
Year, Journal 

Details 
''Perceived 
Auditor Quality 
and the 
Earnings 
Response 
Coefficient 
(ERC)" 

Teoh S. and T. 
Wong (1993) 

The Accounting 
Review Vol. 68, 
No.2 Apri/199, 
pp.346-366 

Research 
Issues 

Theory and Hypotheses i 

*To examine 
whether the 
earnmgs 
response 
coefficient 

frbeory: 
* Earnings quality 
* Earnings response 

coefficient 

(ERC) differs ypotbeses: 
between Big 8 * Earnings reports to have 
and non-Big 8 a greater effect on 
audited firms. investor's valuation of 

* To examine the firm when the 
the link reported numbers more 
between accurately reflect true 
auditor size economic value. 
and a output of * If the auditor's quality 
the auditor, the (skill) is perceived by 
credibility of investors as high, they 
the financial will respond strongly to 
report surprises in reported 

eammgs. 
* A joint hypothesis that 

earnings report quality is 
an important determinant 
of the ERC and that 
auditor credibility 
increases with auditor 
SIZe. 

I 
Research Design 

* Adopt H-V model to test 
the relation between the 
market response to an 
information signal and 
the precision of the 
signal. 
- Riskiness 
- Degree of earnings 

persistence and 
predictability 
Time series 
characteristics 

* Two samples of firms 
- The matched-pair 

sample: to control 
the noise 
(differences in the 
information 
environment) 
The switch sample: 
switch between Big 
8 and non-Big 8 
auditors 

* Unexpected earnings: the 
differences between 
actual and expected 
earnings scaled by the 
stock prices 

* Expected earnings: 
analyst's forecast vs. 
random-walk model 

Results 

* They find a greater explanatory 
power for the switch sample 
than for the industry-matched 
sample, which suggests that 
using the firm's own past 
history as its control may 
better avoid missing 
determinates of the ERC. 

*For the results of growth and 
persistence proxy, they find 
investors are more responsive 
to earnings surprises from 
firms that are growing and/or 
expected to persist. 

*They also find 
growth/persistence is relatively 
more important for the ERC of 
cross-class switches during the 
period when they are audited 
by Non-Big 8 than when they 
are audited by Big 8 auditors. 

* The coefficient for the firm 
size proxy is significantly 
negative for Big 8 clients but is 
positive for non-Big 8 clients. 
The results for the relation 
between client firm size and 
the ERC are conflicting. 

Conclusion 

I* They find that Big 8 clients 
have statistically 
significantly larger ERCs 
than Non-Big 8 clients. r The result obtains in both a 
matched pair sample of firms 
paired according to industry 
membership and a switch 
sample of firms grouped 
according to auditor size. r The evidence is consistent 
with the hypothesis that 
larger auditors generate 
more precise earnings and 
that the Holthausen-
Verrecchia prediction 
relating ERC to earnings 
precision is correct. 

~ The study also provides new 
evidence regarding the 
determinants of the ERC: 
- The relation of the ERC 

with growth and 
persistence is positive 
With firm risk is weak 
and negative 

- With the number of 
analysts following the 
firm and client firm size 
differ between Big 8 and 
non-Big_ 8. 
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Title, Authors, Research 

I 

Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Role of *Examining Theory: * This study uses a sample * The results for full sample show * They find mixed results. For 
Audit Quality whether the *R&D of Australian that the coefficient of Big*RDA the pooled sample, use of a 
in Firm stock market capitalization companies that capitalize is negative and insignificant. So higher quality auditor does 
Valuation: The recognizes the *Earnings R&D costs during the the hypothesis is not supported. notappeartoinfluencethe 
Case of R&D role of audit Management period 1992 to 1998. *They also include two dummy market valuation of the 
Capitalization quality in the industry variables (miscellaneous capitalized R&D assets. 
in Australia" valuation of aypotheses: !Model: services and miscellaneous * But the change in the level of 

capitalized * Market valuation * Dependent variable: industrials) in the regression. management discretion 
Krishnan, G., R&D costs of capitalized Price (share price of They find the coefficients on the influences the results. The 
M. Percy and I. * Investigating R&D costs is company j at time t three industry variables are use of a higher quality 
Tutticci (2002) the impact of greater when the months after fiscal year insignificant and the results of auditor significantly 

limiting auditor is a Big 6 end.) the regression are unchanged by enhances the value 
Working paper, managerial auditor than when * Experimental variable: the inclusion of these variables. relevance of the R&D 
City University discretion the auditor is a Big * RDASSET (the *For both the small and large sub assets if management 
of Hong Kong * Considering non-Big 6 auditor. interaction of RDA samples, the coefficient of discretion is 

the impact of (amount ofR&D]and the Big*RDA is still negative and unencumbered. 
firm size auditor quality) insignificant. * On the other hand, the 

* Control variable: * The results for winsorized incremental effect of having 
- EARN (after-tax database are consistent with the a Big 6 auditor and reporting 

operating profit) results of pooled sample, small capitalized R&D is negative 
- BVE (book value or large sub samples. and significant, if 

of equity) * When the pooled sample is management discretion is 
- RDEXP(R&D classified based on the incentives reduced. 

expense) of management discretion, they * These results suggest that 
- RDASSET (R&D find the coefficient is audit quality signals the 

Assets) significantly positive for the value relevance of 
- BIG (Big 6 vs. period 1992 to 1995 when capitalized R&D. 

non-Big 6) management discretion is 
unrestricted. 
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1.4.3 Debt Market 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Does Auditor I* Investigating lfheory: f* A sample of 8, 771 Pi< the use of a Big 6 auditor is I* In sum, this study suggests that the 
Quality and the relation * Auditor quality firm year associated with about a 34 choice of auditor conveys 
Tenure Matter between the * Auditor tenure observations from basis point lower required rate important information to 
to Investors? firm's auditor * Mandatory auditor 1973 to 1998 in the of return, after controlling for investors. 
Evidence from choice (quality rotation I U.S market firm and security specific f* In addition, this study adds the 
the Bond and tenure) variables. support to the debate of 
Market" and bond Hypotheses: Model: I* This impact is approximately 3 mandatory auditor rotation that 

investors' * Auditor quality * Dependent variable: times larger for noninvestment auditor quality increases with 
Mansi, S., W. required rate and tenure are Credit Spread grade than for investment grade longer auditor tenure. 
Maxwell and of return relatively more (bond's required rate firms. I* For noninvestment grade 
D. Miller important to of return) I* The length of the auditor-client securities, the evidence supports 
(2004) investors for risky * Experimental relationship influences bond the auditor-expertise effect 

I 

firms. variable: investors differently. For dominants the auditor-
Journal of -Non-Big 6 noninvestment grade firms, entrenchment effect. This is 

I Accounting -Tenure investors require lower rates of consistent with the hypothesis that 
Research, Vol. * Control variable: return as the length of tenure auditor tenure produces higher 
42, Issue 4, -Age increases. For investment quality audits in risky firms, and 
pp. 755-793 

-Bank grade firms, investors require this reduces the relatively high 
- Rating variables higher rates of return as tenure information asymmetry between 

-Size increases. managers and outside investors. 

-Leverage I* Using several additional tests, I* For investment grade securities, 

-Coverage they confirm these results may the results suggest that the auditor 
I 

influence by the potential for entrenchment effect dominates the 
I - Profitability endogeneity and correlated auditor-expertise effect. 

-Duration omitted variables. f* Overall, the results suggest that 
-Spread 

Pi< Overall the results are hold when mandatory auditor rotation may 
- Industry categories they remove firms with less than not be uniformly beneficial, but 
- Year indicators 3 years of auditor information, could be viewed negatively by 

less than 5 years of auditor the capital market for risky 
tenure, and when they control for firms. 
the age of the firm. 
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1.5 Audit quality and litigation risk 

Title, Authors, 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"An Analysis 
of Auditor 
Litigation and 
Audit Service 
Quality" 

Palrnrose Z. 
(1988) 

The Accounting 
Review Vo/.63, 
No.1 January 
1988, pp. 55- 73 

Research 
Issues 

*Comparing 
litigation 
activities of 
largest 
independent 
auditors to 
assess 
litigation as a 
means for 
making 
quality 
distinctions 
among 
auditors. 

* Providing 
unique 
descriptive 
data on 
litigation 
activities for 
each Big 8 
firm and a 
group ofthe 
largest non-
Big 8 firms. 

Theory and Hypotheses 

rrheory: 
* Relationship between auditor 

quality and auditor litigation 

!Hypotheses: 
* Ceteris paribus, users can 

view auditors with relatively 
low (high) litigation activity 
as higher (lower) quality 
suppliers. 

jRelationship between audit 
~uality, audit failure and 
itigation. 
* With higher quality services, 

audit failures become less 
likely. 

* When audit failures occur in 
conjunction with client/user 
losses, clients/users file 
lawsuits against independent 
auditors. 

* Accepting both audit failures 
as less likely with higher 
quality services and litigation 
as a primary consequence of 
audit failures, yields a basic 
proposition that a higher 
quality auditors have 
relatively lower litigation rats 
than lower quality auditors. 

Research Design 

!Sample: 
* 1962 to 1985 

I
I* The Big 8 and largest 
I non-Big 8 firms 
I assumed to be 

I 
relatively 
homogeneous on the 
dimension that larger 
audit firms may 
present more desirable 
litigation targets than 
smaller firms because 
of greater resources 
and insurance 
coverage. 

* Litigation rates used to 
distinguish auditors on 
the basis of quality. 

Results 

* There is no significant difference in 
litigation frequencies among Big 8 
firms. 

* The litigation frequencies between Big 8 
and non-Big 8 are significantly 
different. And it reflects a greater 
number of cases for non-Big 8 audit 
firms than Big 8 firms. 

* This is consistent with prior research 
supporting Big 8 firms as quality-
differentiated auditors. 

* Intra-industry assessments of auditors 
with low (high) litigation activities 
differ from assessments made using data 
aggregated across industries. 

* The relative litigation activity of each 
firm is not necessarily similar across 
time. 

* She also examines litigation resolutions 
and compares resolutions with litigation 
occurrences. 

- There is no significant 
difference for Big 8/non-Big 8 
groupmgs 

- Within the Big 8 audit firm, 
there are significant differences. 

~ Assessments of Big 8/non-big 8 
groupings remain unaffected with 
considering litigation outcomes, while 
assessments of firms within the Big 8 
are altered. 

Conclusion 

r The results indicate that 
non-Big 8 auditors as a 
group have higher 
litigation occurrence rates 
than the Big 8. These 
results are not altered by 
considering the merits of 
claims from resolution 
data. 

~ It consistent with existing 
research supporting the 
Big 8 as quality 
differentiated auditors. 

~ Particularly, Big 8 
auditors have relatively 
low litigation activities 
because they are more 
likely to screen out high 
risky clients from the 
client portfolios. 

~ Comparing within Big 8 
auditors, it finds some 
significant differences in 
litigation activity. However 
these results are sensitive 
to the type of analysis. 

~ Furthermore, identities of 
low activity firms changed 
when conducting 
comparisons intra-industry 
and across time. 
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2 Industry I Partner Specialist Big N Auditors 

2.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differentiation 

- -

Title, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
I Authors, 
I Year, Journal 
I Details 

"The Impact of * To examine the )'heory: *The sample consists * For auditor specialized in * They find there is a 
R&D Intensity demand for * Agency/contracting of U.S. firms whose auditing R&D tests, there strong association 
on Demand for audit services theory used to explain the sales greater than zero is a strong association between firm's R&D 
Specialist through testing economic demand for in 1996. between R&D intensity intensity and the choice 
Auditor whether R&D I costlier quality I • Sample consists of 26 and the auditor choice of an auditor who 
Services" expe~ditures _ are differentiated Big 8 audits industries excluding according to whether the specializes in R&D 

assocmted wtth I* Specialized auditors 1 bank. auditor specializes in contracts. 
Godfrey, J. and audit quality 1 * Total final sample auditing R&D. The results f!: The results also show 
J. Hamilton proxy by Hypotheses: I includes 2696 are consistent in sub- there is a strong relation 
(2005) - specialization * H 1: the higher their observations. samples based on total between Firm's R&D 

in auditing investments in R&D, the assets. intensity and the choice 
Conternporary R&D more likely 1t is that firms Model: * For top tier auditor choice of a Big 6 auditor or 
Accounting contracts, use auditors that * Dependent variable: tests, there is also a strong industry specialist. 
Research, - Big 6 vs. non- specialized in auditing - Auditor association between R&D f!: Comparing these three 
Vo/.22, Issue 1, Big 6, R&D. specialized in intensity and Big 6 auditor, tests, they find the model 
pp.55-92. - Or industry * H2: the higher their auditing R&D and results hold for all of contract specialist 

specialist investments in R&D, the - Big 6 sub-samples. auditor choice has greater 
(market more likely it is that firms - Big 6 and * For specialist top tier predictive accuracy and 
share) use top tier auditors industry auditor choice tests, there significance than the other 

* H3: the higher their specialist is no strong association two models. 
investments in R&, the - Industry between R&D intensity I* However the additional 
more likely it is that firms specialist and Big 6 industry tests for the associate 
use top tier auditors that * Experimental specialist in the large sub- between R&D intensity 
are also industry variable: samples. Same results for and industry specialist 
specialists. Ln(R&D/Sales) auditor choice based on auditor are not robust. 

* H4: the higher their * Control variable: only industry specialist * In addition, there is strong 
investment in R&D, the - OPCYCLE (including both Big 6 and evidence that the choice of 
more likely it is that firms (length of non-Big 6). a specialist Big 6 auditor is 
use_ industry specialist , * For an industry market associated with small 
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auditors. operating leader, additional tests are auditee's R&D intensity. 
* H5: the higher their cycles) not robust to controls for * The results are 

investment in R&D, the - CAPINT the interdependencies. particularly strong for 
more likely it is that firms (capital tests using sample of 
that do not use top tier intensity) small firms. For small 
auditor use industry - SIZE (Lnsales) auditee sample, auditor 
specialist auditors. - Leverage choice is not constrained 

- EP ratio by the need to appoint a 
- ISSUE (change Big 6 auditor to ensure 

in equity >0) the auditor's financial 

I 
- Loss (net independence of the 

income>O and client. 

I absolute change 

I 

I ln 
income> 10%) 

- REG (regulated 
industry) 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Industry ~- To assess the rrheory: ::- Use a structured * Industry focus groups are established ::- Big 5 do not 
Specialization: dynamics of * Industry interview process to * Definition of industry specialization specialize simply 
AN and incentives specializations investigate these depends on how the market and its based on pure client 
Examination of within the *Quality issued with both the participants define themselves. numbers in any 
Demand and market for differentiation suppliers of industry * Not all specialty units are industry given industry, but 
Supply Side industry specialist audit based instead they 
Issues" specialist audit services (Big 5 * Audit specialization industry focus specialize based on 

services, and auditors) and a sample I groups include clients having similar their own ability to 
Kend M. and examme of the1r larger products or services, and therefore set up a focus group 
K. Houghton related issued corporate auditees. 1 requiring similar or share audit that has the 
(2003) such as the * To desc~ibe what audit 1 technology. resources to deliver 

appropriate fi~ pohcy makers. I* An industry audit specialists can have industry specialist 
Working paper, unit of ?eheve the_y are domg both experience and expertise. skill sets to their 
The Australian analysis when m de~elopmg or * Overall, industry audit specialization clients. 
National measunng offe~ng to t~e _marke~ requires an audit finn to have an in- ::- However, it is clear 
University audit industry cert~m specialist audit depth understanding of their clients' that industry 

specialization. services. business and industry. specialization in most 
::- Also it comprises of * The audit partner respondents indicate cases is not the 

descriptive research on that the Big 5 audit finns in Australia dominant reason for 
what auditor industry do not divide their practices up using auditor selection; 
specialization is in the ASX classification. even industry 
eyes of market * However they made classification 

specialization does 
participants and when 

based on the demand for audit services remain an important 
and to what extent it 

to earn a profit. Because this allows for factor for auditor 
occurs. retention in some 

resources to be efficiently shared client-auditor 
between the various industry focus relationship. groups. ::- Furthennore, it finds * Only some industries require a higher that the nature and 
level of specialist skills and context of audit 
knowledge. Also the level of specialization varies 
specialization for a given industry may between industries, 
depend on the rate at which that in some cases 
industry is changing for example the specialization 
retail industry is changing rapidly. 
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* Auditee respondents suggest that they involves 'value 
all expect first-rate audit quality adding' to the audit 
whether or not an auditor is an in others economics 
industry specialist, and if this is not of scale dominates 
what they receive, they are more likely the existence of 
to switch auditors. specialization. 

* Many of auditees don't know they are 

I 
paying a premium for industry 
specialist audit services or they are not 

I aware of such a premium being 
I charged. 
j* If an auditee is paying a premium for 

these services, he will measure this 
cost against what their industry rivals 
are paying, rather than against 
expected gains in terms of audit 
quality. 
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2.2 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditors and Audit Fees 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses I Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

I Details 
"Industry * Investigating rrheories: I* Industry specialization P.: An increase in auditor * They find evidence of a 
Specialization trends in * Industry specialization, I measurements: concentration over the time significant increase in 
by Auditors" industry measured both in levels I Industry concentration period. concentration levels during 

specialization of auditor concentration ratios P.: They find that the level of the period they examine. 
Hogan C. and and the and market share, Market share concentration is greater in * They find that concentration 
D. Jeter (1999) industry controlling for demand- * Market share regulated industries. levels remain higher for 

factors which and supply-side factors measures: the total * They also find a positive relation regulated industries; the 
Auditing: A may affect which may affect assets of client firm j between auditor concentration increase in concentration 
Journal of specialization observed levels of in industry k audited and industry (client) over the time period has 
Practice & *Whether specialization by auditor i. concentration. This is been grater in non-regulated 
Theory, Vol. market share * Economics of scale * Concentration ratios: A inconsistent with K won ( 1996) industries. 
18, No.1 Spring mcreases are three-firm auditor results. * This suggests that superior 
1999, pp.l-17 greater for lPredictions: concentration ratio * Auditor concentration is lower in operating efficiency or 

audit firms * If the overall level of (ACR3k) is the industries identified as high in economics of scale to heavy-
classified as industry specialization is percentage of industry litigation risk. involvement auditors are not 

I 
specialists increasing, then an K audited by the top P.: Also they find that the number of limited to regulated 

* Whether the increase in the value of three audit firms in that finns claiming to be specialists in industries but extend to non-
nation's ACR3k for each industry industry, with a value a particular industry is positively regulated industries as well. 
largest audit over time. of 1 indicating that 100 related to auditor concentration * An alternative 
firms have * Auditors have greater percent of an industry levels. interpretation is that 
increased market share in their is audited by three or auditors specialize as a 
their market self-proclaimed fewer firms. * For audit leaders (defined as the means of improving their 
share in the industries of focus. top third of sample), the trend quality, and clients switch 
industries, !Data: over time has been significantly for this reason to specialist 
which they * 2-digital SIC codes to positive, which suggests that auditors perceived as 
have defme industries market leaders continue to offering higher quality 
identified as * Eliminating industries increase their share. services. 
their focus with fewer than ten * The trend over time in auditor * They also find evidence that 
industries. firms market share is more positive for concentration levels are 

those audit firms already ranked higher in industries with 
as leaders in a given industry in greater client-firm 
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comparison to audit firms with concentration and in 
smaller market shares. industries exhibiting rapid 

PI< This trend is not limited to growth but lower in 
regulated industries but appears industries with a greater risk 
to encompass both regulated and of litigation. 
umegulated industries. * They find there are 

significant differences 
*There are limited supports for the between industry market 

hypothesis that auditors have share and industry 
greater market share in their self- characteristics separately 
proclaimed industries of focus, for each of the Big 6 

* This could be that auditor firms auditors. 
identifying themselves as 
industry experts at product I 

differentiation. 
I 

* Mature industries are typically 
! 

characterized by consolidation, I 

I 

low growth in profitability, brand 
proliferation and product 
differentiation. 

* The relations between market 
share and their independent 
variables reveal considerable 
variation among the Big 6 
auditors. This suggests that not 
all auditors can gain share in the 
same types of industries. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Auditor Brand * Using a much lfheory: * Using prior Australian audit fee * Big 8 fees are on * These results are 
Name larger sample * Perfect competition vs. model (Francis, 1984; Francis average 34% higher supportive that the 
Reputations and than in prior monopoly/cartel competition and Stokes, 1986) than non-Big 8 audit fees of Big 8 
Industry studies the * Agency/contracting theory auditors. auditors contain 
Specializations" findings of a used to explain the economic Fee Components: * Non-specialist Big 8 premium relating to 

Big 8 fee demand for costlier quality * Experimental variable: audit firm audit fees are 22% both general brand 
Craswell A., premmm are differentiated Big 8 audits size/specialist (AUDITOR) higher than non-Big 8 name and industry 
Francis J. and replicated. *Brand name reputation and auditors. specialization. 
TaylorS. * To posit that a industry specialization Control variables * Specialist Big 8 * Specialization may lead 
(1995) Big 8 * Auditee size (assets) auditors have an to auditor production 

premium has ~ypotheses: average fee premium economies, the 
i Journal of confounded * In those industries not * Auditee complexity of 16% over non- evidence is that 

Accounting and two separate specialist Big 8 positive returns to I 

having specialist auditors, - Subsidiaries: 
Economics, components of Big 8 auditors will have -Foreign auditor. investment in 

I Vol. 20, pp.297- audit pricing: higher audit fees than non- * For larger auditees in specialization dominate 
322. a general Big 8 auditors. * A uditee risk specialist industries potential production 

brand name * In industries having o Current Ratio there is a specialist economies and lead to 
premium, and specialist auditors, non- o Quick Ratio Big 8 premium but no higher average audit 
an industry specialist Big 8 auditors will oDE Ratio brand name premi urn fees. 
specific have higher audit fees than o Opinions for non-specialist Big * These results support 
premium. non-Big 8 auditors. o Loss 8 auditor. that within Big 8 

* In those industries having * For smaller auditees industry specialization 
auditor specialists, specialist * Auditee profitability in specialist is an additional 
Big 8 auditors will have -ROI industries, there is a dimension of the 
higher audit fees than non- brand name Big 8 quality differentiated 
specialist Big 8 auditors * Timing Variables premium but no character of the Big 8 

- YE (Year End) specialist premi urn. audits. 
• 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Auditor * What are the Theory: * Using prior Australian * Firstly, they analyze * They find evidence of 
Industry effects of more * Perfect competition vs. audit fee model (Francis, Big 6 brand name Big 6 premiums for 
Specialization subtle market monopoly/cartel competition 1984; Francis and Stokes, effects. They find Big 6 both general band 
and Market segmentation * Agency/contracting theory 1986) auditors charge higher name and for industry 
Segmentation: on the used to explain the economic fees than non-Big 6 specialization. 
Evidence from relationship demand for costlier quality tFee Components: auditors in Hong Kong. * A large local auditor in 
Hong Kong" between audit differentiated Big 8 audits * Experimental variable: * Also specialist Big 6 Hong Kong, which is the 

fees and * Brand name reputation and audit firm size/specialist has a premium of77% market leader in the 
DeFond M., J. industry industry specialization (AUDITOR) and Big 6 non- property industry, has 
Francis and T. specialization? specialist have a significantly lower fees 
Wong (2000) * Is market !Hypotheses: !Control variables premium of 37% over than both Big 6 and 

share used to * Similar to Ferguson and * Auditee size (assets) non-Big 6 auditors. other non-Big 6 auditors 
Auditing: A achieve Stokes (2003) and CFT * For analysis of non-Big in that industry. 
Journal of production (1995) * Auditee complexity 6industry * This suggests that non-
Practice & economies - Subsidiaries: specialization, one of Big 6 specialization 
Theory, Vol. /9, leading to -Foreign auditor in property leads to production 
No.1, Spring lower priced industry charge economies and the 
2000 audits? * Auditee risk significantly lower fees capture of market share 

o Current Ratio than other non-Big 6 through lower fees for a 
I o Quick Ratio specialists. This clientele seeking low-

oDE Ratio suggests the auditor priced audits. 
o Opinions achieves production * These results also 
o Loss economies through suggest that prior studies 

charging lower fees to do not recognize 

* Auditee profitability increase market share. sufficiently that Big 6 
- ROI * They also find Big 6 brand name reputation is 

specialists being quality a necessary foundation 

* Timing Variables differentiated which are on which to achieve 
- YE (Year End) demanded as an higher priced quality 

increasing function of differentiated audits 
agency costs. based on industry 

specialization. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
I 

"Brand Name *To Theory: 1U sing prior Australian * The coefficient of auditor * There is limited 
Audit Pricing, investigate * Perfect competition vs. !audit fee model (Francis, size variable is positive, support for the ability 
Industry Big 6 brand monopoly/cartel competition 1984; Francis and stokes, but it is significant only in of the Big 6/5 to obtain 
Specialization, name and * Agency/contracting theory used to 1986; Craswell et al. 1995) 1992. fee premiums over 

I and Leadership industry explain the economic demand for * With the exception of non-Big 6/5 for those 
Premiums Post leadership costlier quality differentiated Big 8 ~fee Components: 1990, non-specialist Big industries not having I 

Big 8 and Big 6 audit pricing audits * Experimental variable: 6/5 audit fees are specialist auditors. 
Mergers" in Australian * Brand name reputation and audit firm size/specialist significantly higher than * Non-specialist Big 6/5 

national industry specialization (AUDITOR) non-Big 6/5 audit fees. auditors are able to 
Ferguson A. and audit * The specialist Big 6/5 obtain fee premiums 
Stokes D. (2002) markets. Hypotheses: K:ontrol variables auditors do not attract a over non-Big 6/5 for 

* Whether the * H 1: In those industries not having * Auditee size (assets) premium over Big 6/5 those industries having 
Contemporary premiums specialist auditors, Big 6/5 auditors non-specialists after 1990. specialist auditors. 
Accounting identified by will have higher audit fees than * Auditee complexity * The results show that Big However, this result only 
Research, CFT for the non-Big 6/5 auditors. - Subsidiaries: 615 auditors continue to holds for the smaller half 
Vol. 19, pp. 77- Big 8 audit * H2: In industries having specialist -Foreign earn premmms over non- of the sample. 
110. firms and auditors, nonspecialist Big 6/5 Big 6/5 auditors following * There is no strong 

industry auditors will have higher audit fees * Auditee risk the mergers. support for the 
specialist than non-Big 6/5 auditors. o Current Ratio * The industry leader does presence of industry 
Big 8 firms * H3: In those industries having I o Quick Ratio not generate fee premiums specialist premiums in 
in 1987 auditor specialists, specialist Big oDE Ratio in every year over the the post merger year, 
persist in the 6/5 auditors will have higher audit o Opinions other Big 6/5, only in especially after 1990, 
year after fees than nonspecialist Big 6/5 o Loss 1990 and 1992 there is an using various definitions 
mergers auditors. evidence of significant fee of industry specialist, 
creating Big * H4: Big 6/5 auditors that hold the * Auditee profitability premiums, however, after which indicated limited 
5. largest market share of client fees - ROI the 1997 merger, there is support for the presence 

in a client industry will have higher no industry leadership of industry leadership 
audit fees than other Big 6/5 * Timing Variables premmm. premiums. 
auditors. - YE 

--
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"The Effects of * To investigate rrheory: Using prior Australian audit fee * The national industry * The results are 
Firm-Wide and the effect of * Perfect competition vs. model (Francis, 1984; Francis and leader and the second- supported for the 
Office-Level industry monopoly/cartel competition ~tokes, 1986; Craswell et al. 1995; ranked firm in the office-level but not the 
Industry expertise on * Agency/contracting theory !Ferguson and Stokes, 2003) industry have a premium firm-wide view of 
Expertise on audit fees on Big used to explain the economic over other auditors. auditor industry 
Audit Pricing" 5 accounting demand for costlier quality [ndustry Experts: * The city-level industry expertise. 

firms. differentiated Big 8 audits *Using Big 5 industry ranking based leader has a fee premium * There is an average 
Ferguson A., J. *Using a new * Brand name reputation and on market shares within each over other auditors, but premium of 21 °/o 
Francis and D. research design industry specialization industry to denote industry experts. the second-ranked firm associated with 
Stokes (2003) to determine if * Different from Ferguson and Stokes does not have a industry expertise when 

there is still a !Hypotheses & Assumptions: (2003), this study tests the top- premmm. the auditor is both the 
The Accounting credible basis * Some clients demand a ranked audit firms alone, rather * Auditors have city-specific industry 
Review, Vol78, for higher level of industry than tests using market share significantly higher fees leader and one of the 
No.2, Apr. differentiation expertise from their auditor threshold percentages to define when they are both the top two firms nationally 
2003, pp.429- among Big 5 and are willing to pay a industry experts. city-specific leader and in the industry. 
448 accounting premium for the expertise. one of the top two firms * One of the top two 

firms based on * The Big 5 industry expertise !Fee Components: nationally. national firms does not 
their industry can be inferred from a firm's * Experimental variable: audit firm * The results are not translate to a fee 
clienteles. market share of industry size/ specialist (AUDITOR) driven by potentially premium unless the 

audit fees. ~ontrol variables smaller industry sizes auditor is the city-
* Ceteris paribus, a larger * Auditee size (assets) and auditor clienteles in specific industry leader. , 

market share implies greater * Auditee complexity Adelaide or Brisbane, * National leadership 
I 

industry expertise. - Subsidiaries: individual city levels and rankings are driven by 
-Foreign individual industries. specific offices where 
* Auditee risk * It shows that the results firms are city leaders. 

o Current Ratio are driven by office-level * Overall, the market 
o Quick Ratio industry leadership. perception and 
oDE Ratio * The premi urn increases pricing of industry 
o Opinions as client size increases. expertise in Australia 
o Loss is primarily based on 

* Auditee profitability office-level industry 
- ROI leadership in city-
* Timing Variables specific audit markets. 

- YE 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Big 5 Audit *To examine Theory: * Using prior Australian * The results of firm-wide analysis show * A city office earns an 
Partner the role of * Agency/contracting audit fee model that on average the top ranked national audit fee premium 
Industry auditor theory used to (Francis, 1984; Francis audit firm does not earn a premium. where they have one 
Expertise- industry explain the and stokes, 1986; However the office-level analysis of the top two city-I Audit Pricing expertise in economic demand Craswell et al. 1995; indicates that on average only the top specific industry lead 
Evidence" the pricing for costlier quality Ferguson and Stokes, ranked Big 5 city office in an industry partners and the audit 

I of Big 5 differentiated Big 8 2003) has a fee premium. is the national lead I 

I 

I Bond D, J. audits in audits I* The results for partner level show that firm. 
Hamilton and Australian *Industry !Fee Components: Big 5 auditors can earn a premium * The city lead firm 
D. Stokes by specializations on * Experimental variable: when they are one of the top two firms does not earn a 
(2003) determining office-level and 0 Firm-wide auditor nationally, are the city-specific premium in cities 

if the audit firm-level 0 Office-level auditor industry leaders and also have the where they do no 
Working paper, market *Partner 0 Partner level leading two city-specific industry have one of the top 
UTS pnces an specializations on partners. two city ranked 

audit office level K:ontrol variables ~ However even when the firm is one of partners. 
partner's * Auditee s ize (assets) the top two firms nationally as well as * Overall, this study 
industry !Hypotheses: * Auditee complexity the city-specific industry leader; no provides evidence on 
expertise * Partner level - Subsidiaries: audit fee premium is earned if the the impact of partner 

perspective is a - Foreign partner is not one of the top two city- industry 
unique and relevant * Auditee risk specific industry lead partners. specialization on 
unit of analysis for o Current Ratio I* This suggests that an audit firm must audit pricing and 
industry o Quick Ratio have a top ranked city-level industry implies quality 
specialization oDE Ratio lead partner to earn a premium for differentiation within 
analysis. o Opinions industry expertise. This supports the Big 5 auditors based 

o Loss partner-level perspective in the pricing on partner industry 

I* Auditee profitability of Big 5 industry expertise over the expertise. 
I -ROI office-level and firm-wide perspectives 
I • Timing Variables of industry specializations. 

- YE (Year End) 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *To examine lfheory: Audit fee data and other information are * The test results show * Taken together, it 
Industry audit pricing by * Porter's analysis of obtained from survey questionnaires. evidence of higher fees for suggests that audit fees 
Specialization, Big 6 auditors corporate strategy Big 6 industry specialists are higher when clients 
Client and the joint * Auditor industry ~ndustry Experts: relative to non-specialists are small and have little 
Bargaining effects of specialization is * Two experimental variables are added in the U.S. audit market, bargaining power, but 
Power, and industry viewed as a to the traditional audit pricing model, but only for companies in audit fees are lower 
Audit Pricing" specialization differentiation strategy Specialist and Power. the lower half of the when clients have 

and client whose purpose is to * Consistent with Craswell et al. (1995), samp 1 e based on size. greater bargaining power 
Casterella J., J. bargaining provide auditors with a Specialist is measured based on * By contrast, companies in and this is more likely 
Francis, B. power on audit sustainable industry market share and 20o/o cutoff. the upper half of the when companies are 
Lewis and L. fees . cmnpetitive advantage The first hypothesis is tested by sample do not pay a large in absolute size and 
Walker (2004) *Drawing on over non-specialist dividing the samples into large and specialist premium, and large relative to their 

Porter' s ( 1985) auditors. small companies based on upper/lower audit fees actually auditor's industry 
Auditing: A analysis of halves of the sample. It is predicted that decrease as a company clientele. 
Journal of corporate lfiypotheses: the parameter value for Specialist will becomes increasingly * Overall, this study 
Practice & strategy, auditor * It is expected that a be lower for larger companies than it is large relative to its suggests client's 
Theory, Vo/.23, industry significant fee I for smaller companies, due to greater auditor's industry bargaining power is an 
No.1, March specialization in premium for industry I bargaining power of larger companies. clientele. important factor in 
2004, pp. 123- viewed as a specialization but only * Power is used to test the second understanding the 
140 differentiation for clients that are hypothesis. It measures how large a auditor-client 

strategy whose smaller in absolute size single client is relative to the auditor's relationship and the 
I 

purpose is to and not for larger total clientele in the industry. Client pricing of audit services. 
provide auditors clients due to their bargaining power is expected to 
with a greater bargaining increase as the value of Power increase. 
sustainable power. Power is measured for each company 
competitive *Relative size within the natural log of company sales 
advantage over industry is also divided by the sum of industry sales for 
non-specialist expected to give clients all firms in the industry audited by the 
auditors. greater bargaining company's auditor. Audit fees are 

power and to result in expected to be lower as Power increases 
lower audit fees, due to greater client bargaining power. 
ceteris paribus. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"What Matters * T further the Theory: * Five test variables are added into the audit pricing * The results indicate * These findings 
n Audit city-level line of Francis et al, (1999, p. model used in Ferguson et al. that the key auditor reaffirm that joint 
Pricing: inquiry initiated 187) characterize city * The first test variable (NATIND) picks up the joint characteristic local and national 
Industry by Ferguson et level leadership two I etiect of national industry leadership (#1 or #2) and the determinant of auditor industry 
Specialization al. (2003) ways: either (1) city- city-specific industry leader who is not an overall city audit fee premiums expertise is valued 
or Overall * To investigate level market leadership leader. This variable removes the potential appears to be joint by audit clients. 
Market whether the or (2) city-level industry confounding effects of overall city-specific leadership national and local * Furthermore, 
Leadership?" primary results leadership. from the Ferguson et al. industry leadership. overall city-

reported in Ferguson et al. (2003) * The second test variable (NATOVER) tests the joint This evidence specific leadership, 
Ferguson, A. , J. Ferguson et al. report that audit industry effect of national industry leadership (#1 or #2) and the reaffirms that by itself, also 
Francis and D. are sensitive to fee premia primarily overall city leader who is not a city-specific industry results reported in matters in fee I 

Stokes (2006) the differing reside with joint national leader. If joint national industry and local market Ferguson et al. and determination and I 

definitions or and city-specific leadership matters, it is expect to observe a significant are robust to results in higher 
Accounting and characterization industry leadership as positive coefficient on this indicator after controlling inclusion of fees , although at a 

I Finance, of 'leadership' opposed to merely firm- for other effects. alternate leadership slightly weaker 
Vo/.46, pp. 97- consistent with wide (national) industry * The third test variable (NAT ALONE) seeks to isolate defini ti ODS. level of statistical 
106 the alternative expettise, suggesting the impact of purely national industry leadership * In addition, this significance. 

conceptualization auditor choice among the excludmg city-specific industry leaders and overall study finds * Taken together, the 
s of Francis et al, Big 5 is best city leaders. evidence of a city- two findings 
(1999). conceptualized on joint * The fourth test variable (IDNOTNAT) tests for fee specific overall highlight the 

industry specialization in premiums for the city-specific industry leader who is market leadership importance of 
city-specific markets and not the overall city leader or a national industry leader. premium at a auditor reputation 

I 

nationally. This variable picks up pure city-specific industry comparable as a city-specific ! 

I 

This study tests whether leadership after removing any national industry magnitude to city- industry leader and 
city-specific market leadership and any local market leadership impact. specific industry overall city-
leadership provides a * The fifth test variable (OVERNOTNAT) indicates leadership, specific market 
positive signal of audit overall city leaders alone who are not city-specific although the leader in 
quality and a basis for industry leaders or national industry leaders. If overall significance level is differentiating 
charging higher audit city-level market leadership matters, irrespective of somewhat weaker. among auditors in 
fees after controlling for joint national industry effects, it is expected a positive audit market. 
industry leadership and significant coefficient on this indicator variable. 
effects nationally and at 
the city-level. 
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2.3 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditors and Earnings Management 

-----

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Does Big 6 * To investigate Theory: *A 10-year period from * Both pooled and year-by year * Consistent with his 
Auditor the association * Brand name reputation 1989 to 1998 in the U.S. regresswns are run. expectations, he finds 
Industry between audit and industry market * Based on the portfolio share the clients of 
Expertise quality specialization * Industry specialization measures, the industry nonspecialist auditors 
Constrain (proxied by * Earnings management measured based on specialist is negatively report higher absolute 
Ean1ings auditors' - Industry market significant at the 0.01 level for discretionary accruals 

I Management" industry lHypotheses: share the pooled sample. than the clients of 
specialization) * The absolute value of - Auditor's portfolio * Results for the year-by-year specialist auditors. 

Krishnan, G. and earnings discretionary accruals share show that specialist is also * This is consistent with 
(2003) management I of firms audited by * Earnings management negative in each year, and the the notion that auditors ' 

(proxied by 

I 
specialist auditors is measured by the absolute mean coefficient is significant industry expertise 

Accounting the level of lower than the absolute value of discretionary at the 0.01 level. moderates earnings 
Horizons, absolute value of discretionary accruals. * Based on the industry market management. 
Vo/.17, discretionary accruals of firms share measures, specialist is * There are two 
Supplement accruals). audited by non- Model: negative and significant at the contributions for the 

I 2003, pp.1-16 specialist auditors. * Dependent variable: 0.05 level. literature. Firstly, it 
I 

ABDAC * Overall, the level of absolute demonstrates that audit I 
I 

r+: Experimental variable: discretionary accruals is quality varies even 
i 

industry specialist negatively associated with among Big 6 auditors by 
(both a continues and a auditors' industry expertise. examining auditors' 
dichotomous variables * Using another method, the ability to detect earnings 
are used) cross-sectional variation of the management. 

r Control variables: modified Jones model to * Second, this study 
- LnTA estimate discretionary accruals, suggests the reason 

- Leverage the results are consistent with specialist auditors charge 

- MKBK (market to those already reported. a premmm over non-

book ratio) * He also increases the cutoff specialist auditors is 

- ABACCR: the from 15% to 25%, results are because they are able to 

absolute value of unchanged. constrain accruals-based 

total accruals * The industry market share earnings management 
calculated using the square better than nonspecialist 

-- --- L__ ___ _____ 
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divided by total root of total assets rather than auditors and thus add 
assets at the audit fees. The results remain credibility to the quality 
beginning of the unchanged. of reported earnings. 
year * They also re-run the regression 

- NEWAUD adding a self-selection variable 
- OLDAUD into the model, the results are 

I 
- Persist (earnings still the same. 

persist) * Finally, he reports clients' 
I - Loss nondiscretionary accruals 

audited by specialist auditors 
are not significantly different 
from those of non-specialist 
auditors. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Quality * To investigate ifheory: * 2199 companies of seasoned * For the first hypothesis, * They find discretionary 
and Earnings the * Brand name reputation equity offerings between 1991 there is a significantly accruals for SEQ firms 
Management relationship and industry to 1999 in the U.S. market negative relation are lower in the SEQ 
by Seasoned between audit specialization * excluding utilities and between Big 5 and year when Big 5 
Equity Offering quality * Earnings management financial industry companies discretionary accruals, auditors are used; 
Firms" (measured by at SEQ * using discretionary accruals to also when the industry suggesting Big 5 

auditor firm measure earnings management specialist variable is auditors are 
I Zhou J. and R. size and tHypotheses: included in the associated with 

Elder (2006) industry * H 1: SEQ firms audited Model: regress10n. reduced management 
specialization) by Big 5 audit firms ~ Dependent variable: DCACC * For the second discretion over 

Asia-Pacific and earnings engage less in earnings ~ Experimental variable: hypothesis, the earnings. 
Journal of management management than - Big 5 coefficient on industry * They also find firms 
Accounting & (measured by firms audited by non- - Industry specialist specialists is audited by industry 
Economics, discretionary Big 5 auditors. (based on 15% market significantly negative specialist auditors 
Forthcoming current * H2: Firms audited by share cutoff) with the discretionary engage in less 

accruals) for industry specialist - Big 5 industry specialist accruals when the Big 5 earnings management 
compames auditors engage less in ~ Control variables: variable is excluded. in the SEO year. 
making earnings management LnSales * The tests for the impact Results are consistent 
seasoned -

with Krishnan (2003) in the seasoned equity - OCF of Big 5 industry 
equity offering process. specialist on earnings and Zhou and Elder 
offerings - ABSTA (absolute value management suggest that (2002). 
(SEO). I 

of total accruals) industry specialists * These results are robust 
- INCCHG (year's income constrain earnings to alternative measures 

is greater than previous management beyond of earnings 
year's income) auditor size, even management and 

- Loss though industry measures of industry 
- Leverage ratio specialist is a Big 5 specialization (20% 

auditor. cutoff and sales 
* The robustness tests are measurements). 

consistent to support the 
above evidence. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Finn * To investigate Theory: * 1,048 IPO companies * For hypothesis 1, they find * They find that 
Size, Industry the * Brand name reputation between 1996 to 1998 in the coefficient of Big 5 is discretionary accruals 
Specialization relationship and industry the U.S. market significantly negatively for IPO firms are lower 
and Earnings between audit specialization * using discretionary related to discretionary when Big 5 auditors are 
Management quality *Earnings management accruals to measure accruals in all 4 used, suggesting that the 
by IPO Finns" (measured by at SEO earnings management specifications tests. Big 5 auditors are 

auditor finn * These results explain the associated with reduced 
Zhou J. and R. size and Hypotheses: Model: findings ofBalvers et al. management discretion 
Elder (2002) industry * H 1: IPO firms audited * Dependent variable: (1988) and Hogan (1977) over earnmgs. 

specialization) by Big 5 audit firms DACC that Big 5 auditors are * They also find that firms 
Working paper, and earnings engage less in earnings * Experimental variable: associated with lower audited by industry 
Syracuse management management than - Big 5 underpricing of the offerings. specialist auditors 
University (measured by firms audited by non- - Industry specialist * For hypothesis 2, they also engage in less earnings 

discretionary Big 5 auditors. (based on 15% find the coefficient of management. 
accruals) in * H2: Firms audited by market share industry specialization is * Overall, this study 
the IPO industry specialist cutoff) significantly negative in all demonstrates that 
process auditors engage less in * Control variables: model specializations. audit quality is an 

earnings management - EXCHG (1- * When the industry important constraint 
in the IPO process. offering is NYSE, specialization variable is on earnings 

AMEXorNMS) included, Big 5 still has the management in the 
- MTB (market to expected sign, but not longer IPO process, and 

book ratio) significant. This is consistent industry specialization 
with the findings in Craswell as a measure of audit - LEV 

- LnTA et al. (1995) that industry quality also constrains 

- ABSTA (absolute specialization is an important earnings management. 

value of total element in audit quality. 

accruals) * Other robustness tests suing 
different measures of 

- CAPINT (capital earnings management show intensity, that the results are hold depreciation over unchanged. sales) 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

i 

Details 
"Auditor * To investigate Theory: * A multivariate logistic * They find only 2 * The results suggest 
Industry the impact of * Brand name reputation regression used for industry specialist industry specialization 
Specialization Big 6 auditor and industry hypothesis tests. metrics have (measured using 

I and Auditor industry specialization significantly national market shares) I 

Reporting" specialization Regression model: positively relation is not associated with i 

/market iHypotheses: * Dependent variable: Going with audit quality. their measure of audit 
Abbott L., S. concentration * Big 6 industry specialist concern report * One is a dichotomous quality and is not a 
Parker and G. on audit auditors are more likely specialization differentiable 
Peters (2003) quality. to qualify the opinions of !Control variables measure based upon dimension of within 

* Specially, subsequently bank:tupt * Current ratio the Palmrose ( 1986) Big 6 audit quality. 
Working paper, whether companies relative to * LnTA method applied to * However these 
Santa Clara industry Big 6 industry non- * Sales focus industries. findings also suggest 
University specialist specialist auditors. * Report lag * The second is a that industry 

auditors are * Bankruptcy lag dichotomous specialization is a 
more likely to 

* Default status specialization differentiable audit 
. . 

measure based on the quality trait and tssue a gomg 
* Composition of audit concern committee portfolio of revenues results in higher audit 

qualification derived form 2-digit quality when the 2 
for firms !Experimental variable: SIC codes (i.e. industry specialist 
subsequently Krishnan, 1997). measures are used. 

* Industry specialist auditors declaring * The results suggest * This implies the two 
bankruptcy? 

Measure of industry that the 2 significant significant industry 

specialization: specialization metrics specialist measures 

* Focus industries: may be correlated capture the reputation 

Continuous with an effects of industry 
0 

undocumented specialization, thus 
0 Dichotomous 

omitted variable. providing evidence of measure greater specialist audit 
* 2-digit SIC code quality. 

0 Continuous 
0 Dichotomous 
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2.4 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditor and Audit Quality in the Capital Market Setting 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor * To investigate Theory: * There are total 62,847 firm * For hypothesis 1 tests, * They find there is a 
Industry the association * Industry specialization audited by Big 6 auditors from it shows that the significant association 
Specialization between the * Earnings quality 1991 to 1999 in the U.S. coefficients of Leader, between 5 of 6 
and Earnings absolute level of (ERC) market. Dominance, Share, measures of auditor 
Quality" discretionary * For DAC sample, total 50,611 MostCl and ShareCL industry specialization 

accruals (DAC) !Hypotheses: firms are identified for tests. are all significantly and client's absolute 
Balsam, and earnings f+: Hl: The * For ERC sample, total 19,091 negative with the discretionary accruals. 
Krishnan and response discretionary firm yare observations are absolute value of DAC. * This suggests that 
Yang (2003) coefficients This suggests that specialist auditors 

I 

accruals of a identified for ERC tests. I 

(ERC) of firms company whose specialist auditor reduce earnings 
Auditing: A audited by Big 6 auditor is an industry Discretionary accrual model: provide a higher quality management by their I 

Journal of industry specialist are lower * Dependent variable: ABS(DAC) audit. clients. ! 

I11eory specialists than the - absolute value of discretionary * Only the coefficient of * There is also a 
I 

&Practice, discretionary accruals NCLIENTS is significant positive I 

Vo/.22, Issue 2, accruals of a positively significant. association between 6 I 

pp. 71-97. company whose ~ Experimental variable: This is inconsistent measures of auditor i 

auditor is not a - Market share: ranking based with the results in ERC industry specialization 1 

specialist. on client sales models. and client ERC. 
I* H2: The ERC of a * For hypothesis 2, * This suggests that I 

- Continuous market share: 
company whose based on client sales consistent with the specialist auditors 
auditor is an industry - Industry dominance: the prediction, there are increase the market' s 
specialist is greater largest supplier but the positive associations perception about the 
than the ERC of a difference between the first between abnormal quality of these 
company whose and second supplier is at least returns and unexpected eammgs. 
auditor is not a 1 Oo/o (based on client sales) earnings using all 6 * The both results 
specialist. Market share (based on measures of auditor suggest industry -

number of clients) specialization. specialist auditors 
- The number of clients in an * They divide sample are more likely to 

industry into firms with income provide higher 
- Whether auditor has the increasing discretionary quality to clients than 

greatest number of clients in accruals and firms with non-specialist 
-- - -- ·------ -~-----
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an industry income deceasing auditors. 
k:ontrol variables discretionary acctuals 
* LnTA and find there is a 
* CFO significantly negative 
* Leverage association between 
* ABS(TACC)- absolute value industry specialization 

of total discretionary accruals and income-increasing 
discretionary 

ERC model: accruals, and a 
*Dependent variable: CAR significantly positive 

association between 
*= Experimental variable: industry specialization 
- Similar as above and income-

decreasing 

!Control variables discretionary 

* UE accruals. 

* UE*NEG * For ERC sensitivity 

* UE*MB 
test, they test the 

* UE*LTA 
hypothesis under 
different window 

* UE*BETA 

* UE*NO 
period and find the 
results are robust to 

* UE*YIELD choice of event 
* RET window. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Quality *To provide ifheory: * Data relevant to capital * For hypothesis 1, they find clients * There is a significant 
and Post evidence of *Brand name market: of large auditors exhibit lower relation between auditor 
Earnings differential reputation and -Earnings PEAD than clients of small brand name and PEAD. 
Announcement audit quality industry announcement dates auditors. Big 5 are more likely to 
Drift (PEAD)" affects within specialization - Stock prices * After controlling for interaction provide lower PEAD than 

the capital * Post earnings - Trading volume effects with unexpected earnings, it non-Big 5 auditors. 
Ferguson A. market setting announcement -All ordinaries index appears that the distinction * However, there is no 
andZ. * Is it possible drift between large and small auditors evidence to support hiring 
Matolcsy to infer Cross-sectional matters to the capital market an auditor industry leader 
(2004) anything about IHypotheses: !regression model; prediction that clients of brand will lower PEAD. 

individual * Firms audited by * Dependent variable: name auditors exhibit lower PEAD * In addition, they find the 
Asia-Pacific auditor quality large auditors have cumulative abnormal than clients of small auditors. observed PEAD differs 
Journal of fromPEAD? lower PEAD than return * For hypothesis 2, they find there is between for clients of 
Accounting & firms audited by insignificant and negative individual Big 5 auditors. 
Economics Vol. small auditors. ~ontrol variables coefficient for industry leader Clients of the smaller Big 5 
ll,No.l. * F irrns with * Leverage risk I variables, which suggests no auditors have greater PEAD 

industry leader * Share price at I incremental value on the industry than the other large Big 5 
auditors have announcement date leaders vis-a-vis the other large auditors. 
lower PEAD than * Turnover (trading auditors. * They also find the newly 
firms with non- volume) * The sensitivity tests for bad and merged PWC exhibits higher 
leader auditors * Auditor qualification good news portfolios indicate audit PEAD than the other Big 5 

* Level of share quality has impact in the good auditors in 1998, which 
ownership held by the news portfolio, but no impact in suggests capital market 
top twenty the bad news portfolio. uncertainty about the quality 
shareholders * In particularly, they find clients of implications of structural 

* Total accruals Arthur Andersen and Deloittes are change in the audit market. 

* Unexpected earnings associated with greater PEAD vis- * In summary, this study 
deflated by total assets a-vis the other Big 5 auditors. suggests that auditor 

*Also new merged auditor PWC quality might be observed 
!Experimental variables: exhibits higher PEAD than other from capital market 

* Big 5 vs. non-Big 5 auditors and even the pre-merged behavior. 

* Big 5 industry leader firms (PW and CL). 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details I 
I 

1 "The Effects of *To examine lfheory: * The fifth trading day after the * The results indicate * Since hiring an 
Industry the association * Industry specialization release of the fourth quarter that using both industry specialist 
Specialization between bid- * Ask-bid spread earnings announcement or five industry could reduce the 
on Audit ask spreads days after the company's lOK is specialization information 

I 

Quality: An (proxy for IHypotheses: received is selected as the methods, companies asymmetry, vvhich i 

Examination audit quality) r Clients audited by Big observation date. audited by an implies that audit 
Using Bid-ask and industry 5 industry specialist * Using a continuous variable for industry specialist quality increases as the 
Spreads" specialist auditors are more the level of industry have lovver levels of level of auditor 

auditors. likely to have lovver specialization and a comparison information specialization 
Schauer P. level of information of discrete levels of industry asymmetry mcreases. 
(2003) asymmetry risk specialization measured by the * Overall, the results 

measured by bid-ask * A multivariate logistic regression bid-ask spread than suggest that industry 
Working paper, spread. used for hypothesis tests. those companies specialist provide a 
Bowling Green audited by non- higher quality audit 
State !Regression model: specialist auditors. than those that do 
University * Dependent variable: bid-ask * After changing the not. 

spread various levels of 
market share, the 

!Control variables results are still 
* Trading volume consistent vvith the 

* Variance of return predictions. 

* Stock prices * Additional analysis 

* Turnover provides evidence 

* Number of analysts the results are robust 
for various 

* Insider ownership 
* Market value of equity specifications of 

industry 

!Experimental variable: specialization. 

* Industry specialist auditors 
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3. Audit Switch Studies 

3.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differentiation 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Demand *To rTheory: * The final sample I* The univariate tests suggest the * The univariate tests appear to be 
for Quality- investigate * Agency costs consists of comparisons between Big 8 and non- directionally supportive of the 
Differentiated the * Audit quality companies in 1980 Big 8 reveal some directional support association between the agency cost 
Audit Services association - BigS vs. fiscal year in the for the association of the agency-cost and the use of Big S auditors. 
in an Agency- between non-Big 8 U.S . market variables with the use of Big 8 * For the BigS/non-BigS comparisons, i 

Cost Setting: agency-cost - Industry auditors. While the comparisons for the logit regressions are generally 1 

An Empirical variables specialist Auditor Choice industry specialist/non-specialists are significant with company size being 
Investigation" and the use vs. Model: less supportive. the primary explanatory variable. 

of quality- nonspecial * Dependent * The multivariate analysis shows that * And the BigS/non-BigS results 
Palmrose Z. differentiate ist variable: coefficients of the control variable and suggest the necessity for recognizing 
(1984) d auditors * Auditor - AF (l=Big 8 or the compensation plan variable are additional complexities in the 

choice industry positive in a majority of the supply/demand for quality-
Sixth specialist) regressions. The coefficients for the differentiated audit services. 
Symposium on tHypothesis: leverage, LnSub and EX have signs * For the industry specialist/non-
Auditing 

~ Higher * Experimental/Con opposite from the expected. specialists comparisons, office 
Research, agency costs trol variables: I* The size variable is positive in all Big equipment is the only industry 
University of are associated - Ol\1C 8/non-Big 8 regression and significant providing weak evidence in either 
Illinois, with demands (owner !Manage in three. However it is not significant the univariate tests or the logit 
pp.229-252 for higher ment control) in any of the industry specialist/non- regressions of an association 

audit quality - DIE (leverage specialists regressions. between the agency-cost variables 
ratio) * After control for the effects of size, and the use of industry specialists. 

- LnTA the results are not much different. * These results may indicate 
- LnSubs * When the sample limits to companies weaknesses in the classification of 
- Mgt Comp changed auditors, although the model industry specialists as quality-

(management is significant for both Big 8/non-Big 8 differentiated suppliers rather than 
compensation and industry specialist/non-specialists a lack of support for the agency-cost 
plans) regressions, nothing appears to be variables and the use of quality-

- EX (Exchange statistically significant. differentiated auditors. 
listing) 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *This study Theory: * The sample includes * The brand name mode * The results provide 
Changes: A tests whether * Agency costs I auditor changes occurring is not significant when support for the 
Joint Test of there is a * Audit quality I from June 1978 to April using levels of agency hypothesized 
Theories positive 1985 in the U.S. market. variables, however association between 
Relating to association Hypothesis: both the changes in agency cost proxies 
Agency Costs between a * Higher agency Models: agency variables and the choice of a 
and Auditor firm's agency costs are * Dependent variable: model and the brand name Big 8 
Differentiation" costs and its associated with - brand name ( 1 if change composite variables auditor after 

demand for a demands for from a non-Big 8 to a model are significant controlling for the 
Francis, J., and quality- higher audit Big 8 auditor) at the 0.05 level. effects of client size 

I E. Wilson differentiated quality. - continues size I* The composite model and growth. 
(1988) audit. has slightly greater * However no consistent 

* Experimental variables: explanatory power association is evident 
The Accounting - MGRSK than the changes using the continuous 
Review, Vol. 

- MGRSKCHG: change in model. size proxy for audit 
63, No.4, 1988, MGRSK Pi' The continuous size quality. 
pp.663-683 

- Bonus mode broadly parallels * The presence of 

BONUSCHG: change in the brand name model. accounting-based -

bonus '*Using levels of agency incentive bonus plan, 

LGOWN: diffusion of variables the model is diffusion of -
ownership, leverage ownership not significant, but the 

LGOWNCHG: change in changes in agency and new issues of -
variables model and securities are weakly LGOWN 
the composite significant following 

- LTDBT: leverage variables model are the auditor change. 
- L TDBTCCHG: change both significant. * However this study in leverage suggests that neither 

* Other control variables: 
client size/growth nor 
agency costs explain a 

- New issue large portion of the 
- Size demand for larger-
- Growth sized or Big 8 auditors. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
! 

"The Association *To examine Theory: * This study examines 131 * For the spanned tests (4-year * The results provide 
Between 131 auditor * Agency theory auditor changes for an period), it supports hypothesis 1 evidence that changes 
Changes in changes for an * Audit quality association between changes and hypothesis 2 at 0.05 level. in management 
Client Firm association measures in auditor quality and changes * However hypothesis 3 is not ownership and 
Agency Costa between in agency conflicts around the supported. The negative sign leverage are 
and Auditor changes in Hypotheses: time of the auditor change indicates that a change to a associated with 
Switching" auditor quality * H 1 : client firms tend from 1979 to 1984 in the U.S. higher (lower) quality auditor is changes in audit 

and changes in to switch to higher market. associated with a decrease quality, independently I 

DeFond M. agency (lower) quality audit * Surrogates for audit quality (increase) in short-term accruals. of changes in firm 
( 1992) conflicts firms in anticipation - Client size This is consistent with the results growth and securities 

i around the of, or as a result of, - Brand-name reputation in the sub-period samples. issues. 
Auditing: A time of the decreases (increases) - Industry expertise * The sensitivity tests show that * The association also 
Journal of auditor in the percentage of - Independence when audit quality measured as reveals that managers 
Practice & change. management Surrogates for agency conflicts size, independence and name- seem to change * Theory, Vol. 11, ownership. - Management ownership brand, the results are consistent auditors in anticipation 
No. 1, Spring * H2: client firms tend Leverage ratio with the combined models. of some agency 
1992, pp./6-31 -

to switch to higher * Especially, the results using the conflicts and in - Short-tenn accruals 
(lower) quality audit name-brand surrogate are quite reaction to others. 
firms in anticipation Model: similar to the results using the * In addition, the name-

I 

of, or as a result of, *Dependent variable: COMB combined measure. But the brand surrogate yields 
I 

increase (decreases) (combination of 4 auditor quality additional tests suggest the name- qualitatively identical 
in leverage. measures) brand measure is not solely results to more 

* H3: client firms tend responsible for the previous complex measures that 
to switch to higher 

~ Experimental variable: results. combine multiple 
(lower) quality audit * It also finds that 72% of the surrogates. 
firms in anticipation - MGT (%management sample firms that switched to an * The results are also 
of, or as a result of, ownership) auditor with a higher brand-name sensitive to both the 
increases (decreases) - LEV reputation issued additional debt time period over which 
in the relative size of - ACRL (short-term accruals) and 30% issued additional stock changes in agency 
short-term accruals. 

Control vanables 
for these purposes. It compares to conflicts are measured 
43% and 20o/o for the firms and the choice of the 

* Growth switching to a lower-name-brand measure used to proxy 
* Issue auditor. for audit quality. 

------ -- ----------------------------------· ----- ------
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues 

Details 
"Demand for Audit * To investigate rrheory: * The sample used in * The univariate test suggests that firms * After controlling 
Quality: The Case the demand * Agency theory this study consists selecting Big 6 replacement auditors are for size, they find 
ofLaventhol and for audit * Involuntary auditor switches of firms identified much larger than the firms selecting non-Big that LH clients 
Horwath's quality using a as LH clients 6 replacement auditors. that switched to 
Auditees" sample of tllypotheses: before the * Also clients selecting Big 6 auditors have Big 6 auditors 

firms being * H 1: the level of debt in the bankruptcy of LH higher leverage and issue more new debt or tend to be more 
Reed B., M. audited by firm's capital structure is in 1990 in the U.S. equity securities in the year following highly leveraged, 
Trombley and D. audited by positively related to the level of market. engagement of the new auditor. have less 
Dhaliwal (2000) Laventhol and audit quality demanded. * Total 107 clients * The multivariate tests show that the management 

Horwath (LH) * H2: the existence of public debt are collected, 58 coefficient on size, leverage, new-issue and ownership, and 
Journal of at the time LH is positively related to the level clients change to a beta are all consistent with the hypotheses issue more 
Accounting, declared of audit quality demanded. Big 6 auditor to and are all statistically significant. securities in the 
Auditing & bankruptcy in * H3: the existence of security replace LH, while * However, there is no relationship between year after 
Finance, Vo/.15, Nov. 1990. issuance plans, evidenced by a 49 select a non-Big the existence of a bonus plan and the size of selecting the new 
No.2, Spring 2000, subsequent public sale of debt 6 auditor. the replacement auditor. There is no auditor than LH 
pp.l83-198 or equity securities, is positively significant relationship between mgm% and clients that 

related to the level of audit !Regression Model: the size of auditors. switched to non-
quality demanded. *Dependent *They created a new variable mgm%_dum Big 6 auditors. 

* H4: the existence of an variable: Auditor (O=level of management ownership is * The effects for risk 
accounting-based bonus plan is SlZe greater than 20% or less than 5%). The new are generally weak 
positively related to the level of results show there is a significantly negative relative to size, 
audit quality demanded. f+: Experimental relation between mgm%_dum and the size leverage, and 

* HS: the degree of management variable: of auditor in this study. management 
ownership in the firm is - Mgmt% * However when the dependent variable ownership. 
inversely related to the level of - Bonus changes to a dummy ( 1 =change to Big 6 * Overall, size and 
audit quality demanded. - Leverage auditor), the results suggest the existence of contracting 

* H6: Firm risk is inversely - New-issues public debt is associated with selection of a structure seem to 
related to the level of audit Big 6 auditor. be the primary 
quality. K:ontrol variables * They also find there is a negative relation determinants of 

* H7: client size is positively * Size between firm risk and audit quality, which is the demand for 

related to the level of audit * Beta consistent with previous studies. audit quality and 

quality demanded. Z score * The additional tests do not change the the effects of risk 
* 

results significantly. are less 
i111portant. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Client * To investigate Theory: * There are 835 clients * It shows the former Andersen's clients * Overall, the empirical 
Characteristics the factors that * Audit failure that dismissed belonging to the Oil and Gas industry results show that the more 
and Auditor may influence * Agency theory Andersen as an made the auditor dismissal decision reliable the company's 
Switch in an the timing for auditor during earlier. The early group companies are financial statements, the 
Audit Failure" Andersen's !Hypotheses: January to August significantly larger than the late group. earlier the company 

clients to * H1: the more 2002. * For hypothesis 1, the higher the announced its auditor-
Change, C., W. announce their reliable the client's * Total sample probability for a company to use switching decision. 
Chi and C. Liu auditor- financial statements consists of 148 aggressive accounting approaches * Hence, the results support 
(2003) switching were, the earlier the clients with (indicated by higher sales growth or the conjecture that a 

decisions after client announced its complete data. lower Altrnan_Z), the later the compliant company 
Working paper, Andersen- auditor-switching company dismissed Andersen. would use the 
National Enron audit decision. !Model: * They use two standard duration hazard announcement of 
Chengchi failure. * H2: the more * Dependent variable: models: the Cox proportional hazards dismissing Andersen as a 
University reliable the client' s Time model and the W eibull proportional signal to rebuild 

financial statements hazards model to test the economic investors' trust in the 
were, the bigger the fl' Experimental effects (time) on the results. The company. 
size of the successor variable: results are basically the same as those * Furthermore, they find that 
auditor was. - Sales Growth of the OLS regression model. the fraction of clients 

* The earlier the client - Accrual * For hypothesis 2, they use both a choosing another Big 5 
announced its - M!B ratio probit model and a logit model to test as a successor auditor 
auditor-switching - Altman Z this hypothesis. They find size is declined as time passed 
decision, the bigger - Tenure 

- significant in determining a client's by. 
the size of the - Audit Fee auditor-choosing decision. 
successor auditor * For hypothesis 3, they find on average 
was. K:ontrol variables 80% of companies that announced to 

* Size dismiss Andersen during January to 

* YE August 2002 choose another Big 5 as 

* Industry specialist the successor, which is consistent with 

* O&G industry 
the hypothesis. 
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3.2 Opinion Shopping and Auditor Switches 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"'Qualified * This study focuses Theory: * The sample includes firms ~ The results for the first * Overall, the 
Audit Opinions on the influence of * Opinion-shopping from 1973 to 197 4 in the question show that results support 
and Auditor qualified opinions on * Auditor switching U.S. market. changing auditors is not the predictions 
Switching" auditor switches. * All companies had a independent of receiving a that firms tend to 

* The specific purpose Uypothesis: qualified opinion in 1973 qualified audit opinion. switch auditors 
Chow C., and of this study is to * Hl: Firms switch and all companies changed * In the tests of second after receiving a 
RiceS. (1982) present empirical auditors more often auditors between the 1973 question, they test the qualified opinion. 

evidence relating to after receiving and 197 4 are collected. effects of client size and * However the 
The Accounting the 4 questions qualified opinions * They classify 4 categories: industry on receiving a analysis does not 
Review, Vo/.57, concerning auditor than after receiving - Received a qualified qualified audit opinion. indicate that 
No.2, April switching: clean opinions. opinion + switched * They find that size is qualified firms 
!982, pp.326- - Do fitms switch * H2: Auditors differ auditors subsequently significantly and negatively tend to switch to 
335 auditors more in their propensity to - Received a qualified related to qualifications. lower percentage 

often after issue qualified opinion + kept the ~ Significant industry effects qualified auditors. 
recetvmg optmons. same auditor exist for * Also firms that 
qualified * H3: If auditors do - Received a clean transportation/public switched auditors 
opinions than differ m their opinion + switched utilities, retail and also after a qualified 
after receiving propensity to issue auditors subsequently mmmg. opinion are not 
clean opinions? qualified opinions, - Receive a clean I* In addition, Arthur Young, more likely to 

- Do auditors firms after receiving opinion + kept the Coopers & Lybrand, and receive a clean 
differ in their qualified opinions same auditor Touche Ross have a higher opinion the 
propensity to switch to auditors tendency to qualify than the following year. 
issue qualified tssmng Pro bit Models: other Big 8 auditors. * These finings do 
opinions? proportionally fewer Auditor switch model PI' This suggests there may be not necessarily 

- If auditors do qualified opinions. * Dependent variable: some incentive to switch imply that there 
differ in their * H4: When firms S (1 =switched auditors) auditors in seeking clean is concern over 
propensity to switch auditors after opt mons. auditor lack of 
issue qualified receiving a qualified I* Experimental variables: PI' Based on the results for independence 
opinions, do opm10~, they are I Q ( 1 =received a qualified question 2, they further find through opinion-
firms after more hkely to opinion) there is no significant shopping. 
receiving receive clean relationship between the 
qualified opinions the * Other control v~ri'!!?~~-~--- '-- probability of receiving a 
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opinions switch following year. - 11anagernentchange qualified opinion and the 
to auditors - 11erger level of tendency to issue a 
ISSUing - New Financing qualified opinion. 
proportional I y - Other ~ Finally, they cannot find 
fewer qualified significant results to support 
opinions? Auditor reporting model question 4, however, the 

- When firms * Dependent variable: data suggests that those 
switch auditors Q (1 =received a qualified firms that did not switch 
after receiving a opinion) tended to get more clean 
qualified opinions in the following 
opinion, are they * Experimental variables: year than those firms that 
more likely to industry code or individual switched. 
receive clean auditor 
opinions the I 

following year? I 

* Other control variables: 
- Size 
- Industry variables 
- Individual auditor 

I 

variables I 

I ------ ·- ---- -- - ----------
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
&<Do *This study lrheory: * The sample includes all UK fl: For the auditor reporting tests, * First, auditor changes 
Companies uses an audit *Opinion- quoted companies between 1988 there is a significant positive occur more often after 
Successfully reporting shopping and 1994. coefficient on prior audit 

. . 
compames receive 

Engage in model to *Auditor * The final sample includes 949 opinions, which indicates strong modified opinions. 
Opinion- predict these switching companies and total 5441 persistence in reporting. And * Second, switching 
Shopping? unobserved * Auditor observations from 1988 to 1994. companies receive modified auditor increases the 
Evidence from reports and reporting * There are 161 modified audit reports more often if they have probability of a 
the U.K" tests the opinions on 105 companies and high leverage, low profitability change in audit 

effects on Hypothesis: 103 going-concern or subsequently fail. opmwn. 
Lennox C. auditor * The reports modifications. ~ In the second model, there is a * These two results 
(2000) switching compames * There are a total of 194 switches negative coefficient on the imply that 

*This study would have with 160 companies switching interaction between the switch companies receive 
Journal of focuses on the received under once and 1 7 companies dummy and prior opinions, modified reports less 
Accounting and second way opposite switch switching twice. which indicates less reporting frequently than they 
Economics, and improves decisions are persistence when companies would under 
Vol. 29, No.3, on existing predicted to be Probit Models: change auditors. opposite switch 
June 2000, research by significantly Auditor reporting model I* They also find when prior decisions. 
pp.321-337 considering worse. * Dependent variable: reports are modified; companies * The reports 

reports both - Opinion-shopping Qit(ql)- Qit generally receive modified companies would 
switching and 

(qO) reports with lower probabilities have received under 
non-switching if they switch auditors. opposite switch 
compames * Experimental variables: I* For the auditor switching tests, decisions are 
would have - Qit-1 (1 =if a company receives there is a significant negative predicted to be 
received had a modified report in year t-1) coefficient on the opinion- significantly less 
they made shopping variables indicating favorable. 
opposite 

* Other control variables: companies would have received * Therefore it 
switch 

Lev modified opinions more concludes that -decisions. 
ROC frequently if they had made companies do -

- Fails opposite switch decisions. successfully engage 

Dirs I* Finally in model 3 of auditor in opinion-shopping. 
-

switching tests, they find there 
- Lars is a significant positive 
- GCF coefficient on prior reports 
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showing that companies change 
Auditor switching model auditors more often when prior 

* Dependent variable: reports are modified. 
- Opinion-shopping Qit (qi) - Qit I* They also compare the audit 

(qO) opinions of switching and non-
- Probability of opinion- switching companies and find 

shopping Pr(Qit(qi)=l)- companies successfully engage 
Pr(Qit{qO) =0) in opinion-shopping through 

auditor changes. 

* Experimental variables: 
- Qit-I ( 1 =if a company receives 

a modified report in year t-1) 

* Other control variables: 
- Lev 
- ROC I 

I 

- Fails 
- Dirs 
- Lars 
- GCF 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Opinion * Examining the Theory: ::- The sample consists of firms that * For the full sample, 55% of the test ::- Te results show that 
Shopping: audit opinion * Agency costs I change auditors in 1995 or 1996 in firms receive a modified audit lateral auditor switches 
Evidence from shopping issue * Opinion shopping the U.S. market. opinion in the first year but not in within Big 5 auditors 
an Analysis of using types of * Auditor switching ::- These firms are matched with the send year (IMPROVE). are associated with 
Types of auditor firms that did not change auditors * For the full sample, IMPROVE is audit opinion shopping. 
Auditor switches and Hypothesis: (control sample) by year, industry, positive and significant for firms ::- Also consistent with 
Switches" controlling for * H 1: Clients and the type of auditor in the year that change from Big 5 to Big 5 non-Big 5 auditors 

agency costs receiving modified before the year of change. auditors and for firms that switch being lower quality 
Gul F., K. Lai which will opinions in one ~- They compare firms that opinion from Big 5 to non-Big 5 auditors. audit providers, 
and H. Sami affect auditor year from a Big 5 shop with firms that receive Hence both H 1 and H2 are auditor switches from 
(2003) changes. (non-Big 5) modified audit opinion in two supported. Big 5 to non-Big 5 

auditor and then consecutive years. * They combine firms that switch auditors are also 
Working paper, switching to within non-Big 5 and from non-Big associated with audit 
City University another Big 5 Auditor switching model: 5 to Big 5 auditors to reexamine the opinion shopping. 
of Hong Kong (non-Big 5) * Dependent variable: results and find that there is no ::- There are no significant 

auditor are more - Auditor change (CHANGE) evidence to suggest that firms results for firms that 
likely to receive * Experimental variables: audited by non-Big 5 auditors switch from non-Big 5 to 
unmodified - Il\1PROVE (opinion shopping opinion shop. either Big 5 or non-Big 5 
opinions after the variable: the receipt of * They also control for auditor auditors . 
change in the modified audit opinion in one specialization by including in the ::- Furthermore, the 
following year. year followed by the receipt of logistic regression of auditor additional tests show that 

* H2: Clients clean opinion in the following change a dummy for firms that have firms with auditor 
receiving modified year) specialist auditor after but not changes are not 

. . . 
* Other control variables: before the change. They define a associated with more opmwns m one 

year from a Big 5 - LnTA specialist auditor as an auditor with negative discretionary 
auditor and then CHSALE at least 10% market share in an accruals than firms -
switching to a - CHACRL industry with 50 firms or more. without auditor changes. 
non-Big 5 auditor LOSS They find the results are similar. The results are robust to 

- various other sensitivity are more likely to - CHLEV I* Finally, they also test the effect of 
receive auditor reporting conservatism and tests. 

- CHROE ::- In sum, the results are unmodified find that it is unlikely that auditor - CHRISK consistent with opinion opinions after the reporting conservatism is driving 
change in the 

- YDUM the results. shopping amongst the 
following year. Big 5 auditors. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Quality ~ Reviews the ifheory: Summary paper I* Previous studies have supported ~:- Policies of improved 
and Auditor literature on audit * Opinion-shopping * Opinion-shopping the view that companies communication 
Switching: quality and auditor * Auditor switching - Improving successfully engage in opinion- between 
Some Lessons switching to assess threats communication shopping. Therefore policies that shareholders, 
for Policy different * Mandatory auditor between auditors reduce managerial influence over incoming and 
Makers" countries' policy rotation and investors. auditor switching appear to be outgoing auditors 

reg1mes. * Non-audit services - Mandatory needed. appear to be 
Lennox C. (?) * Low-balling theory auditor I* However previous studies are desirable. 

rotation/retention much less clear regarding auditors' ~:- Mandatory retention 
Working paper, * Switch threats rents and dependency on clients. is preferable to 
University of - The provision of Therefore policies aimed at mandatory rotation 
Bristol non-audit reducing auditor dependency may to reduce managerial 

services have undesirable consequences for influence over 
- Low-balling auditor effort and audit quality. auditor switching. 

strategies I* Theory predicts an ambiguous :~ Finally, there are no 
relationship between the provision convincing cases for 
of non-audit services and auditor banning low balling 
dependence, and the evidence does or restricting the 
not indicate that non-audit fees provision of non-
significantly affect dependence. audit services. 
Therefore, a ban on non-audit 
services does not appear to be 
justified. 

* Theory also predicts an ambiguous 
relationship between low balling 
and audit quality and there is no 
evidence that low balling reduces 
quality. Therefore, a ban on low 
balling also appears to be 
unwarranted. 

-- --------- --- -- - - I -
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Stock * To investigate rTheory: [Regression model: * The first model only * It finds that the 
Market the stock *Opinion * Dependent variable: includes sales and CEO market ignores 
Reaction to a market ' s shopping AB (abnormal ownership. Both auditor switches. 
Change in reaction to a * Audit switches return) variables are significant Therefore there is no 
Certifying change in and have the expected significant price 
Accountant" certifying IHypothesis: * Experimental sign. These results effect associated with 

accountant *There is no variable: support both the switching auditors. 
Klock M. using standard significant Auditor switch ( 1 if differential information * It implies that the 
(1994) event-time price effect switch from a non- level hypothesis and the public does not 

methodology associated Big 8 to a Big 8 control hypothesis. consider opinion-
Journal of *To examine with switching auditor) * When the auditor switch shopping to be a 
Accounting, potential auditors. and distress variables are pervasive problem. 
Auditing & factors Control variables included in the model, * However, it also finds 
Finance, Vol. 9, influencing the * Sales there is little effect on evidence that this 
1994, pp.339- market * CEO ownership sales and CEO result could be caused 
347 reaction * Distress ownership variable, and by a failure to control 

insignificant relation for agency costs and 
between auditor quality information level. 
variable and abnormal 
return. Therefore the null 
hypothesis cannot be 
rejected. 

* Overall, the results 
provide evidence that 
auditor switches have 
impact on stock market. 
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3.3 Capital Market Valuation I Effects 

3.3.1 Valuation of IPOs 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *This study rrheory: Auditor switch model: * For the first hypothesis, the * There is a clear 
Credibility and used the * Auditor credibility * Dependent variable: coefficients of IBANK, preference for more 
Initial Public context of the * Valuation ofiPOs AUDCHG offering type and Post- credible auditors when 
Offerings" IPO to offering size are all companies make auditor 

I investigate lHypotheses: * Experimental variable: significant in the anticipated changes, in particularly, 
Menon K., and auditor *There is a IBANK direction. This suggests that small auditors are 
D. Williams credibility. significant number clients of prestigious replaced by larger or 
(1991) * Especially, of credibility - K=ontrol variables in vestment bankers appear to more reputable auditors. 

this study increasing auditor * DILUTE be more likely to switch to * Clients that select larger 
The Accounting focuses on the changes prior to * TYPE reputable CP As prior to the auditors tend to be those 
Review, Vol. 66, preference of the offering if * SIZE IPOs. who employ prestigious 
No.2, Apr investment there is an * GROWTH * For the second hypothesis investment bankers and 
1991, pp.313- bankers and increased demand tests, in the case of FC firms, make firm commitment 
332 their clients for auditor ~nvestment banker both CPA TYPE 1 and offerings. 

for reputable credibility at the (Compensation model: CPA TYPE 2 are positively * It also supports the 
auditors at the time of the IPO. * Dependent variable: significant. This suggests auditor credibility 
time of IPOs. * Investment banker COMP that prestigious investment hypothesis that clients are 

will charge lower bankers are more likely to charged a smaller 
fees for clients * Experimental variable: charge lower fees for clients investment banking fee if 
who are audited by CPA TYPE 1 and audited by reputable they are associated with 
a more credible CPATYPE2 auditors. This also supports Big 8 auditors in the case 
auditor. the auditor credibility of firm commitment 

Control variables hypothesis. offerings. 

* SDRET * However there is no * Overall, this paper 

* PROCEEDS evidence found in the case of contributes to the body of 

DULUTE BE firms . This suggests the evidence that indicates that 
* 

AGE 
insurance demand for the supply of audit 

* credible auditors may be services is not 
* IBANK weak. homogeneous. 
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3.3.2 Capital Market Effects 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *Whether Theory: * Sample consists of all * For test 1, there is no * This result of this study 
Credibility and positive * Auditor credibility firms change in significant difference in the does not show a 
Auditor abnormal * Stock market auditors during the mean standardized residuals pervasive significant 
Changes" returns accrue reaction (event period of 1973-1979 in between BN and NB groups. negative reaction for 

to firms, studies) the U.S. market. * There are weak market auditor changes. 
Nichols D. and which move * Total sample consists effects for auditor change * With regard to Dopuch 
D. Smith from a non- !Hypotheses: of22 firms with BN information in test 2. and Simunic's 
(1983) Big 8 audit * A change from a and 29 firms with NB * The cumulative average hypothesis, the 

firm to a Big 8 Big 8 auditor to a changes. standardized residuals also direction of the market 
Journal of firm? non-Big 8 auditor *Market adjusted model have the predicted sign. reaction to a change in 
Accounting *Whether should produce a is used to calculate *Especially, CAR in week auditors is consistent 
Research, negative negative market abnormal returns. zero for the NB group is with the prediction of 
Vo/.21, No.2, abnormal reaction. * 3 steps for testing; significant at the 0.05 level, their model. 
Autumn 1983, returns accrue * A change from a - Examining the BN but CAR for the BN group is * The market appears 
pp.534-544 to firms, non-Big 8 auditor and NB group's not significantly different to react generally 

which move to a Big 8 auditor mean standardized from zero. positively to a change 
from a Big 8 should produce a residuals * They also use matched pair from a non-Big 8 to a 
audit firm to a positive market - Examining each sample to test the hypothesis Big 8 auditor and vice 
non-Big 8 reaction. group's mean and also find that none of the versa. 
finn? standardized abnormal returns for either * However, the 

residuals for the switch group or non switch magnitude of the 
period 4 weeks group tended to be difference in the 
before and 3 weeks significantly different from reactions is not 
after the zero in the weeks statistically significant. 
announcement date surrounding the * Therefore these 

- Calculating the announcement week. The results do not provide 
cumulative average results are consistent with strong support for 
residuals for each the results from the initial their hypothesis of 
group for the period methodology. product 
starting 4 weeks differentiation. 
prior to the 
announcement date 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Market for *To examine Theory: * The preliminary sample of 3, 751 auditor * The results indicate that RS * The results are 
Audit Services: whether *Voluntary changes was collected from January 1973 exhibits a significant positive consistent with the 
Evidence from changes in auditor to April 1975 in the U.S. market. association with the change in ext hypothesis that 
Voluntary Auditor client's changes external financing (FIN), cash flow realignment 
Changes" financing, *Stock $pecification of variables: performance (CFO), pre- decisions are 

investing, and market * Expansion realignment asset growth related to an 
Johnson W. and T. operating reaction - Pre-realignment proxy: annualized (GROWb) and a significant erosion of the 
Lys (1990) characteristics growth in total assets negative association with the incumbent's 

are related to !Expectation: - Post-realignment: average expenditures change in times-interest-earned competitive 
Journal of voluntary *The for acquisitions deflated by total assets. (TIE). advantage. 
Accounting and auditor incumbent * The null hypothesis coefficients are * In addition, 
Economics, realignments. auditor's * Financing: jointly equal to zero is rejected and realignment clients 
Vo/.12, No.1-3, * What is the competitive - Pre-reallgnment proxy: newly issued the model correctly classified 59% exhibit lower share 
1990, pp.281-308 stock market advantage for debt divided by asset book value of the realignments. price and profit 

reaction to an existing - Post-realignment: equity securities * Consistent with earlier studies, performance prior 
voluntary client can be divided by asset book value both client size and asset growth to changing 
auditor eroded over exhibit significant positive auditors when 
changes? time by * Profitability: associations with changes to compared to non-

changes in the - Pre-realignment proxy: average annual larger auditors. realignment 
client's return on assets * The results do not support the companies. 
operations - Post-realignment: average operating association between auditor size * However, they find 
and activities. cash flows to assets and policy-induced realignments. no contemporaneous 

* Clients that shift to larger (smaller) abnormal daily stock 

* Risk: auditors exhibit significant share price reaction to 

Client size (total assets) price increases (decreases) over the auditor realignment 
-

60-day trading period before the announcements and 
- Financial risk (average leverage and realignment announcement. no evidence of 

times-interest-earned before and after 
* Monthly excess returns indicate that changes in clients' 

realignment) voluntary realignment clients accounting policies 
- Recent audit qualifications experience negative abnormal following 
- Client-auditor reporting disagreements performance in the 3-year period realignment. 

preceding the auditor change. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Hypotheses Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal 

Details 

"Firms' * To investigate Theory: * A sample of firms that * The coefficients of the * The empirical results 
Financial the * Audit choice theory changed auditors financial condition variable suggest that financially 
Condition and relationship * Stock market reaction between January 1980 for both NB and BN firms troubled firms which 
Investors ' between and December 1988 was have expected signs and are change auditor from a Big 
Perception of financial Hypotheses: collected. statistically significant. Thus 8 (a non-Big 8) to a non-
Auditor condition and * H 1: financially troubled firms * The final sample consists both hypotheses 1 and 2 are Big 8 (a Big 8) experience 
Changes" investor's which change form a non-Big of 15 8 companies that supported. more unfavorable 

perception of 8 auditor to a Big 8 auditor changed from a Big 8 * The financial condition (favorable) price reaction 
Persons 0. an auditor (NB) are hypothesized to auditor to a non-Big 8 coefficient for lateral firms is than financially healthy 
(1995) change as a experience more favorable auditor (BN), and 163 not statistically different firms that change auditors 

change in stock price reaction than firms that made lateral from zero. This support the in the same direction. 
I The mid-Atlantic audit quality, a financially healthy firms that auditor changes, and 174 hypothesis 3 that no * These results suggest that I 

Journal of change in an change auditors in the same firms that changed from differential stock price investors consider a firm's i 

Business, Vol. 31, auditor's direction. a non-Big 8 to a Big 8 reaction to firms which make financial condition in 
No.2, Jun 1995, ability to * H2: financially troubled firms auditor. lateral auditor changes. reaction to an auditor 
pp.193-207 provide which change of a Big 8 * The control variable Size has change. 

additional auditor to a non-Big 8 auditor [M:odel: statistically significant * This differential market 
insurance and (BN) are hypothesized to * Dependent variable: coefficient for NB and BN reaction with respect to 
a change in experience more unfavorable CSPE (cumulative firms, this suggests that the financial condition exists 
signal of stock price reactions than standardized prediction market seems to consider only when predecessor 
firm's future financially healthy firms that error) firm size in assessing the and successor auditors 
prospects. change auditors in the same * Experimental variable: relative insurance-providing are perceived to differ in 

direction. FIN (financial condition ability of predecessor vs. terms of their audit 
* H3: Financially troubled firms measured by Z score) successor auditors. quality, their ability to 

which make lateral auditor * Control variables: * Additional tests using mean provide additional 
changes are hypothesized to - Size adjusted model provide same insurance, and their 
experience no differential - DIS results as market adjusted signal about a firm's 
stock price reaction relative to - OWN model. future prospects. 

__ financially healthy firms. 
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4 Auditor Independence 

4.1 Mandatory Auditor Rotation/Tenure 

4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Exploring the * Whether Theory: * There are 835 clients that * The univariate test of the results reveals * They find the longer 
Term of the mandatory * Mandatory auditor dismissed Andersen as an that both mean and median accruals are auditor tenure is 
Auditor-Client auditor rotation (auditor auditor during January to more extreme earlier in an auditor-client associated with lower 
Relationship rotation is tenure) August 2002. relationship. accruals and with less 
and the Quality likely to * Audit quality * Total sample consists of * The most extreme accruals occur when dispersion in accruals. 
ofEamings: A Improve * Earnings quality 148 clients with complete average auditor tenure is approximately 5 * This relation holds in 
Case for eammgs (accruals) data. years. general rather than in 
Mandatory quality and * 3 periods: 1-2 year, 3-5 * These results suggest that earnings cases of extreme audit 
Auditor potentially !Hypotheses: year and greater than 5 year quality increases with auditor tenure. failures or client distress. 
Rotation?" audit quality? * H rotation And also it implies mandatory auditor * In addition, there is an 

proponent: Audit 11\fodel: rotation may introduce lower quality inverse association 
Myers J. , L. quality (as measured * Dependent variable: earnings therefore lower audit quality. between auditor tenure 
Myers and T. I 

by accounting Accruals * The multivariate results show that the and accrual exists even 
Orner (2002) accruals) is - Total accrual coefficient estimate on auditor tenure is after controlling for firm 

decreasing in the - Investing accruals significantly negative when operating age, size, auditor type and 
The Accounting length of the auditor- - Operating accruals accruals, investing accruals, and their industry. 
Review, Vol. 78, client relationship. Total net accruals absolute values are dependent variables. * This study contributes to 
No.3, 2003, -

pp .779-799 
* H rotation opponent: - Discretionary accruals Therefore, it reveals longer auditor the ongoing debate over 

audit quality (as tenure is associated with less extreme the mandatory auditor 
measured by * Experimental variable: accruals . rotation as a means for 
accounting accruals) - Auditor Tenure * Furthermore, the longer auditor tenure is increasing the quality of 
is increasing in the associated with less positive and with the financial reporting 
length of the auditor- Control variables less negative discretionary accruals, system. 
client relationship. * Firm age which suggests that the auditor-client * This study supports the 

* Firm size relationship lengthens; auditors are arguments that 

* Auditor Type 
more likely to restrict management mandatory rotation may 
from making extreme reporting decrease the quality of 

* Industry decisions. . fi~ancial repor~in_g. 
- ------------ --- - -
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Audit Firm *To examine Theory: * Proxies for financial reporting quality * The results suggest that short * T hese results provide 
Tenure and the whether *Mandatory - Absolute value of unexpected audit firm client some empirical 
Quality of short and auditor rotation accruals relationships (defined as 2 or evidence to the current 
Financial long audit (auditor tenure) - The persistence of the accrual 3 years) are associated with debate regarding 
Reports" tenures are * Audit quality components of earnings lower-quality financial mandatory audit firm 

associated differentiation * Only focused on Big 6 clients in the reports relative to tnedium rotation that lower 
Johnson V., I. with the U.S . market from 1986 to 1995 audit firm client financial reporting 
Khurana and J. issuance of ~ypotheses: relationships ( 4 to 5 years). quality for short audit 
Reynolds lower- * HI: the quality !Model: * They also find greater tenures, but not for 
(2002) quality of financial * Dependent variable: unexpected management intervention in long audit tenures. 

financial reports issued by accruals or persistence of accruals reported earnings and lower * This study also 
Contemporary repmis using a company will quality accruals for short contributes to the 
Accounting two proxies be lower when ~ Experimental variable: audit finn tenures. literature on audit 
Research, for financial the audit firm' s Short and long auditor tenure variable * However, the same tests do quality. It investigates 
Vo/.19, No.4, reporting tenure is short not provide evidence that audit tenure which 
Winter 2002, quality. than when the * Control variables long audit firm client varies within auditor 
pp.637-660 1- Absolute audit firm ' s MB (market to book equity) relationships (9 years or size rather than across t-

value of tenure is longer) are associated with auditor size classes. I 

r- Size unexpecte medium. reduced financial reporting This study highlights I 

d accruals 1- Leverage quality differences I * H2: the quality FC (Altman-Z scores) quality relative to medium 
I Current of financial 

r- audit firm client within the Big 6 t-

accruals reports issued by r- Beta relationships. auditors. I 

a company will r- ROA Also they are unable to I 

* 
be lower when 1- AGE detect statistically significant 
the audit firm 's - Change in CFO differences in management 
tenure is long - Gro\vth interventions in reported 
than when the - Change in acquisition earnings or accrual quality 
audit firm's - Change in time interest earned for long audit finn tenures. ! 

i tenure is - Change in financing * Using two different proxies 
medium. - Special items for the quality of financial 

reporting, the results provide 
the same conclusions. 
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Does Auditor *To ~heory: * Data covers 1985 to 2000 U.S * They find that absolute * After controlling the 
Tenure Impair empirically *Mandatory firms discretionary accruals decline quality of auditor, growth, 
Audit Quality" examme auditor rotation * Stock return data is obtained as the duration of the auditor- firm size, leverage, age 

whether (auditor tenure) from 200 l CRSP monthly files client relationship increases, and changes in clients 
Ghosh A. and auditor * Audit quality * Total sample consists of90,464 which is consistent with the firm's operating, investing 
D. Moon (2005) tenure proxied by firm-year observations. premise that audit quality and financing 

affects audit earnmgs improves with auditor tenure. characteristics, the 
The Accounting quality management and !Model: * They further test other three discretionary accruals 
Review, Vo/.80, and/or earnings-return !Absolute discretionary accruals issues: (1) whether auditor tenure results suggest that audit 
No.2, pp.585- perceptions * Dependent variable: I DAC I is endogenous to audit quality, quality improves with 
612 of audit !Predictions: (2) changes in clients' increases in auditor-client I 

quality. * High quality 
II< Experimental variable: 

characteristics. relationship. Auditor Tenure 
auditors are * Control variables * They find absolute discretionary * The conclusions remain 
more likely to Big 4 accruals decline by 0.5% per unchanged after 
detect earnings t- year as the length of the auditor- controlling various 
management, t- Growth client relationship increase. incentives related to 
and audit quality t- Size * Also the impact of auditor tenure voluntary auditor changes. 
Improves or t- Leverage on absolute discretionary * The results from special 
reduces with I- Age accruals is more pronounced items are also consistent 
auditor tenure I- Change in Cash flow when auditors have less expertise with the discretionary 
mcreases. t- Change in equity financing in client firm's industry and accruals results. 

r- Changes in acquisitions when the audit is more complex. * The market-based 
* When the specials items are used measures of audit quality 

Special items as proxy for audit quality, the also indicate that investors 
* Dependent variable: special results show that firms are less believe that audit quality 

items (large negative special likely to manipulate income improves with auditor 
items) using large negative special tenure. 

~ Experimental variable: items when auditor remain with * In sum, the results from 
SI* Auditor Tenure client firms over longer periods. both the accounting and 

* The results of market-based tests market-based measures 
Earnings Informativeness and of audit quality indicate that of audit quality are 
~nvestor perceptions there is a strong positive consistent withy the 
* Dependent variable: Returns association between auditor auditor-expertise 
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fie Experirnental variable: tenure and earnings quality. perspective. 
E*Tenure and ~E*Tenure 
(ERC) 

* Control variables 
f- Big4 
f- Growth 
f- Size 
f- Leverage 
1- Persistence 
1-- volatility 
1- beta 
i- regulation 
f- ownership 
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4.1.2 Auditor Opinion 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Auditor *To examine rTheory: * Period: 1996-1998 * Results from the multivariate * The results suggest that 
Tenure and the association *Mandatory * 11 7 bankruptcy logistic regression show that the audit reporting failures are 
Audit between the auditor rotation companies in the U.S. coefficients for all the control more likely to occur in the 
Reporting duration of the (auditor tenure) market variables are in the expected initial years of an audit 
Failures" auditor-client * Audit quality direction and are significant at 0.01 engagement. 

relationship differentiation tLogistic Model: levels. * This is consistent with the 
Geiger M. and and audit * Audit failure * Dependent variable: * The coefficient for Tenure is position that auditors may 
K. reporting * Audit reporting GC (going-concern positive and significant which be more influenced by their 
Raghunandan failures. report) indicates that a going concern newly obtained clients in 
(2002) modified audit report is less likely the earlier years of the I 

~ Experimental variable: to be issued during the initial years engagement and do not 
Auditing: A Tenure of an audit engagement. support the regulatory 
Journal of * This finding is consistent with views of mandatory 
Practice & * Control variables previous studies and supports the auditor rotation. 
Theory, Vo/.21, 

t- Size (LnSales) economic view of arguments rather * However they also present 
No.1, March than the regulatory view in favor of evidence that long tenures I 

t- PROB (probability I 2002, pp.67-78 of bankruptcy auditor rotation. are not associated with 
DFT (I = company * They also cutoff different tenure reporting failures and do not t-

is in default) period to partition the sample and necessarily need to be 
re-run the above tests. They find shortened. I 

t- LAG (number of 
days from audit that the results indicate the tenure 
report date to variable is consistently positive and 
bankruptcy date significant, but the effect appears to 

taper off for period greater than 5 
years. 

* Other additional tests such as 
adding dummy variable tenure3 and 
tenure6, the results are consistent 
with the position that the threat to 
independence may be greater within 
the first few years of an auditor-

I client relationship. 
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4.2 Low-balling studies 

Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion I 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details I 
"Auditor *This study rrheory: * Analytical study * \Vhen client specific start-up Pi: A model of inter-temporal 
Independence investigates the *Auditor I costs are significant, the audit pricing is developed when 
'Low Balling' , allegations of independence I* Assumptions: incumbent auditor enjoys a incumbent auditors possess cost 
and Disclosure the Commission * Low-balling I technological advantage on advantages over competitors in 
Regulation" on Auditor's * Client specific ~ Contracting is future audits of a given future audits of a given client. 

Responsibilities quasi-rents 
I 

costly. client. ~ When incumbent auditors 
DeAngelo L. and the SEC that * When incumbent auditors possess cost advantages, they 
(1981) low balling on !Predictions: r Cost advantages earn quasi-rents, competition can raise future audit fees above 

initial audit * This paper argues occur due to: among auditors for the initial the avoidable costs of 
Journal of engagements the existence of ~ Significant start- engagements results in low producing audits to earn client 
Accounting and impairs auditor client specific up costs in audit balling. specific quasi-rents. 
Economics, independence. quasi-rents to technology * Low balling occurs in the PI< The client specific quasi-rents 
Vo/.3, 1981, incumbent auditor r- Transactions costs settings where ( 1) incumbent to incumbent auditors imply the 
pp.Jl3-127 both lowers the of switching auditors earn quasi-rents due optimal level of auditor 

optimal amount of auditors to transaction costs or independence is less than 
auditor technological advantages; perfect independence. And 
independence and (2) the initial market for competition the property rights 
leads to low audit services is competitive. to incumbency forces auditors 
balling in the * Low balling for the initial to low ball in the initial period. 
initial period. audit is a competitive I* Contrary to regulators' 

* Importantly, while response to future rents to assertions, this paper 
these two effects incumbents. demonstrates that low balling 
are associated, low * Low balling does not cause is a competitive response to 
balling does not future rents to occur, the expectation of future 
itself impair because initial fee quasi-rents, and does not 
auditor reductions are sunk in itself impair independence. 
independence. future period, they have no 

effect on either the 
magnitude of future rents 
or auditor independence. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Effects of * To determine if Theory: >~< The research approach is * Each control variable is significant at the * T hese results suggest that 
Auditor price cutting * Auditor to regress audit fees on a 0.05 level or less. price cutting or discounting 
Change on systematically independence set of explanatory * CHGAUD84 has the predicted negative occurs in the initial year, 
Audit Fees: occurs on initial * Low-balling variables. coefficient and is significant at the 0.01 continues for the next two 
Tests of Price audit * Auditor tenure "' The model is estimated level. years, but the year four 
Cutting and engagements effects with year 1984 data using a * CHGAUD82-83 is also negative and through six, there are no 
Price * To determine cross-sectional sample of significant at the 0.02 level. significant fee differences 
Recovery" when audit fees 440 publicly traded firms * CHGAUD79-81 is not significantly compared to firms in the 

recover or return in the U.S. market. different from zero. sample not changing 
Simon D. and to normal levels. ~ There are 214 firms * The mean fee reduction in the year of auditors over the period 
J. Francis changing auditors during initial engagement is 24%. 1979-1984. 
(1988) the period 1979-1984, the * For the second and third years, the fee PI< This result is also consistent 

remaining 226 firms are reduction is less, with a mean of only 15%. with predictions from 
The Accounting treated as control sample. * Additional tests on auditor reputation DeAngelo's ( 1981) low 
Review, Vol. "' Normal or continuing effects by limiting the sample to those balling model. 
63, No.2, April engagement audit fees are firms switching to similar auditor (lateral PI< In addition, the observed 
1988, pp.255- based on these 226 firms. switches) use 3 broad classes of audit price cutting is unlikely to e 
269 "' Audit fees are gathering by firms: Big 8, other national firms and confounded by auditor 

questionnaires. local/regional firms. The results are similar technology, auditor 
to the main results. reputation, nonaudit fees, or 

~udit Fee Model: * They also run the regression for separate auditee size. 
* Dependent variable: LnFee Big 8 clients and non-Big 8 clients, the *However, material price 

results are similar to those for the full cutting is a necessary but no 
~ Experimental variable: sample. This suggests that both Big 8 and sufficient condition for an 

- CHGAUD (audit non-Big 8 engage in price cutting auditor independence 
tenure) behavior. problem to exist, because 

* After deleting all firms receiving a price cutting is a sunk cost 
* Control variables: qualified opinion, the results remain which should not affect 

- LnTA unchanged. subsequent auditor 

- SQSub * When adding the ratio of audit fees to behavior according to 

- Foreign nonaudit fees into the regression, the economic theory. 

- InveRec results still the same. 
- Opinion * They also find the auditee size does not 

affect the model specification. 
---·--
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Differential ~:-Examine lfheory: * Audit fees and related data are * A negative coefficient for '~ They find the fees for 
pncmg on 'pricing * Auditor collected through a survey. NEW AUDRis found and the new audit 
Auditors ' cutting' Independence * 146 companies response and this consists with the engagements taken 
Initial behaviour * Low-balling therefore the final sample expectation. from the 1982-1984 
Engagements: among audit theory (audit fee consist of 146 companies from * A size pair-matched sample, are lower than the 
Further firms. studies) 1982-1984 in the U.S market. a random selected sample, a fees paid to auditors 
Evidence" Especially, it nonparametric comparison of on comparable 

provides Prediction: ~udit fee Model (similar to initial audit fees to continuing 
Turpen R. evidence of ~~ To predict ~imon and Francis, 1988): continuing engagement fees engagements, to 
( 1990) differential whether initial *Dependent variable: LnAF for prior year and subsequent predecessor auditors, 

pncmg on engagements year's fees, using audit fee or to incumbent 
Auditing: A auditors' impair auditor f+' Experimental variable: changes and also auditors on 
Journal of initial independence NEW AUDR ( 1 =continuing incorporating subsequent subsequent audits. 
Practice & engagements through audit fee audit engagement) year experimental variables ,, The results consistent 
Theory, Vo/.9, in the SEC studies. for the pooled sample of with Simon and 
No.2, Spring client market. * Control variables audit fees are used to rule out Francis ( 1988) 
1990, pp.60-76 

I- LnTA the model misspecification. findings. 
The results suggest the ':- In addition, a negative Square root of Subs * I-

1- Foreign model is well specified and price differential 
strongly support the persists into the 

I- CATA 
Big 8 consistently lower fees on second year following 

1- the change and that it 
Loss initial audit engagements. - occurs without * Further analyses are tested - Reglndustry (regulated on auditor type and client regard to auditor size 
industry) profitability. or auditee 

- IASA VING (audit fee!fotal They find the observed profitability. * fees) '!- The results are robust negative price differences 
- LNN AS (by incumbent persist into the second year to auditee size, audit 

auditor) of the new auditor's tenure complexity and audit 
- NPAUDFEE (NAS provided without regard to the type of risk. 

by non-principal auditor and auditor's 
auditors/total fees) profitability. 
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 
"Determinants * Extends Simon i.fheory: l* Chent financial health * The regression results suggest Ft< The client's financial health is 
of Fee Cutting and Francis's * Auditor independence I* Changes in auditor class (Big that almost coefficients are in not strongly associated with 
on Initial Audit ( 1988) estimates * Determinants of fee 8 vs. non-Big 8) the direction of expected sign the magnitude of fee cut. 
Engagements" of average cross- cutting * Technological efficiency and significant at conventional Ft< The results are consistent with 

sectional fee * Low-balling - Proxy for change in levels. prior studies finding a fee 
Ettredge M. cutting on initial * Industry expertise efficiency: FeeRESO (old * Only SCORE is not significant premium for the Big 8. 
andR. audit auditor)- FeeRESN (new at the 0. 01 level and is PI< The results suggest that cost 
Greenberg engagements by Prediction: auditor) opposite to the expected sign. advantage and disadvantage 
(1990) describing the ~~ Financially health - Controlling for changes in * Coefficient of CHGCLASS is exist and are determinates of 

distribution of clients are more likely auditor class highly negative significant. On fee cutting. 
Journal of percentage fee to be charged larger * Industry expertise average, firms switching from Ft< An auditor firm with a large 
Accounting changes reported first -period discounted - A continuous measure of Big 8 to non-Big 8 auditors market share in a given 
Research, by 389 client pnce. expertise based on receive fee cuts that add about industry enjoys a cost 
VGo/.28, No.1 firms which ~:· Big 8 fee premium Palmrose's (1986) 11% to the percentage fee cut advantage in auditing clients in 
Spring 1990, switched may affect percentage A dichotomous expertise expected for switches to that industry, and that at least -pp./98-210 auditors from fee cuts. variable based on auditors of the same class. some of the cost advantage is 

1983 to 1987 in ~} There is a positive managers' descriptions of * Larger fee cuts are associated passed along to the clients in 
the U.S. market. association between reasons for auditor with switches from an auditor the form of lower fees. 

* Attempts to changes in relative switched (such as who charges more than PI< In some situations, managers 
explain cross- efficiency and fee cut. experience with bankrupt expected, to an auditor who are willing to pay a premium 
sectional ~~ Industry expertise or publicly listed clients) charges less than expected, for auditor expertise. 
variance in fee associated with * Number of bidding auditors given the client's I* Clients experience an 
cutting for a technological characteristics. additional fee cut of about 1% 
subset of 163 efficiency implies !Model: * There is a positive relationship for each additional bidding 
client firms for lower audit fees in a * Dependent variable: FEECUT between CHGEXP 1 and auditor, at least within the 
which required competitive setting. * Experimental variable: FEECUT. While there is a sample range. 
data are * Larger number of negative relationship between Ft< Overall, this study support - SCORE available. bidding auditors, lower CHGEXP2 and FEECUT. the importance of these - CHGCLASS expected minimum fee 

CHGEFF * NBID is positively related to above factors in determining 
bids and therefore - the percentage fee cut as percentage fee cuts, with the 
larger percentage fee - CHGEXPl expected. exception of the financial 
cuts. - CHGEXP2 health of clients. 

- NBID -
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Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Pricing Initial ~~ Uses ~heory: * Total sample size includes * The descriptive results suggest the initial * The results are inconsistent 
Audit Australian * Auditor 1468 companies in fiscal year companies changing auditors are with DeAngelo 's (1981) 
Engagements: disclosure independence 1987 in the Australian significantly different from the control analysis and support Dye's 
A Test of audit fee * Low-balling market. compames. (1991) prediction of no 
Competing information to theory (audit fee * 224 companies engaged in * In the regression tests, when the discounting for initial audit 
Theories" examine the studies) initial engagements during experimental variable is a signal indicator engagements, with the 

low-balling that period. variable for all initial audit engagements, exception of upgrades form 
Craswell A. effects during Prediction: - 40 within Big 8 the results suggest initial engagement non-Big 8 to Big 8 auditors. 
and J. Francis a time period ~:· To predict whether - 74 within non-Big 8 audit fees are lower than continuing * The evidence is consistent 
(1999) to compare initial changes engagement fees, a fee discount of 10°/o. with Dye's (1991) argument 

with the U.S. engagements - 80 upgrades from non- * When the experimental variable is that the public disclosure of 
The Accounting studies which impair auditor Big 8 to Big 8 divided into 4 separate categories of audit fees eliminates quasi-
Review, Vol. 7 4, report independence - 30 downgrades from Big auditor switches, the results show there is rents and initial engagement 
No.2, April discounts of through audit fee 8 to non-Big 8 no significant discounting for 3 of 4 discounts arising form quasi-
1999, pp.201- 25%. studies. categories relative to ongoing audit rents. 
216 ~:- To provide IAudit fee Model (similar to engagements: within Big 8 auditor * This study suggests that 

evidence to the ~imon and Francis, 1988): changes, within non-Big 8 auditor public disclosure of audit fees 
argument between * Dependent variable: LnAF changes and downgrades form Big 8 to strengthens auditor 
DeAngelo (1981) * Experimental variable: non-Big 8 auditors. independence. 
and Dye (1991). Initial ( 1 =initial audit * There is significant discounting in the * They argue the initial 

):· If the initial audit engagement) category of upgrades from non-Big 8 to engagement discounts for 
engagements do * Control variables Big 8 auditors, a fee discount of 30.4o/o. upgrades to Big 8 auditors are 
impact on the LnTA * Additional tests are run based on the the discounts of buyer-
audit fees, this 

t--
induced phenomenon caused Square root of Subs sensitivity of company size, long-term 

t--supports the view debt, losses in the prior 3 years, NAS and by uncertainty about Big8 
ofDye (1991). If r- Foreign 

eliminating second-tier auditors. There quality. 
not, DeAngelo 

,..._ CATA are similar results under different tests. Therefore the evidence from 
(1981) is i- QUICK When using the year before and after this study suggests public * supported. r- DE auditor changes as test period, the results disclosure of audit fees 

r- ROI suggest there are no discounting for the precludes initial engagement 
i- Opimon initial engagement year. This is consistent discounting and the potential 
i- YE with Simon and Francis ( 1988) results. independence problems 
t-- Loss arising from such 
t-- Bi 8 discounting. __ g -- ---- --------------- ----- -- - --- - --- - -
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4.3 Non-Audit Services (NAS) 

4.3.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Tit le, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, J ournal Hypotheses 

Details 
"The Relation :~ Whether auditor rrheory: * 3.074 observations !} The association between :~ They find a significant 
between fees are * Auditor from Feb. 5 2001 to surprise and the non-audit positive association 
Auditors' Fees associated with independence June 15 2001 in the fee measures fee ration and between the purchase of 
for Non-audit earnmgs *Earnings I U.S. market. RANKNON are positive non-audit services, proxied 
Services and management and management and I* 4 different measures and significant at 0.01 by fee ratio and 
Earnings the market economic bonding I for Fee dependent levels. The results suggest RANKNON, and the 
Management" reaction to the byNAS 

I 
variables: that firms purchasing more likelihood or reporting a 

disclosure of - Fee ratio non-audit services are small earnings surprise, the 
Frankel, auditor fees in !Hypotheses: I - RANKNON more likely to just meet magnitude of absolute 
Johnson and US. ::- Hla: The I RANKAUD analysts' expectations. discretionary accruals, and -
Nelson (2002) provision of non- I ~~- Contrary to the findings the magnitude of income-- RANK TOT 

audit semces to I for the surprise model they increasing and income-
The Accounting audit client is not !Discretionary accrual find no evidence that firms decreasing discretionary 
Review, Vol. 77, associated with llllodel: paying high non-audit fees accruals. 
Supplement are more likely to report :r These results are robust to eammgs * Dependent variable: 2002, pp. 71- management ABSDACC small earnings increases. altemati ve measures of the 
105 ~- H1b: The :~ The purchases of non-audit earnings management, such 

provision of audit 
(Absolute value of 

services are positively as discretionary total discretionary 
services is not accruals) associated with the accruals, discretionary 
associated with * Experimental magnitude of discretionary working capital accruals, and 
earnmgs variable: FEE ( 4 accruals, when the performance matched 
management. measures) dependent variable is discretionary accruals. 

.. - H2a: There is no absolute value of ::- However, there are no 
share price *Control variables: discretionary accruals. association between non-
reaction to the - Big 5 ::- When the samples are audit fees and small earnings 
disclosure of non- - Auditor tenure divided into Big 5 and surprises for larger fi rms, 
audit fees. - CFO non-Big 5 auditors and no association between 

~- H2b: There is no - ABSCFO respectively, they find EY, non-audit fees and the 
share price - ACC KPMG and PWC are likelihood of reporting a 
reaction to the - ABSACC generally more significant small increase in earnings. 

---- ----
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disclosure of 
audit fees . 

Leverage 
LITRISK 
MB 
LNMVE 

I = 

INST-Holding 
LOSS 
FIN/ACQ 
ANNRET 

I 
lEarnings Benchmark 
!model: 
I* Dependent variable: 
I Benchmark 
I (increases and 
I earnings surprise) 
I* Experimental 
1

1 

variable: FEE ( 4 
measures) 

I* Control variables: 
I - Same as above 

!Earnings Benchmark 
!model: 
* Dependent variable: 

ARET (Abnormal 
returns) 

*Experimental 
variable: FEE ( 4 
measures) 

*Control variables: 
- LNMVE 

~:· 

!:· 

than the results for the 
other firms . 
In addition, there are no 
size effects and 
components of NAS fees 
effects on the results. 
The market reaction tests 
suggest a negative 
association between non-
audit fees and abnormal 
returns on the date the fees 
are disclosed, but no 
association between audit 
fees and abnormal returns. 

,:. 

,:. 

Finally, there is negative 
signi fi cant association 
between share prices and the 
disclosure of higher than 
expected non-audit fees. 
In sum, this paper provides 
evidence on the association 
between auditor fees and 
earnings managements, 
and between auditor fees 
and share values on the 
date the fees are disclosed. 
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--------------.-------------.----------------.-----------------------~--------------------~-----------------------------

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Non-Audit ::- Examine the Theory: * In the Australian market, * For timeliness earnings ::- The major results are consistent 
Services and relation * Auditor total2995 firms are tests, pooled, low vs. high with a link between audit quality 
Earnings between the independence included in the sample RNAS, and Big 6 vs. non- and conservatism. They find that 
Conservatism: provision of (proxy by from 1993 to 1998. Big 6 results suggest that Big 6 auditors report more 
Is Auditor NASby the earnmgs * Proxy for audit quality audit quality does have an conservative earnings than non-
Independence incumbent conservatism) (Big 6 vs. non-Big 6) impact on conservatism, Big 6 auditors, as evident in the 
Impaired?" auditor and * NAS provision * Proxy for audit measured as the different timeliness of earnings 

earnmgs independence: NAS asymmetric timeliness of with respect to bad vs. good news. 
Ruddock, conservatism. Expectation: * Proxies for conservatism: earnings with respect to ::- This is consistent with the 
Taylor and ::- Test the link :~ Big 6 auditors _ timeliness good and bad news. notion of differential audit 
Taylor (2002) be~een audit encourage more _ persistence ::- Further sensitivity and quality between Big 6 and non-

quahty I conservative th 1 f 1 robust tests support the Big 6 auditors in the previous 
k . . - , e ro e o accrua s . 

Wor zng paper, auditor financial results. studies. 
University of independence reporting than 

1 
A. t . t" 1. ::- The above results are ::- Furthermore, the difference in the 

r h 1 d . ~'"'-symme nc 1me 1ness . . f . d d 
1. ec no ogy, an earnt~gs non-Big 6 imodel: confi~ed through_other tlmelmess o earnmgs to g_oo an 
Sydney conservatism. auditors due to D d . bl 01 tests usmg alternative bad news are greater for htgh * epen ent vana e: f · d. RNAS d. h 1 RNAS the impact of E . 1 . bl measures o peno IC au 1tees t an ow 

economic * D~?F~enta vana e: performance through auditees, consistent with auditors 
losses. ~ . bl ) ummy return accruals measurements. becoming more conservative as 

, . . vana e -c Th. h h h . h . d hr :.- The provision ·· ISs ows t at t e maJor t e percelVe t eat to 
of NAS is less . . influence on earnings independence increases. 
likely to impair armngs persistence conservatism is the accrual ::- Finally, they find the provision of 

odel: NAS . 1 I"k 1 . . h the . process. 1s ess 1 e y to Impair t e . * Dependent vanable: · · · d d f B. 6 d. mdependence . . * In addition, the final tests m epen ence o tg au Itors 
. change m operatmg . f h h f B" 6 d" of Btg 6 . focus on the persistence o t ant ose o non- tg au ttors. 

auditors, due to mco~e . earnings. However, they ::- Overall, this study does not 
their greater * Expenmental vanab_le: DY cannot find the consistent support the conclusion that the 
size. (dummy change vanable) results with the above two provision of NASby the Big 6 

methods that greater auditors has resulted in less 
!Accrual model: _(M tests) conservatism by Big 6 independence. 
* Dependent vanable: 01, audit firms. 

NI, CFO and CFOI 
--- - ---------------- --------- ----------------------------
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Title, Authors, I Research Issues 
Year, Journal 

Details 
"Do Non-audit '* Conduct the 
Services 
Compromise 
Auditor 
Independence? 
Further 
Evidence" 

Ashbaugh H., 
R. LaFond and 
B. Mayhew 
(2003) 

The Accounting 
Review, Vol. 7 8, 
Issue 3, pp. 
611-639. 

same three sets 
of empirical 
tests as Frankel, 
Johnson and 
Nelson (2002) 
(hereafter refer 
to as FJN) to 
investigate the 
sensitivity of 
FJN's results to 
research design 
choices 
- examme 

whether 
FJN's 
discretionar 
y accruals 
results are 
sensitive to 
the 
measuremen 
t of 
discretionar 
y accruals; 
examine the 
relation 
between 
audit firm 
fees and two 
eatnmgs 
benchmarks 
-small 
earnings 

Theory and 
Hypotheses 

rrheory: 
* Auditor 

independence 
*Earnings 

management and 
economic bonding 
byNAS 

!Predictions: I 
::- Total fee total I 

fees (the sum of I 

Research Design 

* Total sample 
includes 3170 firms 
in the US in 2000. 

* 4 different measures 
for Fee dependent 
variables: 

Fee ratio 
Audit fees 
NAS 
Total fees 

non-audit fees !Discretionary accrual 
and audit fees) !model: 
are a more I* . Dependent variable: 
appropriate I DCA P A (2 
measure of the I differ~nt 
economic measurements) 
dependence of the I _ p ADCA 
auditor on a 
client. 

REDCA 
* Experimental 

variable: 
- FEE (4 

measures) 
*Control variables: 

- Big 5 
- LIAccural 
- LnMVE 

Merger 
Financing 
Leverage 
MB 
Litigation 
Inst Holding 

~:-

!! .. 

!:-

* 

1}:-

~:-

Results 

Firstly, they use two 
different measures of 
discretionary accruals: 
based on industry and 
performance matched 
portfolios and including a 
firm performance variable 
to estimate 
nondiscretionary accruals. 
The results are consistent 
with FJN that a positive 
association between the 
absolute value of firms' 
discretionary accruals and 
fee ratios. 
No evidence that firm' 
total fees are associated 
with firm's discretionary 
accruals. 
However, they find there is 
no association between the 
fee ratio and income-
increasing discretionary 
accruals, which is 
inconsistent with FJN's 
results. 
And the association 
between the fee ratio and 
the absolute value of 
discretionary accruals is 
driven by income-
decreasing discretionary 
accruals. 
Secondly, the earnings 

* 

* 

* 

I* 

* 

Conclusion 

They find no relation 
between positive 
discretionary accruals and 
any of the auditor fee metrics 
when discretionary accruals 
are adjusted for firm 
performance and increasing 
vs. decreasing income 
accruals. 
There is no relation between 
fee ratio and the likelihood 
that firms beat analysts ' 
forecasts. 
There is not evidence that 
the market reacts to the 
magnitude of non-audit fees 
relative to total fees. 
In sum, they find little 
evidence supporting the 
claim that auditors violate 
their independence as the 
results of clients paying 
high fees or having high fee 
ratios. 
Overall, this study does not 
support FJN's conclusion 
that firms purchasing non-
audit services manage 
earnings to a greater extent 
than other firms. 
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increase and 
meeting 
analyst 
forecasts; 
Investigate 
the market's 
reaction to 
the 
disclosure of 
auditor fees. 

Loss 
CFO 

lEarnings Benchmark 
!model: 
* Dependent variable: 
I Benchmark 
I (increases and 
1 earnings surprise) 
I* Experimental 
1 variable: 
I - FEE (4 
I measures) 
I* Control variables: 
I - Litigation 
I - MB 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MVE 
Inst_ Holding 
Loss 
PACDA 

!Market reaction 
tmodel: 
* Dependent variable: 

CHGCAR 
*Experimental 

variable: FEE ( 4 
measures) 

*Control variables: 
- LNMVE 

~. 

benchmark tests show that 
there is no association 
between fee ratio and the 
likelihood of firms 
reporting small earnings 
increases, but a negative 
association between total 
fees and the likelihood of 
firms reporting small 
earnmgs mcreases. 
Finally, the market 
reactions to the disclosure 
of auditor fees in firms' 
proxy statements show that 
there is no evidence that 
market reacts to the fee 
ratio. 
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4.3.2 Fee Studies I Auditor Qualifications 

Title, Authors, Research Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Issues Hypotheses 

Details 
"Do Non-Audit * The purpose of trheory: * For hypothesis 1, they expect there is ::- The multivariate tests show :~ Contrary to regulators' 
Service Fees this study is to *Auditor a negative relation between fee ratio that there is no significant concerns, this study finds 
Impair Auditor empirically independence or LnNAS and the propensity to issue association between Fee no association between 
Independence? investigate the (proxy by going concern report. ratio and the going concern non-audit services fees and 
Evidence form concerns of auditor * For hypothesis2, they expect there is a reports, as well as for the auditor's propensity of I 

Going Concern regulators qualifications) negative relation between the LnNAS. This suggests that . . Issue a gomg concern 
I Audit whether there * N AS provision possibility of issuing going concern the first hypothesis does not opmwn. 

Opinions" IS an reports and LnTF, LnAF and LnNAS. support. :~ In addition, there is no 
association !Hypotheses: * There is also no significant relation between audit fess 

DeFond, between non- * H 1 : Ceteris !Going concern model: association between LnTF, and auditors' propensity to 
Raghunandan audit fess paid and the going concern 

. . 
paribus, non- * Dependent variable: GC Issue a gomg concern 

and to incumbent audit service * Experimental variable: reports, as well as both on opm10n. 
Subramanyam auditors and fees are - Fee ratio LnAF and LnNAS. The ::- Overall, the finings 
(2002) auditor inversely related - LnAF results suggest that the support the market-based 

independence, to auditor' s LnTF second hypothesis is failed to institutional incentives that -Journal of whether propensity to LnNAS be supported. reputation loss and -Accounting auditor issue going * Control variables: * Additional tests on the litigation costs promote 
Research, independence concern audit LnTA unexpected audit fees as the auditor independence and 
Vo/.40, No.4, is surrogated -

dependent variable are also outweigh the economic opmwns. 
Sep. 2002, by the - Probankz examined. The unexpected dependency created by * H2: Ceteris 
pp.l247-1274 propensity of paribus, total - LnAGE audit fees are measured as higher fees (consistent 

auditors to fees are - Beta the error terms form the with DeAngelo, 1981 b and . . - Volatility unexpected fee models to Palmrose, 1988). ISSUe gomg inversely related 
concern audit to auditors' - Leverage surrogate for the unexpected 
opmwns. propensity to - Change in leverage portion of each of fee 

. . - LLOSS variables. Issue gomg 
concern audit - Investments * The fee variables are 
opmwns. - Future finance replaced by the unexpected 

- Big 5 fee variables to re-examine 
- OP Cash flow the multivariate tests. They 
- Report lag find the above results remain 

unchanged. 
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Unexpected audit fee model: * They also consider the 
* Dependent variable: LnAF endogeneity between audit 
* Control variables: fees and non-audit fees and 

- LnTA use a two-stage model to re-
- Big 5 test the results. However, 
- ROA they continue to find no 

I 
- Return support for either of the 
- Volatility hypotheses that fees impair 

- Leverage auditor independence. 
* Other robustness checks - Invrec 

- Institutional using different samples, and 
fees/total fees for that firm's 

- Special items client portfolio get the same 
- Book to MKT results. 
- Segs 
- FOROPS 
- Emplan ( 1 =company has a 

pension or post-retirement plan) 
- Report lag 
- Initial years 

*Dependent variable: LnNAS or fee 
ratio 

* Control variables: 
- LnTA 
- Big 5 
- ROA 
- Return 
- Leverage 
- Institutional 
- Special items 
- BooktoMKT 
- Segs 
- FOROPS 
- Emplan 
- Merger 
- Finance 

--- ·------·-----
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Title, Authors, Research Issues Theory and Research Design Results Conclusion 
Year, Journal Hypotheses 

Details 

"Independence ~:- Examine audit Theory: * Initial engagement auditees vs. * For hypothesis 1, the ~:- This study shows that Big 
in fact versus pricing and *Auditor continuous engagement auditees variable !NIT is significantly 5 auditors are more likely 
Appearance: audit opinion independence (divided based on median of LnNAS) positive, this suggests that to offer lower audit fees to 
Effect ofNon- of Big 5 initial (proxied by to test Hl. audit firms charge higher their new clients when 
Audit Services engagement both auditor * For H2, two groups are divided (based audit fees to their new clients they also provide higher 
on Audit when audit qualifications on median of LnNAS): a lower because of the publicly non-audit fees for those 
Pricing and firms also and low- proportion of firms on initial disclosure requirements for clients. 
Audit Opinion provide non- balling) engagement receiving modified audit fees. ~~ Therefore, auditor 
of Big 5 Initial audit services. * NAS provision opinion and firms on continuous * The interaction term independence in approach 
Engagement" * Whether there engagement receiving modified INIT*LOF is negatively is at stake with the 

is actual loss Hypotheses: opm10n. significant, this suggests provision of the non-audit 
Lai and Yim of auditor ~:· HI: Audit auditor provide more NAS to services. 
(2003) independence firms are more Audit pricing model: their clients are more likely ~~ However, they also find 

despite rising likely to *Dependent variable: LnAF to charge lower audit fees. Big 5 firms are more likely 
Working paper, threat to charge less * Experimental variable: INIT*LOF * Overall, hypothesis 1 is to issue modified opinion 
City University independence audit fees to - INIT: initial engagement support that audit firms may to their new clients when 
of Hong Kong of the Big 5 their new - LOF: LnNAS lower their audit fees to they provide non-audit 

audit firms . clients when * Control variables: accept new clients if they services. 
they also - LnTA provide more non-audit ~:- Thus, there is no evidence 
provide more CATA services to them. suggests that auditors lose 

- their actual independence. non-audit QUICK * They also test whether - ~:- In sum, together the results services. discounting in audit fees for - DE of both hypotheses, the '~ H2: audit initial engagement is 
firms are less - ROI associated with any results suggest that 
likely to issue - Opinion particular auditor. And they auditors may lose their 
modified - Loss find Arthur Anderson and independence in 
opinion to - INIT KPMG are more likely to appearance, but they may 
their new - LOF offer discount audit fees to be able to maintain their 
clients when their new clients. actual independence in 
they also ll\.udit opinion model: * For hypothesis 2, they find their reporting decision. 
provide more * Dependent variable: Modified opinion that the coefficient of 
non-audit * Experimental variable: INIT*LOF interaction of INIT*LOF is 
services. - INIT: initial engagement positively significant with 

, __ ~- - - ~-~ -
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- LOF: LnNAS the propensity to issue 
modified audit opinion. This 

* Control variables: implies that the provision of 
- LnTA more non-audit services to 
- CATA new clients is associated 
- QUICK with a higher likelihood of 
- DE the issue of modified 
- ROI opmwn. 

- Opinion (in previous year) * This result does not indicate 

- Loss that auditor independence is 
impaired because of the 
provision of non-audit 
services. 

* Finally, additional results for 
the discretionary accrual 
suggest that there is no 
evidence of auditor 
independence in fact as well. 
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Appendix 3: Summary of Audit Quality Studies 

1 Auditor Size I Brand Name and Audit Quality 

1.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differ entiation (Analytical Studies) 

DeAngelo (1980) - "Auditor Size and Auditor Quality" 
Audit firm size (measured by number of current clients) 

The purpose of this study is to argue that audit quality is dependent on audit firm size, even 
when auditors initially possess identical technological capabilities. Regulators and small audit 
firms allege that audit firm size does not affect audit quality and therefore should be irrelevant 
in the selection of an auditor. They argue that professional standards and qualifications impart 
homogeneity across different sized audit firms. The Derieux Committee Report stresses that 
auditor size should be irrelevant in the selection of an auditor under the assumption that 
auditor size does not affect the quality of audit services supplied. 

Contrary to this view, this paper argues that size alone alters auditors' incentives such that, 
ceteris paribus, larger audit firms supply a higher level of audit quality. Audit technology is 
characterized by significant start-up costs; incumbent auditors earn client-specific quasi-rents. 
These quasi-rents serve as collateral against loss from discovery of a lower quality audit than 
promised. This implies that, ceteris paribus, the larger the auditor as measured by number 
of clients, the less incentive the auditor has to behave opportunistically and the higher 
the perceived quality of the audit. 

DeAngelo develops a model in which larger audit firms will provide higher quality audits due 
to a collateral effect in which large auditors have more to lose by providing low quality 
audits. She defines audit quality as the market-assessed joint probability that a given auditor 
will both discover a breach in the client's accounting systen1 and report the breach. In her 
model, there is a monotonic relationship between auditor size and audit quality. She 
hypothesizes that large audit firms will have a greater incentive to maintain a certain level of 
audit quality to secure their total client-specific quasi-rents. DeAngelo relates audit quality to 
auditor size ba ed on auditor-reputation effects. Because reputation damage might result in 
loss of clients or reduced future client numbers and audit fees charged, auditors will want to 
avoid bad market impact on their audit services. 

Dye (1993)- "Auditing Standards, Legal Liability and Auditor Wealth" 
Audit firm size - deep pocket hypothesis (why increasing the quality of standards may 
reduce the quality of some audits) ~ Informational signals for audit quality demand 

The existing audit research emphasizes the wealth of the suppliers of audit services (Big 6 vs. 
non-Big 6 auditors). DeAngelo (1981) suggests that wealthier firms are perceived to supply 
higher-quality audits. Larger audit firms also tend to be more active in the standard-setting 
process. This study develops a simple model of audit market to ask the following questions: 
* What are the characteristics of' optimal ' auditing standards or liability rules? 
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* How should audit services be priced to reflect auditors ' expanded liability? 
* What effect does increasing the number of auditing standards have on the behavior of 

auditors? 
* Which auditors are most likely to oppose additional auditing standards? 
* Why is audit firm wealth so important to audit clients? 
* How does an auditor's wealth influence the audit's price and perceived quality, and 

what incentives does an auditor have to change his wealth by merging, breaking up, 
or raising outside capital? 

The model links the perceived quality of an audit to the auditor's wealth. It compares the 
quality of audit actually adopted to the quality of auditing standards, and the faced litigation 
arising from substandard audits to indicate whether an auditor provides high quality audits. 
The paper begins by examining the dependence of an auditor's choice of audit quality on the 
auditor's wealth, prevailing liability rules, and auditing standards. 

It finds that for a large class of liability rules, an increase in the toughness of auditing 
standards induces some auditors to reduce the quality of the audits they provide, furthermore, 
auditors who prefer not to conform to existing standards will not conform to tougher 
standards either, and that as a result the average quality of audits may decline as auditing 
standards are raised. 

At the second stage, it develops the model based on auditor's individual decision problems. It 
concludes that when auditor's wealth is observable to outsiders, auditors who intend to 
comply with the standards typically prefer higher standards than those who do no 
comply. When auditors' wealth is not publicly observable, the reverse is true. 

Finally, an auditor's propensity to attempt to reduce or expand his wealth by breaking up, 
merging or raising outside capital is examined. It finds some auditors always have an 
incentive to comply with the prevailing standards. When auditors can modify their wealth by 
raising outside capital, they do so only if they would violate the tandards without the benefit 
of the capital and with the capital they have an incentive to comply with the standards. When 
auditors can modify their wealth by breaking up, it is shown that they prefer either not to 
break up at all or else to break up into as many firms as their wealth permits. 

1.2 Auditor Size and Audit Fees 

Simunic (1980)- "The Pricing of Audit Services: Theory and Evidence" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- U.S. market 

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the Big 8 auditors in the U.S. market 
priced their services as a cartel in the 1970s. Durmg that period, rising concentration ratios 
within the market had led to concern that the Big 8 were behaving monopolistically. 
Therefore, Simunic addresses the monopoly pricing issue by assuming that pricing is 
competitive in the small auditee segment of the market and comparing audit prices across 
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small and large auditees. He tests the hypothesis that the Big 8 collude to increase the price 
for large companies. 

To test the effect of auditor behavior on market price, he develops a model where audit fees 
depend on client size and complexity, riskiness of client operations, auditor production 
function and the identity of the auditor. The developed audit fee model is designed as a 
function of both quantity and price and suggests a direct relationship between an auditee's 
characteristics and the audit fee charged. The selection of the control variables follows from 
the hypothesis that avoidance of third party liability losses motivates the design of auditee 
control systems. He uses 10 variables to control for the quantity of auditing supplied. These 
variables are classified into 3 categories. Low exposure is evaluated in terms of asset 
composition and organizational complexity. Asset composition includes percentage of assets 
in inventories, receivables and foreign assets respectively. Organizational complexity is 
denoted by the number of subsidiaries and the number of different industries in which the 
firm operates. Loss risk sharing consists of the type of opinion issued by the accounting firm, 
auditee profitability (ROI) and the existence of a net loss in any of the three most recent 
reporting years. Differences in auditor production functions are captured by an audit tenure 
variable. 

To test auditor competition, he classifies auditees into two size categories (small and large) 
and includes a dummy variable (Big 8 vs. non-Big 8) in the model. He states that the principal 
differentiating characteristic of the audit service is likely to be the identity of the supplier, and 
that it is the Big 8 auditors enjoy visibility and brand-name recognition among buyers (p.170). 
He finds that auditee size is the most important determinant of audit fees. Only the ROI and 
tenure variables are not significant in the regression. The experimental variable, a Big 8 
dummy vanable, is negative but insignificant. Therefore there is no evidence of monopoly 
pricing by the Big 8 auditors for both small and large client segments of the market. In 
fact, there is weak evidence that Big 8 auditor enjoy economie of scale and pass them on as 
lower prices to clients, regardless of their size. However, the coefficient of Pricewaterhouse is 
significantly positively related to audit fees. This suggests that there are potential quality 
differences among Big 8 audit firms. 

Francis (1984) - "The Effect of Audit Firm Size on Audit Prices: A Study of the 
Australian Market" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- Australiall Market 

This study investigates how audit prices are affected by accounting firm size. Particularly, it 
investigates the effect of audit firm size on audit prices as a function of competition in the 
market for audit services, product differentiation and scale economies to large firms. Francis 
argues that audits are not homogeneous and that product different1ation occurs with respect to 
audit quality. Large audit firms have greater incentives to supply higher quality audits in order 
to maintain their reputations to compete in the marketplace, thus accounting firm s1ze can 
serve as a proxy for audit quality. He also argues that large accounting firms may experience 
scale economies in the audits of large compames. Therefore this study extends Simunic ' s tests 
of the effect of accounting firm size on audit prices. 
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He uses a similar model to Simunic (1980). A set of variables is used to control for audit 
quality and a dummy variable is used to represent audit firm size. He uses three additional 
variables (quick ratio, equity to debt ratio and month of year-end) to control companies' 
liquidity and financial structure and off-peak pricing, instead of the percentages of assets in 
foreign assets, number of operating industries and years on the audit by the auditor, because 
of the data availability consideration posted by using Australian data. In addition, to test the 
joint effects of product differentiation and scale economies, separate regressions are tested on 
the samples of large and small auditee segments. The small market segments are assumed 
competitive and are used as a competitive benchmark to test the effects of accounting firm 
size on audit prices. 

The results provide evidence to support the existence of product differentiation in the 
Australian market. The Big 8 charge higher audit fees for both large and small auditees. 
This is consistent with higher audit quality or reputation. The results differ from Simunic 
(1980) and suggest that scale economies in the U.S market may offset higher prices related to 
product differentiation. 

Francis and Stokes (1986) - "Audit Prices, Product Differentiation, and Scale 
Economics: Further Evidence from the Australian Audit Market" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- Australian market 

This study is motivated by the inconsistent findings of Simunic (1980) and Francis (1984) 
regarding audit pricing by the Big 8 and non-Big 8 audit firms . Si1nunic finds a competitive 
market structure and no scale economies or product differentiation effects on audit feed 
charged by the Big 8, while Francis finds a competitive market structure with product 
differentiation to the Big 8. The authors argue that different auditee size used in the two 
studies can explain these contradictory findings. Therefore, this study report a further test of 
the Australian market to determine if auditee size differences resolve the contradiction in 
Simunic and Francis's findings . They hypothesize the existence of product differentiation by 
the Big 8 auditors and diseconomies of scale for the non-Big 8 in the audits of large 
compames. 
Using a similar audit fee model to Simunic (1980) and Francis (1984) by testing the 
differences in audit firm size, they find that there is no evidence of cartel pricing by the 
Big 8 audit firms (no Big 8 fee premium) in the large auditee segment of the Australian 
market. The result suggests that the effects from product differentiation by the Big 8 are 
offset among large clients by diseconomies of scale for non-Big 8 auditors, resulting in no 
significant difference between Big 8 and non-Big 8 audit fees. 

Palmrose (1986)- "Audit Fees and Audit Size: Further Evidence" 
Big 8 audit quality filter +industry specialist- the U.S market 

The objective of this study is to mvestigate the relation between audit firm size (both in terms 
of absolute size and relative market shares - industry specialization) and audit fees. Palmrose 
(1986) extends Simunic 's findings that one of the Big 8 auditors seems to charge higher fees, 
which reflects the higher quality of the audit services supplied by that firm. She argues that 
quality of audit services may be related to size, if so, large size may also be consistent with 
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higher quality. She extends and replicates previous studies on audit fees and audit quality by 
using audit size as the quality surrogate in audits. She also argues that a positive association 
between audit firrn size and audit fees could be consistent with either a quality-differentiation 
or monopolistic argument. 

She uses a different set of variables in the audit fee model and includes an industry specialist 
variable and an audit firrn size variable to test the hypotheses. She finds higher Big 8 prices 
for a sample of small auditees. There is a statistically significant association between audit 
size and audit fees based on a Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 dichotomy, but not based on an 
industry specialist vs. non-industry specialist dichotomy. 

Francis and Simon (1987)- "A Test of Audit Pricing in the Small-Client Segment of the 
U.S. Audit Market" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- the U.S. market 

By summarizing the contradictory findings in the previous studies about the relation between 
audit firrn size and audit fees, especially in the small market segment, the authors try to 
provide further evidence on audit pricing in the small client segment of the U.S. market for 
publicly traded companies. Simunic (1980) finds no price differences between Big 8 and non-
Big 8 auditors in samples of both small and large auditees. However, Palrnrose's (1986) 
finding of a Big 8 price premium in the small auditee market evidences the existence of Big 8 
product differentiation. Francis (1984) and Francis and Stokes (1986) report the same result in 
the Australian market. They argue that the use of different fee models, alternative definitions 
of small companies and data from different time periods will hinder the direct comparison. 

This study uses three different classes of audit firm size in addition to the Big 8/non-Big 8 
dichotomy: Big 8, national auditors and local/regional auditors. They find that a Big 8 price 
premium with respect to both second-tier national firms and local/regional firms for 
small auditees, no price premium for large auditees, suggesting an audit market in 
which there is a Big 8 product differentiation and in which there are either Big 8 sale 
economies for large auditees or diseconomies of scale for the non-Big 8 in the audits of 
large auditees. 

Anderson and Zeghal (1994)- "The Pricing of Audit Services: Further Evidence from 
the Canadian Market" 
Big 8 audit quality filter - Canadian market ~ audit quality difference among Big 8 
auditors 

Since the conflicting results on the issues of product differentiation and economies of scale, 
the purpose of this study is to provide more testing on the question of product differentiation 
by examining Canadian audit fees across time, audit firm and industry. The specific objective 
of this study is to examine explicitly pricing differences among Big 8 audit firrns after 
controlling for auditor size, and for industry effects and the relationship between internal and 
external audit costs. In addition, the analysis is structured to examine the two competing 
hypotheses in the literature with respect to audit quality: audit firm size model of DeAngelo 
(1981) and the reputation or band name model of Klein and Leffler (1981). 
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The results provide consistent evidence on the existence of competitiOn and quality 
differentiation throughout the audit market and economies of scale effects in the large auditee 
market. A significant pricing difference is detected in the small auditee segment when a 
continuous size metric is used to measure audit quality, and a smaller and less significant 
difference exists when a dummy variable is used to represent the Big 8 auditors. This study 
support DeAngelo 's (1981) size interpretation of audit quality. In addition, no significant 
evidence of differential pricing across time is observed. 

This study further finds that pricing in the small auditee segment is different across the 
Big 8 audit firms. This suggests that treating the Big 8 auditors as a homogeneous group 
in subsequent audit quality studies would introduce misspecification audit pricing 
model. It implies the further research could investigate the both quality differences and 
pricing strategy differences across the large audit firms. 

Simon (1997) - "Additional Evidence on the Large Audit-Firm Fee Premium as an 
Indication of Auditor Quality" 
Measure separate fee premium effects for each Big 8 auditor (within Big 8) ~ implications 
for audit quality difference among Big 8 auditors - the U.S. market 

Several empirical studies for the U.S. audit services market have found there was a large fee 
premium for Big 8 audit firms. This premium has been interpreted as an indicator that large 
audit firms (Big 8) considered as a group, receive higher fees than non-Big 8 and thus are 
perceived to provide higher quality audit services. The purpose of this study is to extend 
pre ious work using larger samples than prior studies, to investigate whether the observed 
audit fee premium is due to large firms in general or is attribute to particular firms, so that to 
further explore the relationship between auditor size and audit quality. 

This study uses an audit fee model similar to Simon and Francis (1988) with the exception of 
the experimental variables. To separate the Big 8 audit fee premium into a separate effect on 
audit fees for each Big 8 audit firm, he uses a dummy variable with a value of one if the 
auditor was one of the Big 8 and zero otherwise. He finds that Big 8 audit firms earn audit fee 
premium over non-big 8 audit firms when treating the Big 8 audit firms as a single group. 
However, when separate dummy variables are substituted for the single Big 8 dummy, only 
about half of these variables are statistically significant. This suggests the possibility that the 
Big 8 fee premium is not a general phenomenon but may be due to specific audit firms. Two 
firms (Price Waterhouse and Deloitte Haskins and Sells) appear to receive fees significantly 
higher than those of non-Big 8 firms in the four years. The indicators for three firms (Coopers 
and Lybrand, Peat Marwick and Touche Ross) are never significant through the four years. 
Indicator variables for the remaining three firms are significant in some, but not in all years. 

By examining the relationship between audit fees and audit quality, he uses other proxies for 
auditor quality: underpncing of initial public offerings (IPOs), frequency of successful 
lawsuits against auditors, frequency of errors in audit opinions and a ranking of audit firm 
quality from a survey of accounting academics. He finds that there is confirming evidence 
that large accounting firms are not perceived as a homogeneous group with respect to audit 
quality. 
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This study suggests that only a subset of large accounting firms is perceived to be of 
"high-quality" than other auditors. It indicates that the Big 8 audit firms are not regarded 
by users of audit services as a homogeneous group. This implies that the link between audit 
firm size and audit quality is not complete. That is, there may be significant dimensions of 
perceived auditor quality other than audit firm size that are reflected in audit prices. 
Future research may extend this study by developing other measures of auditor quality. Also 
the relationship between auditor quality and audit fees can be re-assessed by considering 
merger effects and other changes in the audit services market. 

1.3 Earnings Management Studies on Audit Quality 

1.3.1 Accrual Component of Earnings 

Gul, Tsui and Chen (1998) - "Agency Costs and Audit Pricing: Evidence on 
Discretionary Accruals" 
Big 6 auditor filter - EM (discretionary accruals) and audit fees -Hong Kong market 

The objective of this study is to investigate the association between the magnitude of 
discretionary accruals and audit fees. They argue that managers use discretionary accruals to 
manipulate earnings; however it is difficult to detect earnings management for auditors. 
Therefore this leads to an increase in auditors' inherent risk as essments which will be 
associated with higher audit effect and thus higher audit fees. Given the potentially higher risk 
of misstatements a a result of managerial opportunism proxies by higher accruals, they also 
expect that the positive association between discretionary accruals and audit fees are stronger 
for Big 6 auditees than non-Big 6 auditees, because Big 6 auditors have more reputation 
capital to protect than non-Big 6 auditors. The results support the existing opportunistic 
perspective. Auditors provide higher audit effort and charge higher audit fees for higher 
discretionary accruals companies with higher inherent risks. In particular, the association 
between audit fees and discretionary accrual is significantly more positive for Big 6 auditors 
than for non-Big 6 auditors. This is consistent with the audit quality literature which suggests 
that Big 6 audit firms have more reputation or better technology to protect and thus deliver 
higher quality services to high accrual clients. 

Previous studies in investigating the relationship between agency costs/audit quality and audit 
fees have found no significant evidence (Palmrose 1984; Francis and Wilson 1988). This 
study also investigates whether agency cost proxies of family ownership and the percentage 
of independent non-executive directors on corporate boards are associated with audit fees. 
The results suggest that the existence of family ownership and independent non-executive 
directors reduces auditors ' assessments of inherent risk as a result of higher monitoring and 
lower agency costs. 

This study provides evidence on the positive association between the magnitude of 
discretionary accruals and audit fees. It provides evidence consistent with the extant literature 
on audit quality that Big 6 audit firms provide higher audit quality by reducing the risk of 
misstatements as a result of managerial opportunism. 
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Becker, DeFond, Jiambalyo and Subramanyam (1998) - "The Effect of Audit Quality on 
Earnings Management" 
Big 6 audit quality filter - EM (income increasing via discretionary accruals) - the U.S. 
market 

The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of audit quality on earnings management 
through discretionary accruals. There are many factors influencing managers' ability to 
constrain opportunism. One of these factors, the quality of the external auditor, is investigated 
in this paper. 

They argue earnings management is greater in firms with lower quality auditors than in firms 
with higher quality auditors. Previous studies suggest that Big 6 auditors are more likely to 
deliver higher quality audit services. Therefore, it hypothesizes that non-Big 6 auditors allow 
more income-increasing earnings management via discretionary accruals than Big 6 auditors. 
The income-increasing discretionary choices are used because evidence suggests that 
managers are more likely to overstate than understate earnings, and auditors are more likely to 
be sued for allowing earnings management that overstates earnings. 

They find that discretionary accruals of firms with non-Big 6 auditors are 1.5 percent of assets 
higher than the discretionary accruals of firms with Big 6 auditors. Also companies with non-
Big 6 auditors have significantly larger variation in discretionary accruals compared to 
companies with Big 6 auditors. The results are interpreted to support that Big 6 auditors 
are of higher quality than non-Big 6 auditors. Overall, this study demonstrates a direct 
relation between audit quality and earnings management. It suggests that tests involving 
discretionary accruals will be more powerful if they control for cross-sectional differences in 
audit quality. 

Francis, Maydew and Sparks (1999) - "The Role of Big 6 Auditors in the Credible 
Reporting of Accruals" 
Big 6 audit quality filter- EM (discretionary accruals) and audit quality- the U.S. market 

Existing literature suggests that Big 6 audit firms have band name reputation and are widely 
viewed as producing higher quality audits than non-Big 6 firms. This paper argues that the 
demand for Big 6 auditors is based on mitigating the potential for opportunistic management 
of accruals-based earnings. The absence of the ability to directly observe earnings creates an 
incentive for managers of high accrual firms to convey the credibility of their reported 
earnmgs by hiring a higher quality auditor as external monitor. Therefore this paper 
investigates if the choice of a Big 6 auditor serves as such a signal and argues that Big 6 
auditors have greater ability to constrain aggressive earnings management (discretionary 
accruals), and thereby reducing uncertainty about reported earnings for high accrual firms . 

Two empirical associations between accruals and Big 6 auditors are examined. First, they 
examine if the use of a Big 6 auditor Is increasmg in the firm 's opportunities for earnings 
management as reflected by accrual endogeneity. They find that Big 6 auditors are more 
likely to be retained by firms with a greater endogenous propensity for accruals. They also 
find that Big 6 auditors have smaller amounts of estimated discretionary accruals compared to 
firms with non-Big 6 auditors. These results are robust acro ~ s time periods, industry 
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segments, and finn size. Second, they investigate if Big 6 auditors mitigate firms' earnings 
management behavior by constraining aggressive, opportunistic reporting of accruals. The 
yearly unexpected or discretionary accruals are used to measure potential earnings 
management behavior. Even though Big 6 audit firms have higher levels of total accruals, 
they find that Big 6 auditors have lower amounts of discretionary accruals. The analysis is 
also extended to three levels of auditor quality: Big 6 auditors, second-tier national auditor 
and third-tier local auditors. Additional tests are consistent with the existence of these 
categories of audit quality. Overall , these findings indicate that the consequence of using a 
Big 6 auditor is to constrain aggressive and potentially opportunistic reporting. 

This study extends the literature by examining how firms can indicate they are not managing 
earnings even though they have opportunities to do so. It concludes that hiring a Big 6 
auditor to monitor reported earnings is a credible signal for managers to convey they 
are not managing earnings for private gain. 

Wah (2002)- "Investment Opportunities and Audit Quality" 
Big 5 audit quality filter- investment opportunities and audit quality- the U.S. market 

Previous studies of the relationship between earnings management and audit quality suggest 
that Big 5 auditors are more likely to curb earnings management because of their higher audit 
quality. This paper argues that earnings management arises from agency conflict that depends 
on factors such as the finn's capital structure, dividends policy, and investment opportunities. 
For finns with greater agency conflict, good quality audit is likely to be in a higher demand 
and more valuable. 

This paper focuses on the relationship between investment opportunities and audit quality. 
First it investigates whether Big 5 auditors can constrain the manipulation of discretionary 
accruals for high investn1ent opportunity firms. Second, it tests whether high investment 
opportunity finns are more likely to have Big 5 auditors. Finally, it examines whether high 
mvestment opportunity firms that employ Big 5 auditor have less discretionary accruals and 
higher perceived audit quality. 

The study finds that finns with high investment opportunities are more likely to have more 
discretionary accruals; however, they are less likely to have more discretionary accruals when 
they also have Big 5 auditors. These results suggest that the likelihood of earnings 
manipulation is higher for firms with high agency cost but good quality auditor is able to 
lower the existence of earning managements. Further, high investment opportunity firms are 
more likely to have Big 5 auditors. This suggests that firms with high agency costs require 
high audit monitoring. Finally, comparing with low investment opportunity firms, high 
mvestment opportunity firms have less discretionary accruals but higher perceived earnings 
quality when they employ Big 5 auditors . In conclusion, the employment of higher quality 
audit pays off for firms with high agency cost. 
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Krishnan (2003)- "Audit Quality and the Pricing of Discretionary Accruals" 
Big 6 auditor filter - earnings management (discretionary accruals), audit quality (Big 6) 
and the impact on capital market (stock return) - the U.S. market 

Previous papers have shown that high quality auditors are able to constrain aggressive and 
opportunistic reporting of discretionary accruals relative to low quality auditors. However 
whether the stock market recognizes the superior of high quality auditors in pricing of 
discretionary accruals has not been studied. This study examines the relationship between 
audit quality and the pricing of discretionary accruals. It argues that the comparative 
advantage of Big 6 auditors over non-Big 6 auditors is reflected in the pricing of discretionary 
accruals. 

This paper focuses on examining how audit quality conditions the pricing of discretionary 
accruals. The reason for testing pricing of discretionary accruals is that discretionary accruals 
are more subjective and reflect a higher degree of managerial judgment. High quality auditors 
are more likely to deter and detect questionable accounting practices, and report material 
errors and irregularities than low quality auditors. This is consistent with Francis et al. (1999) 
who find that firms with greater propensity to generate accruals are more likely to hire Big 6 
auditors to enhance the credibility of their earnings. 

This study decomposes earnings into cash flows from operations, nondiscretionary accruals, 
and discretionary accruals, and regress stock returns on the three components. A dummy 
variable (Big 6 vs. non-Big 6) is used to capture audit quality and the interaction of the audit 
quality with discretionary accruals. 

There are three main findings. First, the results indicate that the association between 
discretionary accruals and stock returns is stronger for firms audited by Big 6 audit firms. It is 
consistent with Big 6 auditors enhancing the credibility of reported accruals by minimizing 
errors in reported discretionary accruals and thereby implying the high quality of earnings 
reported. Second, the pricing of nondiscretionary accruals and operating cash flows are not 
conditioned by audit quality. This supports that discretionary accruals are more difficult to 
detect and therefore requiring more effects from audit firms to detect, which implies Big 6 
auditors are more likely to deliver higher quality of audit services. Finally, the association 
between discretionary accruals and earnings and cash flows i greater for Big 6 clients. This is 
consistent with higher audit quality associated with Big 6 audit firms who are able to 
constrain aggressive and opportunistic reporting of discretionary accruals by their clients and 
thereby improve the ability of discretionary accruals to predict future levels of profitability. 

Overall this study enhances our understanding of the cross-sectional variation in pricing of 
discretiOnary accruals and indicates the consequence of hiring a higher quality auditor 
(Big 6) to mitigate the existence of earnings management. 
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Johl, Jubb and Houghton (2003) - "Audit Quality: Earnings Management in the 
Context of the 1997 Asian Crisis" 
Big 5 auditor filter and industry specialists -Level of discretionary accruals and changes in 
discretionary accruals using both modified Jones model and frequency distribution 
approach - the Malaysia market across differential macroeconomic periods 

This study investigates audit quality by examining earnings management behavior of auditees 
during periods of discernibly different macroeconomic condition - the pre and post 1997 
Asian Crisis as experienced in Malaysia. During the Asian Crisis, the World Bank questioned 
the quality of audits by Big 5 auditors operating in Asia. This study hypothesizes that clients 
of quality auditors (Big 5 and/or industry specialist auditors) report lower earnings 
management compared to clients of other auditors both across the Asian economic crisis and 
within identifiable sub-periods of pre- and post- crisis. 

Within the existing earnings management audit quality literature, to date no published study 
examines the effects of macroeconomic condition on auditor behavior. Previous studies 
suggest that auditors are alert to aggressive earnings management and Big 5 auditors are 
associated with lower levels of accruals. It is important to investigate whether this apparent 
influence on earnings management is robust across macroeconomic conditions (upturn, 
downturn and recovery). In addition, some of studies find evidence consistent with auditors 
being more conservative in circumstances favoring income-increasing accounting methods, 
but not clear in situations favoring income-decreasing methods. 

This study uses 2 proxies for audit quality: B1g 5 and/or industry specialist. To measure 
earnings management, it uses the modified Jones model in decomposing total accruals into 
non-discretionary and discretionary accruals. In addition, it uses the frequency distribution 
approach to complement the results of the primary analysis due to the criticism of modified 
Jones model. Also, each non-Big 5 auditee is matched to a Big 5 auditee from the arne year, 
industry, and with comparable earnings performance (ROA). 

When the dependent variables are used income increasing (INCDA) and income decreasing 
(DECDA) respectively, the experimental variable Big 5 is ignificant in constraining income 
increasing abnormal accruals as opposed to income decreasing abnormal accruals. Industry 
specialists do not appear to be any different from non-Big 5 industry non-specialists in 
constraining INCDA. Overall the result indicates that Big 5 auditors tend to constrain income-
increasing abnormal accruals but it is only the segment of the Big 5 auditors that specialize 
along industry lines that also constrain income decreasing abnormal accruals. When the 
regression is tested by macroeconomic period, Big 5 is insignificant in the pre-crisis and post-
crisis periods but significant in the crisis period. Industry specialist is insignificant in all 
periods. Big5+non-industry specialists variable is negative and significant in the crisis and 
post-crisis period. The results also indicate that Big 5 quality differentiation may not have 
been in existence prior to the crisis. However, there Is evidence of such quality differentiation 
during the crisis and post-crisis period to reduce the pressure for heightened quality and more 
quality transitionally. When BLOSSPR is a dependent variable, the results continue to support 
Hl. 

In sum, consistent with prior studies, there is evidence that Big 5 auditees report lower 
abnormal accr uals and industry specialist audit clients report lower abnormal accruals 
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than other clients. This suggests quality amongst top tier auditors. Prior to the crisis, Big 5 
auditors in Malaysia appear to be no different from the non-Big 5 auditors with respect to 
constraining earnings management. The results also show significant changes in the level of 
audit quality supplied by quality auditors during the post-compared to pre-crisis period. 
Specifically, industry specialist auditees report lower abnormal accruals during the post-crisis 
period than non-industry specialist auditees. 

1.3.2 Auditor Conservatism 

Francis and Krishnan (1999) - "Accounting Accruals and Auditor Reporting 
Conservatism" 
Big 6 audit quality filter- modified audit report (audit qualifications) - the U.S. market 

The purpose of this paper is to examine whether accounting accruals increase a firm's 
likelihood of receiving a modified audit report for either (1) asset realization uncertainties or 
(2) going concern problems. 

Accruals increase inherent audit risk, because misstatements occur from generally accepted 
accounting principles violation, including the misestimating of accruals, and auditor is 
required to issue a qualified opinion in these circumstances. Further, misstatements can occur 
when the auditor fails to issue a modified audit report for material uncertainties and going 
concern problem. Therefore they argue a modified report is more likely to be appropriate for 
high accrual firms because they have greater potential for asset realization problems and 
going concern problems. As a strategy for dealing with the inherent uncertainty or a potential 
estimation error posed by accruals, it i predicted that auditors are more likely to i sue 
modified audit reports for high-accrual firms. 

They find after controlling for client-specific financial and market risk variables, auditors of 
high accrual firms are more likely to issue modified opinions for asset realization 
uncertainties, and for going concern problem. Moreover, the previou literature suggests that 
Big 6 auditors have more reputation capital to protect, thus they have more incentives for 
reporting conservatism and avoiding litigation risk. To find the reason why Big 6 auditors 
may be viewed as being of higher quality, they analyze audit firm type effects on auditor 
conservatism as well. The findings provide strong evidence of greater reporting 
conservatism to Big 6 auditors than non-Big auditors. It supports the argument that Big 6 
auditors modify more often because they have reputation capital at risk and therefore more 
incentives for conservative reporting. This is consistent with the findings that Big 6 audited 
c01npanies have sma1ler amounts of discretionary accruals . 

Lennox (1999)- "Are Large Auditors More Accurate Than Small Auditors?" 
Big 6 audit quality filter - auditor accuracy (qualified reporting) -prediction of failure 
(bankruptcy)- UK market 

Empirical research has suggested that large auditors have greater incentives to issue accurate 
reports compared to small auditors (DeAngelo 1981; Dye 1993). Much empirical evidence 
indicates that large audit firms are associated with higher quality (i.e. Simunic and Stein 1987; 
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Menon and Williams 1991 ). However large auditors may supply a higher quality service, but 
it does not necessarily mean that large auditors are more accurate. Moreover, many empirical 
studies investigate this issue by examining the stock market reactions to auditor switches. 
However, a switch to a large (small) auditor may signal good (bad) news for reasons that are 
unrelated to auditor accuracy. In contrast to these studies, this study directly investigates the 
relationship between auditor accuracy and auditor size. Big 6 auditors are referred to as large 
auditors and the others are referred to as small auditors in this study. 

This study uses a bankruptcy model to control for differences in client characteristics. It 
argues that large auditors are significantly more likely to give going-concern qualifications to 
failing companies and clean opinions to non-failing companies. It also tests whether audit 
reports signal useful private information about the probability of bankruptcy, and whether the 
information content of audit reports is related to auditor size. It argues that a going-concern 
qualification is a signal of financial distress and audit reports should be useful for identifying 
failing companies. Also large auditors' reports have greater incremental information content 
than small auditors'. 

The results show that the reports of large auditors are significantly more accurate than those 
of small auditors. This is consistent with the reputation and deep pockets theories, which 
predict that Big 6 auditors have more incentives to exert effort to avoid issuing 
inaccurate reports, because they have more staff with client-specific knowledge, they 
may be more experienced in auditing large companies, or they are industry specialists in 
certain industries. 

Petroni and Beasley (1996) - "Errors in Accounting Estimates and Their Relation to 
Audit Firm Type" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- errors in accounting estimates (estimate accuracy and bias)- the 
U.S. market 

This study assesses accuracy and bias in the accounting estimate of outstanding claim losses 
reported in the financial statements of property insurers. Specifically, it investigates 
differences in the accuracy and bias of the insurers' estimates across clients of Big 8 audit 
firms and other audit firms. 
They examine 2 attributes of claim loss reserve estimation errors, measured as the difference 
between management's reported estimate and the subsequent realization. The absolute 
magnitude of the estimation error is used as a measure of accuracy and the signed estimation 
error as a measure of bias. They test the association between audit firm size and estimation 
errors that affect earnings using both Big 8/non-Big 8 dichotomy and a continuous measure of 
audit firm size. They hypothesize that clients of larger auditors are more accurate in the 
estimate of claim loss reserves and larger audit firms may be associated with more 
conservative estimates. 

Regression models are used for exogenous factors and test for differences in estimate 
accuracy and estimate bias (i.e. conservatism or optimism) acros audit firm types. The results 
generally do not support differences in estimate accuracy or conservatism across audit firm 
type, and therefore suggest that estimation error charactenstics are not a basis for 
differentiating among auditors. The only notable difference found in reserve estimates is 
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that within the subset of financially troubled insurers Big 8 auditors are associated with 
significantly more conservative reserve estimates. 

Reynolds and Francis (2001) - "Does Size Matter? The Influence of Large Clients on 
Office-Level Auditor Reporting Decisions" 
Within Big 5 at office level - auditor size and audit quality at office-level analysis 
(accounting accruals and going concern audit reports)- the U.S. market 

This paper examines how client size influences the reporting decisions of auditors. DeAngelo 
(1981) argues larger auditors have more economic incentives to report favorably to retain 
clients. Her analysis is based on firm level. While this paper extends the DeAngelo 
framework by examining auditor incentives at individual office of Big 5 auditors. They argue 
that there is no single client as a significant source of firm wide revenue due to the larger 
client portfolio of Big 5 on firm level. However, for an individual office, a single client may 
be a very important source of office level revenue. In addition, large clients in offices create 
economic dependence, but they also pose potential audit risk. In this case, Big 5 auditors are 
more likely to suffer a greater loss in reputation than smaller auditors. 

The main purpose of this paper is to determine how the tradeoff between economic 
dependence and reputation protection affects auditor decision making in local offices. Two 
empirical questions are investigated. First, does client size affect the discretion an auditor 
permits with respect to accounting accruals, and the discretion of clients to aggressively 
manage reported earnings toward desired outcomes? Second, does client size affect the 
auditor's decision to issue an unfavorable going concern audit report? The research design 
implicitly assumes auditors are independent and report objectively for small clients in offices, 
and the analysis examines the effect of increasing client size on these two auditor reporting 
decisions. 

They find that Big 5 auditors do not treat larger clients in their practice offices more 
favorably than smaller clients. Economic dependence does not lead to greater client 
discretion with respect to accounting accruals or fewer going concern audit reports. It 
suggests that the existing incentives are sufficient to motivate auditors to be independent, 
despite the economic dependence inherent in auditor-client contracting. However, they find 
that relatively larger clients in individual offices have less discretion with respect to 
accounting accruals and are more likely to receive a going concern audit report. This 
supports that reputation protection leads to auditor conservatism. It is consistent with 
previous findings that firms respond to auditor conservatism by switching auditors (DeFond 
and Subramanyam, 1998) and companies receiving going concern reports are more likely to 
switch auditors). This study also suggests that office level differences across Big 5 audit 
firms seems a much more promising approach to research on auditor differentiation 
than the traditional large firm/small firm dichotomy that has dominated prior research. 
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1.4 Capital Market Effects I Valuation 

1.4.1 Valuation of Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) 

1.4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Davidson and Neu (1993) - "A Note on the Association between Audit Firm Size and 
Audit Quality" 
Big 8 audit quality filter - management earnings forecasts as proxy for the measurement of 
audit quality - Canadian market 

Audit quality is viewed by existing literature as one of the factors that affects the credibility of 
financial information. However audit quality is difficult to be observed and measured. The 
difficulty in measuring audit quality has led many researchers to use audit firm size as a 
surrogate. They argue that larger audit firms have greater resources, therefore are assumed to 
have more ability to provide precise information than smaller audit firms. This study proposes 
that comparison of management earnings forecasts with audited earnings provides an 
approach to measure audit quality. 

Forecasts of earnings are considered to be used by managers to signal firm value. This study 
expects that auditor quality will have no effect on the quality of the forecast since the forecast 
already represents management's best estimate of future earning . However, they argue that 
managers have incentives to minimize the differences between forecasted income and 
reported income. This study uses management earnings forecast errors (the difference 
between forecast and reported net income before taxes and extraordinary items divided by the 
forecast net income before taxes and extraordinary items) to test the ability of auditors to 
detect the opportunistic management. They hypothesize that higher quality audit finns will 
detect larger forecast errors. According to the existing literature, audit fi1m size and audit 
quahty are positively related. Then, they expect to find larger management forecast errors for 
companies audited by Big 8 auditors than for companies audited by non-big 8 auditors, after 
controlling for companies' risks. 

They find that on average Big 8 audit firms are associated with less accurate forecast than 
non-Big 8 firms. When other factors that may affect the relationship between forecasted and 
actual net income are included, Big 8 audit firms continue to be associated with less accurate 
forecasts. These findings are consistent with the assertion that Big 8 auditors provide 
higher quality audits . Overall, this study provides preliminary evidence on the association 
between audit firm size and audit quality. 
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Clarkson (2000) - "Auditor Quality and the Accuracy of Management Earnings 
Forecasts" 
Big 6 audit quality filter - earnings forecast accuracy I reporting accuracy - Canadian 
market 

The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of the relationship between auditor 
quality and forecast accuracy. Similar to Davidson and Neu (1993), this study uses Canadian 
IPO markets as a test setting. Davidson and Neu (1993) document a positive and significant 
relationship between forecast accuracy and auditor quality (Big 8 vs. non-Big 8). They 
suggest that clients associated with higher quality audit firms will have larger forecast errors. 
However their arguments are based on the assumption that auditor quality will have no effect 
on the quality of the forecast. 

Different from Davidson and Neu (1993), this study considers several risk proxies in attempt 
to more completely control for business risk. In addition to those adopted by Davidson and 
Neu, he uses financial leverage and measured based on the risk factors associated with 
venture, and the assumptions associated with the earnings forecast to proxy risk. Also he 
considers data from two distinct time periods: review-level assurance and audit-level 
assurance. This is to shed light on the importance of the assumption that auditor quality will 
have no effect on the quality of the forecast. 

The results indicate that after the additional controls for business risk are introduced, the 
relationship between forecast accuracy and auditor quality is no longer significant for the 
review-level assurance period. The results also indicate that the shift from review to audit 
level assurance alerts the fundamental relationship between forecast accuracy and auditor 
quality. Using data from the audit-level assurance regime, he finds a negative but insignificant 
relationship when replicating Davidson and Neu's analysis. But there is a negative and 
significant relationship for the analysis that incorporates the more complete controls for 
business risk. Moreover, the results indicated that the difference in the relationship between 
the two regimes is statistically significant. The results suggest that Davidson and Neu ' s 
conclusion regarding the nature of the relatiOnship between audit quality and forecast 
accuracy may have been premature. In conclusion, these results provide support for Davidson 
and Neu's contention that the forecast accuracy data provide direct evidence regarding the 
level of audit quality provided by different audit firms. When the auditor has significantly 
greater responsibilities relating to the earnings forecast, higher quality (Big 6) auditors 
are systematically associated with more accurate forecasts. 

Lee, Taylor and Taylor (2002) - "Auditor Conservatism and Audit Quality: Evidence 
from IPO Earnings Forecasts" 
Big 6 audit quality filter - auditor conservatism - audit quality (Big 6) and the accrual 
component of earnings forecast errors -Australian market 

This paper investigates the extent to which Big 6 auditors are associated with more precise 
(accuracy) and/or less optimistically biased (auditor conservatism) financial data. Previous 
studies provide only indirect evidence of product differentiation and do not provide explicit 
evidence of what makes for a high quality audit. This study generates evidence based on a 
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direct output of the attestation process for which they can measure both accuracy and 
conservatism. 

They use the prospectuses of Australian initial public offerings (IPOs) as a setting to examine 
the provision of earnings forecasts, because earnings forecasts provided in Australian IPO 
prospectuses provide a unique setting in which to examine the effect of differential audit 
quality. They expect that high quality auditing will provide greater assurance that the financial 
data is conservative. In short, they expect that high quality auditors will have an incentive to 
ensure a greater degree of conservatism if they are to preserve the value of their reputational 
capital. 

The results are consistent with their predictions. It shows significant differences when 
comparing measures of both forecast accuracy and bias for Big 6 and non-Big 6 auditees. 
They also find some evidence that forecasts attested to by Big 6 auditors are more accurate. In 
contrast, they find consistent evidence of lower optimistic bias among forecast issued by IPO 
firms with Big 6 auditors. Although the distribution of forecast errors is strongly suggestive of 
earnings management avoid reporting earnings below the forecast figure; the distribution of 
forecast errors for non-Big 6 indicates a ubstantially greater proportion of large, optimistic 
forecast errors than for Big 6 clients. This supports the conclusion that Big 6 auditors are 
more Conservative than their non-Big 6 counterparts. 

1.4.1.2 Audit Quality and Signaling for Auditor Choice 

Simunic and Stein (1987) - "Product Differentiation in Auditing: Auditor Choice 
Market for Unseasoned New Issues" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- auditor credibility and agency costs - the U.S market 

This study investigates the arguments for the audit product differentiation hypothesis. 
Previous studies have provided inconclusive evidence to support the product differentiation 
hypothesis. This study investigates the auditor choice decision and examines the hypothesis 
that auditor services are somehow differentiated. Using Lancaster's characteristics 
framework, they posit that the audit service contains several attributes which are valued by 
top management. A key attribute is credibility which is communicated by an audit firm's 
brand name and is identified with the power of an auditor's test. 

They argue each auditor's brand name or reputation will imply delivery of a certain level of 
credibility and there will be a fixed rank ordering of auditors based on perceived credibility. 
Top manager's choice among different credibility levels thus requires a choice among 
auditors. An auditor's brand name or reputation is the basis on which users predict the level of 
credibility to be delivered. 

The hypothesis concerning the demand for different audit service specifications is developed 
under the IPO market where compames are changing their capital structure. The data are 
obtamed from the prospectuses of 469 U.S. compames which first sold common shares to the 
public in 1981 . 
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The results are strongly consistent with the internal agency cost hypothesis of auditor choice. 
The results are weakly consistent with hypothesis that agency costs arising form the 
proportion of common shares held by outsiders influence auditor choice. However the 
evidence strongly contradicts the hypothesized effect of leverage on auditor choice. The 
evidence is also consistent with the hypothesized effects of the form of the offering and the 
reputation of the underwriter on auditor choice. Overall, audit services are not 
homogeneous across potential suppliers. Differences in agency costs arising from 
differences in the proportion of common shares held by top management influence auditor 
choice, but only weakly. The riskiness of company cash flows operating through the legal 
liability losses seems to be a significant component of auditor costs. 

Feltham, Hughes and Simunic (1991)- "Empirical Assessment of the Impact of Auditor 
Quality on the Valuation of New Issues" 
Big 8 audit quality filter 

Datar et al. (1991) develop a model to test the effects of audited reports on the valuation of 
initial public offerings. The model leads to the demand side prediction that entrepreneurs of 
firms with greater firm specific risk will choose higher quality auditors if the incremental cost 
of a higher quality auditor is independent of that risk. The purpose of this paper is to test this 
prediction. 

However empirical studies suggest an opposite prediction that risker firms will choose lower 
quality auditors (Simunic and Stein, 1987; Beatty, 1989). Simunic and Stein find there is a 
negative relation between the size of the auditors hired by the finn and the riskiness of those 
firms. Beatty gets similar results using ex post returns to mea. ure risks. This study uses Datar 
et al. model to test the prediction. 

Similar to previous studies, this study uses auditor size (Big 8 vs. non-Big 8) as a proxy for 
differences in perceived quality. They refer to the relation between the incremental benefit of 
hiring a high quality auditor and firm specific risk as the demand side effect of risk. The 
relation between the incremental cost of hiring a high quality auditor and fim1 specific risk is 
referred to as the supply side of risk. 

They find weak support for hypothesis 1, but no support for hypothesis 2 using both unsealed 
and scaled versions of the valuation model. Further, they find no support for hypothesis 1 
using the ex ante and ex post measures of risk. Therefore, overall, they cannot reject the 
null hypotheses of no association between firm specific risk and auditor quality, and no 
marginal value effect of higher audit quality. 

Clarkson and Simunic (1994) - "The Association between Audit Quality Retained 
Ownership, and Firm-Specific Risk in U.S. vs. Canadian IPO Markets" 
Big 8 audit quality filter - the relation between audit quality, risk and retained ownership -
Canadian market 

This paper tests the demand side prediction of Datar et al. (1991) that new issuers of securities 
are more likely to choose a high quality auditor and retain a lower level of ownership as the 
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firm specific riskiness of future cash flows increases. Datar et al. (1991) focus on the primary 
demand side prediction; however, their results may be driven by supply side aspects of the 
market for auditor services. There are potentially two competing forces, the demand side 
effect of risk and the supply side effect of risk. The demand side effect of risk refers to the 
relation between the incremental benefit of hiring a high quality auditor and firm specific risk, 
while the supply side effect refers to the relation between the incremental cost of hiring a high 
quality auditor and firm specific risk. The inconclusive results using U.S. data are probably 
due to an increase in the riskiness of client cash flows which increases an auditor's litigation 
risk and supply price. 

This paper using Canadian market to test the demand side prediction of Datar et al. (1991) 
because Canada has a significantly different legal environment which potentially reduces the 
supply side effects of risks. They expect that a supply side influence is likely to be weaker in 
Canada in which the legislation risk is low. This provides a more powerful test of the demand 
side relation between auditor choice, risk and level of retained ownership. 
They find a positive relation between audit quality (proxied by Big 8) and risk in a 
Canadian setting. There is a significant difference in the audit quality - risk relationship 
between Canada and the U.S. they also find that relative average retained ownership levels are 
consistent with the Datar et al. (1991) prediction and the difference in the relation between 
Canada and the U.S. is statistically significant. 

Lee, Stokes, Tavlor and Walter (2003) - "The Association between Audit Quality, 
Accounting Disclosures and Firm-Specific Risk: Evidence from the Australian IPO 
Market" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- audit quality, risk, and retained ownership- Australian market 

The purpose of this study is to provide additional evidence on the choice of high quality (Big 
8) auditors by TPO firms. The IPO market settmg provides opportunities to study the demand 
for potential signaling mechanisms such as different auditor quality. However the empirical 
studies provide mixed results. Australian IPO market has les- litigation risk compared to the 
U.S., the threat of these litigations will not confound test of the signaling models' predictions. 
This study expects the demand for high quality auditors to be influenced by the direct 
accounting related disclosures made at the time of the IPO. It also expects the selection of a 
high quality auditor is heavily influenced by both deal size and the decision to use a 
prestigious underwriter. 

They find strong support for both the primary and secondary predictions of the signal model 
of Datar et al. (1991). For smaller IPOs who use less prestigious underwriters, there is a 
strong positive relation between ex ante proxies for IPO firms' riskiness and the 
selection of a high quality auditor. In addition, there is evidence that the level of retained 
ownership is negatively related to the demand for high quality auditors after controlling 
for differences in risk. This result distinguishes the predictions of Datar et al. and other 
models which predict that the demand for auditor quality is increasing in IPO firm's riskmess. 
Overall, the evidence supports the prediction of a signaling-based demand for high 
quality auditors. 
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Copley and Douthett (2002) - "The Association between Auditor Choice, Ownership 
Retained, and Earnings Disclosure by Firms Making Initial Public Offerings" 
Big audit quality filter- audit quality, firm risk and retained ownership - the U.S. market 

Datar, Feltham and Hughes (1991) develop an analytical model for IPO market in which 
entrepreneurs signal firm value through direct disclosures and choice of auditor. Their model 
suggests that the incentive to engage a high quality auditor increases with firm risk. However, 
the following study by Hughes (1991) does not support the predictions ofDatar et al. (1991). 
This paper is to test the prediction of Hughes between direct disclosures and retained 
ownership and the predictions of Datar et al. between auditor choice, firm risk and retained 
ownership. 

Using a sample of U.S. IPO companies, they examine whether auditor choice and earnings 
disclosures are substitute signals for retained ownership. They also address three issues 
related to firms' choice of signals when making an IPO. First, they test whether audit quality 
and earnings disclosure are used as trade-offs to retained ownership as signals about IPO 
value. Second, they control for the supply-side effects of risk on auditor choice. Finally, they 
evaluate the impacts of retained ownership and audit fees in estimating the demand for audit 
quality. 

They find retained ownership is related to firm risk, the choice of auditor, and forecasts based 
on pre-IPO earnings. Firms with higher risk characteristics choose higher-reputation auditors, 
and this relation holds for a variety of risk proxies. Auditor choice, audit fees, and the 
entrepreneur's retained ownership are jointly determined vatiables. These variables will lead 
to biased estimates in the design of empirical tests. 

The findings that audit choice and retained ownership are related to risk is consistent with 
Datar et al 's predictions. The finding that retained ownership is negatively related to forecasts 
based on pre-IPO reported earnings supports the prediction of Hughes (1986). The positive 
relationship between audit quality and firm risk suggests that entrepreneurs make 
greater use of audit quality to signal as the cost of using retained ownership increases. 
OveralL the findings suggest that reporting characteristics, such as auditor choice and 
earnings disclosure, are substitute signals for retained ownership. 

Firth and Liau-Tan (1998)- "Auditor Quality, Signalin~: and Valuation of Initial Public 
Offerings" 
Big 8 audit quality filter - audit risk for /PO companies, market valuation and auditor 
quality -Singapore market 

Recent researchers have developed analytical models to describe the demand for audit quality 
in the IPO market. However there is no clear support for the hypotheses generated by these 
models. This paper examines the audit quality models ofDatar et al. (1991) and Feltham et al. 
(1991) using data from Singapore. 

In most theoretical and empirical research, auditor quality has often been proxied or estimated 
via the size of the audit firms. Most empirical research has dichotomized auditor quality based 
on a high quality designation for members of the Big 6 auditors, and low quality designation 
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for non-Big 6 auditors. IPO market is one of market settings to test the models of quality 
differentiated audits and auditor selection. Datar et al. (1991) develop a model that predicts a 
positive relationship between audit quality and the riskiness of the new issue and a positive 
relationship between audit quality and the market valuation of the IPO. Feltham et al. (1991) 
consider both supply and demand side characteristics of risks. They argue that high quality 
auditors may not want to accept IPO high risky firms because they face high litigation risks 
for failure of the new issue company. Clarkson and Simunic (1994) find consistent results that 
there is a positive relationship between auditor quality and IPO risk and between auditor 
quality and firm valuation. 

Singapore's legal environment has very low litigation levels against auditors and so supply 
side pressures are slight. Therefore prestige auditors in Singapore are less likely to refuse 
audit engagements of risky IPOs. To provide more evidence on the demand for auditor 
quality, this study hypothesizes that IPO firms with greater firm specific risk have an 
incentive to choose auditors who are perceived as high quality. And the information contained 
in a prospectus will result in a higher stock market valuation for the company if a perceived 
high quality auditor has reported on the prospectus. 

The results are consistent with the predictions from the model of Datar et al. (1991 ). Big 8 
auditors are demanded by more risky new issues. They are also associated with high 
market valuations. The results provided here and together with other research from North 
America provide further evidence that empirical tests of the demand for audit quality are very 
sensitive to the legal environment and its influence on the willingness of auditors to supply 
audit services. 

Willenborg (1999) - "Empirical Analysis of the Economic Demand for Auditing in the 
Initial Public Offerings Market" 
Informational and insurance signaling of demand for auditing- the U.S. market 

Thi study examines the demand for auditing in the IPO market where informational 
asymmetries abound. It tests the demand for auditing arising from both informational 
signaling and insurance signaling. 

To distinguish the information-based demand for auditing from the insurance-based demand, 
it classifies whether the IPO issuer is a start-up or an established company. It expects that in 
development stage enterprise (DSEs) settings, the quality of the audit should not matter and 
therefore the insurance demand for auditing is likely to dominate the information-based 
demand. In addition, it focuses on smaller IPOs, because it is able to consider a broad range of 
auditor sizes in that area. 

The study finds the importance of deal size in explaining both the impact of auditor choice on 
IPO underpricing and the auditor ' s compensation, which is consistent with an insurance role 
and hold for both DSE and non-DSE IPOs. It concludes that transaction size helps explain the 
relation between auditor choice and underpricing and is an important determinant of auditor 
compensation for both start-up and established companies. Overall, the audit market for 
new issues is segmented by issue size. 
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Beatty (1989)- "Auditor Reputation and the Pricing of Initial Public Offerings" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- initial return (proxy for risks) and auditor size - the U.S. market 

Prior studies suggest that it is natural to investigate management's motivation for an auditor 
change just prior to the company going public. There is a wildly held view that the 
employment of a more reputable audit firm will increase the price (reduce the initial return) 
received by the initial public offering (IPO) client. This paper tests the hypothesis that audit 
firm reputation is inversely related to the initial return earned by an IPO investor. 

This study argues that the initial return of an IPO will be inversely related to the reputation of 
the auditing firm attesting to the accounting reports. And the premium paid for a high quality 
auditing firm will be inversely related to the initial return of the IPO client. 

Two separate methods of considering auditor reputation are considered. Firstly, he tests the 
relation between Big 8/non-Big 8 dichotomy or largest 5/middle 6/smallest 9 distinctions and 
the initial return. The results are consistent with the reputation hypothesis. The limitation for 
this reputation proxy is that there are potential errors when comparing the smaller Big 8 and 
larger non-Big 8 firms. Secondly, he measures reputation as the amount of auditor 
compensation unexplained by measures of the marginal cost of performing the audit. The 
results provide stronger and more direct evidence of a relation between auditor reputation and 
the initial return than the traditional Big 8/non-Big 8 approach. Overall, both methods 
suggest that hiring a higher reputation audit firm is related to less underpricing of an 
initial public offering of equity security. 

1.4.1.3 Other Studies in the IPOs Settings 

Jang and Lin (1993)- "Audit Quality and Trading Volume Reaction: A Study of Initial 
Public Offering of Stocks" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- auditor size (auditor quality) and trading activities (information 
quality)- the U.S. market 

This study attempts to address the perceived audit quality issue with a new approach, an 
examination of trading volumes in association with auditors. Specifically, it investigates the 
relationship between independent auditor selection and trading activities. This study based on 
previous theoretical papers that suggest the reaction of investors to a release of information 
that has greater reliability is at first stronger, but less durable. It implies that if the perceived 
service quality of Big 8 auditors is significantly higher than that of non-Big 8 auditors, the 
trading volume is expected to be larger at first but will more quickly be reduced when the 
released information is audited by a Big 8 auditor as compared to a non-Big 8 auditor. 

The initial public offering (IPO) of stocks IS chosen as an accounting information event. 
Investors evaluate the security prices may place strong reliance on the financial statements 
that are audited and available in the company' s prospectus. Thus it is expected the 
independent auditor's reputation will influence the reliability of the released information and 
thus directly affect the market valuations and trading volumes of IPO stocks. 
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This study examines IPO stocks for 30 days after initial offerings. The results indicate that the 
trading volume on the first day of trading is significantly larger for Big 8 clients than for non-
Big 8 clients. But this relationship is reversed on later trading dates, the trading volume for 
the Big 8 clients is generally smaller than that for the non-Big 8. It is consistent with the 
hypothesis that Big 8 auditors are perceived as quality-differentiated auditors compared 
to non-Big 8 auditors. It is also consistent with the argument that the IPO information 
associated with a Big 8 auditor is perceived to be more reliable than the information 
associated with a non-Big 8 auditor. When accounting information audited by an auditor who 
is viewed as a less reliable accountant is released, the market reaction to the release is 
delayed, implying that investors may seek additional information to verify the information 
content. 

1.4.2 Equity Market 

Teoh and Wong (1993) - "Perceived Auditor Quality and the Earnings Response 
Coefficient" 
Big 8 audit quality filter- ERC and auditor quality- the U.S. market 

The objective of this study is to examine whether the stock price reaction to earnings surprises 
is related to the quality of the reported earnings numbers. Specifically, it investigates whether 
the earnings response coefficient (ERC) differs between Big 8 and non-Big 8 auditors. ERC is 
defined as the multiple that correlates unexpected earnings with abnormal changes in stock 
prices in response. 

They argue that earnings reports have a greater effect on investors' valuation of the firm when 
the reported numbers more accurately reflect true economic value. It hypothesizes that if the 
auditor's quality is perceived by investors as high, they will respond strongly to surprises in 
reported earnings. Therefore, this study demonstrates this expectation with a simplified 
version of the Holthausen and Verrecchia (1988) model to test the joint hypotheses that 
earnings report quality is an important determinant of the ERC and that auditor credibility 
mcreases with auditor size. 

This study uses 2 sample groups to test the hypotheses. The industry matched pairs of firms 
are used to control for differences in the information environment. The switch sample is used 
to compare the firms audited by Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 auditors. They find a greater explanatory 
power for the switch sample than for the industry-matched sample, which suggests that using 
the firm's own past history as its control may better avoid missing determinates of the ERC. 
For the results of growth and persistence proxy, they find investors are more responsive to 
earnings surprises from firms that are growing and/or expected to persist. They also find 
growth/persistence is relatively more important for the ERC of cross-class switches during the 
period when they are audited by non-Big 8 than when they are audited by Big 8 auditors. 

Overall , the evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that larger auditors generate more 
precise earnings and that the Holthausen-Verrecchia prediction relating ERC to earnings 
precision is correct. Big 8 clients have statistically significantly larger ERCs than non-Big 
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8 clients. This result obtains in both a matched pair sample of firms according to industry 
membership and a switch sample of firms grouped according to auditor size. 

Krishnan, Percy and Tutticci (2002) - "The Role of Audit Quality in Firm Valuation: 
The Case of R&D Capitalization in Australia" 
Big 8 audit quality filter - EM and capital market effects studies - auditor quality and the 
valuation of R&D - Australian market 

This paper investigates the link between audit quality and the market's perception of the value 
of discretionary expenditure in a context where managers can choose to capitalize or 
immediately expense R&D costs. There are three specific objectives: (1) examining whether 
the stock market recognizes the role of audit quality in the valuation of capitalized R&D 
costs, (2) investigating the impact of limiting managerial discretion, and (3) considering the 
impact of firm size. 

Australian GAAP permits capitalization of R&D expenditures, which enables mangers to 
communicate their superior, insider information about the viability of R&D projects to 
investors and thereby reduce information asymmetry between managers and investors. 
However, this also can help mangers to hide poor performance or engage in earnings 
management if mangers elect to capitalize rather than expense R&D. Previous studies argue 
that Big 6 auditors are more likely to report lower level of discretionary accruals than non-Big 
6 auditors, since they are successful in disciplining the opportunistic behavior of managers. 
Therefore this study expects audit quality can influence the informativeness of capitalized 
R&D costs, enhancing the credibility of the reported R&D asset and consequently affect firm 
value. 

This study uses a sample of Australian companies that capitalize R&D costs during the period 
1992 to 1998. They also use the sa1nple to inve tigate the impact of reducing management 
discretion in the application of this accounting policy. They find mixed results. For the pooled 
sample, use of a higher quality auditor does not appear to influence the market valuation of 
the capitalized R&D assets. But the change in the level of management discretion influences 
the results. They find the use of a higher quality auditor significantly enhances the value 
relevance of t he R&D assets if management discretion is unencumbered. On the other 
hand, the incremental effect of having a Big 6 auditor and reporting capitalized R&D is 
negative and significant, if management discretion is reduced. These results suggest that audit 
quality signals the value relevance of capitalized R&D. 

In addition, they also consider firm size effects. They split the sample into small and large 
subsample based on the median of market capitalization and undertake separate analysis for 
the two samples. In either sub-sample, they do not find strong support for the expectation that 
the use of a higher quality auditor provides incremental assurance to the market of the 
reliability of R&D. However, there is a difference in the value relevance ofthe R&D asset for 
small v . large companies. 

This paper studies audit quality in a context which is different from previous studies focusing 
on the ability of the auditor to constrain the magnitude of discretionary accruals. 
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1.4.3 Debt Market 

Mansi, Maxwell and Miller (2004) - "Does Auditor Quality and Tenure Matter to 
Investors? Evidence from the Bond Market" 
Big 6 audit quality filter - audit quality, auditor tenure and rates of return for corporate 
bond- non-investment vs. investment grade securities - the U.S. market 

Most prior studies about audit quality tested in equity market fail to detect significant stock 
price reactions to auditor changes. This paper extends the literature by investigating the 
relation between the firm's auditor choice (quality and tenure) and bond investors ' required 
rate of return. They use the bond market as a test setting because the pricing of bonds is well 
defined relative to equities. Especially, they use credit spread derived from institutional bond 
prices in the secondary market to test the impact of auditor choice on the bond investors' 
required rate of return. This is the first research to examine the association between auditor 
quality and bond investors required rate of return. 

In addition, this study tests if the economic consequences of auditor quality and tenure are 
larger for risky firms. They argue higher quality auditors would have greater incentive to 
detect the misstatements because the probability of auditor litigation is increasing in firm risk. 
Higher quality auditor would also have greater ability to detect any misstatements because of 
their expertise. Hence they expect auditor quality and tenure are relatively more important to 
investors for risky firms. 

Using a sample of 8,771 firm year observations from 1973 to 1998 in the U.S . market, they 
find auditor quality and tenure are significantly related to the rate of return investors require 
on corporate bonds. Specifically, they find the use of a Big 6 auditor is associated with 
about a 34 basis point lower required rate of return, after controlling for firm and 
security specific variables. This impact is approximately 3 times larger for noninvestment 
grade than for investment grade firms. Furthermore, they find the length of the auditor-client 
relationship influences bond investors differently. For noninvestment grade firms, 
investors require lower rates of return as the length of tenure increases. For investment 
grade firms, investors require higher rates of return as tenure increases. Using several 
additional tests, they confirm these results may influence by the potential for endogeneity and 
correlated omitted variables. They correct for self-selection using a two-stage treatment 
effects model, and use changes as well as levels of auditor quality to avoid endogeneity. To 
address the potential correlated omitted variable issue, they show the impact of AIMR 
disclosure ratings on the cost of debt is subsumed by bond ratings while the choice of auditor 
is not. Overall the results hold when they remove firms with less than 3 years of auditor 
information less than 5 years of auditor tenure, and when they control for the ages of the 
firm. 

In sum, this study suggests that the choice of auditor conveys important information to 
investors. Also, the value investors attach to the choice of auditor is largest for firms with the 
most uncertainty (i.e. with non-investment grade debt). In addition, this study adds support 
to the mandatory auditor rotation debate that auditor quality increases with longer 
auditor tenure. For non-investment grade securities, the evidence supports the auditor-
expertise effect dominants the auditor-entrenchment effect. This is consistent with the 
hypothesis that auditor tenure produces higher quality audits in risky firms, and this 
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reduces the relatively high information asymmetry between managers and outside 
investors. For investment grade securities, the results suggest that the auditor entrenchment 
effect dominates the auditor-expertise effect. Overall , the results suggest that mandatory 
auditor rotation may not be uniformly beneficial, but could be viewed negatively by the 
capital market for risky firms. 

1.5 Audit Quality and Litigation Risk 

Palmrose (1988)- "An Analysis of Auditor Litigation and Audit Service Quality" 
Big 8 audit quality filter -litigation risk and auditor size- the U.S. market 

This study compares litigation activities of independent auditors to assess litigation as a 
means for making quality distinctions among auditors. Previous empirical research on auditor 
litigation and on audit quality has not provided evidence on this issue. However an inverse 
expected relation between auditor quality and litigation is developed. That is users can view 
auditors with relatively low litigation activities as higher quality suppliers. As a secondary 
objective, this study provides unique descriptive data on litigation activities for each Big 8 
auditor and a group of the largest non-Big 8 auditors. 

In investigating differences in litigation among auditors the study utilizes data on both 
litigation occurrences and resolutions. Also it use litigation rates to distinguish among 
auditors on the basis of quality. Resolution data is included to help determine the merits of 
claims against auditors. It is assumed that courts dismiss non-meritorious allegations while 
meritorious allegations require auditor payments . 

The results indicate that non-Big 8 auditors as a group have higher litigation occurrence rates 
than the Big 8. These results are not altered by considering the merits of claims from 
resolution data. It consistent with existing research supporting the Big 8 as quality 
differentiated auditors. Comparing within Big 8 auditors, it finds some significant differences 
in litigation activity. However these results are sensitive to the type of analysis. Furthermore, 
identities of low activity firms changed when conducting comparisons intra-industry and 
across time. This study suggests that Big 8 auditors (proxy for high quality auditors) are 
more likely to screen out the high risk clients from their client portfolios to reduce the 
risks of auditing those clients. 
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2 Industry I Partner Specialist Big N Auditors and Audit Quality 

2.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differentiation 

Godfrey and Hamilton (2005) - "The Impact of R&D Intensity on Demand for Specialist 
Auditor Services" 
Association between R&D intensity and auditor quality (3 measurements: auditor 
specialized in auditing R&D contracts; Big 6 auditors; and industry specialist auditors) -
the U.S. market 

Prior audit fee studies argue that high quality auditors (Big 8/6/5) charge higher audit fees to 
compensate their costs of developing brand name reputation, or firms pay higher audit fees to 
reduce their agency costs via auditor monitoring of the reporting of discretionary expenditures 
and accruals. This study examines the demand for audit services through testing whether 
R&D expenditures are associated with audit quality (proxy by specialization in auditing R&D 
contracts, Big 6 vs. non-Big 6, or industry specialist based on market share). 

Firstly, they test whether there is a positive association between client's R&D intensity and 
their choice of an auditor who specializes in auditing R&D contracts. In this testing, they 
specify specialist auditor to the extent that auditors specialize in auditing contracts which is 
relevant to R&D contracts. Secondly, they examine whether firms with higher investment in 
R&D are more likely to employ Big 6 auditors. Thirdly, they examine whether firms with 
higher investment in R&D are more likely to employ industry specialist auditors measured on 
auditors' industry market shares. 

They find there is a strong association between firm's R&D intensity and the choice of 
an auditor who specializes in R&D contracts. The results also show there is a strong 
relation between firrn's R&D intensity and the choice of a Big 6 auditor or industry 
specialist. Comparing these three tests, they find the model of contract specialist auditor 
choice has greater predictive accuracy and significance than the other two models. However 
the additional tests for the association between R&D intensity and industry specialist auditor 
are not robust. In addition, there is strong evidence that the choice of a specialist Big 6 auditor 
is associated with small auditee's R&D intensity. For small auditee sample, auditor choice is 
not constrained by the need to appoint a Big 6 auditor to ensure the auditor's financial 
independence of the client. In summary, this study provides evidence that mangers of firms 
with higher R&D are more likely to use higher quality auditors to reduce the agency costs 
associated with transfers of future R&D realizations or shirking, and to verify that expenditure 
occurs in relation to value-adding activities. 

Kend and Houghton (2003) - "Audit Industry Specialization: An Examination of 
Demand and Supply Side Issues" 
Both demand and supply of audit industry specialization - interview/survey study -
Australian market 

At present, there is no generally accepted definition or unambiguous measure of auditor 
industry specialization. Most studies recognize industry specialization as a facet of 
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differentiation in the market for audit services and also an aspect of audit fee premiums. This 
study seeks to remedy this because it assesses the dynamics of and incentives within the 
market for industry specialist audit services, and examines related issued such as the 
appropriate unit of analysis when measuring audit industry specialization. In addition, this 
study considers both the supply of and demand for audit firm industry specialization in the 
market for audits of publicly traded companies within Australia. 

This study uses a structured interview process to investigate these issued with both the 
suppliers of industry specialist audit services (Big 5 auditors) and a sample of their larger 
corporate auditees. In addition, it seems Big 5 auditors do not divide and allocate resources to 
industry focus groups that are a reflection of the stock exchange classifications which are used 
in most previous industry specialization studies. In doing so they seek to describe what audit 
firm policy makers believe they are doing in developing or offering to the market certain 
specialist audit services. Also it comprises of descriptive research on what auditor industry 
specialization is in the eyes of market participants and when and to what extent it occurs. 

It finds that industry specialization involves the Big 5 audit firms developing specialized 
knowledge of what clients do within any given industry and the issues they face. The Big 5 
auditors have industry 'focus' groups that are responsible for providing 'leading edge ' 
practices to their clients. In other words, Big 5 do not specialize simply based on pure client 
numbers in any given industry, but instead they specialize based on their own ability to 
set up a focus group that has the resources to deliver industry specialist skill sets to their 
clients. However, it is clear that industry specialization in most cases is not the dominant 
reason for auditor selection; even though industry specialization does remain an important 
factor for auditor retention in some client-auditor relationship. Furthermore, it finds that the 
nature and context of audit specialization varies between industries, in some cases 
specialization involves 'value adding' to the audit in others economics of cale dominates 
the existence of specialization. 

2.2 Industry /Partner Specialist Auditors and Audit Fees 

Hogan and Jeter (1999)- "Industry Specialization by Auditors" 
Big 6 market concentration and audit quality- the U.S. market 

This study investigates the trends in industry specialization and the industry factors which 
affect specialization. The specific questions are whether market share increases are greater for 
audit firms classified as specialists, and whether the nation's largest audit firms have 
increased their market share in the industries which they have indented as their focus 
industries. They argue industry specialization enables auditors to offer higher quality services 
or to reduce audit production costs. However there are also costs to specialization and 
potential litigation concern may prompt auditors to diversify their risks by diversifying their 
clientele. 

They find evidence of a significant increase in concentration levels during the period they 
examine. Also concentration levels remain higher for regulated industries; the increase in 
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concentration over the time period has been greater in non-regulated industries. This suggests 
that superior operating efficiency or economics of scale to heavy-involvement auditors are not 
limited to regulated industries but extend to non-regulated industries as well. An alternative 
interpretation is that auditors specialize as a means of improving their quality, and clients 
switch for this reason to specialist auditors perceived as offering higher quality services. 
Furthermore, there is evidence that concentration levels are higher in industries with greater 
client-firm concentration and in industries exhibiting rapid growth but lower in industries with 
a greater risk of litigation. Finally, they find there are significant differences between industry 
market share and industry characteristics separately for each of the Big 6 auditors. Overall 
this study suggests that there may be benefits to auditor industry concentration 
including the possibility of higher audit quality supplied. 

Craswell, Francis and Taylor (1995) - "Auditor Brand Name Reputation and Industry 
Specialization" 
Industry specialist Big 8 auditors- Australian market 

This study replicates the findings of a Big 8 fee premium by using a much larger sample than 
in prior studies. The authors attempt to disentangle the two components of a Big 8 fee 
premium: the general brand name premium and the industry specialization premium. Agency 
theory is used to explain the economic demand for quality differentiated Big 8 auditors. They 
argue that industry specialization will increase a Big 8 auditor 's reputation, but will require 
development of experti e beyond the general expertise of the audit firm. 

Similar to the previous audit pricing studies, they test the hypotheses by including the audit 
firm size variable as Big 8 vs. non-Big 8 auditors and specialist Big 8 vs. non-specialist Big 8 
auditors in the audit fee n1odel. They find that three levels of audit quality are posited and 
supported by their evidence: specialist Big 8 auditors, non-specialist Big 8 auditors, and non-
Big 8 auditors. Their findings support the existence of a specialist Big 8 premium among 
publicly held clients, but no general brand name premium for nonspecialist Big 8 auditors in 
the large client market in Australia. Conversely, a general brand name Big 8 premium exists, 
but no specialist premium in the small client market. 

They attribute their results to the investment made by industry specialists in order to acquire 
their industry specific expertise. It is likely that greater market share also conveys the ability 
to reduce audit costs through greater expertise and scale economies. However, they note that 
the premium charged to provide a return on the investment in industry expertise dominates 
any production economies achieved by the industry specialists. These results support that 
within Big 8 industry specialization is an additional dimension of the quality 
differentiated character of the Big 8 audits. 
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DeFond, Francis and Wong (2000) - "Auditor Industry Specialization and Market 
Segmentation: Evidence from Hong Kong" 
Big 6 industry specialists- Hong Kong market 

This study examines more subtle market segmentation, Hong King, which has not been 
previously analyzed in the literature. Hong Kong has a unique audit market because there is a 
non-Big 6 auditor who is a dominate supplier in one industry group. Therefore Hong Kong 
has both Big 6 and non-Big 6 industry specialists in the audit market for publicly listed 
companies, which is different from audit suppliers identified by CFT (1995). The other reason 
is that audits in Hong Kong are performed out of one central office of each accounting firm 
rather than multiple offices through out the country (similar to city level study). This results in 
a better setting to test the association between audit fees and auditors' market share and 
industry leadership. 

A cross sectional audit fee regression model is used to test for Big 6 premiums with respect to 
brand name and industry specialization. The model is set up based on Simunic's model, which 
uses a set of variables to control for cross sectional differences. They find evidence of Big 6 
premiums for both general band name and for industry specialization. In addition, a large 
local auditor in Hong Kong, which is the market leader in the property industry, has 
significantly lower fees than both Big 6 and other non-Big 6 auditors in that industry. This 
suggests that non-Big 6 specialization leads to production economies and the capture of 
market share through lower fees for a clientele seeking low-priced audits . These results also 
suggest that prior studies do not recognize sufficiently that Big 6 brand name reputation is a 
necessary foundation on which to achieve higher priced quality differentiated audits 
based on industry specialization. 

Ferguson and Stokes (2002) - "Brand Name Audit Pricing Industry Specialization and 
Leadership Premiums Post Big 8 and Bh:; 6 Mergers" 
Big 615 industry specialist auditors filter- national/ firm level study - Australian market 

The study investigates the Big 6/5 brand name, industry specialization and industry leadership 
audit pricing in Australian national audit services market. Particularly, it tests the premiums 
identified by Craswell, Francis and Taylor (1995) [hereafter CFT] for the Big 8 audit firms 
and industry specialist Big 8 firms in 1987 persist in the year after mergers creating Big 6/5. 
By extending the investigation of competitive price premiums in the wake of the audit firm 
mergers, they argue that industry leadership could become the more important indicator of 
differentiated industry-based expertise that attracts audit fee premiums. 

They test not only the industry specialist premium, but also the industry leadership premium 
that compares industry Big 6/5 leaders With non-industry Big 6/5 leaders. They find limited 
support for the ability of the Big 6/5 to obtain fee premiums over non-Big 6/5 for those 
industries not having specialist auditors. Non-specialist Big 6/5 auditors are able to obtain fee 
premiums over non-Big 6/5 for those industries having specialist auditors, but this result only 
holds for the smaller size auditees sample. Most i1nportantly, they do not find strong support 
for the presence of industry specialist premmms in the post merger year, using different 
definition of industry specialist. They find more support for the presence of industry 
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leadership premiums in the large company segment of the market, but these premiums 
disappear after the Big 6 merger in 1997. 

Ferguson, Francis and Stokes (2003) - "The Effects of Firm-Wide and Office-Level 
Industry Expertise on Audit Pricing" 
Big 615 industry leadership/specialist auditors- city level study- Australian market 

This study investigates the pricing of audits in city-level audit markets, and tests if city-level 
market leadership results in audit fee premia for individual offices of Big 5 auditors. Previous 
studies have documented that Big 5 auditors charge higher fees than non-Big 5 auditors, and 
that Big 5 industry leaders earn an additional premium for industry specialization over non-
specializations. This study extends the previous studies and argues that city level markets are 
more unique units to be tested and market leadership is argued to provide a positive signal of 
audit quality and provides a basis for charging higher audit fees. 

As expected, this study finds that city-level market leaders earn an average audit fee premium 
of 17°/o. The benefit of market share accrues only to the top ranked market leader as well. It 
also finds industry specialist leaders within the city level have an average audit fee premium 
of 14% over other Big 5 auditors. These findings contrast with Ferguson and Stokes (2002) 
who analyze national market share data and find no evidence of an audit fee premium for 
industry leadership specialization. In addition, it suggest that signaling product quality via 
market share is more likely to be effective when market share differentials are greater 
as they are in city-level audit markets. Overall, the local office level of analysis helps to 
understand audit markets and differentiation among the Big 5 auditors based on relative 
market shares. 

Bond, Hamilton and Stokes (2003) - "Big 5 Audit partner Industry Expertise - Audit 
Pricing Evidence" 
Big 5 partner industry expertise- city level study- Australian market 

This study examines whether the reputations of individual partners of Big 5 audit firms as 
industry specialists affect the pricing of their audit services. This study extends the prior 
literature on the source of local audit fee premiums. They use the partner-level perspective 
which views each individual partner in the practice office of the Big 5 as a unique and 
relevant unit of analysis because audit contracting is conducted through partners of the local 
offices. 

The motivation for this study comes from debate over the benefits from audit partner rotation 
within audit firms. The results of this study shed light on whether there is differentiation in 
audit partner industry expertise in the offices of accounting firms. Questions therefore are 
raised about whether mandatory audit partner rotation will be successful as a regulatory tool 
for enhancing audit quality. The underlying assumption for this study is that industry 
expertise of the partner can be inferred from that partner's market share of the industry (city 
level). Hypotheses are tested by comparing the top ranking partners within each city specific 
industry with all other partners of other Big 5 auditors. 
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The results of firm-wide analysis show that on average the top ranked national audit firm does 
not earn a premium. The second ranked national auditor does earn an audit premium relative 
to other Big 5 auditors and the third ranked firm does not have a premium. However the 
office-level analysis indicates that on average only the top ranked Big 5 city office in an 
industry has a fee premium. 

They also jointly test the effects of office-specific industry expertise and partner-specific 
industry expertise on audit fees. The results show that Big 5 auditors can earn a premium 
when they are one of the top two firms nationally, are the city-specific industry leaders and 
also have the leading two city-specific industry partners. However even when the firm is one 
of the top two firms nationally as well as the city-specific industry leader; no audit fee 
premium is earned if the partner is not one of the top two city-specific industry lead partners. 
This suggests that an audit firm must have a top ranked city-level industry lead partner to earn 
a premium for industry expertise. This supports the partner-level perspective in the pricing of 
Big 5 industry expertise over the office-level and firm-wide perspectives of industry 
specializations. Overall, this study provides evidence on the impact of partner industry 
specialization on audit pricing and implies quality differentiation within Big 5 auditors 
based on partner industry expertise. 

Casterlla, Francis, Lewis and Walker (2004) - "Auditor Industry Specialization, Client 
Bargaining Power, and Audit Pricing" 
Big 6 industry expertise and client bargaining power (large vs. small client segments) 

This study examines audit pricing by Big 6 auditors, and the joint effects of industry 
specialization and client bargaining power on audit fees. 

There has bee relatively little research on industry specialization and audit fees. There are 
four published studies that investigate an industry specjalization premium in the Australian 
and Hong Kong audit markets (Craswell et al. , 1995; DeFond et al. , 2000, Ferguson and 
Stokes, 2002 and Ferguson et al. , 2003). However the Australian and Hong Kong audit 
markets are much smaller than the U.S market, which makes the notion of industry 
specialization (whether measured on a national or city level) more problematic given the 
relatively small industry clienteles in these countries. The prior findings in prior studies may 
not generalize to the current U.S. audit market. Therefore, this study uses more recent U.S. 
data and Porter 's (1985) analysis of competitive strategy to explain industry specialization by 
Big 6 audit firms. 

Drawing on Porter ' s analysis of corporate strategy, this study argues that auditor industry 
specialization is viewed as a differentiation strategy whose purpose is to provide auditors with 
a sustainable competitive advantage over non-specialist auditors. It is stated that a major 
factor affecting the willingness of clients to pay a premium is the relative bargaining power of 
auditors and their clients. If differentiation through mdustry specialization is valued by 
clients, then auditors are in a stronger bargaimng position because there will be less 
competition. Furthermore, bargaining power IS also influenced by the relative economic 
importance of each party to the other. A small client is likely to be less important to an auditor 
than a large client, because bargaining power is a func tion of client size. Larger clients, by 
virtue of their importance to auditors, will be able to negotiate their audit fees, while smaller 
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clients are more likely to be price takers. Consequently, two hypotheses are developed: 1) it is 
expected that a significant fee premium for industry specialization but only for clients that are 
smaller in absolute size and not for larger clients due to their greater bargaining power. 2) 
relative size within industry is also expected to give clients greater bargaining power and to 
result in lower audit fees, ceteris paribus. 

Two experimental variables are added to the traditional audit pricing model, Specialist and 
Power. Consistent with Craswell et al. (1995), Specialist is measured based on industry 
market share and 20% cutoff. The first hypothesis is tested by dividing the samples into large 
and small companies based on upper/lower halves of the sample. It is predicted that the 
parameter value for Specialist will be lower for larger companies than it is for smaller 
companies, due to greater bargaining power of larger companies. Power is used to test the 
second hypothesis. It measures how large a single client is relative to the auditor's total 
clientele in the industry. Client bargaining power is expected to increase as the value of Power 
increase. Power is measured for each company as the natural log of company sales divided by 
the sum of industry sales for all firms in the industry audited by the company's auditor. Audit 
fees are expected to be lower as Power increases due to greater client bargaining power. 

Audit fee data and other information are obtained from survey questionnaires. The test results 
show evidence of higher fees for Big 6 industry specialists relative to non-specialists in the 
U.S. audit market, but only for companies in the lower half of the sample based on size. By 
contrast, companies in the upper half of the sample do not pay a specialist premium, and audit 
fees actually decrease as a company becomes increasingly large relative to its auditor 's 
industry clientele. Taken together, it suggests that audit fees are higher when clients are small 
and have little bargaining power, but audit fees are lower when clients have greater 
bargaimng power and this is more likely when companies are large in absolute size and large 
relative to their auditor's industry clientele. Overall, this study suggests client's bargaining 
power is an important factor in understanding the auditor-client relationship and the pricing of 
audit services. 

Ferguson, Francis and Stokes (2006) - "What Matters in Audit Pricing: Industry 
Specialization or Overall Market Leadership?" 
Big 5 industry expertise - city-specific overall market leadership, joint national city-specific 
industry leadership 

The purpose of this study is to further the city-level line of inquiry initiated by Ferguson et al. 
(2003) and to investigate whether the primary results reported in Ferguson et al. are sensitive 
to the differing definitions or characterization of 'leadership' consistent with the alternative 
conceptualizations of Francis et al, (1999). Francis et al, (1999, p. 187) characterize city level 
leadership two ways: either (1) city-level market leadership or (2) city-level mdustry 
leadership. Ferguson et al. (2003) report that audit industry fee premia primarily reside with 
joint national and city-specific industry leadership as opposed to merely firm-wide (national) 
industry expe1iise, suggesting auditor choice among the Big 5 is best conceptualized on joint 
industry specialization in city-specific markets and nationally. This study tests whether city-
specific market leadership provides a positive signal of audit quality and a basis for charging 
higher audit fees after controlling for mdustry leadership effects nationally and at the city-
level. 
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This study uses the same dataset as Ferguson et al. (2003) which comprise the full sample of 
AustralianO listed companies in 1998. Five test variables are added into the audit pricing 
model used in Ferguson et al. The first test variable (NATIND) picks up the joint effect of 
national industry leadership (#1 or #2) and the city-specific industry leader who is not an 
overall city leader. This variable removes the potential confounding effects of overall city-
specific leadership from the Ferguson et al. The second test variable (NATOVER) tests the 
joint effect of national industry leadership (#1 or #2) and the overall city leader who is not a 
city-specific industry leader. If joint national industry and local market leadership matters, it 
is expect to observe a significant positive coefficient on this indicator after controlling for 
other effects. The third test variable (NAT ALONE) seeks to isolate the impact of purely 
national industry leadership excluding city-specific industry leaders and overall city leaders. 
The fourth test variable (IDNOTNA T) tests for fee premiums for the city-specific industry 
leader who is not the overall city leader or a national industry leader. This variable picks up 
pure city-specific industry leadership after removing any national industry leadership and any 
local market leadership impact. The fifth test variable (OVERNOTNAT) indicates overall city 
leaders alone who are not city-specific industry leaders or national industry leaders. If overall 
city-level market leadership matters, irrespective of joint national industry effects, it is 
expected a positive and significant coefficient on this indicator variable. 

The results indicate that the key auditor characteristic determinant of audit fee premiums 
appears to be joint national and local industry leadership. This evidence reaffirms that results 
reported in Ferguson et al. and are robust to inclusion of alternate leadership definitions. In 
addition, this study finds evidence of a city-specific overall market leadership premium at a 
comparable magnitude to city-specific industry leadership, although the significance level is 
somewhat weaker. Taken together, the two findings highlight the importance of auditor 
reputation as a city-specific industry leader and overall city-specific market leader in 
differentiating among auditors in audit market. 

2.3 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditors and Earnings Management 

Krishnan (2003) - "Does Big 6 Auditor Industry Expertises Constrain Earnings 
Management?" 
Big 6 industry specialization (measured by auditor market share in an industry and an 
industry's share in the auditor's portfolio of client industries) and EM (the level of absolute 
discretionary accruals)- U.S. market 

This study examines the association between Big 6 auditor industry expertise and the level of 
firms' absolute discretionary accruals (proxy for earnings management). He expects that the 
absolute value of discretionary accruals of firms audited by specialist auditors 1s lower than 
the absolute value of discretionary accruals of firms audited by non-specialist auditors. Two 
proxies are used to calculated auditors' industry expertise based on market share measures: 
(1) the audit fees an auditor earnings in an industry relative to the total audit fees earned by all 
auditors serving that particular industry, and (2) an auditors ' audit fees earned from an 
industry relative to fees earned from clients across all industries served. 
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The sample periods covers a 1 0-year period from 1989 to 1998. The financial institutions 
industries and firms changed fiscal year ends during the period of analysis are excluded. Total 
sample includes 23,114 firm-year observations audited by Big 6 auditors in the U.S. market. 
Since auditors' industry expertise may change over time, he calculates the average industry 
market shares over the 10 year period to determine the industry specialists. Based on method 
1, he codes the top 3 portfolio shares of the auditor as the industry specialist. Using method 2, 
an industry specialist defines as the auditor's market share exceeds 15% in the industry. He 
shows and suggests that the auditors' portfolio share may better capture the product 
differentiations among Big 6 auditors than the industry market share method. 

Consistent with his expectations, he finds the clients of nonspecialist auditors report higher 
absolute discretionary accruals than the clients of specialist auditors. This is consistent with 
the notion that auditors' industry expertise moderates earnings management. There are two 
contributions for the literature. Firstly, it demonstrates that audit quality varies even among 
Big 6 auditors by examining auditors' ability to detect earnings management. Second, this 
study suggests the reason specialist auditors charge a premium over non-specialist auditors is 
because they are able to constrain accruals-based earnings management better than 
nonspecialist auditors and thus add credibility to the quality of reported earnings. 

Elder and Zhou (2006)- "Audit Quality and Earnings Management by Seasoned Equity 
Offering Firms" 
Industry specialist I audit firm size quality filter - income increasing behavior - the U.S. 
market 

This paper investigates the relationship between audit quality (measured by auditor firm size 
and industry specialization) and ean1ings management (measured by discretionary current 
accruals) for companies making seasoned equity offerings (SEQ). The motivation for this 
paper is due to the underperformance of SEQ firms in the finance literature. There is 
conflicting evidence on whether investors undo or naively extrapolate earnings management 
at the time of SEQ, but there is a consensus that mangers engage in earnings management 
around the SEO. Also there is very little evidence on whether audit quality constrains 
earnings management in the SEQ process. 

This study differs from Becker et al. (1998) in that they use an auditor industry specialist 
variable in addition to a Big 5/non-Big 5 variable as measures of audit quality. Specially, they 
focus on a setting where the direction of earnings management is clear, as SEQ firms have 
incentives to engage in income increasing behavior prior to the SEQ. Under SEQ settings, 
there is likely to be less information asymmetry since more information is available for SEQ 
compames. 

The sample consists of2199 SEQ compames from 1991 to 1999 in the U.S. market. They find 
discretionary accruals for SEQ firms are lower in the SEQ year when Big 5 auditors are used; 
suggesting Big 5 auditors are associated with reduced management discretion over 
earnings. They also find firms audited by industry specialist auditors engage in less 
earnings management in the SEO year. These results are robust to alternative measures of 
earnings management and measures of industry specialization. 
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Elder and Zhou (2002) - "Audit Firm Size, Industry Specialization and Earnings 
Management by Initial Public Offering Firms" 
Big 5/non-Big 5 (and industry specialist verses non-specialist) and earnings management 
in the /PO market - the U. S. market 

This study investigates two issues that have not been addressed in prior research: ( 1) does 
audit quality constrain earnings management in the IPO process? (2) Do industry specialist 
auditors provide higher quality of audits in the IPO process as evidenced by lower earnings 
management? 

They expect that IPO firms audited by Big 5 audit firms (and industry specialist auditors) 
engage less in earnings management than firms audited by non-Big 5 (non-specialist) 
auditors. They use discretionary accruals method to measure earnings management. And a 
sales-based measure of auditor industry specialization is used. An industry specialist auditor 
is defined as the one who has more than 15% market share in a 3-digit SIC code industry, 
where the market share is calculated as a firm's sales divided by the sum of sales for all firms 
in the industry. 

Using 1.048 IPO observations in the U.S. market during the period of 1996 to 1998, they find 
that discretionary accruals for IPO firms are lower when Big 5 auditors are used, suggesting 
that the Big 5 auditors are associated with reduced management discretion over earnings. 
They also find that firms audited by industry specialist auditors engage in less earnings 
management. Overall, this study demonstrates that audit quality is an important 
constraint on earnings management in the IPO process, and industry specialization as a 
measure of audit quality also constrains earnings management. 

Abbott, Parker and Peters (2003) - "Auditor Industry Specialization and Auditor 
Reporting" 
Big 6 industry specialists quality filter - audit qualification (going concern reports) and 
audit quality (ex post)~auditor conservatism (audit accuracy)- the U.S. market 

Previous studies testing the relation between auditor industry concentration and audit quality 
has generally been indirect and limited to audit fee studies. It argues using audit fees to 
measure audit quality is not a proper way, because audit fee studies provide indirect evidence 
associating audit quality with industry specialization (Gramling and Stone, 1999). In contrast, 
some studies use bankruptcy settings to investigate the relation between auditor type and audit 
quality (Simunic and Stein, 1987). In those studies, audit quality is defined as the propensity 
to qualify audit reports for bankrupt companies. These studies document that there is a 
positive relation between auditor type (Big 6/non-Big 6) and audit quality. However, evidence 
on this particular definition of audit quality is much more limited (Gramling and Stone, 1999). 

This study investigates the Impact of industry specialization/market concentration on audit 
quality. The specific purpose is to test whether auditor industry specialization (measured 
using industry market shares and audit industry portfolios) is positively related to the issuance 
of going concern qualifications for firms subsequently declaring bankruptcy between 1991 
and 1997. 
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They use 2 different approaches to calculating auditor industry specialization. The first uses 
audited market shares of particular industries. The second method is to identify industry 
specialization using a portfolio approach (or self-selected focused industry). Also a 
continuous measure or dichotomous measure can be used to identify industry specialists. 
Therefore there are 8 industry specialist measures: four dichotomous and four continuous. 

They find only 2 industry specialist metrics have significantly positive relations with audit 
quality. One is a dichotomous specialization measure based upon the Palmrose ( 1986) method 
applied to focus industries (grouping of two-digital SIC codes per Abbott and parker (2000) 
and Franz et al. (1997). The second is a dichotomous specialization measure based on the 
portfolio of revenues derived from 2-digit SIC codes (i.e. Krishnan, 1997). The results 
suggest that the 2 significant specialization metrics may be correlated with an undocumented 
omitted variable. Therefore this suggests industry specialization (measured using national 
market shares) is not associated with their measure of audit quality and is not a differentiable 
dimension of within Big 6 audit quality. However these findings also suggest that industry 
specialization is a differentiable audit quality trait and results in higher audit quality 
when the 2 industry specialist measures are used. This implies the two significant 
industry specialist measures capture the reputation effects of industry specialization, 
thus providing evidence of greater specialist audit quality. 

2.4 Industry I Partner Specialist Auditor and Audit Quality in the Capital Market 
Setting 

Balsam, Krishnan and Yang (2003) - "Auditor Industry Specialization and Earnings 
Quality" 
Big 5 industry ~pecialist qu£Llity filter- the association between audit quality (Big 5 industry 
specialist) and earnings quality (proxy by ERC and discretionary accruals) - the U.S. 
market 

This study exammes the association between measures of eatnings quality and auditor 
industry specialization. Previous studies (i.e., Teoh and Wong, 1993) examined the 
relationship between earnings quality and auditor types using auditor brand name to proxy for 
audit quality. This study investigates the association between the absolute level of 
discretionary accruals (DAC) and earnings response coefficients (ERC) of firms audited by 
Big 6 industry specialists. Samples are restricted to clients of Big 6 auditors to control for 
brand name impacts. 

This study extends prior literature by comparing the earnings quality of clients of industry 
specialist and non-specialist auditors . A number of studies have examined whether audit 
quality measured by auditor brand name is associated with earnings quality and suggest that 
Big 6 auditors are more likely to detect and curb earnings management and mimm1ze 
unintentional errors. However, whether auditor mdustry expertise is positively associated with 
earnings quality is an empirical question. 
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There are several proxies to measure earnings quality in the previous literature: the level of 
discretionary accruals, ERC and the ability of earnings to predict cash flows. This study 
measures earnings quality using two measures: discretionary accruals and ERC. Also they use 
six different measures to proxy for auditor industry specialization: market share based on 
client sales (Palmrose, 1986), continuous market share measure on client sales, industry 
leader based on client sales (Mayhew and Wilkins, 2002), the auditor with the greatest 
number of clients in the industry, market share measured based on client number and the 
number of clients per auditor. They argue that the discretionary accruals of a company whose 
auditor is an industry specialist are lower than the discretionary accruals of a company whose 
auditor is not a specialist. They also expect that the ERC of a company whose auditor is an 
industry specialist is greater than the ERC of a company whose auditor is not a specialist. 

They find there is a significant association between 5 of 6 measures of auditor industry 
specialization and client's absolute discretionary accruals . This suggests that specialist 
auditors reduce earnings management by their clients. There is also a significant positive 
association between 6 measures of auditor industry specialization and client ERC. This 
suggests that specialist auditors increase the market's perception about the quality of these 
earnings. The results suggest industry specialist auditors are more likely than non-
specialist auditors to provide higher quality to clients. 

Ferguson and Matolcsy (2004) - "Audit Quality and Post Earnings Announcement 
Drift" 
Industry specialist auditors, Big 5 auditors and PEAD - no support for industry specialist-
Australian market 

This study examines the value of audit quality in the capital market setting. The motivations 
for this study are the increased regulatory action on the concerns that investor confidence is 
caused by negative perceptions of the role of audits. Also previous studies do not find 
consistent evidence on differential auditor quality effects in the capital market. The other 
motivation is that this study tests auditor quality in the post earnings announcement drift 
(PEAD) setting, which is different from prior studies (i .e., Teoh and Wong, 1993) using the 
pre-announcement setting. 

This study argues that higher quality auditors should be associated with lower observed post 
earnings announcement drift (PEAD). They find that there is a significant relation between 
auditor brand name and PEAD. Big 5 are more likely to provide lower PEAD than non-Big 5 
auditors. However, there is no evidence to support hiring an auditor industry leader will lower 
PEAD. These findings are consistent with the evidence of Teoh and Wong (1993) that audit 
quality as measured by brand name and the evidence of Hackenbrack and Hogan (2002) that 
audit specialization does not matter in the capital market setting. 

In addition, they find the observed PEAD differs between for clients of individual Big 5 
auditors. Clients of the smaller Big 5 auditors have greater PEAD than the other large 
Big 5 auditors. They also find the newly merged PWC exhibits higher PEAD than the other 
Big 5 auditors in 1998, which suggests capital market uncertainty about the quality 
implications of structural change in the audit market. In summary, this study suggests that 
auditor quality might be observed from capital market behavior. 
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Schauer (2003) - "The Effects of Industry Specialization on Audit Quality: An 
Examination Using Bid-ask Spreads" 
Industry specialist Big 5 auditors quality filter- information asymmetry- the U.S. market 

This study extends previous audit quality studies in 3 ways. It provides additional evidence of 
a positive relationship between industry specialization and audit quality. It also provides 
evidence that audit quality increases as the industry market share of the auditor increases. 
Finally, it examines the association between industry specialization and audit quality using a 
more direct measure of audit quality, clients' bid-ask spreads. 
Bid-ask spread is defined as the difference between the ask price and the bid price for a 
company's stock. The role of an auditor is to reduce the information risk, so higher quality 
auditors mitigate information asymmetries. Therefore it argues the bid-ask spread is a 
measure of audit quality because it has a positive association with the information asymmetry 
about the firm. Auditors ' industry specialization is measured by the market share of audits 
they perform in a given industry. Both a continuous variable for the level of industry 
specialization and a comparison of discrete levels of industry specialization are used to test 
the hypothesis. 

The results suggest that companies audited by an industry specialist have lower levels of 
infmmation asymmetry measured by the bid-ask spread than those companies audited by non-
specialist auditors. Additional analysis provides evidence that the results are robust for 
various specifications of industry specialization. Hiring an industry specialist could reduce 
the information asymmetry, which implies that audit quality increases as the level of 
auditor specialization increases. 
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3 Auditor Switch Studies 

3.1 Demand for Audit Quality Differentiation 

Palmrose (1984) - "The Demand for Quality-Differentiated Audit Services in an 
Agency-Cost Setting: An Empirical Investigation" 
Auditor quality filter- demand f or audit and agency costs- the U. S. market 

Agency theory has been used to explain both a demand for audit services and the 
heterogeneous demand for audit quality. However there is little empirical evidence linking 
agency-cost variables and the choice of quality differentiated auditors. Therefore, this study 
investigates the association between agency-cost variables and the use of quality-
differentiated auditors. The empirical tests use the Big 8 and industry specialist auditors as 
proxies for quality-differentiated suppliers to examine the association of agency cost variables 
with the use of quality-differentiated auditors. 

This study argues that auditing helps to reduce the agents' incentives and opportunities for 
exploiting the information asymmetry and thereby reduce agency costs. Furthermore, 
differences in agents ' incentives and opportunities imply differences in the demand for audit 
service quality. Since the cost of auditing increases with audit service quality, companies with 
greater costs of agency relationships are more likely to benefit from higher-quality audit 
services. 

A model of auditor choice has been developed and tested using logit analysis. Big 8 vs. non-
Big 8 and industry specialist vs. non-specialist are analyzed separately. The univariate tests 
appear to be directionally supportive of the association between the agency cost and the use of 
Big 8 auditors. For the Big8/non-Big 8 comparisons, the logit regressions are generally 
significant with company size being the primary explanatory variable. And the BigS/non-Big 
8 results suggest the necessity for recognizing additional complexities in the 
supply/demand for quality-differentiated audit services. For the industry specialist/non-
specialists comparisons, office equipment is the only industry providing weak evidence in 
either the univariate tests or the logit regressions of an association between the agency-cost 
variables and the use of industry specialists. These results may indicate weaknesses in the 
classification of industry specialists as quality-differentiated suppliers rather than a lack 
of support for the agency-cost variables and the use of quality-differenentiated auditors. 

Francis and Wilson (1988) - "Auditor Changes: A Joint Test of Theories Relating to 
Agency Costs and Auditor Differentiation" 
The relation between 'level' and 'change' of agency costs and the change in auditor quality 
- voluntary auditor switch tests - the U.S. market 

This study tests whether there is a positive association between a firm's agency costs and its 
de1nand for a quality-differentiated audit. A sample of firms which change auditors is used to 
investigate whether the choice of the new auditor associated with the firm's agency costs. 

They test the issue using two methods: a continuous size model in which a direct association 
is posited between auditor size (measured by clients ' sales) and audit quality; and a brand 
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name model in which the Big 8 auditors is defined as higher quality suppliers. In addition, the 
agency costs proxies are (1) managerial stock ownership, (2) presence of accounting-based 
bonus plans, (3) largest individual percentage of stock ownership and (4) ratio of long-term 
debt to total assets (leverage). 

This study constitutes a joint test of audit quality and the demand for higher-quality audits as 
a function of agency costs. Two representations of agency costs are tested: (1) the 'level' of 
agency cost proxies preceding the auditor change and (2) the 'change' in the level of agency 
cost proxied over the 3-year period prior to auditor change. It tests changes and levels of 
agency costs because changes in agency costs are insufficient to motivate a costly auditor 
switch, the levels of agency costs could also be an important factor in the choice of the new 
auditor. Therefore it includes client size measured by total assets the year prior to change in 
the "levels" model, and growth measured as the percentage change in client size over the 3 
year prior to auditor change in the "changes" model. 

The results provide support for the hypothesized association between agency cost 
proxies and the choice of a brand name Big 8 auditor after controlling for the effects of 
client size and growth. However no consistent association is evident using the continuous 
size proxy for audit quality. The presence of accounting-based incentive bonus plan, diffusion 
of ownership, leverage and new issues of securities are weakly significant following the 
auditor change. However this study suggests that neither client size/growth nor agency costs 
explain a large portion of the demand for larger-sized or Big 8 auditors . 

DeFond (1992)- "The Association between Changes in Client Firm Agency Costs and 
A ditor Switching" 
Changes in audit quality alld 'changes' in agency costs - auditor switch tests - the U.S 
market 

The paper argues different audit quality levels are demanded by clients based upon how 
closely management's incentives align with those of the company' s owners. The disparit, 
between management and owner incentives results in agency conflicts. Specially, it argues the 
higher (lower) the extent of the agency conflicts, the higher (lower) the demand for audit 
quality. Based on these arguments, this study explores this relationship by examining 131 
auditor changes for an association between changes in auditor quality and changes in agency 
conflicts around the time of the auditor change. 

This study focuses on changes in the agency conflict and changes in auditor quality over both 
before and after auditor switches. Because it is difficult to define the anticipated and 
unanticipated changes in agency conflicts, it is also difficult to define the voluntary or 
mvoluntary auditor changes due to the changes in agency conflicts. Therefore it measures 
agency conflict variables over the period from two years before to two years after the specific 
year in which the auditor change occurred. In addition, these four years are divtded mto sub-
periods (before and after the switch) to provide a test of the sensitivity of the results to the 
time period tested. This is to investigate whether managers change auditors in anticipation of 
some agency conflict changes and in reaction to others (i.e. board of directors and 
shareholders). Different from previous studies, it measures changes in auditor quality as a 
combination of auditor size, name-brand, industry expertise, and independence (the ratio of 
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the client firm revenues to the total revenues of the auditor' client portfolios). The agency 
conflicts are proxied by leverage, management ownership, size of short-term accruals. 

The results provide evidence that changes in management ownership and leverage are 
associated with changes in audit quality, independently of changes in firm growth and 
securities issues. The association also reveals that managers seem to change auditors in 
anticipation of some agency conflicts and in reaction to others. In addition, the name-brand 
surrogate yields qualitatively identical results to more complex measures that combine 
multiple surrogates. The results are also sensitive to both the time period over which changes 
in agency conflicts are measured and the choice of the measure used to proxy for audit 
quality. 

Reed, Trombley and Dhaliwal (2000) - "Demand for Audit Quality: The Case of 
Laventhol and Horwath's Auditees" 
Auditor size quality filter -level of agency costs and auditor selection- the U.S. Market 

This study investigates the demand for audit quality using a sample of firms being audited by 
audited by Laventhol and Horwath (LH) at the time LH declared bankruptcy in Nov. 1990. 
This sample provides a unique setting for testing because the change in auditor was 
involuntary. The replacement auditors chosen by former LH clients in this sample are divided 
into Big 6 and non-Big 6 auditors; this is consistent with prior research in auditor-replacement 
decisions of former LH clients. Also switches from one Big 6 auditor to another Big 6 
auditor are excluded from the sample, because it tends to dominate most switch samples 
in the accounting literature. 

Two sets of questions are examined: (1) the components of the client's contract set, including 
debt contracts, bonus plans, security offerings, and management ownership; (2) other firm 
characteristics, including risk and size. They use auditor size as the empirical proxy for audit 
quality. 

After controlling for size, they find that LH clients that switched to Big 6 auditors tend to be 
more highly leveraged, have less management ownership, and issue more securities in 
the year after selecting the new auditor than LH clients that switched to non-Big 6 
auditors. The effects for risk are generally weak relative to size, leverage, and management 
ownership. Generally, the results are consistent with the arguments for the determinants of the 
den1and for audit quality. Overall, size and contracting structure seem to be the primary 
determinants of the demand for audit quality and the effects of risk are less important. 

Change, Chi and Liu (2003) - "Client Characteristics and Auditor Switch in an Audit 
Failure" 
Client characteristics and the signal of auditor switches - the U.S. market 

This study investigates the factors that may influence the timing for Andersen's clients to 
announce their auditor-switching decisiOns after Andersen-Enron audit failure. Different from 
previous studies on auditors' information and insurance role, this study explores whether 
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Andersen's clients use auditor-switching announcement as a signal for their compliance with 
the accounting rules. 

Due to Andersen's reputation for quality audits is impaired by Enron's bankruptcy, a 
compliant client of Andersen would like to recreate investors' trust in the client's reputation 
and signal that its financial statements are fairly presented by hiring Andersen and hiring 
another Big 5 auditor as a substitute. Therefore they expect that a compliant client with 
reputation being tarnished for its relation with Andersen would announce its auditor-
switching decision earlier to signal its reliability. A noncompliant client would prefer to defer 
the auditor-switching decision until the possibility for Andersen to survive is remote. Also the 
probability for a compliant client to choose another Big 5 auditor as a successor is higher than 
that for a noncompliant client. 

Prior literature on Andersen-Enron audit failure usually focuses on the market reaction. Some 
researches on other audit failures also put much concentration on clients' security price 
reaction. However this study is the first to explore the relation between clients' characteristics 
and the timing of auditor-switching announcement after Andersen-Enron audit failure. 

Based on the hypotheses, a category variable which represents three time petiod around 
Andersen's announcement is defined. The time elapsed before Andersen's clients announcing 
their auditor-switching decision (TIME) is defined as the number of days between January 10, 
2002, the date Andersen announced that huge amount of documents related to Enron had been 
shredded, and the date of the client's announcement of auditor switch. The successor auditor 
(NEWauditor) is classified as either a Big 5 or a non-Big 5 auditor. Finally, they use sales 
growth rate, the amount of the discretionary accruals market to book ratio, Altman's Z score, 
auditor tenure, and audit fee to total fee paid to Andersen as proxy variables for the reliability 
of client's financial statements. 

Overall, the empirical results show that the more reliable the company's financial 
statements, the earlier the company announced its auditor-switching decision. Hence, the 
results support the conjecture that a compliant company would use the announcement of 
dismissing Andersen as a signal to rebuild investors' trust in the company. Furthermore, 
they find that the fraction of clients choosing another Big 5 as a successor auditor 
declined as time passed by. 

3.2 Opinion Shopping and Auditor Switches 

Chow and Rice (1982)- "Qualified Audit Opinions and Auditor Switching" 
Auditor qualification and auditor switch - opinion-shopping (comparing pre and post 
switches)- the U.S. market 

This study focuses on the influence of qualified opmions on auditor switches. In recent 
studies and regulation settings, both policy makers and researchers attach importance to the 
ability of managers to shop for auditors. The concern is that managers can pressure auditors 
into giving clean opinions by threatening to switch to a new auditor. It is argued that 
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managers wish to avoid qualified opinions because they may affect the market price of the 
firm's stock and the manager's compensation. The specific purpose of this study is to present 
empirical evidence relating to the 4 questions concerning auditor switching: 

(1) Do firms switch auditors more often after receiving qualified opinions than after receiving 
clean opinions? 
(2) Do auditors differ in their propensity to issue qualified opinions? 
(3) If auditors do differ in their propensity to issue qualified opinions, do firms after receiving 
qualified opinions switch to auditors issuing proportionally fewer qualified opinions? 
( 4) When firms switch auditors after receiving a qualified opinion, are they more likely to 
receive clean opinions the following year? 

They argue that the support answers to these questions would imply that firm management 
may use auditor switches to pressure auditors into issuing clean opinions or opinion-shopping. 
The results for the first question show that changing auditors is not independent of receiving a 
qualified audit opinion. In the tests of second question, they test the effects of client size and 
industry on receiving a qualified audit opinion. They find that size is significantly and 
negatively related to qualifications. Significant industry effects exist for transportation/public 
utilities, retail and also mining. In addition, Arthur Young, Coopers & Lybrand, and Touche 
Ross have a higher tendency to qualify than the other Big 8 auditors. This suggests there may 
be some incentive to switch auditors in seeking clean opinions. Based on the results of 
question 2, they further find there is no significant relationship between the probability of 
receiving a qualified opinion and the level of tendency to issue a qualified opinion. Finally, 
they cannot find significant results to support question 4, however, the data suggests that 
those firms that did not switch tended to get more clean opinions in the following year than 
those firms that switched. 

Overall, the results support the predictions that t1rms tend to switch auditors after 
receiving a qualified opinion. However the analysis does not indicate that qualified firms 
tend to switch to lower percentage qualified auditors. Also firms that switched auditors after a 
qualified opinion are not more likely to receive a clean opinion the following year. These 
finings do not necessarily imply that there is concern over auditor lack of independence 
through opinion-shopping. 

Lennox (2000) - "Do Companies Successfully Engage in Opinion-Shopping? Evidence 
from the UK" 
Auditor qualification and auditor switch - opinion-shopping (comparing switching 
companies and non-switching companies in the same year)- the UK market 

Previous studies find post-switch opinions are not more favorable than pre-switch opinions; 
some researchers conclude that opinion-shopping does not exist. This study uses an audit 
reporting model to predict these unobserved reports and tests the effects on auditor switching. 
It argues the pre-switch opinions are poor proxies for the unobserved reports companies 
would have received had they made opposite switch decisions. In other words, prior studies 
ignore the possibility that switching companies would have received modified opinions more 
often had they not switched. In addition, they ignore the possibility that non-switching 
companies also engage in opinion-shopping. Different from prior studies, this study predicts 
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the opinions both switching and non-switching companies would have received had they 
made opposite switch decision. 

There are two ways companies might avoid unfavorable audit reports. First is the switch 
threat argument. If an incumbent auditor earns client specific rents, a company can threaten to 
switch to a new auditor. Second, a company can avoid an unfavorable report even when there 
are no rents. For example, a company will switch to a new auditor if it believes the new 
auditor is more likely to issue a clean report. This is called as the opinion-shopping argument. 
This study focuses on the second way and improves on existing research by considering 
reports both switching and non-switching companies would have received had they made 
opposite switch decisions. The reports companies would have received under opposite switch 
decisions are predicted to be significantly worse. 

This study uses the audit reporting and auditor switching models using probit analysis to test 
the predictions. In the equation, the effect of opinion-shopping on auditor switching is 
captured using the difference between predicted modified opinion probabilities (the different 
probabilities between switch and not switch). 

There are two findings. First, auditor changes occur more often after companies receive 
modified opinions. Second, switching auditor increases the probability of a change in audit 
opinion. These two results imply that companies receive modified reports less frequently 
than they would under opposite switch decisions. The reports companies would have 
received under opposite switch decisions are predicted to be significantly less favorable. 
Therefore it concludes that companies do successfully engage in opinion-shopping. 

Gul, Lai and Sami (2003) - "Opinion Shopping: Evidence from an Analysis of Types of 
Auditor Switches" 
Types of auditor switches and opinion shopping - comparing before and after auditor 
change by firms that change auditors - control other factors affecting auditor change as 
well - the U.S. market 

Recent studies show that audit opmwn shopping is an important aspect of auditor 
independence. Most previous studies investigate this issue on the relation between the 
switching and subsequent audit opinion, however, there is no clear evidence of audit opinion 
shopping through audit switching. This study reexamines the audit opinion shopping issue 
and is motivated by two concerns. First, mixed results on the issue of opinion shopping 
warrant future study. Second, different from prior studies, this paper distinguishes the types of 
auditor change and control for differences in agency cost which could also motivate auditor 
changes. 

The auditmg literature suggests that Big 5 auditors are associated with higher quality audits 
and are employed by firms to reduce agency costs. Fim1s with high agency costs are expected 
to switch from non-Big 5 auditors to higher quality Big 5 auditors to reduce agency costs. 
Therefore, they predict that firms that switch within Big 5 (non-Big 5) auditors (lateral 
switches) are more likely to be associated with opinion shopping because agency cost factors 
are less likely to be motivating the changes. For the other types of auditor changes, they 
expect firms that switch from Big 5 auditors to non-Big 5 auditors have a higher likelihood of 
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opinion shopping because they are subjected to lower quality audit monitoring of the non-Big 
5 auditors. By examining the types of auditor switches, this study provides a more robust test 
for the association between auditor switches and opinion shopping. 

Using 1995 and 1996 data in the U.S. market, the results show that lateral auditor switches 
within Big 5 auditors are associated with audit opinion shopping. Also consistent with 
non-Big 5 auditors being lower quality audit providers, auditor switches from Big 5 to 
non-Big 5 auditors are also associated with audit opinion shopping. There are no 
significant results for firms that switch from non-Big 5 to either Big 5 or non-Big 5 auditors. 
Furthermore, the additional tests show that firms with auditor changes are not associated with 
more negative discretionary accruals than firms without auditor changes. The results are 
robust to various other sensitivity tests. 

In sum, the results are consistent with opinion shopping amongst the Big 5 auditors. 

Lennox (1998) - "Audit Quality and Auditor Switching: Some Lessons for Policy 
Makers" 
Audit switch and audit quality- opinion shopping and switch threats- summary paper 

This paper reviews the literature on audit quality and auditor switching to assess different 
countries' policy regimes. Some countries have adopted policies of mandatory rotation, and 
have banned non-audit services and introductory fee discounts. This paper argues advocates 
proper communication between shareholders and auditors, and a policy of mandatory auditor 
retention. 

Prior studies argue companies use auditor switching to avoid recetvmg qualified reports. 
There are two types of switches. One is opinion shopping in which managers are more likely 
to switch auditors if the new auditor is less likely to give a qualified report compared to the 
incumbent auditor. The other is switch threat in which if auditors earn client-specific rents, a 
manager may obtain a more favorable report from an incumbent auditor by threatening to 
switch to a new auditor. 

This paper draws a distinction between policies that reduce managerial influence over auditor 
switching (improved communication and mandatory auditor rotation/retention) and policies 
that reduce auditors' client specific rents (bans on low balling and non-audit services. Policies 
that limit managerial influence over auditor switching restrict managers' use of both opinion-
shopping and the switch threat. Policies that limit auditors' client-specific rents only reduce 
the potency of the switch threat. 

Previous studies have supported the view that companies successfully engage in opmion-
shopping. Therefore policies that reduce managerial influence over auditor switching appear 
to be needed. However previous studies are much less clear regarding auditors ' rents and 
dependency on clients. Therefore policies aimed at reducing auditor dependency may have 
undesirable consequences for auditor effort and audit quality. Theory predicts an ambiguous 
relationship between the provision of non-audit services and auditor dependence, and the 
evidence does not indicate that non-audit fees significantly affect dependence. Therefore, a 
ban on non-audit services does not appear to be justified. Theory also predicts an ambiguous 
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relationship between low balling and audit quality and there is no evidence that low balling 
reduces quality. Therefore, a ban on low balling also appears to be unwarranted. 

In sum, policies of improved communication between shareholders, incoming and outgoing 
auditors appear to be desirable. Mandatory retention is preferable to mandatory rotation to 
reduce managerial influence over auditor switching. Finally, there are no convincing cases for 
banning low balling or restricting the provision of non-audit services. 

Klock (1994)- "The Stock Market Reaction to a Change in Certifying Accountant" 
Auditor qualification and auditor switch - opinion-shopping and Stock market reaction -
the U.S. market 

This study investigates the stock market's reaction to a change in certifying accountant using 
standard event-time methodology and examines potential factors influencing the market 
reaction. Factors potentially affecting the market reaction to this event include: agency costs, 
information levels, audit quality changes, and financial condition. 

The motivation of this study is from the previous studies in opinion-shopping in which an 
auditor agrees to accede to questionable accounting practices in order to further 
management's goals. SEC concerns that the appearance of opinion-shopping will destroy 
public confidence in the marketplace. Therefore given the SEC's expenditure of resources on 
this problem, it is interesting to know how the market reacts to an auditor switch. A 
significant negative market reaction to auditor switches would be an indication that the 
inve ting public perceives these switches as opportunistic behavior. If the market ignores 
auditor switches, there would be evidence that the public does not perceive opinion 
shopping to be a pervasive problen1. 

There is conflicting evidence for the above question. This study uses different sample to 
provide more evidence in the debate. It finds that the market ignores auditor switches 
because there is no significant price effect association with switching auditors. However, 
it also finds evidence that this result could be caused by a failure to control for agency costs 
and information level. 

3.3 Capital Market Valuation I Effects 

3.3.1 Valuation ofiPOs 

Menon and Williams (1991)- "Auditor Credibility and Initial Public Offerings" 
Demand for auditor credibility (ability to provide additional insurance) when companies go 
public - the U.S. market 

An important audit product differentiation attribute is believed to be the credibility that the 
auditor is perceived an audit bring to an audit engagement. This study used the context of the 
IPO to investigate auditor credibility. It argues that information asymmetry problems lead to a 
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demand for credible auditors in companies going public. Entrepreneurs have incentives to 
signal their earnings by selecting reputable auditors. Investment bankers also have a 
preference for credible auditors because they certify the value of the firm relying on audited 
financial statements to determine whether to underwriter the offering. 

This study considers auditor credibility in IPOs from the perspective of the client and the 
investment banker. They hypothesize that there is a significant number of credibility-
increasing auditor changes prior to the offering if there is an increased demand for auditor 
credibility at the time of the IPO. For investment bankers, they will charge lower fees for 
clients who are audited by a more credible auditor since investment banker's risk decreases 
when the credibility of the auditor increases. 

The empirical analysis is performed on companies that went public in 1985 and 1986. Two 
separate analyses related to auditor choices around the time of the IPO are conducted. First, 
they examine the frequency and nature of auditor changes prior to the IPO. Auditors are 
classified into 3 categories: Big 8, national and local, to represent auditor credibility. Second, 
they examine investment banker compensation associated with the credibility of the auditor 
when the IPO increases. 

They find there is a clear preference for more credible auditors when companies make 
auditor changes, in particularly, small auditors are replaced by larger or more 
reputable auditors. Clients that select larger auditors tend to be those who employ 
prestigious investment bankers and make firm commitment offerings. A regression model 
using investment banker compensation as a function of several factors is also tested. It also 
supports the auditor credibility hypothesis that clients are charged a smaller investment 
banking fee if they are associated with Big 8 auditors in the case of firm commitment 
offerings. 

Overall, this paper contributes to the body of evidence that indicates that the supply of audit 
services is not homogeneous. It appears that users of audited financial statements perceive 
auditors as having different levels of credibility and make economic decisions on this basis. 

3.3.2 Capital Market Effects 

Nichols and Smith (1983)- "Auditor Credibility and Auditor Changes" 
Stock market reaction to auditor switches - the U.S. market 

In the 1976, the U.S. Senate debated that monopolistic practices by Big 8 auditors have led to 
a two-tier structure in the audit industry (Big 8 vs. non-Big 8) . Dopuch and Simunic (1982) 
argue many of the apparent monopolistic characteristics of the industry could be explained by 
a product-differentiation hypothesis. They hypothesize that Big 8 firms would provide a better 
product (greater credibility), which could explain their dominance of the audit industry. 
According to their model, a change in auditor involving a change in credibility levels should 
produce an observable market reaction. 
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This study based on the market model methodology and event studies examines whether 
positive abnormal returns accrue to firms which move from a non-Big 8 auditor to a Big 8 
auditor, and negative abnormal returns accrue to firms which move in the other direction. 

This result of this study does not show a pervasive significant negative reaction for auditor 
changes. With regard to Dopuch and Simunic's hypothesis, the direction of the market 
reaction to a change in auditors is consistent with the prediction of their model. The market 
appears to react generally positively to a change from a non-Big 8 to a Big 8 auditor and 
vice versa. However, the magnitude of the difference in the reactions is not statistically 
significant. Therefore these results do not provide strong support for their hypothesis of 
product differentiation. 

Johnson and Lys (1990) - "The Market for Audit Service: Evidence from Voluntary 
Auditor Changes" 
Changes in clients' characteristics and auditor choice - considering industry specialization 
and least cost suppliers - the U.S. market 

This paper examines whether changes m client's financing, investing, and operating 
characteristics are related to voluntary auditor realignments. They argue that audit firms 
achieve competitive advantage through specialization adopting distinctive production 
technologies to reduce the costs of supplying audit services to particular market segments, and 
that clients purchase audit services from the least cost supplier and change auditor when the 
incumbent cannot provide the level and type of services required at the lowest cost. In other 
words, the incumbent auditor's competitive advantage for an existing client can be eroded 
over time by changes in the client's operations and activities. When the incumbent's 
competitive advantage is lost, the client will change to a less costly supplier. 

There are around 600 realignments occurring from 1973 to 1982 in the U.S. market. This 
indicate that voluntary auditor realignment is not an isolated event but occurs in conjunction 
With shifts in client's financing and operating characteristics. The results are con istent with 
the hypothesis that realignment decisions are related to an erosion of the incumbent's 
competitive advantage. In addition, realignment clients exhibit lower share price and 
profit performance prior to changing auditors when compared to non-realignment 
companies. However, they find no contemporaneous abnormal daily stock price reaction to 
auditor realignment announcements and no evidence of changes in clients' accounting 
policies following realignment. It implies auditor changes provide little information that 
is relevant for the pricing of securities, even though realignments are related to change 
in corporate policies. 

Persons (1995) - "Firms' Financial Conditions and Investors' Perception of Auditor 
Changes" 
Financial condition and changes in auditor quality- the U.S. market 

Previous studies focusing on investors' perception of auditor changes have found no 
significant security price reactions to auditor changes. A potential explanation for the 
insignificant results of these studies is that they investigate market reaction to auditor changes 
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across all sample firms. However there is no study investigating whether there are significant 
systematic cross-sectional differences in security price reactions to auditor changes among 
firms that are associated with specific firm characteristics. In this study, it focuses on firms' 
financial condition measured by Z score. 

This study proposes that market reaction to an auditor change depends on a firm's financial 
condition. They use three perceived changes signaled by a change in auditor: ( 1) a change in 
audit quality, (2) a change in an auditor's ability to provide additional insurance, and (3) a 
change in a firm's future prospects (clients purchase from the least-cost auditor). A Big 8 
auditor is used to proxy for these three signals. 

Based on Simunic and Stein (1986), it argues that investors' demand for and benefits from 
higher quality audits should be greater among financially troubled firms than among 
financially healthy firms. Therefore it hypothesized that (1) financially troubled firms 
switching from a perceived-higher-quality auditor (a Big 8) to a perceived-lower-quality 
auditor (a non-Big 8) experience more unfavorable market reaction to the change than 
financially healthy firms switching in the same direction; (2) financially troubled firms 
switching from a non-Big 8 to a Big 8 experience more favorable market reaction to the 
change than financially healthy firms switching in the same direction; (3) no differential price 
reaction should be observed among firms that make lateral changes because of no change in 
perceived audit quality. 

The empirical results suggest that financially troubled firms which change auditor from a Big 
8 (a non-Big 8) to a non-Big 8 (a Big 8) experience more unfavorable (favorable) price 
reaction than financially healthy firms that change auditors in the same direction. These 
results suggest that investors consider a firm's financial condition in reaction to an auditor 
change. This differential market reaction with respect to financial condition exists only 
when predecessor and successor auditors are perceived to differ in terms of their audit 
quality, their ability to provide additional insurance, and their signal about a firm's 
future prospects. 
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4 Auditor Independence 

4.1 Mandatory Auditor Rotation/Tenure 

4.1.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Myers, Mvers and Orner (2003) - "Exploring the Term of the Auditor-Client 
Relationship and the Quality of Earnings: A Case for Mandatory Auditor Rotation?" 
Auditor tenure and audit quality (proxied by different measurements of accruals) - the U.S. 
market 

Recent events and studies have focused the public's eyes on the quality of earnings and on 
audit quality in general. Mandatory auditor rotation is one of the widely debated issues among 
researchers, policy makers and financial statement users. This paper attempts to assess the 
potential effects of mandatory auditor rotation on the quality of reported earnings. In this 
study, it asserts that earnings quality may be used to draw inferences about audit quality. 

Based on the two side arguments of mandatory auditor rotation in the cuiTent debates, this 
paper uses earnings quality (as proxied for by a variety of measures of accounting accruals) to 
test the association between the length of the auditor-client relationship and the quality of 
reported earnings. Different from prior studies which focus on extreme events (ex post 
events), this study focuses on general events rather than the cases of extreme audit failures 
and/or client distress. They expect that the length of auditor-client relationship either 
enhances or inhibits earnings quality under different arguments of mandatory auditor rotation. 

The ample consists of all fitm-years from 1998 to 2000 in the U.S. market. Also they require 
at least 6 years of prior data to ensure the abnormal accruals are attributed to long auditor 
tenure rather than short auditor tenure. The length of the auditor-client relationship is defined 
a the number of years that the firm has retained the given auditor. The results show that not 
only are the mean and median signed and unsigned accruals lower but also the extremes of the 
accruals distribution are reduced, the longer the auditor-client relationship. After controlling 
for firm age, size, auditor type, and industry, the results are hold consistent across different 
accruals definitions used in prior research. 

Overall , the results suggest that arbitrarily imposing mandatory auditor rotation may have 
an opposite effect or a negative impact on earnings quality. Furthermore, the results 
suggest that mandatory auditor rotation may lead to lower audit quality. This supports the 
arguments made by members of the auditing industry who suggest that mandatory auditor 
rotation may decrease the quality of audit. 
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Johnson, Khurana and Reynolds (2002) - "Audit Firm Tenure and the Quality of 
Financial Reports" 
The level of unexpected accruals or persistence of accruals and auditor tenure relationship 
-industry and size matched samples - within Big 6 auditors - the U.S. market 

This study examines whether short and long audit tenures are associated with the issuance of 
lower-quality financial reports using two proxies for financial reporting quality. One is the 
absolute value of unexpected accruals to proxy for the extent of management interventions in 
reported earnings numbers, the other is the current accruals persist into earnings in the 
subsequent year as a proxy for the quality of accruals reported in current period earnings. 

Based on an industry and size matched sample of publicly traded companies audited by Big 6 
audit firms, the results suggest that short audit firm client relationships (defined as 2 or 3 
years) are associated with lower-quality financial reports relative to medium audit firm client 
relationships (4 to 5 years). They also find greater management intervention in reported 
earnings and lower quality accruals for short audit firm tenures. However, the same tests do 
not provide evidence that long audit firm client relationships (9 years or longer) are associated 
with reduced financial reporting quality relative to medium audit firm client relationships. 
Also they are unable to detect statistically significant differences in management interventions 
in reported earnings or accrual quality for long audit firm tenures. 

These results provide some empirical evidence to the current debate regarding 
mandatory audit firm rotation that lower financial reporting quality for short audit 
tenures, but not for long audit tenures. This study also contributes to the literature on 
audit quality. It investigates audit tenure which varies within auditor size rather than 
across auditor size classes. This study highlights quality differences within the Big 6 
auditors. 

Ghosh and Moon (2005)- "Does Auditor Tenure Impair Audit Quality?" 
Auditor tenure and audit quality (proxied by absolute value of discretionary accruals, special 
items and earnings-return)- capital market effects- the U.S. market 

A major concern in the current debate is that long audi tor tenure impairs independence, 
resulting in low quality audit services. There are two conflicting theories concerning auditor 
tenure effects on auditor independence. One is the theory where they expect imposing limits 
on auditor tenure would improve audit quality because of greater auditor independence and 
increased objectivity. In other words, they predict audit quality declines with auditor tenure. 
On the other hand, some people argue that longer auditor tenure would lead to improvements 
in audit quality due to auditors' experience in serve their clients. Therefore these two theories 
predict that auditor tenure will have opposite effects on audit quality. The studies relevant to 
this debate have started recently to examine the impact of the duration of auditor-client 
relationships on the quality of financial reporting. This paper is to empirically examme 
whether auditor tenure affects audit quality and/or perceptions of audit quality. 

In this study, they examine the relationship between auditor tenure and audit quality using 
accounting and marketed-based proxies for audit quality. The accounting measure of audit 
quality is based on earnings management. They expect earnings management declines as audit 
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quality improves. They use absolute discretionary accruals using modified Jones model as a 
measure of earnings management. In addition, they examine the use of special items to 
manage earnings as a second measure of audit quality. Finally, they test market based audit 
quality using returns-earnings regression as proxies for investor perceptions of earnings 
quality. 

They find that absolute discretionary accruals decline as the duration of the auditor-
client relationship increases, which is consistent with the premise that audit quality 
improves with auditor tenure. They further test other three issues: (1) whether auditor 
tenure is endogenous to audit quality, (2) changes in clients' characteristics. They find 
absolute discretionary accruals decline by 0.5% per year as the length of the auditor-client 
relationship increase. Also the impact of auditor tenure on absolute discretionary accruals is 
more pronounced when auditors have less expertise in client firm's industry and when the 
audit is more complex. When the specials items are used as proxy for audit quality, the 
results show that firms are less likely to manipulate income using large negative special 
items when auditor remain with client firms over longer periods. This is also support the 
argument that audit quality improves with auditor tenure. The results of market-based 
tests of audit quality indicate that there is a strong positive association between auditor tenure 
and earnings quality. This suggests that investor's confidence in audit quality increases 
with auditor tenure, which is also consistent with the proposition that audit quality to 
improve with auditor tenure. 

In sum, results are consistent with the auditor-expertise explanation, but inconsistent 
with the regulatory perspective for auditor tnandatory rotation. 

4.1.2 Auditor Opinion 

Geiger and Raghunandan (2002)- "Auditor Tenure and Audit Reporting Failure" 
Audit reporting and auditor tenure - sample limited on bankruptcy companies only from 
1996 to 1998- the U.S. market 

The purpose of this study is to examine the association between the duration of the auditor-
client relationship and audit reporting failures . Motivations for the study comes from cmTent 
regulatory interests in mandatory auditor rotation and auditor independence and also the 
interests of SEC. in this study, they examine auditor decisions on bankrupt clients. Especially 
they investigate prior audit repots for a sample of companies entering into bankruptcy from 
1996 to 1998, and test for the association between the type of audit opinion issued 
immediately prior to bankruptcy and the length of auditor tenure. They define auditor failure 
as the case where the bankruptcy company did not receive a going-concern modified audit 
report from the auditor prior to bankruptcy. 

Smne empirical studies suggest that auditor independence and objectivity would be more 
severely impaired in the early years of auditor tenure. Some have argued that long auditor-
client relationships do not impair independence, but are actually beneficial. In addition, most 
prior studies focus on investigating auditor switching in general, and including audit report 
type as an explanatory variable to examine the quality of audits. However, no prior research 
has specifically incorporated an auditor tenure variable in the analysis of auditor reporting. 
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Based on a sample of 117 companies entering into bankruptcy during the year 1996-1998, the 
results suggest that auditors are less likely to modify their opinions for the financial 
statements immediately preceding bankruptcy during the initial years of engagement 
with a client. These are consistent with the predictions of pervious analytical models, but 
inconsistent with the concerns by regulators and others about the positive association 
between auditor tenure and audit failure. 

4.2 Low-Balling Studies 

DeAngelo (1981)- "Auditor Independence, 'Low Balling' , and Disclosure Regulation" 
Low balling predictions -Analytical study 

This study investigates the allegations of the Commission on Auditor's Responsibilities and 
the SEC that low balling on initial audit engagements impairs auditor independence. The 
motivation for this study is that policy makers lack a positive theory which ties the inter-
temporal fee structure of audit services to auditor independence. This paper argues the 
existence of client specific quasi-rents to incumbent auditor both lowers the optimal amount 
of auditor independence and leads to low balling in the initial period. Importantly, while these 
two effects are associated, low balling does not itself impair auditor independence. 

It demonstrates that, contrary to these claims, low balling does not impair independence 
because it is a competitive response to the expectation of future quasi-rents to incumbent 
auditors. Low balling in the initial period is the process by which auditors compete for these 
advantages. In addition, initial fee reductions are sunk in future periods and therefore do 
not impair auditor independence. 

Simon and Francis (1988) - "The Effects of Auditor Change on Audit Fees: Tests of 
Price Cutting and Price Recovery" 
Price cutting and auditor tenure- sunk costs and auditor independence - The U.S. market 

The purposes of this study have two-folds. One is to determine if price cutting systematically 
occurs on initial audit engagements. The other is to determine when audit fees recover or 
return to normal levels. The motivations for this study come from the Commission on 
Auditors' Responsibilities' strong statement that price cutting is a direct threat to auditor 
independence. However, the Commission's concern is only for price cutting actually occurs 
and if it is significant in amount, the substantial price cutting is not sufficient condition for an 
independence problem to exist. Recent studies concern the implications of price cutting for 
auditor independence on the psychology of sunk costs. 

Prior empirical studies have either failed to detect price cutting or cannot be generalized due 
to very small sample sizes, in spite of the widespread allegation that price cutting is a 
common practice. This study extends prior studies in two ways: (1) a large sample of 214 
public companies switching auditors from 1979 to 1984 s tested along with 226 control firms 
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not changing auditors over the same period; (2) price cutting is tested for the second to six 
years as well as the initial engagement year. 

Test results show there is an average discount of 24% in the initial engagement year and 15% 
for each of the next two years. By the 4th year, audit fees are not significantly different from 
normal levels for continuing engagements. These findings suggest that price cutting appears 
to occur, and it persists on average over several years . In addition, the results are robust across 
auditor type, auditee size and are not confounded by non-audit fees. There is no indication of 
a significant price discount after three years, suggesting audit fees have increased to normal 
levels. Overall, the results are consistent with low balling predictions from DeAngelo 
(1981). However, the authors also argue material price cutting is a necessary but no sufficient 
condition for an auditor independence problem to exist, because price cutting is a sunk cost 
which should not affect subsequent auditor behavior according to economic theory. 

Turpen (1990) - "Differential Pricing on Auditor ' s Initial Engagements: Further 
Evidence" 
Extending Simon and Francis (1988) - more control variables, auditor switching group 
compared with control group - The U.S. market 

This study examines 'pricing cutting ' behaviour among audit fi rms. Especially, it provides 
evidence of di fferential pricing on auditors ' initial engagements in the SEC client market. The 
motivation comes from the concerns identified by the Commission on Auditors' 
Responsibilities and the results suggested by Simon and Francis ( 1988). The other motivation 
comes from the insignificant results in previous studies. 
The contribution of this study is to extend Simon and Francis (1 988) findings in three ways . 
First, they use a longer period of time than Simon and Francis ( 1988). Second, the sample is 
obtained randomly selected and tests for industry, exchange, and size comparability. 
Therefore it reduces the selection bias for the sample. Finally, additional variables controlling 
for the potentially confounding effects of both client and auditor specific attributes are added 
into the regression. 

They find the fees for the new audit engagements taken from the 1982-1984 are lower 
than the fees paid to auditors on comparable continuing engagements, to predecessor 
auditors, or to incumbent auditors on subsequent audits. The results are consistent with 
Simon and Francis (1988) findings. In addition, a negative price differential persists into 
the second year following the change and that it occurs without regard to auditor size or 
auditee profitability. The results are robust to auditee size, audit complexity and audit risk. 

Ettredge and Greenberg (1990) - "Determinants of Fee Cutting on Initial Audit 
Engagements" 
Determinants factors for fee cutting: client financial health, industry experience, number 
of bidding auditors, changes in auditor class, and technological efficiency - The U.S. 
market 

This study extends Simon and Francis' s (1988) estimates of average cross-sectional fee 
cutting on initial audit engagements by describing the distribution of percentage fee changes 
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reported by 389 client firms which switched auditors from 1983 to 1987 in the U.S. market. 
Percentage fee change is defined as the old auditor's last fee minus the new auditor's first-
year fee bid, divided by the old fee. In addition, this study attempts to explain cross-sectional 
variance in fee cutting for a subset of 163 client firms for which required data are available. 

Although some studies suggest that discounting initial audit fees is a widespread practice, 
studies of auditor switches did not detect a fee cutting (i.e. Francis, 1984 and Palmrose, 1986). 
Simon and Francis (1988) find in the first three years of a new auditor engagement, clients 
pay lower fees than would be expected given the clients' fee relevant characteristics. This 
paper extends their work by (1) examining the association between client financial health, low 
balling and percentage fee cuts; (2) examining the association between percentage fee cut and 
proxy variables for changes in audit quality and in technological efficiency; (3) reporting the 
distributional characteristics of percentage fee changes by the individual client firms; ( 4) 
examining the association between percentage fee cut and two factors: change in auditor 
industry expertise and the number of auditor bidding on the engagements. 

The client's financial health is not strongly associated with the magnitude of fee cut. The 
results are consistent with prior studies finding a fee premium for the Big 8. The results 
suggest that cost advantage and disadvantage exist and are determinates of fee cutting. An 
auditor firm with a large market share in a given industry enjoys a cost advantage in auditing 
clients in that industry, and that at least some of the cost advantage is passed along to the 
clients in the form of lower fees. In some situations, managers are willing to pay a premium 
for auditor expertise. Clients experience an additional fee cut of about 1% for each additional 
bidding auditor, at least within the sample range. Overall, this study support the 
importance of these above factors in determining percentage fee cuts, with the exception 
of the financial health of clients. 

Craswell and Francis (1990)- "Pricing Initial Audit Engagen1ents: A Test of Competing 
Theories" 
Low-balling studie -DeAngelo (1981) and Dye (1991)- Australian market 

This study examines initial engagement audit pricing in Australia. It is motivated by 
disagreement in the conclusions of analytical work on audit pricing (DeAngelo, 1981 and 
Dye, 1991). DeAngelo (1981) argues the initial engagement discounts are sunk costs and 
therefore have no necessary effect on auditor independence in the future periods. However, 
Dye (1991) shows that initial engagement discounts in DeAngelo (1981) model are not 
caused by transaction costs. Instead, the discount is due to the assumption that auditors have 
all of the bargaining power with respect to setting future-period fees. Therefore, she predicts 
that discounting will not occur in settings where audit fees are publicly disclosed. This study 
uses Australian disclosured audit fee information to examine the low-balling effects dunng a 
time period to compare with U.S. studies which report discounts of 25o/o. 

They find initial engagement discounting only for upgrades from non-Big 8 to Big 8 auditors. 
Discounting for upgrades to Big 8 auditors is consistent with economic theories of 
discount pricing by sellers of higher priced, higher quality experience goods as an 
inducement to purchase when uncertainty about product quality is resolved through buying 
the goods. The evidence in this study is generally consistent with Dye's conclusion that 
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public disclosure of audit fees precludes initial engagement discounting and the potential 
independence problems arising from such discounting. 

4.3 Non-Audit Services {NAS) 

4.3.1 Earnings Management Studies 

Frankel, Johnson and Nelson (2002) - "The Relation between Auditors' Fees for Non-
audit Services and Earnings Management" 
Relation between audit fees (Fee ratio, RANKNON, RANKAUD and RANKTOT) and 
earnings management (Discretionary accruals and earnings benchmarks) - market 
reactions to the fee disclosures in the proxy statements - the U.S. market 

This study examines whether auditor fees are associated with earnings management and the 
market reaction to the disclosure of auditor fees. The motivation for this paper is the concern 
about the effect of auditors' provision of non-audit services on the credibility of financial 
reports. 

This study specifically examines the propensity to just meet or beat earnings benchmarks and 
the magnitude of discretionary accruals to assess whether the provision of non-audit services 
is associated with earnings management. In addition, they expect that increasing the 
likelihood of credible reporting, share prices will increase for firms disclosing unexpectedly 
large non-audit fees, if investors believe the provision of non-audit services increases the 
audit firm 's investment in reputational capital. Therefore, the association between non-audit 
fees and share values on the date the fees are disclosed in proxy statements is examined. 
Three complementary specifications of auditor fees are developed: (1) ratio of non-audit fees 
to total fees (2) disaggregates auditor fees into non-audit (RANKNON) and audit 
(RANKAUD) components, both measured as percentile ranks for each client of a given 
auditor, (3) the percentile rank of total auditor fees for each client of a given auditor 
(RANK TOT). 

They find a significant positive association between the purchase of non-audit services, 
proxied by fee ratio and RANKNON, and the likelihood or reporting a small earnings 
surprise, the magnitude of absolute discretionary accruals, and the magnitude of 
income-increasing and income-decreasing discretionary accruals. These results are robust 
to alternative measures of the earnings management, such as discretionary total accruals, 
discretionary working capital accruals, and performance matched discretionary accruals. 
However, there are no association between non-audit fees and small earnings surprises for 
larger firms, and no association between non-audit fees and the likelihood of reporting a small 
increase in earnings. Finally, there is negative significant association between share prices 
and the disclosure of higher than expected non-audit fees. 

In sum, this paper provides evidence on the association between auditor fees and 
earnings managements, and between auditor fees and share values on the date the fees 
are disclosed. 
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Ruddock, Taylor and Taylor (2002)- "Non-Audit Services and Earnings Conservatism: 
Is Auditor Independence Impaired?" 
The link between earnings conservatism (measured as timeliness and persistence of 
earnings, and the role of accruals) and auditor independence (the provision of NAS) and 
audit quality (auditor size)- the Australian market 

This study examines the relation between the provision of non-audit services by the 
incumbent auditor and earnings conservatism. The motivation comes from arguments about a 
threat (perceived or actual) to auditor independence arising form the provision of NAS. Few 
studies provide direct evidence on whether the provision of NAS directly impacts on the 
attributes of accounting numbers. And the Australian environment provides a unique setting 
to mvestigate this issue. 

They define conservatism same as Basu (1997) and examine the timeliness and persistence of 
earnings, as well as the role of accruals, and link these to both auditor size (proxy for audit 
quality) and auditor independence (proxied by the provision ofNAS). They hypothesize Big 6 
auditors will encourage more conservative financial reporting than non-Big 6 auditors due to 
the differential impact of economic losses, as well as legal liability and political exposure. 
And the effect of NAS provision will have a differentiate impact on auditor independence, 
and hence on observed earnings conservatism, dependent on audit firm size. 

The major results are consistent with a link between audit quality and conservatism. 
They find that Big 6 auditors report more conservative earnings than non-Big 6 
auditors, as evident in the different timeliness of earnings with respect to bad vs. good 
news. This is consistent with the notion of differential audit quality between Big 6 and 
non-Big 6 auditors in the previous studies. Furthermore, the difference in the timeliness of 
earnings to good and bad news are greater for high RNAS auditees than low RNAS auditees, 
consistent with auditors becoming more conservative as the perceived threat to independence 
increases. Finally, they find the provision of NAS is less likely to impair the independence of 
Big 6 auditor than those of non-Big 6 auditors . Overall, this study does not support the 
conclusion that the provision of NAS by the Big 6 auditors has resulted in less 
independence. 

Ashbaugh, LaFond and Mayhew (2003)- "Do Non-Audit Services Compromise Auditor 
Independence? Further Evidence" 
Two proxies for audit quality: discretionary accrual (two different measurements) and the 
likelihood of firms meeting earnings benchmarks - two measurements of economic 
dependence: total fees and fee ratio - capital market reactions (event study) - the U.S 
market 

This study conduct the same three sets of empirical tests as Frankel, Johnson and Nelson 
(2002) (hereafter refer to as FJN) to investigate the sensitivity of FJN's results to research 
design choices. The three sets of tests are: (1) examine whether FJN's discretionary accruals 
results are sensitive to the measurement of discretionary accruals; (2) examine the relation 
between audit firm fees and two earnings benchmarks- small earnings increase and meeting 
analyst forecasts; (3) investigate the market's reaction to the disclosure of auditor fees. 
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The motivation for this study is based on SEC concern about the growth of non-audit fees 
relative to audit fees during the 1990s. They argue the commonly used non-audit fees to total 
fees (fee ratio) as the measure of the economic dependence for audit firms does not capture 
the economic importance of the client to the audit finn when the total client fees are 
immaterial to the audit firm. They suggest the total fees (the sum of non-audit fees and audit 
fees) are a more appropriate measure of the economic dependence of the auditor on a client. 

Firstly, they use two different measures of discretionary accruals: based on industry and 
performance matched portfolios and including a finn performance variable to estimate 
nondiscretionary accruals. The results are consistent with FJN that a positive association 
between the absolute value of firms' discretionary accruals and fee ratios. No evidence that 
firm' total fees are associated with firm's discretionary accruals. However, they find there is 
no association between the fee ratio and income-increasing discretionary accruals, which is 
inconsistent with FJN's results. And the association between the fee ratio and the absolute 
value of discretionary accruals is driven by income-decreasing discretionary accruals. 

Secondly, the earnings benchmark tests show that there is no association between fee ratio 
and the likelihood of firms reporting small earnings increases, but a negative association 
between total fees and the likelihood of firms reporting small earnings increases. Finally, the 
market reactions to the disclosure of auditor fees in firms' proxy statements show that there is 
no evidence that market reacts to the fee ratio. 

In sum, they find little evidence supporting the claim that auditors violate their 
independence as the results of clients paying high fees or having high fee ratios. Overall, 
this study does not support F JN's conclusion that firms purchasing non-audit services 
manage earnings to a greater extent than other firms. 

4.3.2 Fee Studies I Auditor Qualifications 

DeFond, Raghunandan and Subramanyam (2002)- "Do Non-Audit Service Fees Impair 
Auditor Independence? Evidence from Going Concern Audit Opinions" 
Proxy for audit independence: the propensity to issue a going concern opinion - [T.S market 

The purpose of this study is to empirically investigate the concerns of regulators whether 
there is an association between non-audit fess paid to incumbent auditors and auditor 
independence, whether auditor independence is surrogated by the propensity of auditors to 
issue going concern audit opinions. 

Since the prior studies on earnings management whether auditor independence is proxied by 
the discretionary accruals and managers ' propensity to meet earnings targets yield mixed 
results, this study uses another indicator of auditor independence to further explore the 
relationship between non-audit services and auditor independence. They argue auditors' 
propensity to issue going concern auditor opinions is positively correlated with the auditor's 
level of independence. However, the provision of non-audit services will be inversely related 
to the probability of auditors' issuing going concern audit reports, if the regulators' concerns 
are justified. They also expect that total fees will be inversely related to the probability of 
auditors' issuing going concern audit reports. 
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Using a sample of 1,15 8 distressed companies of which 96 companies receive first-time going 
concern audit reports in the U.S. market, they test the first hypothesis using two measures of 
non-audit fees: the natural log of non-audit fees and the ratio of non-audit fees to total fees. 
For second hypothesis, they use the log of total fees or the disaggregate total fees into its two 
components: the log of audit fees and the log of non-audit fees. 

They do not find support for either hypothesis. They find no evidence of a significant 
association between the auditor 's propensity to issue a going concern opinion and any of fee 
measures. The finding is robust to replacing all fee variables by their respective unexpected 
components and after controlling for the simultaneity bias induced by endogeneity among 
non-audit fees , audit fees and going concern opinions. Overall, this study finds no support 
for regulators' concern that non-audit services impair auditor independence. They 
interpret these findings as reputation loss and litigation costs promote auditor independence 
and outweigh the economic dependency created by higher fees. This is consistent with 
DeAngelo ( 19 81 b) and Palmrose ( 19 8 8) arguments. 

Lai and Yim (2003) - "Independence in Fact versus Appearance: Effect of Non-audit 
Services on Audit Pricing and Audit Opinion of Big 5 Initial Engagement" 
Fee studies and auditor qualification - independence in appearances (low-balling issues) 
and in fact (the propensity to issue modified audit reports) - Big 5 auditees on initial 
engagement - U.S market 

This paper examines audit fees and audi t opinion for initial audit engagement of Big 5 firms 
when they also provide non-audit services. They argue that audit firms are more likely to offer 
discount in audit fees to their new clients when they also provide non-audit ervices. 
However, discount in audit fees concerns only threat to independence and the auditor could 
still maintain their actual independence. They expect that if actual independence is impaired, 
then audit firms are le s likely to issue qualified or modified audit opinion to their new clients 
when they want to protect income from non-audit services. 

They find Big 5 auditors are more likely to offer discount in audit fees to new clients when 
they also provide non-audit services. This suggests loss of independence in appearance. 
However, there is evidence that auditors are not less likely to issue qualified or modified 
opinion to their new clients when they also provide non-audit services. Further tests using 
di scretionary accruals also show that auditors do not please their new clients by allowing 
them more discretionary accruals. This implies that actual loss of independence does not 
raise threat to independence in fact. 

The results of this study suggest that the regulatory bodies may over-react to the provision of 
non-audit services. It concludes that auditors may lose their independence in appearance, 
but they may be able to maintain their actual independence in their reporting decision. 
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5 Spatial Oligopolistic Competition 

Wu (2002) - "Big 5 Audit Pricing under Spatial Oligopolistic Competition" 
Fee studies- Sydney office of Big 5 in 1998 

Wu (2002) examines the impact of the spatial distance between an auditor 's specialization 
and a client's characteristics on audit fees charged to the client. Prior studies of audit pricing 
under the traditional perfect vs. monopoly competition approach have assumed a direct 
relationship between client characteristics and audit fees charged to a client. The spatial 
competition theory suggests an indirect relationship exists. Under the spatial competition 
theory, audit firms can price discriminate and charge audit fees for a client dependent upon 
the costs (i.e., specialization) of the next closest competitor to that client. Chan, Ferguson, 
Simunic and Stokes (CFSS) argue that the audit fee regressions from the prior studies could 
be mis-specified because if the competition is strategic, the fee component of economic rents 
affected by the specialization of the closest competing audit firm are hidden in the coefficients 
of the client characteristics variables that drive auditor specialization and are used in the fee 
regressions (p.21 ). This implies the test variables used in the prior audit pricing model (e.g., 
Big n vs. non-Big n; Big n industry specialist vs. Big n non-industry specialist) cannot capture 
the strategic competition among closely competing audit firms. This study investigates this 
potential misspecification. 

Under the spatial competition theory, audit firms customize their services through 
specialization sets to service clients' characteristics and the resultant specialization chmces 
affect their costs of services offered to the clients. Because of price discrimination, the cost of 
auditing includes the economic costs associated with the client 's characteristics and also an 
incremental cost that depends on the spatial distance between the incumbent audit firm's 
specialization and the closest competitor's specialization given the client's characteristics. 
This i a mark-up over the supplier's co t determined by the specialization of the closest 
competitor. The size of the mark-up is argued to influence the audit fees charged to the client. 
HSW develop a spatial audit pricing model in the following form: 

The spatial ratio is the experimental variable and is designed to proxy for the size of the mark-
up by comparing the spatial distance between the closest competing Big n auditor for each 
client (i.e., how the closest competitor's specialization fits the client's characteristics) to the 
spatial distance between the incumbent Big n auditor and the client (i.e., how the incumbent's 
specialization fits the client's characteristics). The spatial distance measures in the numerator 
and denominator of the ratio are based on CFSS 's composite score. The composite score is 
applied to measure the spatial distance between audit firms and clients, and consequently the 
spatial ratio measures the relative size of the composite scores of the next alternative closest 
competing auditor to the incumbent auditor for the same client. HSW hypothesize that the 
greater the spatial ratio, the higher the audit fees charged to that client. 

The spatial competition theory suggests audit firms customize their services through 
specializations with respect to client characteristics and the resultant specializatiOn choices 
affect their service costs offered to various clients. This implies that spatial client 
characteristics are likely to induce an auditor ' s specialization. Applying the Simumc (1980) 
audit pricing theory, HSW assume that auditors develop specializations based on the size of 
the client, the complexity of client operations and the riskiness of client operations . They 
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select six client characteristic variables to conduct the calculations of the spatial distance 
between auditors' specializations and clients' characteristics. The six client characteristic 
variables are total assets (T A), number of subsidiaries (Sub), the proportion of foreign 
operations (Foreign), current ratio (CAT A), debt-equity ratio (DE) and return on investment 
(ROI). 

For a specific client, the closest competitor for its incumbent Big n auditor is identified as the 
other Big n auditor with the lowest composite score. A spatial ratio for each client is 
calculated as the ratio of the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the 
identified closest competing auditor's specialization to the spatial distance between the 
client's characteristics and the incumbent auditor's specialization. 

Using data for 275 companies that are clients of Big 5 auditors in Sydney office in Australia 
during 1998, HSW find that the spatially closer a client's characteristics are to its incumbent 
Big 5 auditor's specialization relative to its next closest competing Big 5 auditor, the higher 
the audit fees are charged for the client and these results are statistically more apparent in the 
smaller client segment (based on client asset size) of the Sydney market. They argue ex post 
that the specializations of the Big 5 audit firms are so close when they come to serving the 
larger clients and the scope for mark-up on the cost of delivery is thus competed away (p.17). 
The additional tests show that the results are sensitive to client industries and individual Big 5 
auditors, which suggest that the impact of the Big 5 on the nature of competition varies across 
the firms and industries. In general, this study provides some support for the spatial 
competition theory by showing the size of the rents is related to the specialization of the 
closest competing Big n audit firm. 
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Appendix 4 

Correlation Matrix for the Pooled Sample across Years (1998-2004) 

Panel A: Pooled city portfolio across Years (1998-2004)# 

# The pooled city portfolio across years is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city 
offices across 7 years from 1998 to 2004, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Model (1): LnAF = bo + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8YE + 
b90pinion + b10Loss + b11 SG + e 

LNTA LnSub Foreign CATA DE Quick ROI SG 
LNTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 0.03 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.06 
LnSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.35 
Foreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.16 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0.26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.32 
DE Pearson Correlation -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0 .52 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.21 
Quick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.03 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.04 
ROI Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.44 
SG Pearson Correlation 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 1.00 

Sig_. (2-tailed2 0.06 0.35 0.16 0.32 0.21 0.04 0.44 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

Note : LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of chents' total assets; LnSub is the 
natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' 
subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets 
at year end; CAT A is the ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of 
clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before 
taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate 
variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the 
prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclientj -
AVSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I ffiN = L I (SCkclienti- AVSCKrsn) I CJscKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores 1s an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the 

differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKchentj) and the mean values (AVSCK) for 
the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; ffiN - the incumbent Big n) client 
portfolio divided by the standard deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's 
portfolio. 
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Model (2): LnAF = bo + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8YE + 
b90pinion + b 10Loss + b 11 SR + e 

LNTA LnSub Foreign CATA DE Quick ROI SR 
LNTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.70 
LnSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.38 
Foreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.01 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.35 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0.26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.45 
DE Pearson Correlation -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.52 0.79 

Sig. (2-tai/ed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 
Quick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tai/ed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.55 
ROI Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.50 

Sig. (2-tai/ed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.00 
SR Pearson Correlation -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.79 -0.01 -0.50 1.00 

Sig_. (2-tai/ed) 0.70 0.38 0.35 0.45 0.00 0.55 0.00 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the 
natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' 
subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-cunent debt to total assets 
at year end; CATA is the ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of 
clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings before 
taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate 
variable, 1 if non-301

h June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the 
prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest 
competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclienti- A VSCKCBn) I <JsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienti- A VSCKJBn) I <JscKlBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences 

between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the mean values (A VSCK) for the 
comparison audit fitm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client 
portfolio divided by the standard deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's 
portfolio. 
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Model (3): LnAF = b0 + b 1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick+ b8YE + 
b90pinion + b 10Loss + b 11 SG + b12SG*Comp + e 

LNTA LnSub Foreign CATA DE Quick ROI SG 
~NTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.1 6 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 0.03 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.06 
~nSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.35 
;.oreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.02 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.16 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0 .26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.32 
l>E Pearson Correlation -0 .03 0.00 -0 .01 -0 .02 1.00 -0.02 -0.52 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.21 
Ruick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.03 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.04 
~01 Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.44 
>G Pearson Correlation 0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 1.00 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.06 0.35 0.16 0.32 0.21 0.04 0.44 
iG*Comp Pearson Correlation -0.03 -0.03 0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.90 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.06 0.04 0.34 0.02 0.19 0.07 0.38 0.00 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

SG* 
Comp 
-0 .03 
0.06 
-0.03 
0.04 
0.01 
0.34 
-0.03 
0.02 
0.02 
0.19 
-0.02 
0.07 
-0.01 
0.38 
0.90 
0.00 
1.00 

5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural 
log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent 
foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to 
current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 
1 If qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator vmiable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of 
its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclientj -A VSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I > Clien~i I IBN= 2: I 
(SCkclientj- A VSCKisn) I <JscKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences 

between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean values (AVSCK) for the cmnparison audit 
firm's (CBN - the closest con1peting Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Model (4): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + 
b90pinion + b 10Loss + b 11 SR + b 12SR*Comp + e 

LNTA LnSub Forei n CATA DE uick ROI SR 
Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 -0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.70 
Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.38 
Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.35 
Pearson Correlation -0.26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.45 
Pearson Correlation -0 .03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.52 0.79 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 

uick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.55 
Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0 .52 0.00 1.00 -0.50 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.00 

R Pearson Correlation -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.79 -0.01 -0.50 1.00 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.70 0.38 0.35 0.45 0.00 0.55 0.00 

R*Comp Pearson Correlation -0.09 -0.07 0.00 -0.01 0.78 0.00 -0.50 0.90 
Si . 2-tailed 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.41 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.00 

N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

SR* 
Com 
-0.09 
0.00 
-0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.87 
-0.01 
0.41 
0.78 
0.00 
0.00 
0.82 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.90 
0.00 
1.00 

5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log 
of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign 
operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of clients' 
current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current 
liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if 
qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if 
reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfoho of its closest competing auditor 
relative to the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclicntj - A VSCKCBn) I O'sccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L: I (SCkclientj- A VSCKmn) I O'scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the 

client's spatial characteristic (SCKclicnrj) and the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN-
the closest competing Big n; IDN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(a cK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel B: National Portfolio across Years (1998-2004)# 

# The national portfolio across years is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city 
offices across 7 years from 1998 to 2004, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms' national client portfolios. 

Model (1) : LnAF = b0 + b 1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE 
+ b90pinion + b 10Loss + b11 SG + e 

LNTA LnSub Foreign CATA DE Quick ROI SG 
LNTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.36 
LnSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.53 
Foreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 -0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.07 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0.26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.27 
DE Pearson Correlation -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0 .52 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.16 
Quick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0 .24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.92 
ROI Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.38 
SG Pearson Correlation 0.01 -0 .01 -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 -0.01 1.00 

Sig_. [2-tailed2 0.36 0.53 0.07 0.27 0.16 0.92 0.38 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the 
natural log of the number of clients' audited ubsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' 
subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets 
at year end; CAT A is the ratio of clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of 
chents' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before 
taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate 
variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the 
prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclientj --
A VSCKcsn) I CJsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= L I (SCkclien~- A VSCKrsn) I CJscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the 

differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciientj) and the mean values (A VSCK) for 
the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client 
portfolio divided by the standard deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's 
portfolio. 
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Model (2): LnAF = b0 + b1LnT A+ b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8 YE 
+ b90pinion + b 10Loss + b 11 SR + e 

LNTA LnSub Foreign CATA DE Quick ROI SR 
LNTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 -0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 
LnSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.08 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.00 
Foreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0 .06 0.01 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.63 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0 .26 -0 .05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 0.05 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.00 
DE Pearson Correlation -0.03 0.00 -0 .01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.52 0.05 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 
Quick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0 .06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.35 
ROI Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.06 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.00 
SR Pearson Correlation -0.02 -0.08 -0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 

Sig_. [2-tailed2 0.15 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the 
natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' 
subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets 
at year end; CATA is the ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of 
clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before 
taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate 
variable, 1 if non-30111 June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if repm1ed loss in any of the 
prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest 
competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I CJscCBn I 

Clientj I ffiN L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKmn) I CJscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences 

between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean values (A VSCK) for the 
comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; ffiN - the incumbent Big n) client 
portfolio divided by the standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's 
portfolio. 
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Model (3): LnAF = bo + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CAT A + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick+ b8 YE + 
bgOpinion + b10Loss + b 11 SG + b12SG*Comp + e 

LNTA LnSub Forei n CATA DE uick ROI SG 
NTA Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0 .17 0.06 0.01 

Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.36 
nSub Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.53 
Foreign Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0 .06 0.01 -0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.07 
CATA Pearson Correlation -0 .26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0 .03 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.27 
DE Pearson Correlation -0 .03 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0 .02 -0.52 0.02 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0. 03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0. 16 
Quick Pearson Correlation -0.1 7 -0. 18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.92 
ROI Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.01 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0. 05 0. 00 0.85 0. 38 
SG Pearson Correlation 0.01 -0.0 1 -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 -0 .01 1.00 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0. 36 0.53 0.07 0.27 0.16 0. 92 0.38 
SG*Comp Pearson Correlation 0.00 -0 .02 -0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 -0 .01 0.97 

Si . 2-tailed 0.86 0.10 0.05 0. 17 0.26 0.70 0.47 0.00 
N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

SG* 
Com 
0.00 
0.86 
-0.02 
0.10 
-0.03 
0.05 
0.02 
0.1 7 
0.02 
0.26 
0.01 
0.70 
-0.01 
0. 47 
0.97 
0.00 
1.00 

5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural 
log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent 
foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to 
current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 
1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of 
its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client 
portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1=ifClientj I CBN =~I (SCKclienti- AVSCKCBn) I cr CCBn I > Clientj I mN =~I 
(SCkclicntJ - A VSCKmn) I O"scKIBn 1) . 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences 

between the chent's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit 
firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; mN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Model (4): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b1Quick + b8YE + 
bgOpinion + b10Loss + b11SR + b12SR*Comp + e 

LNTA LnSub Forei n CATA DE uick ROI SR 
Pearson Correlation 1.00 0.60 0.16 -0.26 -0.03 -0.17 0.06 -0.02 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 
Pearson Correlation 0.60 1.00 0.31 -0.05 0.00 -0.18 0.02 -0.08 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.10 0.00 
Pearson Correlation 0.16 0.31 1.00 0.06 -0.01 -0.06 0.01 -0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.58 0.63 
Pearson Correlation -0 .26 -0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.02 0.24 -0.03 0.05 
Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.00 
Pearson Correlation -0.03 0.00 -0 .01 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.52 0.05 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.03 0.76 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 

uick Pearson Correlation -0.17 -0.18 -0.06 0.24 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.01 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.35 

01 Pearson Correlation 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.52 0.00 1.00 -0.06 
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00 0.10 0.58 0.05 0.00 0.85 0.00 
Pearson Correlation -0.02 -0.08 -0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 
Sig. (2 -tailed) 0.15 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 
Pearson Correlation -0.10 -0.13 -0.03 0.04 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.75 
Sig (2-tailed2 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.93 0.00 0.00 

N 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 5256 

SR* 
Com 
-0 .10 
0.00 
-0.13 
0.00 
-0.03 
0.03 
0.04 
0.00 
0.02 
0.10 
0.00 
0.93 
-0.04 
0.00 
0.75 
0.00 
1.00 

5256 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log 
of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign 
operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of clients' 
current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current 
liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if 
qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if 
reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest cmnpeting auditor 
relative to the spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclienti- A VSCKCBn) I O"sccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienti - A VSCKmn) I O"scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the 

client's spatial characteristic (SCKctienti) and the mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN-
the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Appendix 5 

Sensitivity Tests1 on the Choice of Spatial Client Characteristics 

Results of Models (1) and (2) 
1 The sensitivity test is to calculate the experimental variables used for model tests using six client spatial characteristics (T A, Sub, Foreign, CATA, DE and ROI). 

Table 1 

Audit Fee Regression Model (1) Results for Hypothesis 1 (1998 to 2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

Model (1): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b-lCATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b10Loss + b1 1SG + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 
(N=275) (N=294) (N=305) (N=303) (N=293) (N=291) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ·····-··-········-·-~!g~·-·····- -~~.~!.!~·········-·-P.:.~.~_!~-~- .. ·--·~~.~!!:.. ___ .. P.:Y.~!~ ~ .... . _.C.oe.!!~ p_:v~!u e --·· --~~-~!t.. ___ .. P.:Y.~!.~~---· . .. ~.Q~!!~.·-··-·.P_:.Y._~! .. ~-~. -··· ·--·~-Q-~ff. __ P_:_Y..~.!~.~-··· . -·· 

Intercept 3.86 0.00 4.29 0.00 4.29 0.00 4.69 0.00 4.65 0.00 2.67 0.00 

LnTA + 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 1 o.32 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.45 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.37 0.00 0.37 0.00 I 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.12 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.70 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.47 0.00 1.04 0.00 
CATA + 0.65 0.00 1.48 0.00 I 1.49 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.58 0.01 

DE + 0.12 0.40 0.57 0.01 0.58 0.01 0.58 0.01 0.95 0.00 0.31 0.38 

QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.95 0.00 -0.96 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.004 0.02 

ROI - -0.34 0.02 -0.39 0.02 -0.38 0.02 -0.11 0.13 -0.07 0.26 -0.30 0.10 
OPINION + -0.06 0.69 0.07 0.56 0.08 0.51 0.19 0.12 0.06 0.74 0.34 0.10 
YE - 0.01 0.89 0.05 0.48 0.05 0.48 0.04 0.55 -0.02 0.87 0.26 0.04 

LOSS - 0.08 0.43 -0.03 0.75 -0.03 0.74 -0.02 0.82 0.04 0.70 -0.03 0.83 
--- ----- ------- --- - - - -- ·--

Year 2004 
(N=261) 

. .... ~.~.~.rr.~---·-·-·P_.:_Y.~!-~-~ -·-····· 
4.51 0.00 

0.32 0.00 
0.42 0.00 
0.62 0.00 
0.77 0.04 
-0.22 0.33 
-0.27 0.48 
-0.32 0.14 
0.06 0.71 
0.20 0.07 
-0.06 0.55 
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Exp. 

Year 1998 
(N=275) 

Year 1999 
(N=294) 

Year 2000 
(N=305) 

Year 2001 
(N=303) 

Year 2002 
(N=293) 

Year 2003 
(~=2_21)_ 

Year 2004 
~26!1 

Experimental 
variables: 
SG _§~~ ···· ~~~¥' -P:Ji~u_e_ f · ~~b¥' __ l':~:~l;e ·I-~:fio~· · 1~~~" · 1 -~1!~~- .l':~:i!s'!" ~ ~g:~i'-- .P~J~ie -I-~g:~~' l'~~:i~" ~ -~~b~f, -~:~i~" 
·-----·- ·····-· ·····-··--·-·····-····-··--··-· 

F -statistic (p-
value) 

Adjusted R2 

143.58 (0.00) 

0.85 

142.56 (0.00) 

0.84 

142.51 (0.00) 

0.84 
" All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

151.05 (0.00) 

0.85 

83.81 (0.00) 

0.76 

48.81 (0.00) 

0.65 

99.39 (0.00) 

0.81 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is 
the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of clients' 
current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to 
total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported 
loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclientj - A VSCKcBn) I crsccBn I > Clientj I IBN= L: I 
(SCkclientj - A VSCKIBn) I <JscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclient) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=137) (N=140) (N=156) (N=l60) (N=160) (N=164) (N=167) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ···-·- ..... §.~g~ .. -- .... ~-~-~-!:f.~ ... -.... -P:::~-~-1..~.~- ........... ~-~-~_[£.~ ....... . P:!.~!!:l~ ___ ~Q-~ff. ____ ... P::-_'.'~_l_!:i_~--- --~-Q-~f!~ ......... P.:::.Y..~l.~-~ .. --........ ~-~eff . .... ... .P:.Y.~.!-~!: ... _ --~-~eff . ......... P:Y..~.l.-~-~- ...... .. ~-~-~-!!~ ..... P.:.Y..~.!~-~ .... .. 
Intercept 3.90 0.00 3.79 0.00 3.22 0.00 4.31 0.00 4.98 0.00 4.99 0.00 5.49 0.00 
LnTA + 0.35 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.29 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.43 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.43 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.43 0.08 0.65 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.56 0.03 0.65 0.00 0.50 0.00 
CATA + 0.59 0.01 0.73 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.52 0.00 
DE + 0.36 0.35 0.32 0. 18 0. 18 0.49 -0.25 0.30 -0.12 0.62 -0.15 0.50 -0 .07 0.80 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.0 1 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.19 0.43 0.44 0.28 -0.36 0.08 -0.24 0.13 -0.20 0.10 -0.21 0.02 0.06 0.80 
OPINION + -0.11 0.63 0.20 0.31 -0.08 0.65 0.06 0.70 -0.07 0.68 -0.22 0.14 -0.11 0.53 
YE - 0.09 0.48 0.07 0.52 0.04 0.75 -0.04 0.77 0.04 0.79 0.09 0.48 -0.14 0.29 
LOSS - -0.10 0.46 -0.09 0.45 -0.11 0.36 -0.16 0.24 -0.24 0.07 -0.12 0.25 -0.13 0.25 

Experimental Variables: 
SG + -0.06 0.31 -0.12 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.07 0.27 0.06 0.33 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.30 --·- .... ·-··. ----·-·· ..... --··-- ··- .. ···---·-····-· --- ··------------------ ···················-·-·······-·················-·······-······------······-···-······-·····---··· ·······--·-····· .. ···-·-------------- .... .. -· . •· .. . .... ·-·------------·-· -···· . ---------·--·····-····-···-···········-··-············--- ···········-·······-·-·----·····-·····--·······-···-········--····--·--· ................. ·······················-···········- ··················--········· ··-·-·-···············- ····- ················-·····-····························· 

F -statistic 
(p I ) 

89.198 (0.00) 125.10 (0.00) 87.71 (0.00) 69.78 (0.00) 53.60 (0.00) 84.49 (0.00) 79.07 (0.00) 
-va ue 

Adjusted R2 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.83 0.78 0.85 0.84 
/\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is 
the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations: DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of clients' 
current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings before taxes to 
total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported 
loss in any of the prior three years. 
SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclientj- A VSCKcBn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= 2: I 
(SCkcliemj - A VSCKJsn) I crscKIBn 1). 

•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclien~) and the 
mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm' s portfolio. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=191) (N=198) (N=207) (N=221) (N=215) (N=l92) (N=202) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ··--·- ......... ~!g~---···- ~~-~.ff~. ____ P.:_Y..~J.~.~--- . .... ~.Q-~_ff.~---· ... p~yal.ll.~ .. . ~-~-~ff~· -·-· · - P-=~-~~.!!~-- ·- -~-~e!f_:_ _________ P..:.~?.!.~ll-~ ·-· . ... ~.Q.~_ff~_ ···-··.P:-_Y.~.!.ll~---··- ·-- ~~-~f.f. . ...... 1'.:.~~-~.ll~. . ... ... ~.Q-~_f.f.~·-····-· · ·· P::.Y..~!ll.~ ..... 
Intercept 5.55 0.00 5.15 0.00 2.76 0.00 3.67 0.00 3.51 0.00 4.82 0.00 2.53 0.00 

LnTA + 0.24 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.45 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.45 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.25 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.33 0.02 0.53 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.10 0.66 0.30 0.07 0.39 0.01 0.48 0.01 
CATA + 0.57 0.00 0.20 0.19 0.55 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.75 0.00 0.09 0.70 
DE + 0.19 0.37 0.31 0.03 0.43 0.27 0.87 0.11 0.35 0.02 0.01 0.22 0.26 0.58 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.03 -0.001 0.17 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.002 0.34 
ROI - -0.04 0.08 -0.10 0.00 -0.28 0.00 0.01 0.89 -0.05 0.51 0.002 0.04 -0.03 0.00 
OPINION + 0.07 0.50 0.03 0.78 0.08 0.49 -0.17 0.42 0.09 0.49 0.29 0.03 0.24 0.20 
YE - -0.05 0.61 0.17 0.08 -0.04 0.74 0.27 0.14 -0.07 0.58 0.16 0.23 -0.05 0.81 
LOSS - -0.12 0.30 -0.26 0.01 -0.22 0.07 0.02 0.89 -0.21 0.07 0.06 0.65 0.03 0.83 

Ex[!erimental Variables: 
SG + -0.07 0.20 0.15 0.04 -0.15 0.06 0.22 0.05 -0.07 0.20 0.04 0.30 0.03 0.40 

·-···--···------.. ·-------·-·-·----------··-·· ---· --- . - ·----------- ·-· .... . ............... ·····-· -·- ..... --·-···---·-····---·-------· ·• ··-··-· -· -· ·------· ··- ·-····-----------·----- ··-···- ··-····--------- ·····-····-·· --·-·······-··· ·- ..... ---···-·· ····-······- ..... ,,, ___________________________ ·-····· ········--·····-····-········-·········--··-·-········-···-···-· ·-·············-·······-···-······-·································-········-· 

F -statistic 58.73 (0.00) 73.06 (0.00) 39.08 (0.00) 21.53 (0.00) 45.84 (0.00) 50.84 (0.00) 36.04 (0.00) (p-value) 
Adjusted R2 0.77 0.80 0.72 0.51 0.70 0.74 0.66 

-~ 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclientj- A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I ffiN = L: 
I (SCkciienti- A VSCKmn) I CJscKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; ffiN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=65} (N=67) (N=73) (N=74) (N=71} (N=67) (N=64) 

Control Exp. 
variables: --···--·-. ~-~-g_~_ . . c;_o~_f!: --· __ .1'-:.Y.~_I_!!.~ ........ --~~-~f.~ ..... _. P.: v~J_u ~ ··- ·--~~-~!!·_ .... . P..:~~.!!!.~. . ~-~-~.ff.: __________ .R:.~~~..~-~---··- ··---~ ~-~f.f.~ ... ··--· .E.:Y..~.!.~--~ ..... . ·--~-~-~ff~ ........ P:.Y..~.l.~ ~ .. · ····-~-~~ff . ........... E.:.Y..~.l. .!!.~ ...... __ .. 

Intercept 2.95 0.00 3.91 0.00 5.32 0.00 4.80 0.00 8.26 0.03 4.76 0.00 4.01 0.00 

LnTA + 0.41 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.14 0.51 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.19 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.01 0.24 0.00 0.38 0.23 0.20 0.01 0.33 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.64 0.03 0.28 0.32 0.59 0.10 0.61 0.05 0.17 0.92 0.52 0.15 0.32 0.26 
CATA + 0.26 0.39 0.37 0.17 0.48 0.10 0.14 0.57 0.80 0.49 1.20 0.00 0.91 0.00 
DE + 1.21 0.01 1.44 0.00 0.90 0.21 -0.24 0.77 0.88 0.78 0.95 0.11 0.05 0.87 
QUICK - -0.01 0.52 -0.02 0.42 -0.02 0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.09 0.00 -0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.63 0.28 -0.23 0.48 0.003 0.99 -0.31 0.15 0.31 0.79 0.03 0.82 -0.07 0.66 
OPINION + 0.07 0.75 0.27 0.23 -0.09 0.73 0.06 0.79 -0.17 0.87 0.21 0.36 0.26 0.18 
YE - 0.11 0.50 0.14 0.38 0.13 0.46 0.15 0.37 0.37 0.65 0.35 0.10 0.27 0.12 
LOSS - -0.06 0.70 -0.12 0.50 0.09 0.62 -0.03 0.87 0.06 0.94 0.31 0.09 0.25 0.12 

Ex(!erimental Variables: 
SG + -0. 18 0.12 -0.03 0.41 -0.17 0.16 -0.23 0.08 -0.80 0.12 -0.17 0.16 0.30 0.01 

~--···················-·-----········-·· · --·-··-···-····- ·-·· - ....... ····-··· ----------···· ~--····-----·····- . - ... ---------·-------------· ··- -···-·····-- ··- ---·· --··-------·--·-------------------·-------·--- ----- --- --------------· ----·····--··--··--···· . -----------------------------············-·-···-·····--·· ··-····· ···-··········--······-··············-·····-······· --------------------····-···········-···-····- .......................... 

F -statistic 21.27 (0.00) 22.04 (0.00) 14.66 (0.00) 19.77 (0.00) 3.35 (0.00) 18.58 (0.00) 23.45 (0.00) (p-value) 
Adjusted R2 0.78 0.78 0.68 0.74 0.27 0.75 0.80 

- --- · -- ·- -- ·--------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign is 
the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of clients' 
current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings before taxes to 
total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate variable, 1 if reported 
loss in any of the prior three years. 
SG is an indicator variable, l = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKciientj- A VSCKcBn) I <Jsccsn I > Clientj I IDN = L I 
(SCkclientj - A VSCIUBn) I <JscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio. 
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Panel E: Adelaide Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=31) (N=33) (N=41J (N=41) (N=37) (N=33) (N=27) 

Control Exp. 
_variables: .... .. _ ~-!g!! ___ ··---~()_e.ff.~ ----·-··-P:::.Y..~.l..!:l:~.... ---~-Q-~f.!: _______ P.:::.~-~-!-~-~---· ----~oeff.~--- __ p~~a-~~ __ --~-Q-~!!: ____ .... P.:::.Y..~!~-~---··· -- ~Q-~f.!:_ ........... P..:::.Y..~!~-~---···· ··---~-~-~!!~----·· . p-_y_~!.!!.~--- ··· · ·---~-Q-~_f.!: __________ P..:::.Y..~.!-~-~---··· 
Intercept 2.66 0.10 4.99 0.00 6.31 0.00 5.93 0.00 6.57 0.00 4.04 0.00 4.47 0.00 
LnTA + 0.37 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.21 0.05 0.38 0.00 0.29 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.47 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.03 0.30 0.42 0.00 
FOREIGN + -0.14 0.75 1.69 0.00 1.15 0.00 0.50 0.07 0.38 0.34 -0.15 0.87 -0.08 0.85 
CATA + 1.86 0.01 -0.002 0.99 0.05 0.89 0.08 0.81 0.29 0.50 0. 72 0.1 1 1.53 0.00 
DE + -0.02 0.98 -0.75 0.29 -0.74 0.16 -0.76 0.16 0.07 0.91 -0.41 0.53 0.33 0.52 
QUICK - -0.01 0.45 -0.02 0.32 -0.01 0.61 -0.02 0.33 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.15 0.07 
ROI - 0.97 0.27 -0.77 0.32 -0.39 0.60 0.22 0.79 -0.21 0.68 -0.05 0.76 0.01 0.88 
OPINION + -0 .38 0.36 0.50 0.71 -0.30 0.62 -0.05 0.90 0.09 0.86 
YE - -0.22 0.32 -0.03 0.85 -0.02 0.90 0.13 0.51 0.15 0.58 0.53 0.04 0.41 0.10 
LOSS - 0.04 0.89 -0.49 0.08 -0.48 0.02 -0.08 0. 76 0.07 0. 79 -0.12 0.64 0.56 0.03 

Experimental Variables: 
SG + 0.11 0.28 0.07 0.33 0.02 0.45 0.11 0.27 0.09 0.37 0.39 0.06 0.13 0.23 

····· -----~-·-·-··--- ··········--· . ~- ···---~----- ---···-·----- ··---.. -------------·-··-····-··· ··-····-···-··· ·······----···- ····-····-··-····--------·····--··· ... ··---- .... -··· -- -·. -· ----· . -· - - - -- --------··---------·····--···········--·-··-·· ··----·····-··-·········-·-- ..................... ·-··-··-······-··--· ..... . . ············------· •. ---···-·····-·-·······-···--···· ···-·-····-····-···-·· ·······-······-·---·-········· .. ·-·-·---· 
F -statistic ,., 
(p I ) 20.51 (0.00) 32.24 (0.00) 45 .56 (0.00) -'2.49 (0.00) 12.62 (0.00) 15.89 (0.00) 24.18 (0.00) -va ue 
Ad.iusted R2 0.87 0.92 __ _ _ 0.92 0.90 0.78 0.84 _ 0.91 
/\ All p -values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKciien~ - A VSCKcBn) I crsccBn I > Clientj I IBN = L 
I (SCkclieny - A VSCKlBn) I O"scKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKct ien~) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit fim1's (CBN -- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 
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Panel F: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms mall 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Control Exp. 

Year 1998 
(N=699) 

Year 1999 
(N=732) 

Year 2000 
(N=782}_ 

Year 2001 
_(~~799)_ 

Year 2002 
(N=776) 

Year 2003 
{N=747) 

Year 2004 
(N=721) 

variab.le~=. .. _ ····- .. ~~g_~ ......... G.~~.f.f~·-·· p-yalue ···-~g-~_f.f:-.... -..... .P.:.Y!!~_'! ~ ~ oef_f.. ______ P:.Y.~!.!!_~--- . ·--~~-~.f.f:_ ·---·-p-v~l u ~--·- ..... ~Q-~_f.f.~--- ·· .... P..:.Y.~.~~-~ ..... __ 5;Q_~.f.f~-----·······.P..:.Y.~.I..~.~ ......... ~Q-~.f.~. . ... .P.: "..~J-~.~---···-
Intercept 
LnTA 
LnSUB 
FOREIGN 
CATA 
DE 
QIDCK 
ROI 
OPINION 
YE 
LOSS 

4.04 0.00 

+ 0.34 0.00 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

0.40 
0.48 
0.59 
0.27 
-0.01 
-0.05 
0.04 
0.03 
-0.07 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.02 
0.63 
0.55 
0.18 

Experimental Variables: 

4.28 0.00 

0.33 0.00 
0.39 0.00 
0.66 0.00 
0.47 0.00 
0.31 0.00 
-0.01 0.00 
-0.11 0.00 
0.03 0.73 
0.10 0.05 
-0.15 0.00 

3.94 0.00 4.40 0.00 4.76 0.00 3.38 0.00 4.05 0.00 
0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
0.37 
0.76 
0.62 
0.32 
-0.01 
-0.18 
0.07 
0.08 
-0.13 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.03 
0.00 
0.01 
0.30 
0.13 
0.01 

0.36 
0.55 
0.70 
0.17 
-0.02 
0.01 
0.15 
0.14 
-0.04 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.29 
0.00 
0.74 
0.08 
0.02 
0.53 

0.34 
0.46 
0.64 
0.33 
-0.02 
-0.08 
0.06 
0.07 
-0.14 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.05 
0.00 
0.23 
0.64 
0.42 
0.11 

0.22 
0.77 
0.69 
0.01 
-0.01 
0.001 
0.29 
0.18 
0.02 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.09 
0.00 
0.20 
0.00 
0.01 
0.78 

0.39 
0.55 
0.54 

0.002 
-0.01 
-0.02 
0.19 
0.09 
-0.02 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.99 
0.00 
0.00 
0.04 
0.22 
0.72 

SG + -0.05 0.16 I -0.06 0.10 I -0.06 0.10 0.02 0.39 I -0.18 0.01 0.01 0.40 -0.02 0.39 
-·· -··· -······ -!-···-··-···-·······-·········-·-·· ··----... ··-·-··--· ··- ·-·· I· ····· ···· ···-··-·· ---·····-··-···- -· ... I ·······-·······-..... ··············-·-··-······-··-·····--· ······--··-·1·····-·-····-··-··-···-····-·-·····························-··········+ ········--········-·-· ......... ····-·········-···-·--··-····-····· 

F -statistic 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R 2 

346.97 (0.00) 

0.85 

387.20 (0.00) 

0.85 

342.84 (0.00) 

0.83 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

247.86 (0.00) 

0.77 

119.12 (0.00) 

0.63 

190.90 (0.00) 

0.74 

256.55 (0.00) 

0.80 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' cunent assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' cunent assets less inventories to cunent liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclien~- AVSCKcsn) I asccBn I > Clientj I IBN= L 
I (SCkclien~ - A VSCKmn) I O"scKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKctienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit finn's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel G: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated based 
upon audit firms' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ........................ §_i_g~---· __ _c;_~_~(f~ . __ P~.Y.~!~.~ .... ··---~g-~ff.~-- .. p~~~J!!.~- . . -~Q-~f.f~--- .. .P.::Y._~l!!~ ...... _ ·--~~~_f.f.~----·-P.:Y~.l.~~- ... ·-··-~-~eff . ......... P.:Y._~-~!! .. ~ ---- ~Qef.f~_ ..... P.:::.Y..~!!!~ .... .. ~-Q~_f.f. . ..... P..:Y.~.~-~~ ... -·· · 

Intercept 4.03 0.00 4.27 0.00 3.93 0.00 4.42 0.00 4.73 0.00 3.38 0.00 4.05 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.47 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.27 0.01 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.03 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.06 0.01 0.09 -0.001 0.99 
DE + 0.59 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.54 0.00 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.03 -0.11 0.00 -0 .18 0.01 0.01 0.77 -0.08 0.24 0.001 0.18 -0.02 0.00 
OPINION + 0.04 0.60 0.03 0.68 0.07 0.35 0.15 0.09 0.05 0.67 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.54 0.09 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.03 0.07 0.44 0.18 0.01 0.09 0.22 
LOSS - -0.07 0.17 -0.15 0.00 -0.13 0.01 -0.04 0.56 -0.15 0.09 0.02 0.76 -0.02 0.71 

Exi!erimental Variables: 
SG + -0 .01 0.45 -0.04 0.20 0.02 0.36 -0.03 0.28 -0.01 0.47 0.05 0.19 0.002 0.49 

.................... . .... ··-·-------- ············---····· ·-·-·· ... ·······-·-··-·- ·--············--··--· .. ·-·-·-·····- ·········-·-····-······-······ . ........ ............................... ,., __________________________ .. ~--·--·----------· ·····-·-······-----------·------- ······-······-·-····-·····---·····--·--····-···-········-··-.. ·········-·······-··-·····-·-···-----"'-'""-·'""'"'"'"-......................... ....... ................................................................... -.... ----- ....................................................... -

F -statistic 346.35 (0.00) 386.54 (0.00) 342.04 (0.00) 247.98 (0.00) 117.76 (0.00) 191.16 (0.00) 256.51 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.77 0.62 0.74 0.80 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate vmiable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclientj- AVSCKcBn) I crsccBn I > Clientj I IBN= 2: 
I (SCkclienti- A VSCKmn) I O"scKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKcJient) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 
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Table 2 

Audit Fee Regression Model (2) Results for Hypothesis 2 (1998 to 2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

Model (2): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b 10Loss + b11 SR + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 
(N=275) (N=294) (N=305) (N=303) (N=293) (N=291) 

Control Exp. 
variables: .............. §.!g~ ··---~-~-~_f.f.~ ______ P:Y..~.!.!~ ........ ..... G.~.~!f.~ ·-·-·-.P~_vaJ!I~-. -~-0-~!f.~ ·- ._ .. P: Y_!t.!! e .. --~-~-~-~I.~-----···P.:~~!~-~---- · ···-~-~-~.f.f~--·······- .J!.:_Y._~.!~ .. ~ ........ ~-~-~f.f~ ...... P:.Y.~!.~~----· 
Intercept 3.81 0.00 4.83 0.00 4.30 0.00 4.45 0.00 4.93 0.00 2.57 0.00 
LnTA + 0.35 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.45 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.38 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.12 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.70 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.7 1 0.00 0.74 0.00 0.48 0.00 1.04 0.00 
CATA + 0.65 0.00 0.46 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.57 0.01 
DE + 0.11 0.44 0.18 0.21 0.58 0.01 0.58 0.01 0.98 0.00 0.33 0.37 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.96 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.01 
ROI - -0.34 0.02 -0.16 0. 17 -0.38 0.02 -0.11 0.15 -0.07 0.30 -0.30 0.10 
OPINION + -0.06 0.69 -0.07 0.65 0.08 0.50 0.20 0.11 0.06 0.73 0.33 0.12 
YE - 0.02 0.84 0.001 0.99 0.05 0.48 0.04 0.59 -0.02 0.83 0.25 0.05 
LOSS - 0.08 0.42 -0.02 0.82 I -o.o3 0.74 -0.01 0.88 0.03 0.74 -0.03 0.82 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
I -0.02 SR + 0.09 0.17 -0.19 0. 13 0.47 0.25 0.13 -0.24 0.16 0.16 0.32 

.. . . .. ·--- . ---···· . -······-···--···· --·--·--·-·-···-··-·-·······-···--·-··-------- ... ·········----·-···-·-·-····-··-·· ···-·---- --·-- - ····- --- ----·-··· --·· ········· ··- ·-···-·----·-·····----- ······-·-····· ···-·· ·····························--··· ........................ ··········-· ····--· ··------·-···· ··-
F -statistic 143.767 (<.00) 124.470 (<.00) 142.508 (<.00) 151.313 (<.00) 83.494 (<.00) 48.448 (<.00) 
(p-value) 
Adjusted R2 0.85 0.62 0.84 0.85 0.76 0.64 

---- ---

" All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Year 2004 
(N=261) 

. .... G..~.~f.f~·········-····P._:.Y..~!..!!.~ ......... 
4.68 0.00 
0.33 0.00 
0.42 0.00 
0.62 0.00 
0.80 0.03 
-0.19 0.41 
-0.32 0.41 
-0.33 0.13 
0.05 0.79 
0.20 0.08 
-0.05 0.61 

-0.19 0.20 
····--···-·-·····-·-········-···-········-·-····-······-··············- ····-· 

99.573 (<.00) 

0.81 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees ; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
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clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1. if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Client3 I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I a scCBn I 

Clientj I IDN L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKmn) I a scKlBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclien~) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison finn's portfolio . 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=l37) (N=140) (N=156) (N=160) (N=160) (N=164) (N=167) 

Control Exp . 
... variables: ··-·· · ·--······-···-~!g~ ...... G.-~-~!:!~---···· .P.::-.Y..~l.~.~- .. .... ~~-~_ff.~ ...... P.:.Y._~~-~-~----- ----~-~-~f!~ . __ P._:Y..~l.~-~---- .. G.~-~_f.f. . ........ P..::-.Y.~.!-~-~----- ···---~-~eff . .......... .P.:.Y...~.~~ -~ .... ..G..~-~-!f.~---········1!..::-.Y..~.!~~- ..... ··---~~-~ff . .. ........ P:.Y..~J~.~---· 
Intercept 3.82 0.00 3.73 0.00 3.34 0.00 4.68 0.00 5.11 0.00 5.09 0.00 5.96 0.00 
LnTA + 0.36 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.26 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.43 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.45 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.44 0.07 0.64 0.00 1.01 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.56 0.03 0.66 0.00 0.47 0.01 
CATA + 0.60 0.01 0.76 0.00 0.73 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.49 0.01 
DE + 0.30 0.43 0.34 0.15 0.23 0.36 -0.28 0.25 -0.10 0.67 -0.14 0.55 -0.03 0.93 
QillCK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.22 0.36 0.45 0.27 -0.36 0.08 -0.22 0.15 -0.19 0.13 -0.21 0.02 0.09 0.70 
OPINION + -0.12 0.60 0.19 0.35 -0.14 0.44 0.02 0.89 -0.08 0.67 -0.18 0.21 -0.11 0.53 
YE - 0.11 0.41 0.06 0.57 0.02 0.85 -0.04 0.78 0.03 0.83 0.10 0.44 -0.20 0.14 
LOSS - -0.08 0.56 -0.10 0.42 -0. 15 0.23 -0.16 0.24 -0.26 0.06 -0.14 0.18 -0.20 0.09 

Experimental Variables: 
SR + -0.16 0.14 0.08 0.36 0.34 0.03 -0.32 0.08 0.05 0.30 0.19 0.09 0.11 0.02 

····---··········-······-····-··············-···--····------··········-····-·········· .. ·-·· .. ·• ·······-·····--··-·--·--·-····-·-············-···········-· .. -· . ·-··· ·-·-··· --·-··-- ····--····-···-··· •··········--·-----···-··-··-··--··-··----······--· -. -- ------------------- .. ---- ····-----------------·------- ... ······-·····-·········-·····--··----·--·----------· .. ·· ...................................................... . ······················- ......... ··- ....................... -......... -......... . .................................................... ·-············-···--······-···· 

F-statistic 89.98 (<.00) 123 .633 (<.00) 89.530 (<.00) 70.678 (<.00) 53.639 (<.00) 84.033 (<.00) 81.498 (<.00) 
(p-value) 
Adjusted R2 0.88 0.49 0.86 0.83 0.78 0.85 0.84 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclienti - A VSCKCBn) I crscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKmn) I crscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclien~) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=191) (N=l98) (N=207) (N=221) (N=215) (N=l92) (N=202) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ... ·-··-····-··§!_g!! _________ ~-~-~!.!~-- P..:.Y.~.!-~-~------ .. ~-~eff. . ..... P.:-_V~_I!l~ ... --~-~~!~: __ ---- .P:Y.!!~~ ---· ·--~~-~-!!~ ............ P..:.Y..~!-~-~----- ····-~-~-~-!!· ..... ..P..:Y..~J~-~---·· ··---~o-~f!~ ---·········P..:.Y..~!-~~---···· --···-~-~-~!!~ ........ .P..:Y..~.!~~ -- .. 
Intercept 5.54 0.00 3.71 0.00 3.91 0.00 4.19 0.00 4.06 0.00 4.86 0.00 2.63 0.00 

LnTA + 0.24 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.45 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.45 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.25 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.32 0.03 0.63 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.11 0.63 0.25 0.13 0.38 0.01 0.49 0.01 
CATA + 0.57 0.00 0.25 0.14 0.53 0.00 0.67 0.01 0.59 0.00 0.79 0.00 0.09 0.69 
DE + 0.18 0.40 0.44 0.01 0.38 0.30 0.60 0.26 0.31 0.03 0.00 0.84 0.23 0.63 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.08 -0.001 0.16 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.001 0.36 
ROI - -0.03 0.12 -0.12 0.00 -0.22 0.02 0.02 0.75 -0.02 0.85 0.00 0.03 -0.03 0.04 
OPINION + 0.08 0.45 0.09 0.41 0.10 0.38 -0.20 0.35 0.02 0.87 0.29 0.03 0.23 0.23 
YE - -0.05 0.65 0.13 0.25 -0.0 1 0.92 0.31 0.09 -0.05 0.73 0.1 8 0.17 -0.04 0.83 
LOSS - -0.13 0.27 -0.32 0.01 -0 .16 0.16 0.00 0.99 -0.13 0.24 0.05 0.70 0.03 0.84 

ExQerimental Variables: 
SR + 0.03 0.44 0.27 0.10 -0.35 0.07 0.27 0.22 -0.19 0.12 0.04 0.16 -0.10 0.35 

·- ------- --- ---·-·········-·····-----·····-----------··-·-········--······-·······-··············--·-····-·····-·············-·····-···· ...... ···············-············- ············-··-··-·····---··· .... ··-·· ... . ····-·····----·-·---- ----······-----·····-····-- . ··-··· ···-·------····-·······-···-·······-·····--·····-··········-······ . ······ -·---------·-·---·····---··-······ . .......... ..................................... ·····-·········-······················ ... ·· .... ................................ ........ 

F -statistic 58.450 (<.00) 56.338 (<.00) 57.770 (<.00) 22.634 (<.00) 49.339 (<.00) 51.11 2 (<.00) 36.068 (<.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.52 0.71 0.74 0.66 
1\ All p -values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I O"sccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkchenti - A VSCKJBn) I O"scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm 's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incun1bent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=65) (N=67) (N=73) (N=74J (N=71) (N=67) (N=64) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ····-····----~~g~---------~-~-~f.f.~.- ... P.::.Y.~_l_~-~---···· .. -~-~~_f.f. ........... P-.:V_~Iu._~_ .. · - --~~-~f.f.~ ---·-- P.:~~-~!!~--- .. -~~-~f.f.~ ........... P.::.Y.~J-~-~--------· . -~-~-~_f.f. ............... P.:Y..~-~-~--~-------·- ---~~-~f.f.~ ........ P::.Y..~_I,_~-~- ..... .. ~~-~_f.f. .. ...... P..-.:Y..~-~~-~ -- ----· 
Intercept 3.05 0.00 4.04 0.00 5.70 0.00 5.17 0.00 8.55 0.02 5.05 0.00 4.07 0.00 

LnTA + 0.42 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.15 0.49 0.28 0.00 0.33 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.18 0.02 0.33 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.40 0.20 0.22 0.01 0.31 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.71 0.02 0.27 0.33 0.53 0.14 0.60 0.06 0.51 0.76 0.47 0.19 0.31 0.29 
CATA + 0.29 0.35 0.38 0.16 0.50 0.09 0.06 0.81 0.42 0.71 1.27 0.00 0.94 0.00 
DE + 1.25 0.01 1.47 0.00 1.02 0.16 -0.29 0.73 0.75 0.82 1.05 0.08 0.12 0.72 
QUICK - 0.01 0.76 -0.02 0.35 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.09 0.00 -0.05 0.02 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.59 0.31 -0.36 0.36 0.11 0.69 -0.32 0.14 0.31 0.79 0.08 0.50 -0.03 0.87 
OPINION + 0.03 0.88 0.24 0.29 -0 .1 0 0.71 0.06 0.80 -0.01 0.99 0.15 0.53 0.28 0.17 
YE - 0.10 0.54 0.15 0.38 0.08 0.63 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.80 0.38 0.07 0.19 0.29 
LOSS - -0.05 0.74 -0.12 0.49 0.06 0.75 -0.07 0.71 -0.05 0.95 0.31 0.12 0.26 0.12 

Ex_uerimental Variables: 
SR + -0.39 0.07 -0 .17 0.26 0.07 0.40 -0.35 0.15 -0.60 0.28 0.01 0.48 0.17 0.20 

···-······· ···-··----··············--··--···-·-·-····-·······-·····--·-···--···-····-----·· . ---·····--·- . ....... . .. ··-·-·······--.. -···· ····-···· ·······-·······-···-··············-·· ···-··----············-·---···· - .. ··-·-······-··-·--· ·····-····---·-···--·····--·-··· ---·· ··----------------------------·--· ··-·· ······--· ....... ·····--······-·········-·······-·····-··---·-·--····--··-·--···-····· ····-··-······· ···········································-········ . ·························································-······················· 

F -statistic 21 .691 (<.00) 22.220 (<.00) 14.356 (<.00) 19.422 (<.00) 18.943 (<.00) 18.154 (<.00) 21.137 (<.00) 
(p-value) 

Ad.iusted R2 0.78 0.53 0.67 0.74 0.62 0.74 0.78 
t\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clien~ I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I <JscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclieng - A VSCKmn) I <JscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatia] distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclieng) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio . 
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Exp. 

Year 1998 
(N=31) 

Year 1999 
(N=33) 

Panel E: Adelaide Office 

Year 2000 
(N=41) 

Year 2001 
(N=41) 

Year 2002 
(N=37) 

Year 2003 
(N=33) 

Year 2004 
(N=27) 

Control 
variables: ·········· ....... §~_g~---·- ·-~-~~_f.f.~ . P.:::.Y.~!.:t.J:~-- ·--~-~~_f.f.~ ..... P.:::.Y..~Jl!~ ··· 1 --- ~o-~ff.: __ p_::y~-~~~---··- -~-~-~_f.f~ _ ...... P.:::.Y.~.I.-~-~ .... ----~~~ff ............ P.:::.Y. .~.!~-~ ..... J~-~-~ff. P.:::.Y..~!-~-~- ...... --~-~-~ff~ ..... P_-::.Y. .~.!-~-~-------
Intercept 
LnTA 
LnSUB 
FOREIGN 
CATA 
DE 
QUICK 
ROI 
OPINION 
YE 
LOSS 

-1.18 
+ 0.61 
+ 0.06 
+ 0.20 
+ 
+ 

+ 

3.13 
-0.03 
-0.01 
-0.13 

-0.24 
0.02 

Experimental Variables: 
SR + -0.03 

0.53 4.96 0.00 6.07 0.00 5.75 0.00 6.94 0.00 5.68 
0.00 0.32 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.19 0.04 0.23 
0.12 0.28 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.44 
0.72 1.70 0.00 1.18 0.00 0.54 0.04 0.36 0.36 -0.44 
0.00 
0.98 
0.61 
0.90 

0.41 
0.97 

0.07 

-0.04 
-0.77 
-0.02 
-0.76 
-0.39 
-0.04 
-0.49 

0.04 

0.94 
0.28 
0.34 
0.34 
0.34 
0.85 
0.09 

0.40 

0.06 
-0.74 
-0.01 
-0.50 

-0.04 
-0.51 

0.20 

0.87 
0.16 
0.63 
0.51 

0.82 
0.02 

0.22 

0.12 
-0.72 
-0.01 
0.25 
0.46 
0.15 
-0.06 

0.16 

0.74 
0.17 
0.36 
0.77 
0.73 
0.45 
0.82 

0.28 

0.33 
0.15 
-0.02 
-0.19 
-0.37 
0.12 
0.06 

-0.02 

0.44 
0.81 
0.21 
0.71 
0.51 
0.66 
0.82 

0.46 

0.63 
0.28 
-0.03 
-0.29 
-0.42 
0.33 
0.25 

0.29 
-···-·-···-···-·--····--···-·· .................. .. ......................... -... -................... ,_ ....... -.... ·-{ .... ........... ........................... ......... - .. . .... ------ --· 

0.00 4.23 0.00 
0.00 0.31 0.00 
0.00 0.41 0.00 
0.46 -0.09 0.83 
0.04 
0.58 
0.00 
0.12 
0.13 
0.05 
0.24 

0.11 

1.55 
0.33 
-0.16 
-0.01 
0.16 
0.37 
0.56 

0.09 

0.00 
0.53 
0.07 
0.86 
0.74 
0.12 
0.04 

0.29 

F -statistic 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 

10.740 (<.00) 

0.77 

32.035 (<.00) 

0.91 

46.570 (<.00) 

0.92 

32.469 ( <.00) 

0.90 

12.557 (<.00) 

0.53 

33.759 (<.00) 

0.92 

23.777 (<.00) 

0.91 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients ' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN 2: I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I O"sccBn I 

Clientj I IBN 2: I (SCkclienti - A VSCKlBn) I <YscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciientj) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest con1peting Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel F: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ··--········-.... ~.!_g~ --~-o~.f.f.~_ ........ P_:Y.~~-~~ G.~-~r~~----···- ~'--~-~~~~-~ ····- ~~~f!~--- __ .P:..:Y_~!._l!_~--- --~-~-~f.f: ______ P:-Y..~! ~-~- -~~~.!!~ ..... _1'-:Y.~-~-~-~--- . . ... ~~-~ff~---·-·-P_:Y..~J.~.~- ... ····-~-~-~.f.!:__ ..... .e.:.~.~.Lu._~---··-
Intercept 4.04 0.00 4.36 0.00 3.91 0.00 4.46 0.00 4.73 0.00 3.38 0.00 4.06 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.47 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.60 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.53 0.00 
DE + 0.27 0.01 0.32 0.00 0.33 0.03 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.05 0.01 0.16 0.001 0.99 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.03 -0.11 0.00 -0.18 0.01 0.01 0.76 -0.08 0.23 -0.001 0.26 -0.02 0.01 
OPINION + 0.04 0.60 0.03 0.70 0.06 0.38 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.67 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.55 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.41 0.18 0.01 0.09 0.24 
LOSS - -0.08 0.17 -0.15 0.00 -0.13 0.01 -0.04 0.54 -0.15 0.11 0.02 0.74 -0.03 0.66 

Exnerimental Variables: 
SR + -0.01 0.28 -0.11 0.08 0.05 0.30 -0.06 0.33 -0.05 0.27 -0.02 0.31 0.03 0.27 

·-···-···-·········------·--····-··-·········-····--······-···- ·····-·····--···-···--·-----···--···········-······- ............•............ -- ...... •···· ·················-··--···--------... ·-- ··- ....... ···- ···---·-··------- --------------- i---- -·······-···· ·- .. ............. ··········-·····-····-····-----·······-····-··-······-····-·····-········-·-- ····· ·······-·········-··-····-···---···············- ··················- ·····-··············-······-........................ ··- ···············-··· 

F -statistic 346.550 ( <.00) 387.395 (<.00) 342.132 (<.00) 247.907 (<.00) 117.859 (<.00) 190.963 ( <.00) 256.683 ( <.00) 
{p-value) 

Adjusted R 2 0.85 0.56 0.83 0.77 0.62 0.74 0.80 
_L____ -- '------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees ; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Client3 I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I CJsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKIBn) I CJscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclient) and the mean 

values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(CYscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel G: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated based 
upon audit firms ' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ··----··-···-·§.!_g~·-· · -··· .. G..Q.~_ff.~---····-·P..:::_Y._~!.~-~---·- ···-~-~-~.!f~ ...... __ .. P...:...Y.3.:!!!.~ __ .... G~_e.ft._ .. P.:~.~-!_1! .. ~----·-· ___ G._Q_~f.f.~---··· _P_:::Y._~l~~--- · ··-~-~-~.!!~ ......... P..:::~.-~!:'.:1 .. ~. . ... ... _GQef.f.~ .- . 1'.:.~~-!-~.~ ..... . ... ~.Q.~_f.!~ ····-·-·P...:::.Y..a.:.!.~--~·-···· ..... 

Intercept 4.10 0.00 2.86 0.00 2.99 0.00 4.50 0.00 5.00 0.00 3.32 0.00 4.06 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.48 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.60 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.54 0.00 
DE + 0.27 0.01 0.45 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.17 0.29 0.29 0.08 0.01 0.54 0.00 0.99 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.03 -0.14 0.00 -0.26 0.00 0.01 0.77 -0.08 0.26 -0.001 0.15 -0.02 0.03 
OPINION + 0.04 0.61 0.10 0.25 0.06 0.46 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.65 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.54 0.04 0.45 0.05 0.39 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.42 0.19 0.01 0.09 0.21 
LOSS - -0.07 0.20 -0.15 0.01 -0.17 0.00 -0.04 0.56 -0.14 0.12 0.02 0.78 -0.02 0.73 

Ex(!erimental Variables: 
SR + -0.10 0.17 -0.10 0.21 -0.30 0.16 -0.10 0.24 -0.37 0.06 0.09 0.22 -0.03 0.41 

--~·-···· .. . . .. ... . ..... .. -····-·-·-···- ····----·-----····---··-···-····--·······-----------·-····----······-····------·-·······--·-···················· .. ··--·--·-···· -· -··-··- ····-··· -----····-··-··-------~---·····-··-···- ···-·-··-······--··-··-···-· ·- ·····--···-···-·········--··-···-·······-·······- ............ ······- ....... ············-·········· ............................................. .... _ ..................... ,_ .. _ ............. ........................................ 

F -statistic 346.800 ( <.00) 279.097 (<.00) 268.083 (<.00) 248.042 (<.00) 118.438 (<.00) 191.094 (<.00) 256.539 (<.00) 
(p-value) 

_A_!!if!_s_tecl_ B-2_ -·-- 0.84 0.81 0.79 0.77 0.63 0.74 0.80 
-

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client' s 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclieutj - A VSCKlsn) I <JscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the mean 

values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN -the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Appendix 6 

Sensitivity Tests1 on the Choice of Spatial Client Characteristics 

Effects of Client Industry Characteristics - Number of Incumbent Auditor's Competitors in Client Industry 

Results of Models (3) and ( 4) 
1 The sensitivity test is to calculate the experimental variables used for model tests using six client spatial characteristics (TA, Sub, Foreign, CATA, DE and ROI). 

Table 1 

Audit Fee Regression Model (3) Results for Hypothesis 1 (1998-2004) 

(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

Model (3): LnAF = bo + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b 10Loss + b11 SG + b12SG*Comp + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=275) (N=294) _(N=305) (N=303) (N=293) (N=291) (N=261) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ····--·-····-·····---~-!g~ .. ·--· ·--~-~-~!f.~_ ......... £-.Y.~l_u e .. <;<:l.~f.f. . .. ___ P:Y.~!~.~ --- . .. -~~-~!f.~_ - P......::.~.~~!!~ .. -~-~-~ff·- ......... P.:.Y.~l~~- .. .... ~Q~ff~·-·- .. .P.:~--~~.!! .. ~ ..... .... ~~-~ff~·-· ··-··- ·P.:_V._~_l. .!!.~--- . ····-~-~-~_ff~ ....... P.:.Y.~!~.~---·· 
Intercept 2.51 0.00 4.68 0.00 4.32 0.00 4.68 0.00 3.61 0.00 2.71 0.00 4.51 0.00 

LnTA + 0.46 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.33 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.07 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.42 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.84 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.74 0.00 0.48 0.00 1.02 0.00 0.62 0.00 
CATA + 0.84 0.00 0.47 0.00 1.56 0.00 0.84 0.00 1.02 0.00 0.57 0.01 0.73 0.06 
DE + 0.35 0.03 0.17 0.25 0.58 0.01 0.58 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.32 0.37 -0.23 0.33 
QUICK - -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00 -1.04 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.001 0.02 -0.24 0.55 
ROI - -0.43 0.01 -0.16 0.12 -0.37 0.03 -0.12 0.12 -0.10 0.14 -0.30 0.09 -0.32 0.14 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=275) (N=294) (N=305) (N=303) (N=293) (N=291) (N=261) 

Control Exp. 
va.r~ables: ···-·-· .. ~~g_f!····-···· ~-~-~f.f~--- ..... 1'-:::.Y..~.!.~-~---·-. ····-~-~-~!I~---·-·-··P..:::Y.~~~~- .... ····-~-~--~ff'~ __ __ P: v~!_l! ~- -· ---~-~-~_f.f~ _ ....... 1'-:::.Y..~ .... ~.~ ..... ··· ·--~~--~-f.f.~---·--·····P.=Y.~J.~--~·-······ Coeff . ...... P:::.Y.~.!~-~ ---· Coeff . ... .. P.:::Y..~-~~~---···· 
OPINION + -0.02 0.90 -0.07 0.64 0.08 0.53 0.20 0.11 0.15 0.42 0.34 0.10 0.07 0.71 
YE - -0.06 0.49 -0 .01 0.87 0.06 0.41 0.04 0.61 -0.06 0.53 0.26 0.05 0.20 0.07 
LOSS - 0.10 0.33 -0.03 0.77 -0.02 0.83 -0.02 0.79 0.03 0.79 -0.04 0.79 -0.06 0.56 

Exf!erimental Variables: 
SG + 0.41 0.20 0.91 0.02 1 -0.43 0.11 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.26 0.12 0.39 0.17 0.34 

..... §.G.~-~~-!!IP - -0.09 0.26 -0.30 0.00 0.12 0.10 -0.05 0.26 -0.14 0.17 -0.10 0.25 -0.04 0.38 
.......... ,_ ........... ············-··························-··············-···········-· ···············-----··· ··--···-··-···-· .... -··-·····---·-- . ··-······-----·······-······· --· ····-·- ···-· ----····-··---·-··-·············-····-................................ ··-·······-·······-·····-····- ................................. ······-··· -········· ···-··-·---····-··· ................................................................................... 

F -statistic 105.97 (0.00) 117.84 (0.00) 131 .06 (0.00) 138.23 (0.00) 68.71 (0.00) 44.69 (0.00) 90.78 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.74 0.64 0.81 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log ofthe number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclien~- A VSCKCBn) I CJscCBn I > Clientj I mN = L: 
I (SCkclientJ - A VSCK!Bn) I CJscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IDN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( CJscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=137) (N=l40) (N=156) (N=l60) (N=160) (N=164) (N=167) 

Control Exp. 

-··· variables: .. ___ ·····----~i.g~---··· ~Q~f.f.~-----····-P:.Y.~!~.~-- .. ... ~~-~f.f.~-------- P.:.Y.~~-!~ -~ ---·· . -~-~~rr.~. _____ P=~~l.!!.~ ____ ----~Q-~.f.f....... . .. E:.Y.~.!~-~-- . ·---~-~-~_f.f.~........ P..:~~~:'.! -~ --- ..... ~Q~ff.~ ............. .P:.~~-!.:'.!.~ ...... Coeff. _ P:~-~-~-~-~---···· 
Intercept 3.97 0.00 3.69 0.00 3.37 0.00 4.14 0.00 5.35 0.00 5.19 0.00 5.64 0.00 
LnTA + 0.35 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.28 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.43 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.44 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.45 0.06 0.66 0.00 0.97 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.61 0.02 0.64 0.00 0.59 0.00 
CATA + 0.56 0.01 0.75 0.00 0.79 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.56 0.00 
DE + 0.39 0.30 0.32 0.17 0.22 0.39 -0.27 0.26 -0.07 0.77 -0.13 0.56 -0.11 0.71 
QillCK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.33 0.19 0.45 0.27 -0.40 0.06 -0.24 0.12 -0.17 0.16 -0.22 0.01 0.08 0.74 
OPINION + -0.15 0.50 0.20 0.32 -0.11 0.53 0.07 0.69 -0.08 0.65 -0.25 0.09 -0.18 0.32 
YE - 0.09 0.50 0.08 0.45 0.04 0.73 -0.04 0.78 0.001 0.98 0.09 0.47 -0.13 0.30 
LOSS - -0.15 0.24 -0.07 0.60 -0.13 0.30 -0.15 0.28 -0.28 0.04 -0.14 0.20 -0.11 0.32 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
SG + 0.25 0.09 -0.28 0.08 0.25 0.04 -0.14 0.32 0.45 0.09 0.47 0.05 0.23 0.04 

SG*Com~ - -0.14 0.02 0.06 0.18 -0.06 0.09 0.07 0.22 -0.17 0.10 -0.13 0.12 -0.10 0.02 
-·························-················-·· ------ ······--·-···-···--··------·-----... ··································--···· ·······-········--···-··· ·····- ·-····-····-····-·····--·-·······-·-·-······-··--·····- ........ ······-··-------···------- ·- ···-----···--·---- -----···-------- ··············----···-··-·········--------· . ·--····· ····--················-···---··-··· ··················-·--···-·-····· -····-·······-·-···---········-··-·······-··-············· .............. ··- ·····················-·········-· .. ·· .. - ······················-· ... · .. -···· 

F -statistic 84.52 (0.00) 114.65 (0.00) 81.03 (0.00) 63.86 (0.00) 49.47 (0.00) 77.81 (0.00) 74.52 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Ad.iusted R 2 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.85 0.84 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = 1f the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclienti - A VSCKcBn) I e>sccsn I > Clientj I IBN = L 
I (SCkclientj - A VSCKisn) I C>scKIBn 1). 

•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 
mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( e>scK) of characteristics in the comparison firm' s portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor ' s competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=191) (N=198) (N=207) (N=221) (N=215) (N=192) (N=202) 

Control Exp. 
variables: --···-·· -- ~~g~ .. ..... ~-Q~!!~---·-·-P.:!~.!~.~---· .. -~.!>.-~_ff~.---·-···P_-::_y_a!_n e . -~o-~ff~.-- P-::~~!~e . -~-~~!!: _ ...... .. P..:Y.~!~~---···-· ·---~-~-~.ff~---· ··-···P..:Y.~.!~.-~ ..... .... ~.o-~f!: .. ...... .P.:::Y..~.!~-~ ..... ·--~-~-~.!!~ .......... P..:.Y..~.!.~.~---··· · ·-·· 

Intercept 5.70 0.00 5.36 0.00 3.61 0.00 4.38 0.00 3.93 0.00 5.09 0.00 2.80 0.00 

LnTA + 0.23 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.44 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.46 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.24 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.35 0.02 0.54 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.14 0.54 0.23 0.16 0.39 0.01 0.47 0.01 
CATA + 0.53 0.00 0.17 0.25 0.51 0.00 0.67 0.01 0.58 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.98 
DE + 0.19 0.36 0.32 0.02 0.32 0.38 0.64 0.24 0.30 0.03 0.00 0.24 0.33 0.49 
QUICK - -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.03 -0.002 0.20 -0.01 0.01 -0.004 0.05 -0.01 0.00 -0.002 0.40 
ROI - -0.04 0.08 -0.10 0.00 -0.23 0.01 0.03 0.60 -0.02 0.81 0.002 0.05 -0.02 0.00 
OPINION + 0.07 0.54 0.03 0.76 0.10 0.37 -0.16 0.44 0.03 0.78 0.29 0.02 0.23 0.21 
YE - -0.05 0.65 0.17 0.08 -0.001 0.97 0.30 0.10 -0.05 0.72 0.17 0.19 -0.02 0.94 
LOSS - -0.12 0.28 -0.27 0.01 -0.16 0.15 0.03 0.86 -0.14 0.21 0.03 0.79 0.03 0.84 

Ex~erimental Variables: 

SG + 0.28 0.15 0.58 0.02 -0.30 0.12 0.61 0.05 -0.24 0.15 0.44 0.02 0.56 0.03 

SG*Com_p _ -0.10 0.09 -0.12 0.05 0.02 0.39 -0.13 0.10 0.03 0.35 -0.16 0.02 -0.21 0.03 
. . ~ -------- •. ·-·· - . -· -------------··-·-··------------·-···· ·-·····-...... ·-·····----- ---- ····-···-·--··-·----.... -· ·-·-· -· ·-· ·------· ··-------- ·---------- -·· ·-· -----------------------· ·····- .... -.... _,__________________________ -·-····- ... • ..... - ····· . . .. -----············-·-··-·-······-··········--·····-····--·--·· ·--·-·----------------·-······-········-···-···········- ······-

F -statistic 54.21 (0.00) 67.75 (0.00) 54.31 (0.00) 21.09 (0.00) 45.73 (0.00) 47.91 (0.00) 33.88 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.77 0.80 0.76 0.52 0.72 0.75 0.66 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, l if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclientj- AVSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= L 
I (SCkclientj - A VSCKisn) I O"scKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm ' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=65) (N=67) (N=73) (N=74) (N=71) (N=67) (N=64) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ···-···- ····-----~-i.g~----------~~~!!~ --- · ·····P:.Y..~.l.-~~---··· ----~~-~-!!~ __ . P:.Y~-~ -~ ~-- .. ·---~~~!f._ _______ p_:_Y.!~~-~ ---~~-~-!f.~-----···--·P.::Y..~!.~.~------·· -----~-~-~-f!~----------"--:Y~.!-~-~ ..... ·---~-~~ff . ....... . P:.Y..~.!-~-~----·· ----~~-~-!!~ _________ P_:_Y~.!-~-~---···· 
Intercept 3.09 0.00 3.90 0.00 5.60 0.00 5.30 0.00 8.33 0.03 4.43 0.00 4.11 0.00 

LnTA + 0.41 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.13 0.54 0.32 0.00 0.34 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.16 0.03 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.01 0.22 0.00 0.37 0.23 0.16 0.04 0.30 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.72 0.02 0.27 0.33 0.60 0.10 0.60 0.05 0.18 0.91 0.37 0.29 0.30 0.32 
CATA + 0.23 0.43 0.37 0.18 0.44 0.13 0.13 0.59 0.80 0.49 1.26 0.00 0.91 0.00 
DE + 1.44 0.00 1.43 0.01 0.90 0.21 0.05 0.95 0.90 0.78 1.12 0.05 0.12 0.71 
QUICK - 0.001 0.97 -0.02 0.42 -0.02 0.04 -0.02 0.02 -0.09 0.00 -0.04 0.11 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.86 0.14 -0.23 0.49 0.04 0.89 -0.28 0.18 0.31 0.79 0.06 0.65 -0.06 0.71 
OPINION + -0.06 0.78 0.27 0.24 -0.09 0.71 0.08 0.71 -0.19 0.86 0.34 0.15 0.27 0.20 
YE - 0.12 0.45 0.14 0.39 0.14 0.42 0.10 0.56 0.36 0.67 0.37 0.07 0.22 0.24 
LOSS - -0.12 0.48 -0.12 0.50 0.07 0.72 -0.07 0.71 0.05 0.95 0.30 0.09 0.24 0.17 

Exl!erimental Variables: 
SG + -0.18 0.20 -0.04 0.44 -0.01 0.49 -0.06 0.40 -0.73 0.27 0.39 0.11 0.13 0.36 

SG*Com _ -0.08 0.18 0.002 0.49 -0.07 0.25 -0.11 0.13 -0.04 0.47 -0.28 0.02 -0.06 0.35 
···-·············---···-·---·-··-·--·-·-·-p ·-······· ·····-·---···--.. ········-·-·······-·-···-·--·· -··········- -··········-··· ............ ··-·-·-· ·-·· ...... ·············-·---· -· ···-- ·-····---·--········"-·····-······· ·····---···--·······---···-··-··-·-·--····-··-··-·-····--··--· ·-·-·····~---···---··--·-·-··--·-··-·-····-· .................. ·······-·-· ··················--············-................................ ······························································-- ........................ 

F -statistic 21.02 (0.00) 19.84 (0.00) 13.36 (0.00) 19.05 (0.00) 3.02 (0.00) 18.40 (0.00) 18.75 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.79 0.77 0.67 0.75 0.26 0.76 0.77 
---

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclien~- A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= 2: 
I (SCkclien~ - A VSCKJsn) I <JscKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm ' s (CBN -the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG * the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Control Exp. 

Year 1998 
(N=31) 

Year 1999 
_(N=m 

Panel E: Adelaide Office 

Year 2000 
(N=41) 

Year 2001 
(N=41) 

Year 2002 
ili_~~71 

Year 2003 
(N=33) 

Year 2004 
(N=27) 

variables: .. _ . !;igit__ ~I!~~' .. P.~~~ f -~1!~· -.P~~~~ + ~o;r;:·. _ p-;~bt!". - ~ ~~~'---l'~~~~ue __ .. ~l!~i'·· . .P~~~~Il~ .. -~I!~:· ... J1~~~~- . ~:i~f~ _jJ~~~~-
Intercept 
LoT A 
LnSUB 
FOREIGN 
CATA 
DE 
QUICK 
ROI 
OPINION 
YE 
LOSS 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

0.34 
0.47 
-0.13 
1.92 
0.32 
-0.01 
1.17 

-0.13 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.76 
0.01 
0.75 
0.36 
0.21 

0.59 
1.00 

0.34 
0.27 
1.45 

-0.10 
-0.70 
-0.01 
-0.63 
-0.34 
-0.02 
-0.44 

0.00 
0.00 
0.01 
0.84 
0.31 
0.50 
0.41 
0 .39 
0.90 
0.11 

Experimental Variables: 
SG + 
SG*Comp ___ ------
F -statistic 
(p-value) 

Adlusted R 2 

0.24 

-0.14 

0.18 

0.24 

-0.07 

0.16 

0.35 

0.08 
·····-·····-·--·--··-·--·--···----·-·-·-·-··--··+ -·-·-···---·····-···--····----·--· -·--

18.28 (0.00) 

0.86 

31.30 (0.00) 

0.92 

0.23 
0.47 
1.07 

-0.04 
-0.78 
-0.01 
-0.09 

0.01 
-0.46 

-0 .12 

0.09 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.92 
0.14 
0.70 
0.91 

0.95 
0.03 

0.24 
0.45 
0.50 
0.09 
-0.77 
-0.02 
0.29 
0.59 
0.15 
-0.08 

0.27 I 0.17 
0.18 -0.03 

0.00 
0.00 
0.08 
0.80 
0.16 
0.33 
0.75 
0.67 
0.48 
0.77 

0.28 

0.40 

0.22 
0.41 
0.43 
0.34 
0.10 
-0.02 
-0.31 
-0.32 
0.23 
0.13 

0.46 

-0.27 

0.04 
0.00 
0.29 
0.44 
0.88 
0.01 
0.56 
0.59 
0.42 
0.61 

0.17 

0.18 
. -·- ····-· ·-· .... --·-····--·-··-··---...... ·-- . ···-··-!--·-·····--·· --·-······--... 

41 .36 (0.00) 

0.92 

28.84 (0.00) 

0.89 

11.58 (0.00) 

0.78 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

0.22 
0.45 
-0.31 
0.62 
0.18 
-0.03 
-0.12 
-0.40 
0.39 
0.31 

0.29 

-0.11 

0.00 
0.00 
0.60 
0.05 
0.74 
0.00 
0.27 
0.16 
0.04 
0.18 

0.14 

0.27 

29.50 (0.00) 

0.91 

0.29 
0.42 
-0.07 
1.53 
0.29 
-0.15 
0.01 
0.13 
0.42 
0.54 

0.18 

-0.03 

0.00 
0.00 
0.86 
0.00 
0.66 
0.13 
0.91 
0.83 
0.11 
0.06 

0.34 

0.45 
···········+---···-··-······-·---·--·-··-····-··--·-····--·-····· 

20.72 (0.00) 

0.90 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients ' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKctientj- A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I ffiN = 2: 
I (SCkctientj - A VSCKisn) I <JscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IDN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's indust1y. 
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Panel F: Pooled City Portfolio3 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: --· ...... ... ·---~-~g~-- ... c.~~f.f.~ .- .. P.:Y.~.~-~-~- --···-~-~-~.f!~ ..... _ ...... .P.: Y~!!!.~. . . .... ~-~~f.f.~_. __ .P:Y.~!~-~---··· -~-~-~.ff.~ ... _. P..:.Y..~~-~-~---··· ·····-~-~-~.ff.~ .......... P.:.Y..~.~.!!-~ .. -. ..... ~~-~f.f. . ........ P..:Y..~.~-~~- ... ··· ·-~-~-~.f.f.. · · · ···-· ·P..:.Y..~.!!!.~--- ····-
Intercept 4.06 0.00 4.29 0.00 3.94 0.00 4.43 0.00 4.75 0.00 3.38 0.00 4.05 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.48 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.56 0.00 
CATA + 0.59 0.00 1 0.47 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.55 0.00 
DE + 0.27 0.01 I 0.31 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.18 0.28 0.33 0.05 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.96 
QillCK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.02 -0.11 0.00 -0.18 0.01 0.01 0.72 -0.08 0.23 0.001 0.20 -0.02 0.00 
OPINION + 0.04 0.63 0.03 0.72 0.07 0.30 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.64 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.56 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.14 0.02 0.08 0.41 0.18 0.01 0.10 0.20 
LOSS - -0.08 0.17 -0.15 0.00 -0.13 0.01 -0.04 0.52 -0.14 0.11 0.02 0.78 -0.02 0.75 

ExJ:!erimental Variables: 
SG + -0.02 0.42 -0.04 0.35 -0.07 0.25 0.07 0.28 -0.20 0.14 -0.01 0.49 0.06 0.24 

-··-~.9.~~-~~_p ... ··········- ···--- ~-·-·· -- -0 .0 1 0.39 -0.01 0.40 0.004 0.45 -0.02 0.30 0.01 0.44 0.01 0.46 -0.03 0.12 
········-· ·-·-··--··········-··-·-······· --- -·--·-···········-··--. -·· . - . -----··--·-···-··· . ·---·- ······--·--·--·········-····· -----· ····---··-···-·····-·········-····· ···-····--·-----·---··-·······-·-··-······················-----··-·-···-····---····-····-·· ................................................................................ ·························-····-···-········-···--·-··········-········-········ 

F -statistic 317.63 (0.00) 354.48 (0.00) 313.87 (0.00) 227.01 (0.00) 109.05 (0.00) 174.76 (0.00) 235.43 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Ad.iusted R2 0.85 0,85 0.83 0,77 0.63 0.74 0.80 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log ofthe number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = .L I (SCKclientj- A VSCKcBn) I crsccBn I > Clientj I IBN= L 
I (SCkclienti - A VSCKmn) I O"scKJBn 1) . 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel G: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated based 
upon audit firms ' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: -····--····-·-····--§.!g~--------~Q~f.f~ ........ P.::-_Y.~!~-~------ · --~-~~_ff~ -· ·- P.-..Y..~.!~~ -- ·---~~~ft.'~ ---·· P.::~J.!:l:~--- ··---~-~-~ff.~ ----·····-P:.Y..~!-~~ _____ ------~-~--~-ff • ........... P.-..Y.~_l-~--~-- -·· ··· Coeff . ......... P.:Y.~I.-~~ ...... ···-- -~-~-~_f.f~ .......... P.-..Y..~J.~--~---·-- ....... . 

Intercept 4.07 0.00 4.34 0.00 3.95 0.00 4.42 0.00 4.73 0.00 3.38 0.00 4.05 0.00 
LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.47 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.59 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.54 0.00 
DE + 0.27 0.01 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.03 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.06 0.01 0.09 -0.01 0.99 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.03 -0.11 0.00 -0.18 0.01 0.01 0.76 -0 .08 0.24 0.001 0.18 -0.02 0.00 
OPINION + 0.05 0.56 0.03 0.72 0.07 0.35 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.65 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.61 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.03 0.07 0.44 0.18 0.01 0.09 0.22 
LOSS - -0.08 0.15 -0.16 0.00 -0.14 0.01 -0.04 0.55 -0.15 0.10 0.02 0.76 -0.02 0.71 

Exuerimental Variables: 
SG + 0.65 0.09 0.90 0.02 0.04 0.24 0.22 0.33 0.46 0.20 0.14 0.34 -0.02 0.49 
SG*Comp - -0.17 0.08 -0.24 0.02 -0.02 0.05 -0.06 0.30 -0.16 0.19 -0.03 0.40 0.01 0.49 

••••-•••••O••oO•oooooooo•o•oooooo•ooooo oo o oooooo ...... ,,,H••••OO•O•-·-Ooooo-ooooooooo o •oO•-oo••0-0·-· - -ooooooo- ooooooo oo••·•-- •••o<Oo<Ooooo•Oooo -ooooo•-•-• ··-··· ·············-·· ····-····-···-·-·----·--·--········-·-· . --·---------------------·-····-·· ---------·-·-·· . ·-·-········--····· ··············-·-··--· .. ·········· ------·-···- ......... ·-····- ······- ····-·····-···-·-·············-··········-····· ·- ············-· ··········-··-···-···········--········-·········- . ························································································-····· 

F -statistic 318.09 (0.00) 356.72 (0.00) 314.51 (0.00) 227.12 (0.00) 107.98 (0.00) 175 . 01 (0.00) 234.81 (0.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.77 0.62 0.74 0.80 
~-

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log ofthe number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (l=ifClien~ I CBN = L: I (SCKclientj - AVSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= L: 
I (SCkclientj - A VSCKmn) I O"scKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Table 2 

Audit Fee Regression Model (4) Results for Hypothesis 2 (1998-2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

Model (4): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b10Loss + b 11 SR + b12SR*Comp + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=275) (N=294) (N=305) (N=303) (N=293) (N=291) (N=261) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ......................... §~g~·-··-····-~-~-~.f.f.~.-- ...... 1'-:::.Y.~!.~-~---- --~~-~.f!~---- ... P..~.Y..~!!!~ -- -- ~~~!f~-- ... P_:::.Y..~_lu~ --· -_c;~_~f.f~·-· ··-··J!..:::Y._~-·-~~---·· ·····_c;·~--~!f· ....... P.:.Y.~_!_'.!.~ ---··· -~~_eff. . ..... l'.:::Y..~.l..~.~ ..... ·· ---~-~-~_ff . ........ P.~Y..~!-~t: ....... ---· 

Intercept 3.87 0.00 4.89 0.00 2.97 0.00 3.22 0.00 4.93 0.00 2.66 0.00 4.75 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.33 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.37 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.42 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.67 0.00 0.73 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 
CATA + 0.76 0.00 0.40 0.01 1.47 0.00 0.93 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.54 0.01 0.84 0.02 
DE + 0.62 0.01 0.18 0.21 0.79 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.33 0.36 -0.17 0.47 
QUICK - -0.30 0.04 -0.01 0.00 -0.73 0.06 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.37 0.34 
ROI - -0.10 0.00 -0.20 0.08 -0.44 0.02 -0.20 0.02 -0.07 0.28 -0.32 0.08 -0.33 0.13 
OPINION + -0.06 0.67 -0.06 0.71 0.09 0.50 0.13 0.34 0.07 0.68 0.32 0.12 0.05 0.80 
YE - 0.01 0.89 -0.01 0.89 -0.001 0.99 0.02 0.85 -0.03 0.76 0.25 0.05 0.21 0.07 
LOSS - 0.10 0.29 -0.04 0.68 -0.03 0.77 -0.04 0.65 0.03 0.80 -0.04 0.75 -0.05 0.65 

Ex~erirnental Variables: 

SR + 0.44 0.00 0.50 0.04 0.41 0.08 0.50 0.05 -0.03 0.47 0.60 0.08 -0.42 0.10 

SR*Comp - -0.09 0.00 -0.19 0.00 -0.11 0.04 -0.07 0.05 -0.08 0.13 -0.16 0.05 0.06 0.18 
......... ...... .. ---·- .... ····- ······························-···-······-··-·· ----- .. ·····-···········-·-··· ··· ···················-···········-·-········· ............ ·················-···-··-······-·-··-····· ·····-···· .. - ··-··- ······--·-·······-··-·---·· ····--·-··-··-· ··----.. ·-- -·-·-···-···--·--·· . ··-~·-·-· __ , .................... _ ..... . ............................. ............... _________ , ........................... _ ..................... ___ ··- ................................................................................ 

F -statistic 134.964 (<.000) 118.476 (<.00) 99.072 (<.00) 108.31 (<.00) 76.720 (<.00) 44.944 (<.00) 91.310 (<.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.85 0.61 0.79 0.81 0.76 0.65 0.81 
------- ------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 
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Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' cmTent assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Client1 I CBN L: I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I GsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKIBn) I GscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean 

values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio. 

SR*Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=137) (N=l40) (N=156) (N=160) (N=160) (N=l64) (N=167) 

Control Exp. 
variaiJle.s: .................... _§_ig_~·-··- .. ~o-~_f.f.~ .. - .. P.:.:Y.~~~-t:. _ ····-~-~-~.f.f.~ ______ E:Y.~.l. .':!~ -·- .. ~-0-~(f.~---·-· P.:_Y_~!~_f?._ . ·---~-~-~f.f.~·-··-······ P.:.Y~_l_l!.~ ..... ··· · ··~-~-~.f.f~ .............. £:.Y.~.!-~ .. '?. ..... ····-~-~-~f.f.~ ..... P.:.Y.~.l..':!.~. . .... ·· ···~-~-~.f.f. . ....... l!..:Y.~~-~-~-- -··· ··· 
Intercept 3.90 0.00 3.87 0.00 3.60 0.00 4.33 0.00 5.15 0.00 5.12 0.00 6.13 0.00 

LnTA + 0.36 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.26 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.42 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.45 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.44 0.07 0.64 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.63 0.01 0.66 0.00 0.53 0.00 
CATA + 0.59 0.01 0.75 0.00 0.72 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.79 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.52 0.00 
DE + 0.30 0.43 0.35 0.14 0.22 0.39 -0.26 0.29 0.14 0.60 -0.13 0.58 -0.07 0.82 
QUICK - -0.25 0.32 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.01 0.00 0.45 0.27 -0.34 0.10 -0.23 0.14 -0.17 0.15 -0.21 0.02 0.09 0.68 
OPINION + -0.12 0.59 0.19 0.33 -0.15 0.39 0.06 0.71 -0.11 0.55 -0.19 0.20 -0.15 0.41 
YE - 0.11 0.42 0.06 0.57 0.01 0.94 -0.04 0.80 -0.03 0.84 0.10 0.45 -0.21 0.11 
LOSS - -0.10 0.48 -0.11 0.40 -0.15 0.21 -0.15 0.26 -0.26 0.05 -0.14 0.19 -0.21 0.09 

Exf!erimental Variables: 

SR + -0.14 0.19 0.01 0.48 0.38 0.02 0.09 0.40 0.71 0.02 0.23 0.14 0.19 0.01 

SR*Comp - -0.03 0.30 -0.01 0.38 -0.03 0.21 -0.01 0.43 -0.13 0.02 -0.02 0.39 -0.07 0.10 
~------ ···-···-············--·---· ··-·· .. ~ .. ----- ····-·· ····- ····--- . ---· ·-··· --··-·····- ·······-· ................. __________ ,, .. , -····-····-·-····-···-·-·-·-··-------····· ··--·····--··-····-····--- ~ . --·-·· - ----···-· ..... ----- --- .... ··-··· ····-···- . -··--··· -·-· .... ------.. -------.. -- ···- ···················- .............................................. ·······-··-··- ············- ································································ ····- ··································-· ·············-····--·······-········ 

F -statistic 82.031 (<.000) 112.421 (<.00) 81.932 (<.00) 63.379 (<.00) 51.145 (<.00) 76.569 (<.00) 75.176 (<.00) 
{p-value) 

Ad.iusted R2 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.85 0.84 
. ~ -- ----- L__ _ _______ 

"All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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ClientJ I CBN L I (SCKclientj -- A VSCKCBn) I <JscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN L: I (SCkclienlj - A VSCKisn) I CJscK!Bn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienlj) and the mean 

values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's con1petitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=191) (N=198) (N=207) (N=221) (N=215) (N=192) (N=202) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ....... _. ·- .... Sig!! ....... ~.~ .. e.f!:__ ... P.~ .. Y..~.l..~.e. ... .. ..... ~.~.e.f!~ ......... p-val~~·-· ..... ~Q~f!~ ........ _,_p~_y_!l)_~.e._ ..... -~~.e..fr.~ ............ P.:.Y..~.l..'!e. ........ Coeff. ... ..P~ .. v~.I..~~ ..... ..... ~.~.~f.f. .. ........ ..P.:::.Y..~ .... ~.e. ........ .C.:~.e..!!· ........... P.:.Y..~.l.~ .. ~ ........ 
Intercept 5.46 0.00 5.03 0.00 3.76 0.00 4.22 0.00 3.99 0.00 4.44 0.00 2.11 0.01 

LnTA + 0.22 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.50 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.45 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.29 
FOREIGN + 0.33 0.02 0.54 0.00 0.57 0.00 0.13 0.58 0.23 0.16 0.47 0.00 0.54 0.01 
CATA + 0.54 0.00 0.18 0.23 0.50 0.00 0.67 0.01 0.61 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.08 0.72 
DE + 0.41 0.11 0.31 0.03 0.37 0.30 0.59 0.28 0.31 0.03 0.00 0.80 0.55 0.24 
QUICK - -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.00 0.16 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.24 
ROI - -0.04 0.07 -0.10 0.00 -0.30 0.00 0.02 0.71 -0.02 0.78 -0.001 0.04 -0.06 0.00 
OPINION + 0.07 0.51 0.03 0.73 0.09 0.46 -0.18 0.39 0.03 0.82 0.33 0.02 0.22 0.24 
YE - -0.03 0.78 0.18 0.08 0.01 0.94 0.31 0.09 -0.04 0.78 0.23 0.11 -0.001 0.99 
LOSS - -0.10 0.39 -0.25 0.02 -0.13 0.25 0.01 0.95 -0.15 0.20 -0.06 0.67 0.02 0.90 

Ex~erimental Variables: 

SR + 0.51 0.04 0.31 0.10 0.05 0.42 0.35 0.20 -0.33 0.06 0.31 0.04 0.49 0.05 

SR*Comp - -0.06 0.04 -0.03 0.21 -0.06 0.03 -0.03 0.35 0.05 0.16 -0.10 0.04 -0.22 0.00 
------· . ··--·······-······ -----·····-·-······---------· --····-·-····-·-···-···· --····-----·-···-· ··--···-················-···- ····--·-······ -------·-·· -···-··-· -· ··-··------- ----------· ·-·-·-- --- ---------------- ·······--·--·····-·······-······-----------------·-·-··-····-··-··-·-· --- ···-···-·-····-------------·----------·--·-··-··········· ···-·· ····--······---··--···-··································-··-····--· 

F -statistic 54.773 (<.00) 65.990 (<.00) 53.754 (<.00) 20.675 (<.00) 45.313 (<.00) 38.823 (<.00) 34.750 (<.00) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.77 0.80 0.75 0.52 0.71 0.70 0.67 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients ' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj -- A VSCKcBn) I <JsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienti - A VSCKIBn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciientj) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio . 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Exp. 

Year 1998 
(N=65) 

Year 1999 
(N=67) 

Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 2000 
(N=73) 

Year 2001 
(N=74) 

Year 2002 
(N=71) 

Year 2003 
(N=67) 

Year 2004 
(N=64) 

Control 
variables: ..... _§_!_g~···-··--~~-~!!~ ......... P_-::.Y..~!~.~-- ... ·--~~-~ff.~·-· ··· P.~-Y.-~!!1.~ .. ...... ~~-~ff.~ ...... _._.P.:_~-~!1:~.--·- .... C:::.~~-f!~ .--···-· P.:.Y..~.!~-~---··· ---~-~-~!f.: ...... -...... P..:Y..~!:t.!.~ ..... · ·· -~-~-~!!~ ... _ ......... P.:.Y.~~-~~---··· ·--~~ef.f~ ......... P.:Y.~!:t.!.~- --··-
Intercept 
LnTA 
LnSUB 
FOREIGN 
CATA 
DE 
QUICK 
ROI 
OPINION 
YE 
LOSS 

3.09 0.00 4.14 0.00 5.89 0.00 5.07 0.00 9.17 0.03 4.81 0.00 4.08 0.00 
+ 0.42 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.12 0.62 0.29 0.00 0.32 0.00 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

0.18 
0.72 
0.28 
1.26 
0.01 
-0.61 
0.03 
0.09 
-0.05 

0.02 0.33 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.39 0.22 0.20 0.01 0.30 0.00 
0.02 0.27 0.33 0.52 0.16 0.59 0.07 0.48 0. 77 0.41 0.25 0.3 7 0.21 
0.35 0.37 0.19 0.47 0.12 0.07 0.78 0.45 0.69 1.31 0.00 0.88 0.00 
0.01 1.46 0.00 0.98 0.18 -0.30 0.73 0.81 0.81 1.16 0.06 0.03 0.92 
0.72 -0.02 0.35 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.09 0.00 -0.04 0.07 -0.01 0.00 
0.31 -0.36 0.36 0.14 0.64 -0.33 0.14 0.22 0.85 0.10 0.41 -0.02 0.89 
0.91 
0.57 
0.75 

0.23 
0.14 
-0.12 

0.32 
0.39 
0.50 

-0.09 
0.08 
0.05 

0.72 
0.63 
0.80 

0.07 
0.21 
-0.08 

0.76 
0.20 
0.69 

-0.15 
0.14 
-0.09 

0.89 
0.87 
0.91 

0.24 
0.41 
0.31 

0.32 
0.05 
0.11 

0.34 
0.17 
0.24 

0.09 
0.33 
0.15 

Experimental Variables: 
SR + -0.36 0.10 -0.13 0.32 0.1 3 0.34 -0.37 0.15 -0.37 0.38 0.23 0.13 0.47 0.03 

.... §.~-~-~~-~P ....... ·-·· _ -0.0 1 . . . .............. ?. ~~-~ -·······-··· .. -··=?. ~-~~ _______ ?.:~_?. ______ .. ---=~~!. __ -·---~~~ ~--··-· _______ ?.~.?. .. ~---·-····--····--···-~~-~~----·-·- ··---~.?.~.~--~·-·-···· · ······ ··- ?. .. :.~ .. ?. ... ·-·····-···· -0. 12 0. 1 0 -0.0 7 0. 2 0 
F -statistic 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 

19.528 (<.00) 

0.78 

20.049 (<.00) 

0.78 

13.004 (<.00) 

0.67 

17.535 (<.00) 

0.73 

2.896 (<.00) 

0.25 

17.021 (<.00) 

0.74 

20.658 (<.000) 

0.79 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN 2: I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I <JscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN 2: I (SCkclienti - A VSCKisn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKc lienti) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison fim1' s portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel E: Adelaide Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=31) (N=33) (N=41) (N=41) (N=37) (N=33) (N=27) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ··--·-···-----~-~g-~---------~-Q-~!.!~ ......... P.:.Y.~.l.~-~--- . . -~-~~-!!~ ________ P_:V..~.!.:t:t~---··· -~-~eff~ ___ .P_:!~!!!.~ ...... --~-Q-~_!!~-- ....... P.:Y..~-~-~-~- ··- ··---~-~-~f.f.~ ....... P.:.Y.~_!!! .. ~---· ·- . ~~-~ff . ....... P:.Y..~.I..!!.~------ ··- - -~-Q-~_!!~-- _____ P.:.Y..~~-1:!-~---·· ...... 

Intercept -1.81 0.45 4.67 0.00 4.39 0.00 5.73 0.00 6.98 0.00 5.53 0.00 4.21 0.00 
LnTA + 0.65 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.18 0.05 0.23 0.00 0.31 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.05 0.15 0.30 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.45 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.41 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.15 0.80 1.44 0.01 2.25 0.00 0.54 0.05 0.38 0.35 -0.42 0.49 -0.09 0.83 
CATA + 3.17 0.00 -0.11 0.82 -0.39 0.53 0.11 0.75 0.40 0.39 0.72 0.04 1.55 0.00 
DE + -0.23 0.86 -0.69 0.32 -1.37 0.08 -0.72 0.18 0.18 0.78 0.33 0.52 0.35 0.56 
QUICK - -0 .01 0.65 -0.01 0.57 -0.02 0.28 -0.01 0.37 -0.02 0.1 9 -0.03 0.00 -0.16 0.10 
ROI - -0.23 0.84 -0.44 0.58 -3.13 0.01 0.24 0.78 -0.20 0.70 -0.29 0.13 -0.01 0.86 
OPINION + -0.34 0.36 -0.40 0.32 -0.31 0.18 0.45 0.74 -0.38 0.5 1 -0.38 0.19 0.15 0.78 
YE - 0.04 0.91 -0.06 0.73 -0.88 0.01 0.15 0.50 0.15 0.59 0.38 0.05 0.37 0.14 
LOSS - -1.81 0.45 -0.41 0.14 0.74 0.09 -0.06 0.82 0.07 0.77 0.33 0.20 0.56 0.05 

Ex_uerimental Variables: 
SR + -0.03 0.07 0.07 0.32 -0.11 0.19 0.15 0.31 0.07 0.41 0.40 0.10 0.07 0.39 

SR*Com~ - 0.09 0.33 0.12 0.06 -0.03 0.33 0.01 0.47 -0.08 0.32 -0.07 0.29 0.01 0.47 
---·········-··················--·-··-······· --· ······- ···············-·····-.. --.. -····· ····- ··--··-···-······-··- ·-····················-··--····--· .......... ···········-------·-·····--·-········-·-····-········ ·········-----····--· ··-·-···-. ··········-··· ------------------·-------·····- ---------··-····--··-······-·········-···--····-·······--·-····· ·······················-·····················-··············-- ··············-·-··· ....... -........ -.. -............ ___ ................................. ............ ........ ................................. .......................... 

F -statistic 9.390 (<.00) 32.005 (<.00) 17.291 (<.00) 28.744 (<.00) 11. 175 (<.00) 30.002 (<.00) 20.351 (<.000) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.76 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.77 0.34 0.90 
" All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients ' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, l if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client' s 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKcBn) I O"scCBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclicntj- AVSCK.Isn) I O"scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
(crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor ' s competitors in each client' s industry. 
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Panel F: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms ' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ~ ign . --~Q-~!.f: ________ p_~.Y..~J.~ ~--·-· ·- -~-Q-~f.f.~.--···· P.::.Y_~ lu e _ ~o~f!"· -·-· P:..\'~_1_1!~- . ... c.~-~-ff~ ___ .P.::.Y.?!!~.~- ··- --~-Q .. ~!f~---··- .. _.P.-:Y.~!.!!_~·-·-·· ·---~Q~!!~---·-···-··P..::.Y..~ ... ~.~---··-· ···-~Q-~f.f.: ________ P.:.Y.~.!_t.:I .. ~---·-···· ... -

Intercept 4.13 0.00 4.42 0.00 4.03 0.00 4.42 0.00 4.80 0.00 3.34 0.00 4.08 0.00 

LnTA + 0.33 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.35 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.40 0.00 0.39 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.48 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.59 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.53 0.00 
DE + 0.27 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.17 0.29 0.33 0.05 0.01 0.26 0.001 0.99 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.03 -0.11 0.00 -0.22 0.00 0.01 0.75 -0.08 0.24 -0.001 0.24 -0.02 0.01 
OPINION + 0.04 0.60 0.03 0.69 0.05 0.48 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.68 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.04 
YE - 0.03 0.57 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.16 0.14 0.03 0.07 0.43 0.18 0.01 0.09 0.24 
LOSS - -0.08 0.15 -0.15 0.00 -0.14 0.01 -0.04 0.54 -0.15 0.11 0.03 0.69 -0.03 0.66 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
SR + 0.04 0.15 -0.06 0.22 0.17 0.05 0.02 0.46 -0.04 0.34 -0.06 0.20 0.04 0.24 

SR*Comp - -0.03 0.08 -0.02 0.12 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 0.40 -0.02 0.31 0.02 0.25 -0.01 0.36 
.... ... .... ..................... .. -··· -····-·· ······· -·· - ~------· ···-····-····- ...•.... ··-·- -······· --····- ·············-···-· .. ··········-·········--········-····- ···-·--·-········ ... ·---- ~ ····-··· ··-- . ··-·······-··--··----·-······-----·······- ···-··-···--····--············ ···············-··· ·-·-····-···-····················--·····•"''"'' .......................... . ........................................................ ............................ ................. -............ 

F -statistic 318.493 (<.00) 335.461 (<.00) 317.046 (<.00) 226.913 (<.00) 107.951 (<.00) 174.958 (<.00) 235.016 (<.000) 
(p-value) 

Adjusted R2 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.77 0.62 0.74 0.80 
-- ----·-

/\All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log ofthe number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SR is the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj- AVSCKCBn) I GscCBn I 

Clientj I ffiN L I (SCkclienti - A VSCK1Bn) I GscKIBn I 
•!• Each ofthese spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; ffiN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 

SR*Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel G: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated based 
upon audit firms' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
(N=699) (N=732) (N=782) (N=799) (N=776) (N=747) (N=721) 

Control Exp. 
variables: ·-·· .. -·- §_!_g!! ______ c~_~f.f.~_ -····- P..:::Y.~J~~---··- . --~-~-~!f.~ ----- P.:::_Y~!!l_~-- .... ~~~ff~ ____ P:.~a!~-~ - -~Q~_f.f.~ ......... P.-Y..~.~-~-~-- ··-~-~~l.I~- ..... _ . .E.:.Y.~.!.~.~ ..... ..... ~~-~f.f.. _______ P.:::_Y..~l.~.~--- ··- . ..... ~.Q.~_f.f.~ ....... -...... P:Y..~!~.~ ....... ··-· 

Intercept 4.04 0.00 2.91 0.00 4.29 0.00 4.51 0.00 3.98 0.00 3.33 0.00 3.97 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.36 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.39 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.39 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.47 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.76 0.00 0.55 0.00 
CATA + 0.58 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.54 0.00 
DE + 0.26 0.02 0.45 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.36 0.04 0.01 0.52 0.001 0.99 
QUICK - -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 
ROI - -0.05 0.01 -0.14 0.00 -0.17 0.01 0.01 0.74 -0.13 0.07 -0.001 0.16 -0.02 0.07 
OPINION + 0.03 0.73 0.09 0.26 0.08 0.27 0.15 0.08 0.13 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.19 0.03 
YE - 0.02 0.70 0.03 0.56 0.06 0.20 0.13 0.03 0.03 0.78 0.18 0.01 0.10 0.19 
LOSS - -0.08 0.17 -0.14 0.01 -0.12 0.02 -0.03 0.63 -0.17 0.07 0.02 0.76 -0.02 0.79 

Exnerimental Variables: 
SR + 0.46 0.03 0.42 0.05 0.03 0.47 0.34 0.12 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.17 -0.23 0.17 

___ §~~~.Q.~P- ··--- - -0.1 1 0.00 -0.13 0.02 -0.10 0.04 -0.11 0.05 -0.20 0.04 -0.06 0.23 0.09 0.17 
....... -· ................ ·············-·· .. ·······--···-········· -·-· ···--·····- ·-··-·--·-

. ·-·- ..... ,,, __________________ , ___________ ---··--- ····-···· ······- -··-·- ·-···-·· ··-· ··-···---·--· .. ···-····· .................. ········-······-·········· ········- ······-----····-···--------- ·········-········-······-··-······-···· ·············-··············- ................................................... 

F -statistic 320.411 (<.00) 257.418 (<.00) 315.896 (<.00) 248.042 ( <.00) 118.438 (<.00) 191.094 ( <.00) 256.539 (<.000) 
{p-value) 

Ad.iusted R2 0.85 0.81 0.83 0.77 0.63 0.74 0.80 
/\All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; Foreign 
is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio of 
clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I <JscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN 2: I (SCkclien~ - A vscl<"JBn) I <JscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the mean 

values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm 's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard deviation 
( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Appendix 7 

Sensitivity Tests 1 on the Choice of Spatial Client Characteristics 

Effects of Client Industry Characteristics - Client Concentration on Auditor Specialization 
1 The sensitivity test is to calculate the experimental variables used for model tests using six client spatial characteristics (TA, Sub, Foreign, CATA, DE and ROI). 

Table 1 

Audit Fee Regression Model (1) Results for Hypothesis 1 in Low and High CCR/ Industry Sub-Samples3 (1998-2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

2 CCR4 is referred to as the four-firm client concentration ratio. It ranges from 0 to 1. If an industry has four or fewer client firms, CC~ is equal to 1. If 
an industry has more than four client firms, CC~ is equal to the sum of the share of the four largest clients in that industry. The share of a client in an 
industry is calculated as the square root of the client's total assets in the industry divided by the sum of the square root of all clients' total assets in that 
industry. 
3 Low and high CC~ industry sub-samples are split based on the median values of CC~ 

Model (1): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b~OI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b 10Loss + b11SG + e 

Panel A: Svdnev Offi -
Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 

Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: ~!g~ _ . . . c.:.~-~-rf~---····--·-~-~-~-!!· ____ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

··········-··· .. ········· ···········- ···- •· ... ... ... ··--~· .... -- -- ····-···-·---- ·----.. ·-·-· --·-··-··----·- --------- ---·-·· . ···-·-·". ------.. ·-· ..... ························-·····-···-·- ·····-······· ····· .... -..................................................................... .. ................ _ .. , ......................... -............... _ .......... _ .. 

Intercept 5.31 3.31 4.84 2.13 4.47 4.13 5.99 4.04 6.12 3.34 6.05 1.66 4 .53 3.84 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.26 0.39 0.33 0.50 0.31 0.34 0.24 0.34 0.23 0.43 0.28 0.52 0.32 0.37 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.38 0.30 0.06 0.03 0.37 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.36 0.12 0.14 0.05 0.46 0.35 

~-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.00 
- -
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CC!t. CCR. CCR4 CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 
N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 

Control Exp. 
variables: ..... . ....... ~lg!!_ .. ,_ ...... ~.~~.ft ._,_,_,,_~.~.~f.f.~ ..... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

· ············~------------·-· · ······· · ... ·······-·-···········-····-.. ··--····-·····-··-·-···-····-··-····-------··-···············-····-···· ·--···--····-··--···········-·-·-·---·····-···-···-·······-........... ······························-······"··-··--······-·······-······-········-· . ································--·····-·-------·-········ ............ ····························--··--·-·-···········•·· 

FOREIGN + 0.46 0.97 0.97 0.68 0 .51 0.84 0.76 0.73 0.46 0.67 1.07 0.96 0.84 0.38 
p-value 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

DE + 0.97 0.28 0.18 0.57 0.48 0.73 0.30 0.70 1.03 0.53 -0.56 0.63 -0.08 -0.34 
p-value 0.01 0.16 0.32 0.09 0.15 0.03 0.41 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.34 0.06 0.82 0.30 

CATA + 0.77 0.47 0.69 0.37 1.36 1.58 0.74 0.75 0.78 0.58 -0.22 1.01 0.70 0.71 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.53 0.00 0.30 0.12 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.96 -0.76 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.003 -0.004 0.001 -0.26 0.01 
p-value 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.61 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.72 0.05 0.73 0.69 0.98 

ROI - -0.37 0.00 -0.18 -0.21 -0.29 -0.41 -0.03 -0.22 -0.15 -0.07 -0.34 -0.33 -0.21 -0.23 
p-value 0.03 0.99 0.45 0.27 0.19 0.14 0.84 0.03 0.21 0.34 0.26 0.04 0.58 0.42 

OPINION + 0.05 -0.13 0.02 -0 .15 0.23 -0.14 0.16 0.11 -0.05 0.19 0.03 0.31 0.22 0.03 

p-value 0.80 0.56 0.93 0.52 0.19 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.84 0.48 0.95 0.07 0.50 0.87 
YE - 0.10 -0.14 0.001 -0 .14 0.10 -0.02 0.01 0.06 0.04 -0.08 0.68 -0.10 0.04 0.24 

p-value 0.41 0.17 0.99 0.25 0.35 0.86 0.95 0.52 0.82 0.46 0.00 0.42 0.80 0.12 
LOSS - -0.01 0.10 -0.02 -0.14 0.08 -0.17 -0.15 -0.04 -0.02 -0.13 -0.19 -0.06 -0.11 0.02 

p-value 0.96 0.49 0.91 0.33 0.56 0.18 0.26 0.70 0.93 0.26 0.39 0.61 0.46 0.89 
Exuerimental Variables: 
SG + 0.21 -0.10 0.02 -0.28 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.13 -0.07 -0.24 -0.14 -0.14 -0.10 0.15 

.................. P..:.Y..~!.~.!.~.. .. ... -........ -. . ....... .. .......... q:.~~-................... ...~: .?..q ...... 0.44 0.03 0.35 0.33 0.43 0.10 0.30 0.03 0.23 0.10 0.23 0.11 
--- ·······-·········-··-·--··-··--······--··-·········-····-·---·--·-·---~----·-·---·-------·-··-····· ~--------·--·····-··- - ·············-······--····----· -·------·-····-···-·-······-··· .. ·····-····-·-·----·-··-·····-····-····-····-····--······---········ . 

F -statistic 35.32 101.55 28.41 63.06 43 .01 81.14 40.87 92.80 21.86 66.75 9.82 93.92 52.55 48.32 
(p-value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted 0.73 0.89 0.65 0.84 0.73 0.87 0.74 0.87 0.60 0.84 0.39 0.88 0.80 0.81 R2 
----- - - - ---- -------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 
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Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate vmiable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is 
an indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the 
spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKciientj - A VSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I > 
Clientj I IBN = L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKJsn) I <JscKIBn J). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) 

and the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison finn's portfolio. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·--···---· . --· ~~g-~---···---~-~~f!~---···-· ·· -· ~-~~.!~ . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ··-· -------·····-------------- ----·---·-···· .. ··---· -·· ·····-·--· ... -- --- ---·· --··-···---------·--···-·······--·--··-···-···············-·-···· ~---·-·--····-···----···---·--· ·····--··-·······-········-·-· ···························-···-····--··-·-···--········-·······- ......... ····-· ···········-·--····-·· ···-··· -··············-·-···-····--
Intercept 6.52 2.29 5.06 2.75 6.83 1.90 4.70 4.43 5.01 4.95 6.54 3.62 4.74 5.74 

p-value 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnTA + 0.22 0.44 0.28 0.42 0.19 0.46 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.22 0.39 0.34 0.27 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.42 0.38 0.42 0.37 0.59 0.24 0.42 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.48 0.35 0.38 0.54 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.53 0.24 0.52 0.60 0.97 0.98 0.73 0.92 0.47 0.77 0.68 0.25 0.47 0.47 

p-value 0.10 0.52 0.17 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.13 0.00 0.41 0.01 0.46 
DE + 0.61 0.29 0.65 0.22 -0.21 0.68 -0.42 0.49 -0.26 0.79 -0.11 0.11 -0.32 -0.61 

p-value 0.26 0.63 0.06 0.64 0.50 0.14 0.18 0.29 0.37 0.16 0.70 0.77 0.32 0.37 
CATA + 0.24 0.92 0.74 0.87 0.47 1.06 0.43 0.99 0.71 1.25 0.44 1.13 0.81 -0.26 

p-value 0.43 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.58 
QUICK - -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.003 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.09 -0.01 -0.16 -0.02 -0.01 

p-value 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.63 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 
ROI - -0.13 0.46 0.19 0.46 -0.04 -0.77 -0.27 -0.25 -0.17 -0.54 -0.16 -0.49 -0.17 1.86 

p-value 0.60 0.54 0.68 0.67 0.86 0.11 0.22 0.32 0.28 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.43 0.05 

OPINION + -0.25 0.11 -0.16 0.43 -0.32 -0.13 0.25 -0.29 -0 .08 -0.41 -0.50 -0.03 -0.10 0.44 

p-value 0.32 0.83 0.56 0.14 0.15 0.68 0.24 0.35 0.71 0.26 0.00 0.92 0.58 0.46 
YE - -0.04 0.12 0.16 -0.09 0.02 -0.03 -0.10 -0.03 -0.02 -0.08 0.02 0.25 -0.26 0.02 

p-value 0.83 0.59 0.34 0.50 0.89 0.86 0.59 0.87 0.93 0.68 0.91 0.17 0.07 0.95 
LOSS - -0.32 0.19 -0.22 0.04 -0.17 -0.20 -0.33 0.05 -0.33 -0.11 -0.13 -0.22 -0.40 0.40 

p-va_!!J_~ ________ m 
0.05 0.37 0.21 0.90 0.31 0.28 0.12 0.80 0.08 0.54 0.38 0.18 0.00 0.12 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Exnerimental Exp. 
variables: ....... ·········-·--·§.~g~·-· . - ~-~-~!!~.·-··-··~~~!!~ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. - -- --·-· ·---·- - -- ... ·-·· - --- ..... . --- --- ------- ····----·· ------·-·· .. --------··-·-----------·----···-··--··-···· ·······-····--- ·····- ··································-·-·······-····-····-····················-··· ·············································-··-···-·····-··········-······-·-······· 

SG + -0.10 -0.18 0.05 -0.32 -0.16 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.22 -0.23 0.01 0.21 0.02 0.10 

-·-·· -· ·- . . ... P..:~!t..~-~--~···- ... -········- ----···-··q_: __ ?_~·-·- . ··-... _q_:_!_§.___ .. 0.38 0.01 0.14 0.16 0.25 0.23 0.10 0.14 0.48 0.11 0.43 0.34 
.... ---------- ----------·¥ --------··-·· -----·- ... ------- ---- ---- ····------·-·---···-·-··· ·-· --·-·· ··--····- ... ---·····-·- ··············-------- ················-·········-·-········· ....... ,_ ...... ,_ ...... ,_ .............. - ········---····· .................... .............................................................................. 

F -statistic (p- 30.26 45.74 32.57 76.63 29.76 57.92 41.58 29.35 27.84 30.78 39.25 41.73 76.80 17.00 
value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted R2 
0.81 0.90 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.8 1 0.75 0.84 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.79 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the ratio 
of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, l if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, l if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclienti - A VSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= 
L I (SCkclienti - AVSCKmn) I <JscKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Control Exp. 
variables: .......... _ --~-~g_!!___ __ _ ~~~~~:____ -~oef.(. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

--····· ···--·-···-···-------·-·--··-·-·--- .. -· ··- - ·-····--· .. __ -------···--- -- ·--·····-----------·-·· ---------···-------··· ··--·······-····-·····-·····--·-········-··················--·-····----·· ···-·-····-·······-······-····-····---··-·········-····----- ...... ······-····················-··-···-·-···-··-··-········-·-·····-······· 

Intercept 5.33 5.77 4.86 5.40 4.16 3.21 3.35 4.49 4.31 4.64 5.58 4.19 0.47 4.49 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.00 

LnTA + 0.26 0.22 0.29 0.26 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.31 0.36 0.32 0.26 0.34 0.59 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.41 0.50 0.29 0.42 0.26 0.37 0.17 0.30 0.12 0.32 0.25 0.31 -0.03 0.40 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.51 0.13 0.43 0.86 0.45 0.73 -0 .09 0.71 0.40 0.04 0.41 0.53 0.65 0.40 
p-value 0.01 0.54 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.77 0.02 0.08 0.87 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

DE + -0.05 0.43 0.40 -0.17 0.50 0.23 0.42 0.59 0.94 0.1 0 0.01 -0.02 -0.46 0.36 
p-value 0.92 0.08 0.00 0.76 0.26 0.71 0.62 0.34 0.00 0.57 0.20 0.21 0.60 0.41 

CATA + 0.58 0.41 0.05 0.24 0.51 0.56 0.47 0.72 0.41 0.86 0.81 0.61 -0.16 0.27 
p-value 0.01 0.12 0.75 0.46 0.01 0.06 0.21 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.68 0.27 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.004 -0.01 -0.002 -0.002 -0.01 -0.01 -0.003 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.002 -0 .005 
p-value 0.06 0.09 0.22 0.03 0.42 0.55 0.31 0.02 0.31 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.02 

ROI - -0.07 0.01 -0.10 -0.27 -0.14 -0.53 0.04 -0.17 -0.04 0.07 0.002 -0.10 -0.07 -0.02 
p-value 0.03 0.61 0.00 0.10 0.16 0.03 0.63 0.09 0.71 0.61 0.02 0.12 0.37 0.00 

OPINION + 0.03 0.03 0.12 -0.28 -0.01 0.19 -0.23 -0.02 0.26 -0.29 0.34 0.13 0.79 -0.22 

p-value 0.85 0.84 0.24 0.23 0.94 0.38 0.45 0.95 0.10 0.13 0.05 0.55 0.02 0.21 
YE - -0.06 -0.11 0.15 0.07 0.16 -0.18 0.44 -0.005 -0.03 0.03 0.27 0.17 0.07 -0.15 

p-value 0.66 0.50 0.19 0.71 0.20 0.33 0.16 0.98 0.91 0.88 0.14 0.44 0.81 0.49 
LOSS - -0.30 0.20 -0.24 -0.25 -0.11 -0.30 0.08 -0.10 -0.27 -0.14 -0.08 0.21 -0.02 0.07 

p-value 0.05 0.25 0.05 0.19 0.44 0.11 0.79 0.58 0.10 0.40 0.66 0.24 0.95 0.64 
--
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Exi!erimental Exp. 
variables.: -···-- ..... §_!g~ ___ ~-~-~f~ -·----~-~~f.f-. ____ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

--~ ··-···-·····--·-·-··-··-·--·········-.. ... ------ .. --~---------- --- -- ... ····-·---·- -- .. -···-·· ----- -----···-·-····--··-·· ·····-··--··--·-···- ····-------··-· ................ ···--·-· ·-··--··············-·····-········-········-.............................. ····-······-········- ············-···-······-·····-···-·······-······· 

SG + -0.08 -0 .08 0.20 0.13 -0.15 -0.48 0.09 0.21 -0.13 -0.20 -0.04 0.11 -0.01 0.06 

___ p:v_alue __ 0.25 0.28 0.02 0.23 0.06 0.00 0.33 0.09 0.12 0.06 0.38 0.20 0.49 0.30 
--·-· ---- -···-·- - ·-······-··- -·-··-·-----·-···-·----- ------- --·-···- ... --·-------· ·-· -·----· -------------- .. ------·-··-·-··--· ... . ... ··-·-··-·········-·-···--··--·-····-·····- ···········-·· ·····- ············-·······-·-···-··-·········-·-··············· ·······-··············---······--···-----····--·········-·-·--·····-·· 

F -statistic (p- 32.57 31.14 46.36 27.19 32.76 26.97 8.55 19.49 21.99 28.65 20.58 28.46 14.02 38.52 
value) (0 .00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 90.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted R2 
0.74 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.76 0.40 0.68 0.66 0.76 0.66 0.79 0.58 0.81 

-

/\All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the ratio 
of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' earnings 
before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-301

h June balance date; Loss is an indicate 
variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = 2: I (SCKclientj- A VSCKc13n) I CJsccsn I > Clientj I ffiN = 
L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKlBn) I CJscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; ffiN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( CJscK) of characteristics in the comparison finn ' s portfolio. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Control Exp. 
variables: -··--§!g~ .... ··--~-~~f.~ ··-·· ·-~.Q.~f.f~.-- Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ---···--···-·-···------------ - -- ~ -·- -· ·- - - . . -·-·-··-··--··· -----~- -----· -- ----·--···-----·-·--·------------····-···- . ····-······-·····-···-·····-·-····---·········-·······-······----- . ······-····-···-··············- ····--·····-···········-···-······--- . ····-··········· ········-····-··--···--··-..................... _ ..... 

Intercept 2.05 5.61 3.96 4.23 7.92 3.39 4.96 4.45 9.63 4.62 3.63 5.58 5.05 5.05 
p-value 0.16 0.00 0.02 0.01 

I 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.21 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnTA + 0.48 0.31 0.33 0.32 

I 
0.14 0.41 0.33 0.36 0.04 0.33 0.3 6 0.26 0.30 0.30 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.87 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.04 0.08 0.26 0.30 I 0.24 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.63 0.13 0.03 0.48 0.23 0.23 

p-value 0.09 0.23 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.23 0.14 0.38 0.80 0.00 0.03 0.03 
FOREIGN + 0.52 1.09 0.23 0.43 1.05 0.15 0.86 0.26 0.06 0.07 0.84 -0.20 0.19 0.19 

p-value 0.16 0.05 0.53 0.39 0.05 0.78 0.06 0.63 0.98 0.88 0.14 0.71 0.57 0.57 
DE + 0.98 1.87 1.73 1.47 1.83 -0.11 0.18 0.35 0.19 3.49 1.90 -0.43 0.89 0.89 

p-value 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.94 0.92 0.79 0.97 0.08 0.04 0.64 0.43 0.43 
CATA + 0.48 -0.04 -0.09 0.78 0.20 0.38 0.26 -0.01 0.60 0.48 1.27 0.89 0.95 0.95 

p-value 0.23 0.93 0.82 0.08 0.68 0.48 0.49 0.98 0.70 0.49 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 
QUICK - -0.005 -0.44 0.02 -0.10 -0.03 0.001 -0.02 -0.03 -0.14 -0.02 -0.06 -0.05 -0.001 -0.001 

p-value 0.79 0.07 0.49 0.10 0.05 0.93 0.19 0.12 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.05 0.92 0.92 
ROI - 0.14 0.10 0.12 -0.63 0.27 -0.52 -0.22 -0.90 0.93 -0.27 -0.16 0.07 0.12 0.12 

p-value 0.86 0.95 0.76 0.40 0.50 0.29 0.44 0.18 0.60 0.51 0.47 0.70 0.61 0.61 

OPINION + 0.07 -0.72 0.21 0.02 -0.31 0.34 0.24 -0.12 0.38 -0.01 0.13 0.03 0.32 0.32 

p-value 0.81 0.18 0.44 0.96 0.36 0.45 0.41 0.80 0.79 0.98 0.71 0.93 0.21 0.21 
YE - -0.01 -0.10 -0.04 0.24 0.01 0.46 0.07 0.20 0.28 0.06 0.1 2 0.45 0.08 0.08 

p-value 0.97 0.69 0.85 0.40 0.98 0.12 0.78 0.46 0.80 0.81 0.76 0.07 0.73 0.73 
LOSS - 0.04 0.07 -0.001 -0.10 0.04 -0.32 -0.10 -0.15 -0.12 0.15 0.68 0.28 0.005 0.005 

p-value 0.89 0.81 0.99 0.73 0.89 0.38 0.70 0.70 0.92 0.71 0.06 0.19 0.99 0.99 
--- --------- --------- - -- --------- - --- - - -- -- - --
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Ex~erimental Exp. 
variables: -·--··-··-····--·Sig~- - - Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ······-····-·-··-··-····--- .... ·-······-······· ·· ······-·······-· ·····-····-- ....... ·--··· .. ···········-·· -- ··- ···--·····--···---··----·-·--·-·-·· ... - ··- -----·-····---·-·-· ··-···---·-···-············-·-·- ···········-···-····-·-·-···-·· ·-·········-- .............. .................................... - ......... _ ···············-············-····-. .................................................................................... 

SG + -0.35 -0.24 0.04 -0.20 0.01 -0.47 -0.33 -0.19 -0.47 -0.12 -0.38 0.001 0.12 0.12 

·······-······ · ··-·1'-:.Y~.~~~---·-···-·--··- -- ___ q:_q~_ .. ····-·-·-·-·_q.J ~--· 0.43 0.25 0.48 0.07 0.07 0.28 0.31 0.35 0.09 0.49 0.26 0.26 
············-···-·····--·--·····-. -··-······-····-···-·· ·······-···-·--·· ... ·------···--···· ....... ·-·-·-··--. ··-· ·--····-·······-··--··-·····-·--·-···--··-··· ........... ---·-············--·········-···-··--··-· --·----··-·--·-··----------· .................... - ... •Ho-0'•"'" ____ .. ,,,,, .... , .... , .... ,,_, ______ .. ,., --------··-----·-·-----------------·-··--·--··----··----------·-------··--

F -statistic (p- 9.07 11.93 9.12 12.08 5.93 7.76 6.76 9.53 3.02 13.22 5.03 17.37 7.99 7.99 
value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted R2 0.71 0.82 0.72 0.80 0.58 0.70 0.63 0.73 0.32 0.87 0.57 0.85 0.66 0.66 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1=ifClientj I CBN = L I (SCKclienti- AVSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN 
= L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKJsn) I crscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and 

the mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit fitm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

Notes: There is not sufficient data to generate tests for Adelaide office. 
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Panel E: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients 
are calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 
N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 

Control Exp . 
variables: ... §_~_g!l______ .... ~0-~!I~---··- ... . G..~-~ff.~-- .. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ··-·-····-···-.. ···········-.. ···----· ..... ·-·-···-····-···----·- ............ _ ............. ---·--·--·····--- . ----·····-···-----· ····-·--····-·-··-··········-····--······· ·················-·-·· ··-······-··········-·-····-······-----·······--····-············-·········-. ·········· ·····························-·-·- ·························-· ·····-·-····· .. ············· ....... ········································-·-·· 

Intercept 3.92 1.69 3.75 2.37 3.17 2.78 4.36 4.47 4.09 3.84 3.20 3.79 3.50 4.48 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.38 0.50 0.38 0.47 0.41 0.45 0.32 0.32 0.38 0.42 0.42 0.37 0.39 0.32 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.36 0.34 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.33 0.37 0.41 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.60 0.74 0.60 1.07 0.56 1.12 0.35 0.73 0.40 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.69 0.27 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

DE + 0.39 0.72 0.41 0.41 0.49 0.30 0.10 0.17 0.43 0.38 0.01 -0.02 -0.12 0.03 
p-value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.19 0.67 0.43 0.03 0.16 0.15 0.33 0.61 0.87 

CATA + 0.78 0.84 0.67 0.55 0.82 0.58 0.82 0.46 0.90 0.49 0.66 0.67 0.52 0.64 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.004 -0.004 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 

ROI - -0.08 -0.01 -0.12 -0.11 -0.14 -0.43 0.09 -0.18 -0.12 -0.11 0.001 -0.08 -0.07 -0.01 
p-value 0.01 0.79 0.00 0.42 0.13 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.11 0.36 0.25 0.10 0.24 0.00 

OPINION + 0.02 0.20 0.08 0.06 0.06 -0.03 0.02 0.21 0.09 0.24 0.30 0.22 0.32 0.03 

p-value 0.84 0.15 0.48 0.62 0.60 0.82 0.85 0.05 0.45 0.31 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.80 
YE - -0.02 -0.01 0.09 -0.01 0.08 0.03 0.14 0.15 0.02 0.10 0.24 0.14 0.003 0.18 

~-value 0.79 0.90 0.25 0.92 0.35 0.73 0.18 0.04 0.86 0.53 0.03 0.13 0.98 0.05 
------------------- ---- --
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables:. . .. ~_!g~_ .......... ~-~-~f.f.~_ .............. ~-~~-f.!~---- Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

--·-·-----···-···--- ---·····---·-·--· --------- -- ---------- - --·····-···-··························-········ ......... ,,_,, .... ············· ·········- ...................................................... -........ -··-· --····-··· ·····················································-··-············--·--· ····· ................... _. ___ , ____ ················-··-·-·-···-··········· 

LOSS - -0.20 -0.01 -0.13 -0.19 -0.08 -0.26 -0.06 -0.04 -0.20 -0.20 -0.04 0.09 -0.16 0.15 
p-value 0.02 0.89 0.14 0.02 0.40 0.00 0.59 0.60 0.06 0.19 0.73 0.27 0.08 0.05 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
SR + 0.05 -0.15 0.02 -0.09 0.03 -0.07 0.03 -0.002 -0.05 -0.30 0.06 -0.03 -0.08 0.08 

.. .. ...... P.-:.Y~!l!.~ __ ..... .. ........ _ ...... ........ ..P:. ~-~- ....... .... -...... ~~ .. ~-~- ........ 0.42 0.12 0.35 0.17 0.36 0.48 0.27 0.02 0.25 0.34 0.17 0.12 
······---··-···-----·-·······-·-·-·--····-·········-······-·· ·········-··--· ........... -···- ··········----······-·--···---·-··················-······················-···········-··- ............... ·····-·······-··· ·················--········ ....................... ····················-········ .... -..... -............... 

F-statistic 93.94 149.26 84.76 197.37 73.88 181.08 91.16 173.52 64.92 46.92 84.38 119.47 131.66 142.17 
(p-value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Adjusted 0.72 0.85 0.71 0.86 0.67 0.84 0.71 0.83 0.64 0.57 0.71 0.78 0.79 0.83 Rz 

---

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the 
spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = I I (SCKclientj - A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > 
Clientj I IBN= I I (SCkclientj - AVSCKisn) I CJscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciien~) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel F: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated 
based upon audit firms ' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa CCRa 
N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 

Control Exp. 
variables: ........ §.~g~ .......... G.~.~.f.f. .............. ~~~f.!~~ ........ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

............. ······- ........... ·-····· ··---------····-·-- --·-········ ···-----------·····--·····--·······- ·················-·······-·-····-··················-··-··-·· -·-·················· .. ··· ···········- .......................................... ·······-··················"""'''''-·····-····-··-····· ·············-····-······ ······- ································-········ ··························-···· 

Intercept 4.67 1.22 5.24 3.52 4.50 3.43 5.48 3.85 5.45 2.78 2.98 3.09 3.15 4.40 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.33 0.53 0.27 0.38 0.31 0.39 0.27 0.36 0.32 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.42 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.06 0.06 0.42 0.30 0.42 0.28 0.37 0.31 0.06 0.03 0.17 0.25 0.29 0.44 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.51 0.93 0.52 0.75 I 0.64 0.83 0.43 0.73 0.50 0.62 0.67 0.65 0.51 0.49 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

DE + 0.87 0.53 0.21 0.46 0.13 0.40 -0.15 0.54 0.33 0.28 0.01 -0.22 0.19 -0.10 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.49 0.07 0.53 0.01 0.35 0.05 0.03 0.46 0.44 0.58 

CATA + 0.77 0.74 0.40 0.39 0.53 0.63 0.65 0.61 0.60 0.72 0.76 0.48 0.51 0.55 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

QUICK - -0 .01 -0 .02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

ROI - 0.004 -0.16 -0.09 -0.11 -0.06 -0.46 0.21 -0.24 -0.12 -0.17 0.001 -0.17 -0.02 0.01 
p-value 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.95 

OPINION + 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.06 0.17 0.05 0.16 0.04 0.21 0.34 0.13 0.24 0.23 

p-value 0.29 0.79 0.93 0.92 0.53 0.10 0.72 0.10 0.87 0.08 0.00 0.52 0.03 0.17 
YE - 0.06 -0.13 0.15 0.02 0.12 0.04 0.16 0.10 0.04 -0.05 0.02 0.45 0.06 0.08 

p-value 0.44 0.11 0.03 0.82 0.11 0.60 0.13 0.15 0.82 0.55 0.83 0.00 0.57 0.43 
- L- ---- --- -------------------
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR4 cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 391 308 405 327 I 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 
Control Exp. 
variables: - ~-~g!l ...... ~-~~.!!~-- . C.:~ef.!~ ...... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

·- ... ···-····-···-·-··-·-----------····-·-·-··· ... . -· ~-- ·-· --- ······-····-·············--······--·-.. ----------········-·-·-··········- ························-·········-----·-·- ·---··· --- ----· ···--·· ··········- ················-· ·········-·····-·····················--------·--···-·· ···-----

LOSS - -0.22 0.02 -0.18 -0.18 -0 .03 -0.33 -0.01 -0.16 -0.30 -0.26 -0.08 0.16 -0.10 0.03 
p-value 0.01 0.83 0.02 0.01 0.70 0.00 0.93 0.03 0.10 0.00 0.34 0.18 0.27 0.74 

ExQerimental Variables: 
SR + 0.12 -0.15 0.07 -0.18 0.08 -0.01 -0.07 -0 .001 0.05 -0.04 0.10 -0.03 0.03 -0.01 

- ... P-::.:V.~~~-~ - ··- . -···· ·····--- 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.01 0.15 0.47 0.19 0.49 0.38 0.29 0.06 0.38 0.32 0.44 
. ···-······· ···-·· ----------··· ·-- .... ··-···· ·······---·-····· -········-·········---·-···-· ---·- ... - -------·· . -- . ·-· - ............ ·-· ···-·-- ··---------- -------····-····-··-·-· ····· ··········-·········-···- ...... ···-·--···-······-·······-·----······-·········· ..................... ··································-·- ·············-····-··-········ .. ·--·--···· 

F -statistic 81.83 151.54 125.68 227.68 110.53 204.27 69.13 222.12 22.87 164.35 158.88 65.51 135.63 119.13 
(p-value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted 0.70 0.84 0.77 0.88 0.76 0.85 R2 0.65 0.86 0.38 0.83 0.80 0.70 0.79 0.80 

1\ All p -values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 ifnon-301

h June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the 
spatial distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclientj - A VSCKcsn) I asccsn I > 
Clientj I mN = L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKJsn) I GscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the con1parison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IDN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the compa1ison finn 's portfolio. 
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.... 

Table 2 

Audit Fee Regression Model (3) Results for Hypothesis 1 in Low and High CCR/ Industry Sub-Samples3 (1998-2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

2 CCR4 is referred to as the four- firm client concentration ratio. It ranges from 0 to 1. If an industry has four or fewer client firms, CC~ is equal to 1. 
If an industry has more than four client firms, CC~ is equal to the sum of the share of the four largest clients in that industry. The share of a client in 
an industry is calculated as the square root of the client's total assets in the industry divided by the sum of the square root of all clients' total assets in 
that industry. 
3 Low and high CC~ industry sub-samples are split based on the median values of CC~ 

Model (3): LnAF = bo + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b10Loss + b 11 SG + b 12SG*Comp + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 
------

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·-·····-···-·········--~~g_I.:~.____ ----~-~-~_ff.~ ...... -------~~-~_f.f.~---· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . ········- ·············-···-···-······-·---·-·······-··-···-.. -------·········--------·-··--·--·--·-·-················· ·--·-----·---··----------·--·-············-··-·····---....... ························-····-----·-···-········-····-·············---··········· . ·············· ················· ················-·············· ............ ...... ·-··· ............................ ______ , __ ,_ ......................... 

Intercept 4.39 1.89 5.54 3.86 I 4.62 4.14 6.01 4.03 6.44 3.34 6.15 1.68 5.19 3.95 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.34 0.50 0.26 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.24 0.34 0.22 0.43 0.29 0.51 0.29 0.36 
p -value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.07 0.05 0.38 0.27 0.39 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.37 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.39 0.40 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.63 1.12 0.71 0.67 0.51 0.84 0.75 0.73 0.45 0.66 0.99 0.91 0.67 0.49 
p-value 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

I 

0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DE + 1.06 0.54 0.50 0.28 1.50 1.70 0.74 0.75 0.73 0.54 -0.1 9 1.09 1.22 0.44 

p-value 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.58 0.00 0.04 0.39 
CATA + 1.40 0.55 0.02 0.59 I 0.48 0.76 0.32 0.70 0.98 0.53 -0.45 0.73 -0.08 -0.61 

e-value 0.00 0.02 0.91 0.05 I 0.15 0.03 0.38 0.02 0.08 0.12 0.43 0.02 0.82 0.08 
- - ----
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variab I es: ····--·--·-- ~ -~!g_J)__ -···. C..Q~!f.~·-··--·--·--~~-~.f.f.~---·-· ··---~~-~_f.f.~--- ~()-~!.I~·-· _____ C()_~ff. ··· ··----~~!:.ff_ . ~Q-~_ff~---·-··········~Q.~_ff~.-- ....... ~Q-~f.f~·-·-······-C..~.~ff~---· ·-···-~-~-~.f.f~_ ...... ·--~-~-~.ff~ .. -.. . ....... ~()-~_ff~---···-···--· ~-~-~_ff~---····· 
QIDCK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.001 -1.10 -0.89 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.004 -0.005 0.001 -0.86 0.30 

p-value 0.01 0.24 0.00 0.91 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.67 0.02 0.87 0.16 0.58 
ROI - -0.38 0.02 -0.24 -0.05 -0.26 -0.41 -0.02 -0.22 -0.13 -0.07 -0.35 -0.27 -0.34 -0.31 

p-value 0.04 0.95 0.27 0.78 0.24 0.14 0.87 0.03 0.26 0.36 0.25 0.08 0.22 0.42 
OPINION + -0.03 -0.05 -0.13 -0.12 0.24 -0.16 0.16 0.11 -0.1 0 0.19 -0.09 0.38 -0.04 0.13 

p-value 0.88 0.83 0.55 0.58 0.17 0.35 0.44 0.50 0.68 0.48 0.81 0.03 0.84 0.66 
YE - 0.12 -0.24 0.04 -0.04 I 0.12 -0.01 0.01 0.06 0.05 -0.08 0.64 -0.09 0.18 0.16 

p-value 0.36 0.03 0. 72 0. 70 I 0.28 0.94 0.92 0.54 0. 77 0.46 0.00 0.43 0.25 0.31 
LOSS - -0.02 0.19 -0.07 -0.07 0.06 -0.15 -0.15 -0.04 -0.02 -0.11 -0.20 -0.05 -0.12 -0.03 

p-value 0.89 0.26 0.56 0.61 0.66 0.24 0.29 0.69 0.92 0.36 0.37 0.69 0.42 0.84 
Experimental Variables: 
SG + 0.46 0.12 0.03 0.11 I -1.35 -0.28 -0.66 0.16 -1.50 0.11 0.11 -0.09 0.21 -0.22 

* p-value 0.02 0.25 0.49 0.41 

1 

0.08 0.23 0.36 0.26 0.09 0.39 0.29 0.20 0.21 0.28 
SG Comp - -0.08 -0.06 -0.07 -0.09 0.38 0.11 0.17 -0.01 0.49 -0.14 -0.01 0.04 -0.10 0.18 

-·--···············-·-2.:.Y~~!!-~·- ··- ··-····---·-··········· ___ q:_!. __ g···-·-·-·····-q-~ 1~ .......... __ g_._~q ______ ....... 0_~?..?_ __ [ ______ gf!__? _______ f!:. !.~ - ______ Q._35 ____ ________ q_-1..~- _ q_: __ !. __ q_ ··········-··--~--..!.~·-·-····· _______ Q:_'!__?.._ __________ _ g: ... !..? ________ ·····-·-~J .. .!.......... 0.06 
F-statistic 28.40 73.04 35.04 73.4~~39.94 74.38 37.26 84.45 20.29 61.29 9.45 88.65 40.26 43.10 
(p-va1ue) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.0·0·) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Adjusted R2 0.70 0.87 0.71 0.87 0.73 ___ --~---~7 ___ --~l! ______ ~·~2___ 0.60 0.84 0.40 0.89 0.76 0.83 
"' All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclientj- AVSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I > Clientj I IBN 
= L I (SCkclientJ - A VSCI<Jsn) I <JscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKcJientj) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm ' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviatiOn ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison fitm ' s portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor ' s competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 
N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 

Control Exp. 
variables: S!gn_ -~-~-~f!~---·- ~ot:!f: -· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. -· ····-· ...... ·-·-··-------·--··· -~·····-·· -~---------------- .. -- -· ·- --. -·. ··--··--··-···-···--· - , .. ___________________________ ·····----- ___________ ,.. ___ ···-·······- .......................................... ·······················-·- ·····-·············-·················-·····-··- ................................ ·········-··-······················-·---·-····-·-·-·-········ 

Intercept 6.45 2.09 5.07 2.76 3.59 0.92 4.88 4.62 5.11 2.57 3.64 3.17 5.70 5.36 
p-value 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.22 0.45 0.28 0.42 0.41 0.54 0.32 0.31 0.35 0.48 0.43 0.44 0.28 0.29 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.42 0.37 0.42 0.37 I 0.10 0.06 0.46 0.32 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.41 0.47 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.51 0.22 0.60 0.60 I 0.84 1.10 0.58 0.94 0.73 0.89 0.72 0.49 0.60 0.54 I 
p-value 0.11 0.57 0.11 0.05 I 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.37 0.01 0.15 

DE + 0.59 0.12 0.65 0.22 I -0.20 0.48 -0.46 0.40 -0.43 0.32 -0.33 -0.17 0.52 -0.43 
p-value 0.27 0.85 0.06 0.64 I 0.60 0.33 0.12 0.37 0.28 0.48 0.36 0.71 0.27 0.33 

CATA + 0.22 0.86 0.69 0.87 I 0.93 1.07 0.46 0.98 0.80 0.72 0.86 0.75 0.59 0.53 
p-value 0.46 0.05 0.01 0.01 I 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.10 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
p-value 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.43 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.27 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ROI - -0.20 0.58 0.17 0.45 -0.14 -0.79 -0.36 -0.27 -0.24 -0.40 -0.26 -0.07 0.001 0.17 
p-value 0.44 0.45 0.72 0.68 0.61 0.12 0.10 0.27 0.33 0.01 0.02 0.83 0.99 0.69 

OPINION + -0.35 0.15 -0.17 0.43 0.03 -0.29 0.07 -0.31 -0.24 0.30 -0.22 -0.19 -0.44 0.09 

p-value 0.19 0.76 0.54 0.15 0.90 0.37 0.74 0.32 0.48 0.23 0.33 0.53 0.10 0.75 
YE - -0.02 0.09 0.17 -0.09 -0.03 0.004 -0.09 0.003 -0.17 -0.34 -0.09 -0.04 -0.04 -0.11 

p-value 0.90 0.69 0.30 0.50 0.88 0.98 0.61 0.99 0.60 0.08 0.62 0.87 0.82 0.59 
LOSS - -0.35 0.27 -0.23 0.03 -0.20 -0.26 -0.26 0.03 -0.30 -0.18 -0.30 0.10 -0.10 -0.10 

p-value 0.04 0.26 0.19 0.92 0.31 0.19 0.20 0.90 0.25 0.32 0.08 0.67 0.55 0.59 
--
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Ex~erimental Exp. 
Variables: --···-··--····-·-··§.!gf!_ -··- --~~~!f.~ ..... ·-··-~-Q-~.f!~ .. ... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

.... -·····-··-·- ·········-·-·-··· .... -·--~---· --- ·-------·--··--·· ·······-----·· ··-···--··········-···· ···-·········-······-··-···-·····-······- ··-··············-······--·- ················-·····-··········---·-··-- ·······-············- ·········-· ·······-·····················--·--·-·--·-· ·-·--·- ···········--··-·· 

SG + 0.45 -0.44 -1.80 -0.29 0.09 0.20 0.97 0.32 0.20 -0 .35 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.02 
p-value 0.19 0.14 0.08 0.10 0.37 0.17 0.00 0.20 0.24 0.10 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.46 

SG*Comp - -0.17 0.17 0.48 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.34 -0.02 -0.05 0.44 -0.10 -0.11 -0.12 -0.03 

..... ·-· .. ................ P..::Y~.!.~.~-- ·····--··-··-··-·-··· ______ q_:.J .. L. ·--· ______ q_:Z?. ..... - . 0.07 0.45 0.33 0.46 0.00 0.45 0.29 0.00 0.07 0.15 0.03 0.39 
······-········-··-····-·-········-...... ·-· ······-·· ---. ... . ···-·· - -····--·····-····---- ···- ····· ··· ········· · · --····-------.. ··-·-· •••••• w .. """··---· ··-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ........................................................ _,,, .. -.-....... -............. -................................................ . .......................................... _ ....................................... 

F -statistic (p- 27.96 41.61 30.68 69.03 18.45 47.83 43.45 27.46 9.70 36.33 27.74 24.84 41.30 28.57 
value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Adjusted R2 0.81 0.90 0.84 0.92 0.72 0.88 0.86 0.81 0.57 0.84 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.82 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients ' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if Clien~ I CBN = L I (SCKctienti - A VSCKcsn) I CJsccsn I > Clientj I IBN 
= L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKisn) I CJscKIBn 1). 
•:• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclieng) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( CJscK) of characteristics in the comparison fitm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Control Exp. 
variables: -·-··-·-- ..... ~.i.g~ --- -~~-~f.f~ ... -~-~~f.f~ ..... ··- ~-~-~.f.f. -· ~o-~ff. .J _ C_~ef~ _______ Co~ff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

-~-- ·-· 4 .. ______ ·-···-·- .. . ............ ··-········-·····--··-·--····-·· ···-·········-·--··· ...• ······-·-·········-·-···--·····--··-··········· ·····················-······ ·····················-·-- ·····-·--······-············-·-···· 

Intercept 5.39 6.14 4.88 5.32 I 2.80 2.44 3.33 4.49 4.06 4.20 5.58 4.33 0.65 4.50 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 

LoT A + 0.25 0.19 0.29 0.27 0.44 0.47 0.39 0.31 0.37 0.36 0.26 0.33 0.58 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.41 0.53 0.29 0.42 I 0.01 0.06 0.18 0.30 0.16 0.28 0.24 0.32 -0.02 0.40 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 0.43 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.51 0.22 0.45 0.85 I 0.61 0.91 -0.15 0.70 0.35 0.16 0.42 0.54 0.61 0.39 
p-value 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.02 0.12 0.53 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 

DE + -0.05 0.44 0.40 -0.18 0.35 0.23 0.46 0.60 0.77 0.19 0.01 -0.02 -0.39 0.34 
p -value 0.92 0.07 0.00 0 74 0.48 0.71 0.59 0.34 0.03 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.66 0.46 

CATA + 0.57 0.27 0.06 0.23 0.47 0.64 0.51 0.72 0.28 0.54 0.81 0.60 -0.18 0.26 
p -value 0.01 0.32 0.72 0.46 0.03 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.25 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.64 0.28 

QillCK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.004 -0.01 -0.002 -0.004 -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.002 -0.005 
p-value 0.07 0.24 0.22 0.04 0.28 0.15 0.45 0.03 0.79 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.02 

ROI - -0.07 0.01 -0.10 -0.28 -0.25 -0.64 0.04 -0.18 -0.17 0.07 0.002 -0.09 -0.07 -0.02 
p-value 0.03 0.60 0.00 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.63 0.09 0.21 0.51 0.02 0.17 0.37 0.00 

OPINION + 0.02 0.04 0.12 -0.30 -0.02 0.20 -0.28 -0.02 0.14 -0.09 0.34 0.15 0.76 -0.22 

p-value 0.87 0.78 0.23 0. 22 0.86 0.37 0.36 0.95 0.37 0.67 0.05 0.47 0.02 0.21 
YE - -0.06 -0.11 0.12 0.08 0.10 -0.19 0.42 -0.01 0.14 -0.07 0.26 0.18 0.07 -0.15 

p-value 0.67 0.50 0.28 0.67 0.44 0.31 0.18 0.94 0.42 0.73 0.15 0.42 0.81 0.50 
LOSS - -0.30 0.17 -0.26 -0.25 -0.19 -0.40 0.11 -0.11 -0.27 -0.03 -0.08 0.22 -0.04 0.07 

e-value 0.05 0.33 0.04 0.20 0.22 0.04 0.72 0.55 0.13 0.85 0.65 0.22 0.90 0.65 
- -- . . -- -- -
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Ex(!erimental Exp. 
Variables: §i.g~ ...... ~~-~!!~.-- ·--~-~-~.!!~ ... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

·······--------- ·-·- ---·-·········------------ ... ··---- ·····------·-·· ---·- ·····----------~---·-· -·· ---·-·-····· -- ····-· .. ... •. ·······-·············--····--·····--------·-·····-···- ... ··-···-·········---.. ·-··------- ········-····--·····-··········-···· . ···········-··-···-- ............ ·············-·····-·-······-. ... ······- ···············-··-··-··-- ............................•...... 

SG + 0.06 0.50 0.32 0.05 0.40 -0.55 0.24 0.18 -0.36 -0.51 -0.06 0.19 0.26 0.04 
p-value 0.44 0.09 0.02 0.44 0.08 0.03 0.17 0.18 0.23 0.07 0.35 0.13 0.24 0.42 

SG*Comp - -0.04 -0.17 -0.03 0.04 -0.12 -0.06 -0.07 0.02 0.08 0.15 0.01 -0.06 -0.10 0.01 

.. P.~.Y .. ~.~u e 0.36 0.05 0.18 0.38 0.04 0.29 0.16 0.40 0.30 0.12 0.42 0.28 0.20 0.44 
-······. - ..... -·-··· ------·--·-·····- ......... ................... ···--····--·· ···-·--··········-·-······-·-····· -······ ·····-·······-- .. ·----····-···----- ·- . ·-···-·····-·········-·-···-·-·-·····-·········-······-· --··-··-·······-··--·--·--··---·---··--···--·-·--·-- ....................... ......... ............................... .......................................... ... ......................... ................ .......................... 
F -statistic (p- 29.63 29.68 42.52 24.61 24.65 24.75 7.92 17.67 17.95 28.01 18.69 25.97 12.87 34.91 
value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Adjusted R2 0.74 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.71 0.76 0.40 0.68 0.64 0.76 0.66 0.79 0.58 0.81 

---- - - ---------- ----- -------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients ' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients ' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, l if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L I (SCKclienti- A VSCKcBn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN = 
L I (SCkclienti - A VSCKmn) I O'scKJBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ CCR.t cc~ CCR4 CCR.t CCR.t cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Control Exp . 

. v~.r.~able~.: ---·- ···-·····§ .. i.g!!_·······----~~~!f.~ ........ -···-~-~-~.f.~~---·-· Coeff. Coeff. Coetr. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 
····-···-·---·--·---········ ······················-···················-····· - ······--------- . ----- . ··-···--··-··········------------······--·-····-·-····-··············-··························- ····-·····-····--···············- ......................................... ·······································-···---·····- ........................... ·······························-···· -···--·············--········--··----. 

Intercept 2.37 6.09 4.43 3.56 9.00 2.32 5.57 4.69 15.75 5.37 3.64 5.66 4.91 2.58 
p-value 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.25 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.12 

LnTA + 0.46 0.30 0.31 0.36 0.07 0.48 0.29 0.34 -0.29 0.29 0.36 0.26 0.30 0.44 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.58 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.04 0.05 0.41 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.24 0.38 0.03 0.48 0.23 0.36 
p-value 0.10 0.44 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.25 0.70 0.03 0.78 0.00 0.03 0.03 

FOREIGN + 0.56 1.41 0.15 0.48 1.05 0.05 0.82 0.43 0.28 0.44 0.82 -0.18 0.18 -0.37 
p-value 0.15 0.02 0.66 0.34 0.05 0.93 0.07 0.45 0.92 0.64 0.16 0.76 0.60 0.83 

DE + 0.93 1.45 1.63 1.28 1.94 -0.46 0.63 0.59 4.99 -0.22 1.88 -0.44 0.92 -0.47 
p-value 0.11 0.13 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.75 0.72 0.67 0.45 0.88 0.05 0.64 0.43 0.42 

CATA + 0.48 -0.20 -0.25 0.77 0.14 0.18 0.31 0.18 0.89 0.45 1.29 0.87 0.97 0.64 
p-value 0.24 0.73 0.52 0.08 0.77 0.75 0.41 0.75 0.72 0.35 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.30 

QillCK - -0.02 -0.51 0.004 -0.08 -0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.11 -0.02 -0.06 -0.06 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.37 0.04 0.85 0.14 0.10 0.55 0.14 0.40 0.02 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.94 0.02 

ROI - 0.27 -0.43 -0.21 -0.98 0.35 -0.74 -0.17 -1.05 0.66 0.60 -0.16 0.07 0.11 -0.52 
p-value 0.74 0.77 0.60 0.23 0.37 0.18 0.57 0.13 0.79 0.28 0.50 0.70 0.66 0.15 

OPINION + 0.08 -0.80 0.19 -0.03 -0.32 0.30 0.23 0.06 -0.67 0.48 0.14 0.04 0.32 0.59 

p-value 0.80 0.13 0.51 0.95 0.34 0.50 0.44 0.91 0.82 0.28 0.71 0.91 0.22 0.33 
YE - 0.04 -0.25 0.10 0.36 0.10 0.52 0.09 0.16 1.14 -0.05 0.14 0.44 0.09 0.26 

p-value 0.88 0.33 0.64 0.24 0.69 0.08 0.74 0.53 0.54 0.89 0.74 0.08 0.73 0.48 
LOSS - 0.12 0.11 0.08 -0.10 -0.12 -0.36 -0.05 -0.26 -0.37 -0.05 0.68 0.26 0.02 -0.03 

p-value 0.66 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.69 0.33 0.84 0.52 0.79 0.90 0.07 0.35 0.95 0.94 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
ExJ1erimental Exp. 
Variables: ,,_ ........... -.......... ~i_g!! .... _ ... ~Q-~f!~ ......... _ ... ~Q~_f.f~ ....... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

. ---···----------·---------------······--· ----------------------·-- -- ····--·--·-·----···-···-······-·······-········-······ ····-····-···--···········----··-···--··-·····-·· ············- ... . ·-·-··········- ···················-······--··-·-······-------···-····· ··-···-····-················-······--·-·······-···-········ 
SG + 0.22 -0.19 1.26 -0.49 0.86 -0.88 0.53 0.05 -4.49 -0.15 -0.58 0.04 -0.01 0.77 

p-value 0.37 0.32 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.26 0.45 0.20 0.35 0.30 0.46 0.49 0.22 
SG*Comp - -0.14 -0.21 -0.41 0.27 -0.28 0.29 -0.31 -0.24 1.49 0.12 0.09 -0.03 0.06 -0.56 

... ......................... P.::Y.~.!.~.~-----· ........ _, ____ , __ ....... -~: .. ?!. .. ................. Q.: .. ? ~ ... . .. 0.03 0.19 0.08 0.18 0.15 0.16 0.28 0.45 0.43 0.46 0.40 0.15 
................. ____ .. . ··--- - ----- ·····-···········- ········-----······ ····-~------------- ---- - -- -----------···· ······--·-········------·-············-····· ... ---.. ···-----------.. ---......................... ......... _ ........ ... ................................................................................ ...................... .................. ....................................... 

F -statistic (p- 7.88 12.14 9.71 11.43 5.84 7.16 6.33 8.83 1.47 8.96 4.42 15.14 7.08 10.80 
value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Adjusted R2 0.70 0.83 0.76 0.80 0.60 0.70 0.63 0.73 0.13 0.76 0.55 0.85 0.65 0.84 

----- ---

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients ' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
SG is an indicator variable, 1 =if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, ( 1 =if ClientJ I CBN = L I (SCKciientj- A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN= 
L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKlsn) I <JscKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm 's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor ' s competitors in each client's industry. 

Notes: There is not sufficient data to generate tests for Adelaide office. 
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Panel E: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit fim1s in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients 
are calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 

Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. variables: ···-···· ... ~!g~_ _ Co.~!f.~ --·-·C:._Q.~rr. ...... ···-·· ----- --· ·----··-.. ······-···-····- .. --··· ·····--·-·-··- ·····-··-·-- ···-· .. ··-···-··-····· ... ················-········-····-··-·· ······························- ·········-···· ........................... .. , .. _ ... ························- ····················- ······························-·· ...... - ·························- .......................................... -. 
Intercept 4.90 3.50 3.74 2.29 3.18 2.72 2.94 3.03 4.10 3.84 4.22 4.33 3.82 4.30 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnTA + 0.29 0.36 0.39 0.47 0.41 0.46 0.43 0.44 0.38 0.42 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.34 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.37 0.41 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.13 0.14 0.37 0.40 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.43 0.48 0.62 1.05 0.56 1.11 0.47 0.81 0.39 0.72 0.81 0.48 0.59 0.51 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
DE + 0.17 0.51 0.41 0.38 0.49 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.43 0.38 0.01 -0.03 -0.11 0.04 

p-value 0.19 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.04 0.17 0.21 0.22 0.03 0.16 0.13 0.07 0.68 0.81 
CATA + 0.52 0.71 0.65 0.56 0.81 0.60 0.91 0.57 0.90 0.49 0.73 0.53 0.45 0.64 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

I 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 I 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 

ROI - -0.07 0.003 -0.12 -0.12 I -0.14 -0.42 0.05 -0.27 -0.12 -0.11 0.002 -0.13 -0.05 -0.02 
p-value 0.02 0.92 0.00 0.38 I 0.12 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.11 0.36 0.08 0.02 0.37 0.00 I 

OPINION + 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.07 I 0.06 -0.03 0.002 0.20 0.09 0.24 0.31 0.18 0.35 0.01 

p-value 0.93 0.34 0.45 0.58 I 0.62 0.81 0.99 0.08 0.46 0.31 0.01 0.18 0.02 0.95 
YE - 0.01 0.04 0.09 -0.01 0.07 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.02 0.10 0.14 0.31 0.19 0.04 

p-value 0.91 0.55 0.27 0.91 0.38 0.72 0.19 0.19 0.83 0.53 0.11 0.00 0.09 0.65 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
l ,ow High IJow High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables: .... ···- ...... §~g!l __ ·-·--~-~~!f.~ ... ·--· ~~~f.!~·-··· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

··-·--··-··· ---------·-····--- ·----··-···--···-.. -~ .. -·. -· -- ·-··-·-····· ··----···---- ·-····--·--···· ·---- ---· . --··· .. --------- ··- ······-----·-·····-······-····---·-·········-··-··- ........... ··-- .. ·-·--··· ···-···------- ···-····--····- ............... ······-···-··················--·-····---·-···-······-·-···········--··-··· 

LOSS - -0.18 -0.01 -0.13 -0.18 -0.08 -0.25 -0.01 -0.08 -0.20 -0.20 -0.02 -0.07 -0.06 0.06 
p-value 0.03 0.89 0.13 0.02 0.39 0.00 0.90 0.34 0.06 0.19 0.78 0.47 0.55 0.42 

Ex~erimental Variables: 

SR + 0.03 -0.12 0.18 -0.19 0.42 -0.20 0.91 -0.26 -0.09 -0.31 0.72 -0.13 0.22 -0.02 
p-value 0.46 0.14 0.08 0.03 0.30 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.23 0.04 0.04 0.23 0.06 0.41 

SG*Comp - -0.01 -0.002 -0.05 0.06 -0.10 0.06 -0.25 0.09 0.02 0.01 -0.27 0.01 -0.11 0.04 

.............. ___ P.~Y.~!l!! __ ._·······-··-·-··--···-·--·-···-q_:_'!_!. __ ........ _.q:.~~---· .... _ _f!:~~ _ _f!q~ . 1 03?_ ..... _.!!:_!?_~ 0.03 0.03 0.33 0.46 0.03 0.45 0.00 0.18 
--- -----·-----··---------- -----·----- .......... ···············-·········----······-···-·····-·········-·····--........ ·-·· ...................................................... ....................... .. .... .......... .................................................................... - ... 

F-statistic 106.31 201.70 78.35 181.65 I 67.61 166.30 71.47 125.52 59 40 42.89 127.91 78.19 97.86 150.30 
(p-value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

0.76 0.89 0.71 I 0.68 0.79 0.64 0.57 0.80 0.72 0.75 0.84 
Adjusted R2 0.86 l 0.67 0.84 

-- - ----- ·-- ----- ---------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclienti - A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I ffiN 
= L: I (SCkchentj - A VSCK.Isn) I crsci<'.JBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; ffiN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG * the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel F: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio IS a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated 
based upon audit firms ' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t cc~ CCR.t cc~ CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t CCR.t 
N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 

Control Exp. 
variables: ···---.. ·-··· ---~Jg~--- __ G~~f!_. __ Coef~ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. .... ----- . - - - ·······-···--·-··-····--·-·-·-· --··--···--·-·· -·· ·······-···-.. -······--·------ . ···············-··········-·---···············-· ..... --········-····--·-- ····· ···························································-···-··----·-·································-·-···········-········ 

Intercept 4.66 1.20 5.24 3.51 4.55 3.43 4.23 2.58 3.00 5.88 3.75 2.85 3.16 4.40 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.33 0.53 0.27 0.38 0.31 0.39 0.36 0.46 0.45 0.25 0.39 0.43 0.42 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.06 0.06 0.42 0.31 0.42 0.28 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.21 0.24 0.19 0.29 0.44 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.52 0.93 0.51 0.74 0.64 0.84 0.50 0.82 0.61 0.40 0.68 0.84 0.51 0.48 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

DE + 0.87 0.53 0.21 0.43 
I 

0.15 0.39 0.09 0.65 0.12 0.63 -0.29 0.01 0.19 -0.11 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.45 0.09 0.73 0.00 0.30 0.23 0.08 0.24 0.45 0.56 

CATA + 0.75 0.74 0.40 0.37 0.52 0.62 0.75 0.66 0.75 0.68 0.63 0.64 0.51 0.53 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

QillCK - -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.005 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

ROI - 0.001 -0.16 -0.09 -0.13 -0.07 -0.46 0.20 -0.31 -0.17 0.05 -0.09 0.001 -0.02 0.003 
p-value 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.97 

OPINION + 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.003 -0.06 0.17 0.07 0.17 0.11 0.05 0.21 0.40 0.24 0.23 

p-value 0.35 0.82 0.92 0.98 0.56 0.11 0.63 0.10 0.26 0.85 0.10 0.00 0.03 0.17 
YE - 0.06 -0.13 0.15 -0.001 0.11 0.04 0.18 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.06 0.07 

p-value 0.47 0.11 0.03 0.99 0.12 0.60 0.10 0.43 0.56 0.61 0.10 0.08 0.58 0.49 
- ------ - ------- ---------- - ---------- - ----------- - -----
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 
Control Exp. 
variables: - ~igJ.! . ~~-~r.f.~·-··-····--~-~~ff ........ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

······---- ·····-·········· .. -... ·-·------ -----· ... ·-· .. -- ---- ----- ----·-·-· -. . .... ·- --·----------·-·····--····- ........ ·········-·· ··---·-···-··········-··--·---·-····-···-······· ················-··· ········- ···············································-···············--· ... ····- ····································································-·-· 

LOSS - -0.21 0.02 -0.18 -0.18 -0.04 -0.33 0.04 -0.22 -0.23 -0.08 -0.02 0.03 -0.10 0.03 
p-value 0.02 0.79 0.02 0.01 0.63 0.00 0.70 0.01 0.00 0.67 0.82 0.75 0.27 0.75 

ExQerimental Variables: 

SR + 0.30 -0.12 0.08 -0.03 0.09 0.02 0.16 -0.12 0.21 0.20 0.11 -0.05 0.04 -0.05 
p-value 0.00 0.12 0.22 0.40 0.12 0.42 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.24 0.26 0.34 0.19 0.27 

SG*Comp - -0.06 -0.01 -0.003 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0 .02 0.02 -0.12 -0.10 -0.04 0.06 -0.004 0.04 

-···· -········-··.P-~Y..~J!!.~ .. - - -- ·· ·- --· -~~ -~-~-----·- ____ !?_:_!.?. .... - 0.46 0.03 0.12 0.19 0.29 0.18 0.00 0.12 0.26 0.10 0.46 0.13 
···--·· ·------------· ···-·--·-······--····· ··-· ------ ------··--- -----·-- -------····---·-·-··-·--------··--···-···-······-·--· ·-·-··---·-··--···--··-·-·-·---·--··-··--·-·- . --······--··········-·-·····- ........................................... ··- ·-··. ····- ···········································- ··· · ·· · ····· ·---·~ 

F -statistic 76.28 138.53 114.92 210.65 101.54 187.23 52.79 167.14 148.23 30.69 52.80 131.12 124.01 109.43 
(p-value) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
Adjusted R2 0.70 0.84 0.77 0.86 0.76 0.85 0.60 0.84 0.80 0.52 0.62 0.82 0.79 0.80 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 ifnon-301

h June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SG is an indicator variable, 1 = if the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor is greater than the spatial 
distance between the client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor, (1 =if Clientj I CBN = L: I (SCKclien~- A VSCKcsn) I crsccsn I > Clientj I IBN 
= L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKlsn) I O"scKIBn 1). 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is an equally weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienrj) and 

the mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the 
standard deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SG*Comp is equal to SG *the number of incumbent auditor 's competitors in each client's industry. 
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-··· 

Table 3 

Audit Fee Regression Model (2) Results for Hypothesis 2 in Low and High CCR/ Industry Sub-Samples3 (1998-2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

2 CCR4 is referred to as the four- firm client concentration ratio. It ranges from 0 to 1. If an industry has four or fewer client firms, CC~ is equal to 
1. If an industry has more than four client firms, CC~ is equal to the sum of the share of the four largest clients in that industry. The share of a 
client in an industry is calculated as the square root of the client's total assets in the industry divided by the sum of the square root of all clients' 
total assets in that industry. 
3 Low and high CC~ industry sub-samples are split based on the median values of CC~ 

Model (2): LnAF = bo + b1LnT A+ b2LnSub + b3Foreign + b4CA TA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8 YE + b90pinion + b 10Loss + b11 SR + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. cc~ cc~ CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: .. ·-·-·-.§-~g~·-·····-·-····~~-~ff.~. ········---·~-~-~ff.~ ......... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

···-·--·······----····-·--···· -····· -·······---·--····- ·····-·-· ....... ·-····-- ... ····-·-··-·--··-···--··----·---·--·····-····----·····-···--·-··-----·-·--·· ·---··--··-········--·-····-······-·······-···-·······-······- ······-···-········- ··············-········ ································-·· ·····-··-·-·········· ............................. _ .................. __ , ____ 

Intercept 5.13 3.36 5.75 4.25 4.38 4.07 5.70 3.76 5.97 4.07 5.85 1.94 5.16 3.63 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LoT A + 0.26 0.40 0.27 0.37 0.31 0.34 0.24 0.35 0.22 0.42 0.28 0.51 0.32 0.37 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.39 0.30 0.39 0.27 0.37 0.33 0.35 0.31 0.36 0.14 0.15 0.06 0.44 0.35 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.46 0.97 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.83 0.75 0.73 0.48 0.67 1.07 0.95 0.87 0.36 
p-value 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

DE + 0.78 0.48 0.47 0.32 1.38 1.57 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.60 -0.21 0.97 0.69 0.81 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.54 0.00 0.30 0.07 

CATA + 0.97 0.30 0.01 0.67 0.49 0.72 0.31 0.70 1.10 0.58 -0.57 0.66 0.03 -0.32 
~-value 0.01 0.13 0.98 0.03 0.14 0.04 0.39 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.32 0.05 0.93 0.33 

--- - ----
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ CCR4 cc~ cc~ CCR4 cc~ cc~ CCR4 C'CR4 CCR4 CCR4 CCR4 CCR4 CCR4 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·-·-···-··§-~g~ .... . .. G..~.~!f.~ ............. ~.~-~f.f.~ -· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. . . .. -·--·· ····-····--- ----·- ---···· -·-· ..... ·--- ·-· ···-·-· -···- -------- ----~---···-·-···-··-·-··-· ·- . ·-··-····- ·-···· ... .... ····-·· ·······················- .............................. -... ...................................... ,,., _________________ ··················-· ··························································-········ 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.001 -0.97 -0.75 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.30 -0.05 
p-value 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.96 0.03 0.13 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.70 0.03 0.72 0.65 0.93 

ROI - -0.37 0.03 -0.25 -0.10 -0.29 -0.40 -0.02 -0.21 -0.13 -0.06 -0.35 -0.36 -0.21 -0.22 
p-value 0.03 0.92 0.26 0.54 0.18 0.14 0.87 0.03 0.25 0.45 0.25 0.03 0.58 0.45 

OPINION + 0.05 -0.13 -0.11 -0.15 0.23 -0.13 0.20 0.10 -0.04 0.20 -0.01 0.27 0.11 0.04 

p-value 0.81 0.55 0.63 0.49 0.20 0.44 0.32 0.52 0.86 0.47 0.97 0.13 0.74 0.86 
YE - 0.13 -0.14 0.04 -0.06 0.10 -0.02 0.001 0.06 0.03 -0.10 0.67 -0.09 0.06 0.25 

p-value 0.28 0.16 0.74 0.61 0.35 0.86 0.99 0.55 0.85 0.35 0.00 0.46 0.73 0.11 
LOSS - -0.01 0.11 -0.07 -0.07 0.07 -0.17 -0.16 -0.04 -0.05 -0.12 -0.19 -0.07 -0.08 0.04 

p-value 0.94 0.47 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.19 0.25 0.74 0.82 0.32 0.39 0.55 0.59 0.81 
Ex~erimental Variables: 
SR + 0.30 -0.10 -0.37 -0.39 0.14 0.09 0.39 0.29 0.33 -0.70 0.18 -0.29 -0.73 0.21 

................... 1'-::..Y..~!.!!.~ .. --.-.... ·-·-------·--··· .. --.-~:-~~------··-· ... Q: .. ?..!.. __ ,,_ 0.06 0.02 0.32 0.39 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.03 0.35 0.23 0.03 0.24 
----·- ····-·-····-------··-----····-·---·-··-· -·· --·-··· ---------· --- - -- ---· . ---· ···-·--·----···-·-·-··-·-·········--·· ....... ···-·······-··---····---········-·······-·······-········-·· ·······--··--·-···--······----·-·-··-·············-················ ..... ............... - .................................................... ,_, __ .... 

F -statistic 35.547 101.36 37.675 82.234 43 .041 81.056 41.251 92.392 21.908 66.751 9.759 92.919 54.250 47.743 
(p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted 0.73 0.89 0.71 0.87 0.73 0.87 R2 0.74 0.87 0.60 0.84 0.38 0.88 0.81 0.81 
--

/\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate vmiable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-301

h June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
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Clientj I CBN ~ I (SCKclientj - A VSCKCBn) I GscCBn I 

Clientj I IBN L j (SCkclienti - A VSCKIBn) I O"scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit finn ' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( ascK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·- ... §.i.gn __ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

-·· oooooo-oooo•-•••- 0 •M• ----·-••••-••-· -•••••• • ·•-••·- ·----------·---------····-···----··-·-······-·-··-·--····· .... ---·- ·- ----- . ·-· --- ·-·-· ·- ·- ···-· -----······------ ·- -------·-··· . ---···-··-···-····---····-··--······--···-···-··-··········----· ·----·-··-········· ·---------···-······----······-----······· ··-· ··········-···········-·-·-···-······--····-···-······-···-···-······· 
Intercept 6.81 1.61 4.64 2.82 6.41 2.09 4.77 4.24 4.47 4.71 4.90 4.87 4.65 6.56 

p-value 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LoT A + 0.21 0.49 0.29 0.42 0.21 0.45 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.29 0.30 0.34 0.22 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
LnSUB + 0.42 0.33 0.42 0.35 0.57 0.25 0.43 0.33 0.33 0.36 0.42 0.49 0.38 0.56 

p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FOREIGN + 0.52 0.27 0.47 0.62 0.94 0.97 0.73 0.93 0.55 0.84 0.60 0.69 0.46 0.10 

p-value 0.11 0.44 0.22 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.12 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.88 
DE + 0.23 0.99 0.79 0.88 0.52 1.01 0.42 0.98 0.69 1.28 0.73 0.43 0.80 -0.19 

p-value 0.44 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.68 
CATA + 0.69 -0.03 0.60 0.07 -0.24 0.69 -0.41 0.42 -0.37 0.67 0.28 -0.21 -0.31 -0.39 

p-value 0.20 0.95 0.08 0.88 0.45 0.14 0.20 0.35 0.19 0.28 0.39 0.60 0.33 0.55 
QUICK - -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.001 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.09 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 

p-value 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.64 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 
ROI - -0.12 0.22 0.22 0.40 -0.10 -0.89 -0.26 -0.22 -0.12 -0.56 -0.19 -0.17 -0.17 1.74 

p-value 0.62 0.76 0.64 0.73 0.67 0.06 0.24 0.37 0.42 0.02 0.05 0.60 0.45 0.05 

OPINION + -0.24 0.00 -0.19 0.51 -0.30 -0.12 0.24 -0.28 -0.06 -0.39 -0.37 0.05 -0.09 0.44 

p-value 0.34 1.00 0.51 0.10 0.20 0.72 0.28 0.38 0.79 0.29 0.07 0.81 0.58 0.43 
YE - -0.03 0.15 0.17 -0 .05 0.03 -0.04 -0.09 -0.03 -0.01 -0.05 0.16 0.05 -0.26 -0.08 

p-value 0.85 0.44 0.31 0.75 0.87 0.79 0.63 0.90 0.95 0.83 0.36 0.81 0.06 0.82 
LOSS - -0.33 0.25 -0.18 -0.04 -0.13 -0.26 -0.31 0.06 -0.25 -0.10 -0.13 -0.15 -0.40 0.24 

p-value 0.04 0.22 0.33 0.88 0.43 0.18_ - 0.13 0.75 0.19 0.61 0.45 0.36 0.00 0.39 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Ex~erimental Exp. 
Variables: .... ·-·-····-··-· _§ __ ~g!l _____ --- -~-~~!:!~. ---~~-e..f.f~----- Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

--· .. 
--·~---·· -------··········-···· ··-- .... ~-----·----- .... • ··········-·-··-··-· -··--·-··--------.. -- ---------····-·· ----·-······-········-··-··-·-·- ············-···-····-----·····-······ ----·-·····- ........... ································-·····- ·································-·····-·······---·······-···-····-····-·-·······-·························-····-.. --

SR + -0.32 -0.40 0.29 -0.26 -0.05 0.17 0.06 0.28 0.68 -0.08 0.49 0.18 0.14 0.14 
-· ....... -·· ... . .... P:Y.~l.-~~- --------------------- . --- Q}..f! _______________ __ q~ __ q!_ ----- 0.22 0.13 0.45 0.25 0.45 0.26 0.00 0.24 0.10 0.15 0.24 0.07 

-·····-·-·········-···········--·-. -~- . ---·· --·-······. -- ····-···--······ ............... ·····-····-· .. ········-··--·-···· - ~- ·········--·······----·-····· --··········-····-........ .... ....... ........................................... ............................ ............. ..................... ........................................... ..... . ............................................................................ 

F -statistic (p- 30.386 51.035 32.903 71.133 29.165 57.358 41.291 29.274 30.133 30.247 40.353 42.281 77.171 18.213 
value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 
Adjusted R2 0.81 0.91 0.83 0.92 0.79 0.89 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.80 

- ---

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients ' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclicnti - AVSCKCBn) I <JsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienlJ - AVSCKIBn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit finn ' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison fmn ' s portfolio. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Control Exp. 
variables: ········ ____ §!_g~----····~~-~.ff.... ···-·······~-~-~f.f.~.- Coeff. Coefi. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . ... 

···~ ···--·--~---- ·~· ·-·-···-·--·--· -- ·-···----·-------···--···------ ·- - · ~-·-·------··-··-----·--·-······--····--·-····- -·-·········-··--·····-·····-···-- ·····-·······--·-··········- . ······················-··········--·--·-·----····-·-······-······-····· ····-······-···-····-··--········-···-·-········ 

Intercept 5.21 5.84 4.79 5.09 4.36 3.79 3.46 4.13 4.48 4.83 5.68 4.03 0.62 4.49 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 

LnTA + 0.25 0.22 0.29 0.27 0.33 0.38 0.38 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.34 0.59 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.41 0.49 0.31 0.42 0.25 0.38 0.17 0.31 0.11 0.31 0.24 0.32 -0.03 0.41 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.49 0.12 0.43 0.86 0.50 0.71 -0.09 0.73 0.40 0.08 0.43 0.53 0.64 0.41 
p-value 0.01 0.57 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.79 0.01 0.08 0.76 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 

DE + 0.61 0.4 1 0.07 0.23 0.54 0.50 0.47 0.70 0.42 0.89 0.79 0.64 -0.16 0.28 
p-value 0.01 0.13 0.69 0.47 0.01 0.11 0.21 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.67 0.25 

CATA + 0.02 0.43 0.40 -0.17 0.56 0.31 0.41 0.54 0.97 0.11 0.05 -0.02 -0.48 0.32 
p-value 0.97 0.10 0.00 0.76 0.21 0.62 0.63 0.38 0.00 0.52 0.33 0.22 0.58 0.47 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.01 -0.001 -0.001 -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.01 -0.01 -0 .02 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.06 0.07 0.28 0.04 0.32 0.54 0.29 0.02 0.25 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.02 

ROI - -0.07 0.02 -0.10 -0.28 -0.14 -0.47 0.05 -0.19 -0.04 0.08 0.00 -0.11 -0.07 -0.02 
p-value 0.04 0.57 0.00 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.62 0.06 0.74 0.57 0.05 0.10 0.40 0.26 

OPINION + 0.06 0.04 0.11 -0.29 -0.03 0.19 -0.23 -0.03 0.25 -0.30 0.32 0.12 0.78 -0.23 

p-value 0.71 0.81 0.28 0.23 0.84 0.40 0.45 0.92 0.11 0.12 0.07 0.58 0.02 0.21 
YE - -0.06 -0.10 0.17 0.06 0.16 -0.18 0.43 0.01 -0.02 0.04 0.29 0.16 0.08 -0.15 

p-value 0.67 0.55 0.15 0.73 0.22 0.36 0.17 0.96 0.92 0.82 0.11 0.48 0.79 0.50 
LOSS - -0.30 0.19 -0.24 -0.25 -0.11 -0.26 0.07 -0.11 -0.27 -0.14 -0.07 0.21 -0.01 0.07 

~-value 0.05 0.27 0.06 0.21 0.43 0.18 0.81 0.54 0.11 0.40 0.68 0.26 0.96 0.63 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Ex~erimental Exp. 
variables: Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. -····--·-··· .. ___ §_i.R!l... ·- --~~-~!!~ ............ ~~-~!!~ .... ··· --······-···-···-····-····--··--·-·--····-···········-···-·--··· ...... . -· - -··--·---·- --. --·-·· ---- ...... - ·····-·-················-- ... ····-··· ..... ··················································-·· ···················- ....... ..... ············-·-·-···--···- ···············-···············- .... ······ ......................... ,,, _____ .. . ··················-·· . 

SR + 0.19 -0.06 0.18 0.26 -0.30 -0.52 0.003 0.43 -0.19 -0.26 -0.19 0.15 -0.16 -0.02 

....................... _P.:..~~.!!! .. ~ ..................... --.. --... ·--- q~ .. ?!. .. ............. 0.43 0.22 0.23 0.08 0.10 0.49 0.10 0.19 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.35 0.47 
-·· ... -·- --- ·······---·····--------·--·-· ·-· ------ --- ·-- ... - -·······- -----··- ------· ··- -------····-··-- ..................................................... ... ...................... ·-···-·····--··- ......................................... ................... ........ _ .. _ .................................... 

32.535 30.935 44.102 27.193 32.605 24.735 8.520 1 21.807 28.100 20.773 28.267 14.060 38.376 F -statistic (p- (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 9.41(<. (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) value) 00) 

Adjusted R 2 
0.74 0.83 0.80 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.40 0.68 0.66 0.76 0.66 0.79 0.58 0.81 

- ~- - - - --- -------- - -----------

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if repm1ed loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incun1bent auditor. 

ClientJ I CBN L I (SCKclientj- AVSCKcBn) I <JsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienlj - A VSCKmn) I <JscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm ' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Control Exp. 
variables: ··-··· ..... §~g~-- ... _ <:=..~~f.f.-. ......... _._C:..~.~.f.f~---··· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

··--~ ............. , _________________ ................ ,, _____________ ··-·-····-··-······-··-·· ····--·-· ·-~·-··· ·······--······-···-···· -···-·--····-·············-····· ······--·- ············ ............... ......................................... -......................... ,_ ·············-· . ·········································-········· ··············· ............ ............. ................................ ··-··········· .. ·············-···· 

Intercept 2.16 6.15 4.26 4.53 7.88 3.73 5.40 4.76 16.18 5.76 4.04 6.22 3.99 3.27 
p-value 0.16 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.05 

LnTA + 0.47 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.12 0.43 0.32 0.36 -0.25 0.27 0.35 0.22 0.33 0.38 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.63 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.15 0.17 0.36 0.30 0.26 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.29 0.40 0.06 0.48 0.24 0.36 
p-value 0.22 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.19 0.10 0.19 0.63 0.02 0.63 0.00 0.01 0.03 

FOREIGN + 0.55 1.17 0.18 0.48 0.96 0.15 0.90 0.25 1.35 0.35 0.75 -0.17 0.30 1.13 
p-value 0.20 0.03 0.62 0.32 0.06 0.79 0.06 0.65 0.63 0.70 0.19 0.76 0.36 0.29 

DE + 0.43 0.09 -0.12 0.78 0.27 0.25 0.09 -0.05 0.34 0.46 1.33 0.89 0.89 0.43 
p-value 0.34 0.86 0.78 0.08 0.57 0.65 0.80 0.93 0.89 0.31 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.47 

CATA + 0.99 1.73 1.67 1.53 1.75 -0.34 0.13 0.20 4.54 -0.14 1.91 -0.16 0.29 -0.52 
p-value 0.14 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.81 0.94 0.89 0.49 0.92 0.04 0.87 0.79 0.36 

QUICK - 0.01 -0.56 0.01 -0.10 -0.03 -0.001 -0.02 -0.03 -0.11 -0.02 -0.06 -0.06 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.82 0.01 0.62 0.09 0.03 0.96 0.30 0.12 0.02 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.87 0.02 

ROI - 0.04 -0.76 -0.00 1 -1.04 0.33 -0.47 -0.22 -0.92 0.36 0.62 -0.10 0.10 0.14 -0.43 
p-value 0.96 0.48 0.99 0.27 0.39 0.34 0.45 0.18 0.88 0.26 0.63 0.58 0.52 0.22 

OPINION + 0.07 -0.71 0.23 0.03 -0.35 0.34 0.25 -0.20 -0.19 0.44 0.10 0.001 0.39 0.51 

p-value 0.80 0.17 0.42 0.94 0.30 0.45 0.41 0.70 0.95 0.32 0.78 0.99 0.11 0.38 
YE - -0.01 -0.16 -0.03 0.23 -0.01 0.46 0.21 0.25 0.63 -0.07 0.17 0.40 0.06 0.11 

p-value 0.97 0.51 0.90 0.40 0.95 0.13 0.42 0.35 0. 73 0.82 0.68 0.12 0.79 0.80 
LOSS - 0.14 0.02 -0 .04 -0.17 0.02 -0.44 -0 .09 -0.16 -0.32 -0.08 0.70 0.20 0.10 0.19 

e-value 0.62 0.94 0.87 0.59 0.94 0.24 0.72 0.68 0.82 0.83 0.06 0.41 0.70 0.54 
---------- -----------------
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Ex~erimental Exp. 
variables: ·····-·- §.~g!l. .... ·- -~-~~ff~_ ··-··---~~~.f.!~ .... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ..... .. ......................................... ··-··········-····-······--·-···· ---· -------·------- -------··---·-···----- ·--· ·-··· ···-····-· ---···········-······-······ .. -····- ···········-·····-·············· .... ·-----··-············-·-········ ··········-······························ ··-·······--··-·······-··········- -··-·-················-··············-·· 
SR + -0.32 -0.29 -0.08 -0.45 0.32 -0.73 -0.34 -0.27 -1.39 0.07 -0.50 0.07 0.59 0.16 

0.40 0.19 0.18 0.10 0.27 0.31 0.26 0.43 0.14 0.29 0.03 0.33 
···-····· - £.:~~~.!:~~ -· -·--·-··· -- C!:._2_~·-· . -···· ___ q:. ~.~---·· ·····-·········--··········---·····--·······-·-···--·-······ ........ ... _ ------ ····-·· --·-·-------- -----· ···-··----·-------· ·-·····--· ···-·-·····--··-··-······----·······--···········-·············-·- . ······ ··-··-············- ·········-···-····---·-·········---·-------· .................. _ ........... ·---·--·----·--·----··-·---···--·· 

F -statistic (p- 7.970 12.240 9.024 12.302 6.194 7.484 6.156 9.373 1.507 9.950 4.836 17.667 9.417 11.170 
value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted R2 0.68 0.82 0.72 0.80 0.59 0.69 0.56 0.73 0.13 0.77 0.55 0.86 0.70 0.83 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, I if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

ClientJ I CBN L I (SCKchentj - AVSCKC'Bn) I crsccBn I 

Clientj I IBN L I (SCkclienlj - A VSCKmn) I crscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclien~) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm 's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

Notes: There is not sufficient data to generate tests for Adelaide office. 
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Panel E: Pooled City Portfolioa 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients 
are calculated based upon audit firms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR4 cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·····-- ___ §_!g.~---·······--·-~-~-~.f!.~ ..... -·-· ·····--~~-~.!!~ ... -... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. -· ........ ···-···-········--· ··-·· -···--······-····-····-···-··· -··· ........ _____ .. ___ ··- ----·---- -····----··-··-········---····-·······-···········. ········· ·- .. .......... ·-······ ·-·---··· .. ---- ---···············-...... ---···- --·-······-······-············-·-·····-·-···-···-··-····-··----···-·-··-·--·-·····-·-······--------------

Intercept 4.87 3.50 5.37 3.80 4.19 3.86 4.48 4.51 5.28 4.79 3.35 3.78 3.56 4.58 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.29 0.36 0.27 0.36 0.32 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.30 0.33 0.42 0.37 0.39 0.31 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.37 0.4 1 0.40 0.36 0.39 0.32 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.16 0.33 0.37 0.42 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.43 0.47 0.49 0.84 0.55 0.94 0.34 0.73 0.41 0.51 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.26 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

DE + 0.52 0.71 0.42 0.48 0.61 0.54 0.81 0.46 0.79 0.40 0.68 0.68 0.53 0.63 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CATA + 0.16 0.49 0.27 0.47 0.22 0.31 0.10 0.17 0.44 0.28 0.04 -0.02 -0.13 0.03 
p-value 0.21 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.31 0.14 0.69 0.44 0.02 0.31 0.45 0.36 0.60 0.84 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.001 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 

ROI - -0.07 0.01 -0.10 -0.12 -0.10 -0.28 0.09 -0.18 -0.08 -0.10 -0.001 -0.08 -0.07 -0.01 

p-value 0.02 0.81 0.00 0.29 0.22 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.25 0.43 0.32 0.12 0.26 0.05 

OPINION + 0.01 0.12 -0.02 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.12 0.30 0.22 0.32 0.02 

p-value 0.93 0.29 0.87 0.51 0.61 0.94 0.91 0.05 0.89 0.61 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.84 
YE - 0.01 0.05 0.14 0.04 0.13 0.03 0.13 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.23 0.14 0.001 0.17 

p-value 0.89 0.50 0.04 0.52 0.10 0.63 0.21 0.04 0.42 0.45 0.03 0.14 0.97 0.07 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables: . ···-·-§_!g_~-----·- G<?.~_f.f.~--- ... Coef.f~ -- Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . Coeff. Coeff. 

·-- ... -·--····--·-···-···-··-···--------------- ---- . - --·-- ----· ... ----------- ----·-···-·····-····-····----···· .......... --····--··-- ----·-·················· --------·-···-·-····-·-······----- ·- ···-······-····· .. ····· ········- .................................... -..... -·-·········-·····-········ ·--··············· 

LOSS - -0.18 -0.02 -0.17 -0 .18 -0 .08 -0.18 -0.06 -0.04 -0.17 -0.17 -0.04 0.10 -0.16 0.14 
p-value 0.03 0.83 0.03 0.01 0.33 0.02 0.60 0.60 0.09 0.28 0.72 0.23 0.08 0.08 

Ex~erimental Variables: 

SR + 0.04 -0.01 -0.19 -0.03 0.02 0.07 -0.13 -0.04 -0.27 0.01 -0.14 -0.05 -0.12 0.07 

_E-value 0.37 0.21 0.06 0.36 0.45 0.26 0.30 0.40 0.06 0.48 0.28 0.24 0.27 0.07 
....... -·-··-·· --····--····· ... . .. .......... ,,.,________ .. ·····--·-------······ ··-- . - ····--···-··--------- ·····-····-------·········· . -- ---------- ---------- -------- --· . ·---··-·-·-·-··-·-.. -···-··-· . . . ·--·· .. ·-····-········-··-····-······-·--·-··-·-·-·-····-·-·--·--··-·-·--·-····-·-·-······--·-·-····-··-··················--·· ············-·····················-·····-····-·····-········-·············-······ 

F -statistic 116.31 218.56 120.71 266.23 94.484 227.35 91.204 173.56 74.021 48.823 84.352 119.61 131.42 142.56 
(p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted 0.76 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.73 0.86 0.71 0.83 0.67 0.58 0.71 0.78 0.79 0.83 
R2 

"' All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural tog of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the chent portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclien~- AVSCKC'Bn) I <JscCBn I 

Clientj 11BN L I (SCkclien~ - A VSCK!Bn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclien~) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Panel F: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are 
calculated based upon audit firms ' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CC]t. CC]t. CC]t. CCR. CCR..t cc~ CC]t. CC]t. CCR. CC]t. CCR. CC]t. CC]t. CC]t. 
N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 

Control Exp. 
variables: .. ··-·-····§.!g_!! ____ ..... G.~~:f.f~ .... - ... _G..~_~fr ........ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ··-- ................ , .. , __ ______ __ ____________________ , .......•..... _, _______ , .. ----·-·----- ·······················-··-·-·-··· ······--············-· ·-----·········---·--·-·······---.. -... -............................. ·················-··········-·····---·-········-··············· ·········-··· ··········--··· ....... .... ... ···························-·· ..... ··----·················· 

Intercept 5.62 2.91 5.23 3.96 4.82 3.73 5.54 3.89 7.47 3.72 3.72 2.81 3.18 4.39 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.25 0.42 0.27 0.38 0.31 0.39 0.27 0.36 0.21 0.41 0.38 0.43 0.42 0.32 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.41 0.33 0.41 0.29 0.42 0.28 0.37 0.31 0.40 0.22 0.24 0.19 0.29 0.44 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

F'OREIGN + 0.28 0.73 0.53 0.76 0.66 0.83 0.42 0.73 0.53 0.49 0.68 0.85 0.51 0.48 
p-value 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

DE + 0.48 0.58 0.40 0.41 0.51 0.64 0.66 0.61 0.52 0.67 0.64 0.64 0.53 0.55 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CATA + 0.60 0.26 0.21 0.46 0.14 0.41 -0.14 0.53 0.23 0.20 -0.28 0.01 0.20 -0.10 
p-value 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.47 0.07 0.56 0.01 0.51 0.14 0.09 0.23 0.43 0.61 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

ROI - 0.01 -0.14 -0.09 -0.10 -0.07 -0.44 0.21 -0.24 -0.07 -0.14 -0.09 -0.001 -0.03 0.01 
p-value 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.02 0.10 0.20 0.03 0.95 

OPINION + 0.09 -0.09 0.01 0.02 -0 .06 0.18 0.06 0.16 -0.07 0.18 0.21 0.40 0.24 0.23 

p-value 0.31 0.51 0.88 0.87 0.57 0.09 0.70 0.10 0.76 0.12 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.16 
YE - 0.07 -0.06 0.15 -0.001 0.11 0.04 0.16 0.10 0.06 -0.01 0.20 0.15 0.06 0.07 

p-value 0.34 0.38 0.04 0.96 0.12 0.61 0.13 0.15 0.73 0.88 0.10 0.08 0.56 0.48 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 
Control Exp. 
variables: ____ Sig~ __ _ _ C.()~.f.f~---- ____ -~~-~-~f.~ _ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

······-··········-·······-···. ··-··· -- -- ----- -- --- - -··· ···--··--···--··-- ····----------- ········· .. ---------·- ·---------·······-·· ··-············-·-····-..... ··········································--···-·-........................ ··-· ...................... -......... ···············-----.................... _ 

LOSS - -0.24 0.04 -0.18 -0.18 -0 .04 -0.33 -0.01 -0.15 -0.29 -0.19 -0.02 0.02 -0.10 0.02 
p-value 0.00 0.62 0.02 0.01 0.66 0.00 0.94 0.03 0.11 0.01 0.84 0.85 0.29 0.78 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
SR + 0.11 -0.27 -0.04 -0.53 -0.31 -0.32 -0.09 -0.05 -0.84 -0.35 0.06 0.11 -0.07 0.06 

-- --- _______ P: ~-~-~-~ e 0.25 0.04 0.42 0.00 0.18 0.16 0.34 0.38 0.10 0.01 0.40 0.26 0.33 0.35 . - - ---- ··-···-········-·-··-····· ... ·-· ···············-·····-. .... -·----·-----·--·· -------···-·-·-···--·-····-···-···---· ..... ··········-····-···-----····· --- . ----- ------·-----·--····-····-···········-· -·-·-··--· ---·····-······-············-··--······-·····-·-········-······ ....... ·········---···--··-···· ....................................................... ........... ............................................................ --···-·· 

F -statistic 109.11 196.56 125.24 231.30 110.43 204.93 68.967 222.18 25.788 184.45 57.669 148.77 135.63 119.19 
{p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted 0.75 0.88 0.77 0.89 0.75 0.85 0.65 0.86 0.41 0.84 0.62 0.82 0.79 0.80 R2 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, I if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 

Clientj I CBN L I (SCKclienti - A VSCKCBn) I <JsccBn I 

Client1 I IBN L I (SCkcliemj - A VSCKIBn) I <JscKJBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( <JscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 
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Table 4 

Audit Fee Regression Model (4) Results for Hypothesis 2 in Low and High CCR/ Industry Sub-Samples3 (1998-2004) 
(Dependent variable is natural log of audit fees) 

2 CCR4 is referred to as the four- firm client concentration ratio. It ranges from 0 to 1. If an industry has four or fewer client firms, CC~ is equal to 1. 
If an industry has more than four client firms, CC~ is equal to the sum of the share of the four largest clients in that industry. The share of a client in 
an industry is calculated as the square root of the client's total assets in the industry divided by the sum of the square root of all clients' total assets in 
that industry. 
3 Low and high CC~ industry sub-samples are split based on the median values of CC&t 

Model (4): LnAF = b0 + b1LnTA + b2LnSub + b3Fore1gn + b4CATA + b5DE + b6ROI + b7Quick + b8YE + b90pinion + b 10Loss + b 11 SR + b 12SR*Comp + e 

Panel A: Sydney Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: -· .... ·-· .. _§_i_g~ ·-·····--~-~-~f.f.~ ......... ____ !:=..~-~-f.f.~.-·-·· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

-····--····-············-··-···-····-·--···-·····--·-·-····· .. - ··- -··-···· --····-··· .. . -··-·-·------- -·- -----------·······-·-·-···----······-···········-········- .... ---···········-························- .......................................... ·-····-······ ··-·········-····-···--·-·······-······· ···············--· ·····-··-··············-············-··- ·- ·············-········-·-·-

Intercept 5.13 3.32 5.70 4.28 4.17 4.08 4.81 2.52 6.63 3.89 5.88 1.87 5.11 4.10 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.26 0.39 0.27 0.37 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.44 0.19 0.42 0.28 0.51 0.32 0.36 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.39 0.29 0.38 0.28 0.37 0.33 0.05 0.08 0.37 0.14 0.15 0.05 0.44 0.32 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.44 0.95 0.74 0.68 0.48 0.82 0.94 0.82 0.43 0.68 1.09 0.95 0.88 0.39 
p-value 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 

DE + 0.80 0.53 0.48 0.31 1.32 1.61 0.82 0.78 0.60 0.64 -0.20 0.99 0.73 0.76 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.57 0.00 0.29 0.09 

CATA + 1.00 0.63 0.01 0.68 0.49 0.73 0.55 0.76 0.94 0.60 -0.59 0.64 0.04 -0.20 
p-value 0.01 0.07 0.97 0.03 0.14 0.04 0.15 0.02 0.09 0.09 0.31 0.06 0.91 0.54 

--
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 139 136 165 129 172 133 157 146 155 138 156 135 139 122 
Control Exp. 
variables: ............. ______ §._i.g_~ ..... ~-~-~f.!~-- ... C~e.ff~ .. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

·-········-··· ········-----·-----····-·-···---···· ..... ···-· . ···- ··-··--·-·- .......• ·-········----···--·-·-··---···--·-···-··········-·-·-····-· .. -·· --······· ..... ·····························-............................... -.......... , .. ___ ·······················--············- ···································-·······- ······-················ ··············---------··············-··-········ 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.86 -0.80 -0.02 -0.001 -0.02 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.33 -0.09 
p-value 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.98 0.06 0.13 0.00 0.65 0.00 0.68 0.04 0.67 0.63 0.86 

ROI - -0.34 0.02 -0.26 -0.11 -0.31 -0.40 -0.08 -0.30 -0.10 -0.06 -0.35 -0.34 -0.20 -0.19 
p-value 0.10 0.96 0.25 0.52 0.16 0.15 0.56 0.01 0.37 0.42 0.26 0.03 0.61 0.49 

OPINION + 0.05 -0.14 -0.10 -0.14 0.21 -0.13 0.001 0.04 -0.09 0.20 0.01 0.30 0.11 0.05 

p-value 0.81 0.53 0.65 0.52 0.25 0.44 0.99 0.83 0.71 0.47 0.99 0.09 0.74 0.80 
YE - 0.13 -0.15 0.04 -0.05 0.09 -0.01 -0.09 0.10 0.06 -0.11 0.67 -0.10 0.06 0.28 

p-value 0.27 0.14 0.75 0.61 0.39 0.90 0.47 0.31 0.72 0.30 0.00 0.40 0.74 0.07 
LOSS - 0.01 0.12 -0.07 -0.08 0.07 -0.17 -0.17 -0.14 0.001 -0.13 -0.20 -0.06 -0.08 0.03 

p-value 0.97 0.42 0.57 0.55 0.60 0.19 0.27 0.21 0.99 0.29 0.38 0.64 0.58 0.83 
Exuerimental Variables: 
SR + 0.42 0.12 -0.19 -0.23 0.53 0.03 1.38 0.40 -1.03 -0.22 0.06 -0.22 -0.57 -0.55 

p-value 0.13 0.31 0.39 0.25 0.17 0.47 0.02 0.11 0.12 0.23 0.47 0.31 0.24 0.12 
SR*Comp - -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.09 0.02 -0.31 -0.02 0.45 -0.07 0.02 -0.01 -0.04 0.16 

. -·----........... P. .. ~Y~-~1!.~... --.... ________ !!}!_ ____________ P:_~ ~--·-· .. 0.39 0.27 0.21 0.39 0.02 0.36 0.03 0.15 0.46 0.46 0.41 0.02 
··- - ....... ----------- ···-··-······--·····-·············---- ··-·-····-·-·--... . ·--··---···--· ··---··-~-----·--·--· ·-· ........ _____________ ·-· ·········--·---···----·----· .. ·-- ... _ .. ______ ,, ............ ·-· --··--·····-·········· .. ·-··---·-·"······-·······"···-··"···"'' _________ ........................... - .................................. 

F -statistic 32.370 93.234 34.334 75.015 39.435 73.744 30.012 72.762 20.738 60.458 8.866 84.273 49.356 45.711 
{p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted R 2 0.73 0.89 0.71 0.87 0.73 0.87 0.69 0.86 0.61 0.84 0.38 0.88 0.81 0.82 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 
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SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteiistics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjiCBN] I [Client IIBN] = L: I (SCKclienti - A VSCKcBn) I O"sccsn I I L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKlBn) I O"scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienti) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison finn's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel B: Melbourne Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Control Exp. 
variabl~s __ : ___________ ... ~ign __ -~~-~!!~-- __ ~-~-~.!!~---···· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. -· -·-····· --····-··-······-·-···-·- . ····-·· ·-··· - ------~----·-····--·- -- . - -----------·· ---- --· ···- --·-······· ····-·-·-·- . ····-···-····-·-····-·-·····------·-·· ------·-·······-······-·-····· ----······-·······-·--····--·- ··-·-·····-········-····-·-···· ... ··-··--·······--·-········-······················· ········-············-·· 

Intercept 5.76 0.96 4.68 2.89 6.72 2.11 4.75 4.62 2.48 4.49 4.79 4.93 4.84 5.39 
p-value 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.29 0.56 0.28 0.42 0.20 0.45 0.32 0.33 0.44 0.37 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.26 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.05 0.13 0.42 0.35 0.58 0.26 0.42 0.35 0.05 0.08 0.43 0.49 0.39 0.53 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.95 0.40 0.49 0.61 0.95 0.97 0.74 0.85 0.82 0.91 0.60 0.68 0.46 0.28 
p-value 0.01 0.31 0.20 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.70 

DE + 0.51 0.88 0.70 0.91 0.39 1.01 0.40 0.95 0.71 1.10 0.80 0.45 0.71 -0.20 
p-value 0.14 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.67 

CATA + 1.37 0.41 0.61 0.11 -0.21 0.68 -0.40 0.35 0.43 0.75 0.34 -0.21 -0.29 -0.51 
p-value 0.03 0.52 0.07 0.82 0.51 0.16 0.21 0.44 0.41 0.20 0.31 0.61 0.36 0.45 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.001 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.07 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.01 0.79 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.64 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.02 

ROI - -0.20 -0.19 0.17 0.43 -0.18 -0.90 -0.28 -0.20 -0.27 -0.74 -0.19 -0.15 -0.08 1.86 
p-value 0.52 0.81 0.71 0.71 0.44 0.07 0.22 0.42 0.10 0.01 0.04 0.65 0.71 0.05 

OPINION + -0.24 -0.16 -0.20 0.50 -0.30 -0.13 0.24 -0.31 -0.02 -0.55 -0.37 0.08 -0.08 0.41 
p-value 0.43 0.76 0.47 0.10 0.19 0.71 0.27 0.32 0.93 015 0.08 0.74 0.65 0.52 

YE - -0.07 -0.03 0.18 -0.04 0.07 -0.04 -0.10 -0.02 -0.17 -0.16 0.18 0.05 -0.26 0.05 
p-value 0.74 0.88 0.29 0.79 0.69 0.78 0.63 0.93 0.47 0.49 0.29 0.79 0.07 0.88 

LOSS - -0.49 0.01 -0.14 -0.05 -0.13 -0.26 -0.31 0.10 -0.30 -0.21 -0.15 -0.15 -0.38 0.41 
p-value 0.02 0.97 0.45 0.87 0.43 0.19 0.14 0.62 0.15 0.30 0.39 0.35 0.00 0.13 

-- -
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... 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 79 58 71 69 81 75 86 74 98 62 91 73 119 48 
Exnerimental Exp. 
variables: ·-······ ···-··-.§~gi.J... .. . ~-~-~!.f~_ .......... ~~-~f.!~ ... Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

·······--·-··-······ ------··· --~---·· - -- ---···-.. ·······-···· ----- - .... ----·-···-·-·-····----· ·····------------·-····· ·-·······-··········-·---------·-·····-··-·-·············· ...... ····- ··································-··-··--·-··--···········--...... ·······-·· ............................... ······--···-·······-·······-·····-

SR + 0.28 -0 .54 -0.43 -0.25 -1.45 0.17 0.22 -0.71 1.78 0.16 1.31 0.05 1.38 0.43 
p-value 0.29 0.19 0.30 0.14 0.08 0.25 0.33 0.13 0.00 0.40 0.05 0.43 0.04 0.28 

SR*Comp - -0.11 0.03 0.20 -0.04 0.34 -0.01 -0.03 0.07 -0.27 -0.05 -0.22 0.04 -0.44 -0 .01 

. . . .... P. .. ~Y. ~1 u ~ . ·-·········-·····- .. . ....... q.: !..'!............ . . ·--- ~·1.!. .... ..... 0.15 0.29 0.08 0.45 0.35 0.17 0.05 0.30 0.12 0.30 0.03 0.48 
···-··-·····-··-········· ......... -....... ··-······· .. ··-·-···· ····-··- . ---···················· ·····---·-··-···· ...................... ··············- ............................................................. ....................... ............ _ ---· ............... -.......... 

F -statistic (p- 18.632 36.641 30.292 64.451 27.357 51.754 37.475 26.975 21.887 25.782 37.341 38.365 72.371 15.242 
value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 
Adjusted R 2 0.73 0.88 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.89 0.63 0.81 0.72 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.78 
1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tmled. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients ' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the clienCs 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjiCBN] I [Client IIBN] = L I (SCKclientj- A VSCKcsn) I <Jsccsn I I L I (SCkclientj - A VSCKIBn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclient) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel C: Perth Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 
Control Exp. 
variables: ········· ······--~-~g_I.J_ -· ... ~--~-~!f.~... . ........ ~~~ff.~. . .. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ·-·· ·· -··-··~·····-··-··-·-··-·- ... ··········-······ -·-·····--·· ····-·-·-·· ··-···- ---- ··· - ---···---··- ·······- -··-·-··-····-·-······-·-·-··················--······-·· ........... ····-··············~··········- ..................................................... ······················································- ............................... ........................................................................................ 

Intercept 5.51 5.99 5.35 5.11 

I 

4.05 3.82 3.49 4.13 4.21 4.26 5.49 3.97 0.67 4.55 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.00 

LnTA + 0.23 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.34 0.37 0.38 0.31 0.37 0.35 0.26 0.34 0.59 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.42 0.50 0.34 0.42 0.26 0.37 0.17 0.31 0.15 0.26 0.23 0.32 -0.03 0.41 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.49 0.13 0.37 0.85 0.49 0.73 -0.08 0.75 0.37 0.19 0.46 0.53 0.65 0.41 
p-value 0.01 0.58 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.80 0.01 0.10 0.47 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 

DE + 0.54 0.40 0.02 0.24 
I 

0.52 0.49 0.47 0.70 0.31 0.46 0.74 0.63 -0.15 0.26 
p -value 0.01 0.18 0.88 0.45 0.01 0.12 0.22 0.02 0.21 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.69 0.29 

CATA + 0.05 0.44 1.03 -0.14 0.52 0.25 0.42 0.48 0.77 0.18 0.60 -0.02 -0.48 0.32 
p-value 0.91 0.08 0.00 0.80 0.24 0.69 0.63 0.46 0.03 0.30 0.01 0.23 0.59 0.46 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.01 -0.001 -0.001 -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.11 0.09 0.50 0.04 0.34 0.48 0.30 0.02 0.64 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.01 

ROI - -0.05 0.01 -0.10 -0.29 
I 

-0.28 -0.43 0.04 -0.19 -0.19 0.10 -0.001 -0.11 -0.07 -0.01 
p-value 0.12 0.63 0.00 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.63 0.07 0.17 0.34 0.77 0.09 0.41 0.50 

OPINION + 0.03 0.03 0.11 -0.30 -0.03 0.21 -0.23 0.00 0.14 -0.11 0.28 0.10 0.78 -0.22 

p-value 0.84 0.87 0.25 0.21 0.79 0.37 0.45 1.00 0.37 0.59 0.10 0.65 0.02 0.22 
YE - -0.01 -0.10 0.20 0.08 0.17 -0.17 0.43 0.02 0.16 -0.02 0.35 0.14 0.08 -0.13 

p-value 0.94 0.55 0.08 0.69 0.17 0.39 0.18 0.91 0.37 0.92 0.05 0.54 0.78 0.54 
LOSS - -0.24 0.19 -0.25 -0.28 -0.13 -0.20 0.07 -0.09 -0.26 -0.01 -0.10 0.20 -0.02 0.08 

p-value 0.11 0.29 0.04 0.17 0.36 0.32 0.81 0.63 0.15 0.97 0.55 0.27 0.95 0.56 
-- · - - --
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. 
N 122 69 117 81 116 91 124 97 120 95 96 96 104 98 

Ex~erimental Exp. 
variables: . -·-·- ... §ign_ _ ---~-~-~ff~ ... ·---~~e.ff~ Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

-········--··--····-·--···· -------- .......... ···-···· ····- ····- ........... -- ···-- ·----····-·····-·-- ···-- ............... _, _____ --- -·· -----·············-···· ···-··········-·······-······-·-···-···---·-·························-····· ··-············-··········---···················-··-················ ...... ·······-····--····---······--········-···-·-··-··-····-·····-······-··· 

SR + 0.76 -0.18 1.01 0.11 0.16 -0.41 -0.17 0.50 -0.45 -0.38 0.92 0.09 0.03 -0.20 
p-value 0.02 0.37 0.00 0.40 0.34 0.17 0.45 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.04 0.37 0.49 0.28 

SR*Comp - -0.15 0.00 -0.15 0.04 -0.08 -0 .05 0.04 -0.02 0.07 0.16 -0.27 0.03 -0.06 0.06 

....... ···-··· .. .... P: v~ll! .. ~ 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.25 0.07 0.24 0.44 0.37 0.25 0.05 0.00 0.32 0.44 0.16 
-·-· ·····-····--·--··-···········-· ·-·······-····-·-··-·····-·· ······-·-······················--·····"'""""'"'"'"'' ............ - .... , __ ,_... ....... .. ~-· ____ .. __ ...... --· 00-··--· .. -···--·--···- ................................ ............ .......... - ... ..... - .............................................. .................... --.--................... _ .................................. .................................................. ............................... 

F -statistic (p- 31.859 27.976 43.250 24.773 30.443 22.583 7.744 17.617 18.049 28.178 20.813 25.699 12.753 35.267 
value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 
Ad~_!_e_<LR:_ . 0.75 0.83 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.40 0.68 0.64 0.77 0.68 0.79 0.58 0.81 

--------

/\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients ' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, l if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client' s characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjiCBN] I [Client IIDN] = L I (SCKclienti - A VSCKCBn) I O"scCBn I I L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKlsn) I <JscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKctienti) and the 

mean values (A VSCK) for the comparison audit firm' s (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm ' s portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel D: Brisbane Office 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 
Control Exp . 

... V.~.~i~l?.l es: ·····----·--······-~-~g~_ ........ ~-~~.!f.~---····-·--~-o-~f.f.~ .... _. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 
---···-··········----·--·-··--··-·······--·-·······-····--······-· .. ··-· ·-· ···-···-········-···-·-·····-·······-···--········-··-···· ------ ·················--------···-··-----····-·-··············----.,-.... ········-············-······-···-················-··-···············-···· ··-· ········-·····-----................................................... - ·······-·-···········-·-·-···--···-········-···-·-····· ······················ 

Intercept 2.10 6.42 5.26 3.86 8.61 3.35 5.28 4.84 17.35 5.38 6.32 3.44 5.35 3.05 
p-value 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.09 

LnTA + 0.48 0.29 0.27 0.37 0.08 0.45 0.32 0.36 -0.27 0.28 0.25 0.36 0.24 0.39 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.61 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.12 0.15 0.32 0.26 0.28 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.26 0.41 0.13 0.08 0.29 0.39 
p-value 0.32 0.22 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.23 0.11 0.24 0.66 0.03 0.16 0.61 0.01 0.04 

FOREIGN + 0.62 1.52 0.28 0.64 0.89 0.12 0.89 0.30 0.88 0.46 0.26 2.09 0.34 0.90 
p-value 0.13 0.07 0.43 0.19 0.09 0.83 0.07 0.61 0.76 0.64 0.51 0.08 0.30 0.58 

DE + 0.51 -0.19 -0.08 0.82 0.26 0.18 0.09 0.001 0.25 0.41 0.92 1.36 0.72 0.41 
p-value 0.23 0.79 0.83 0.06 0.58 0.76 0.81 0.99 0.92 0.40 0.01 0.11 0.06 0.51 

CATA + 1.17 1.30 1.84 1.40 1.74 -0.36 0.07 0.19 4.83 -0.18 0.85 3.29 1.14 -0.51 
p-value 0.07 0.26 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.80 0.97 0.90 0.46 0.90 0.30 0.02 0.29 0.46 

QUICK - 0.01 -0.59 -0.01 -0.09 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.11 -0.02 -0.04 -0.06 -0.001 -0.01 
p-value 0.59 0.01 0.69 0.20 0.06 0.80 0.33 0.27 0.02 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.98 0.04 

ROI - -0.30 -0.96 -0.27 -1.60 0.38 -0.52 -0.23 -0.98 1.17 0.73 0.06 -0.87 0.20 -0.44 
p-value 0.72 0.37 0.54 0.11 0.33 0.31 0.46 0.18 0.65 0.23 0.60 0.05 0.36 0.25 

OPINION + 0.02 -0.82 0.18 0.01 -0.29 0.27 0.25 -0.19 0.75 0.53 0.33 -1.31 0.34 0.52 

p-value 0.95 0.15 0.52 0.99 0.39 0.56 0.42 0.72 0.81 0.28 0.16 0.10 0.15 0.40 
YE - -0.01 -0.31 0.08 0.35 0.04 0.50 0.21 0.23 1.38 -0.05 0.28 -0.67 0.10 0.18 

p-value 0.96 0.32 0.70 0.25 0.88 0.11 0.43 0.42 0.48 0.89 0.16 0.51 0.66 0.66 
LOSS - 0.06 0.03 0.14 -0.18 -0.05 -0.42 -0.10 -0.19 -0.44 -0.03 -0.12 0.38 0.05 0.18 

~-value 0.82 0.91 0.55 0.57 0.87 0.26 0.71 0.65 0.75 0.93 0.61 0.32 0.85 0.61 
--
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 

CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. CCR. cc~ cc~ CCR. 
N 37 28 35 32 40 33 39 35 40 31 35 32 40 24 

Ex[!erimental Exp. 
variables: ·····-··-····---- _ Sign _ ... . G..~~f.f.:_ ...... ~~-~f.f.: . .. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. ··-······-········--·-·--······· ...... ··-···- .. --···-······· ..•. ·········--·--·----..... ------------ ······-----·- .... -------·-··-·-·····---······-· ....... ·············-····-··-· ...... --······---... ··-·····-···--····--···· .. --················-······· ........................................... ,_ ....... ··················-··········· ····-···- ··--·-···-··-······-····-·--·-

SR + -0.25 -0.24 0.77 -0.71 0.64 -0.81 -0.38 -0.30 -5.54 0.03 0.47 -0.55 1.06 0.23 
p-value 0.28 0.20 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.28 0.30 0.12 0.48 0.22 0.17 0.02 0.38 

SR*Comp - -0.08 -0.22 -0.28 0.12 -0.13 0.10 0.02 -0.06 1.55 0.06 -0.25 0.17 -0.19 -0.03 
.................................... _ ... P-~ .. Y~!:'.!~. . _ ... _____ 9..:?..~---- ......... 9..:.?.1 ........... 0.02 0.31 0.13 0.30 0.45 0.40 0.16 0.32 0.11 0.15 0.09 0.47 

···--··-··-····----·· ---·- . -····· -······- - ···----------------------------·--··--··-··· ··-· --·-···-------·· ......... ·····-······ .... ·-······ ·-·-·-··-···--··--········-············-............................... ·· ··················- ··············································-·-·-····-·· ·-····-···-··-······- ···-·············- ·····························-· 
F -statistic (p- 7.948 11.132 10.005 11.976 5.858 6.658 5.438 8.251 1.470 8.765 11.561 8.898 8.712 9.321 
value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 
Ad_justed R2 0.70 0.82 0.76 0.81 0.60 0.68 0.58 0.72 0.13 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.70 0.81 
/\All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CATA is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjJCBN] I [Client JiliN] = L I (SCKcliemj -A VSCKcBn) I crsccBn I I L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKJBn) I crscKlBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKclienr) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN- the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 

Notes: There is not sufficient data to generate tests for Adelaide office. 
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Panel E: Pooled city Portfolio3 

a The pooled city portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in all 5 city offices in each year, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients 
are calculated based upon audit fitms' city client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables: Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. -·-·· ... ~ign ____ G.Q~f.f.~·······---~-~~!!~---· ---· - - •ooooooo•-•• -·--·•o•••-00 000•-•••o--••oOoOoM- oO• o oooooo ------·------···----········--··-···--····-···----··· --- ····-··--············-······-·· ······-----········-·-·····-·-·····-····· ·---·-····----·-----··· ·······-···----·-·····-···········-·-············ --···-······· .. ····················-·····-······ ............ ,,, __________ ······-···············--·······-········--····-······-··········-·--·-··· 

Intercept 4.97 3.51 5.34 3.67 3.12 2.74 4.45 4.27 4.24 6.04 4.71 4.21 2.88 2.86 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.29 0.36 0.28 0.36 0.41 0.46 0.32 0.33 0.35 0.26 0.33 0.36 0.47 0.44 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.37 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.06 0.05 0.36 0.34 0.12 0.21 0.13 0.14 0.05 0.09 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.84 0.55 1.11 0.33 0.73 0.56 0.42 0.86 0.46 0.52 0.47 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

DE + 0.55 0.71 0.41 0.51 0.82 0.60 0.81 0.48 0.90 0.39 0.77 0.52 0.65 0.83 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CATA + 0.43 0.49 0.29 0.47 0.50 0.34 0.10 0.19 0.81 0.15 0.50 -0.04 -0.02 0.24 
p-value 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.13 0.67 0.40 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.07 0.95 0.17 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 

ROI - -0.08 0.01 -0.10 -0.13 -0.15 -0.42 0.08 -0.18 -0.15 0.03 -0.001 -0.14 -0.11 -0.02 
p-value 0.01 0.84 0.00 0.28 0.09 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.01 0.86 0.70 0.02 0.10 0.01 

OPINION + 0.001 0.12 0.001 0.08 0.05 -0.04 -0.02 0.20 0.10 0.07 0.25 0.16 0.48 0.07 

p-value 0.99 0.29 0.99 0.49 0.68 0.74 0.89 0.06 0.42 0.76 0.03 0.25 0.00 0.59 
YE - 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.13 0.15 0.07 0.19 0.13 0.31 0.15 0.01 

p-value 0.86 0.50 0.08 0.52 0.51 0.67 0.19 0.04 0.47 0.28 0.14 0.00 0.23 0.91 
----· 
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 405 294 353 379 391 391 403 396 400 376 384 363 390 331 
Control Exp. 
variables: ·-·-·-·· -- ..... §!g.~-··- .. .~.~.~!.f.~ ···· · -····~·~·~f.f_:_ . Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. 

.. ·-·-··--· ··- -·-·- ---- ... ···-·············· .... _, _____________ - -------·-····-·--·-- - ··-······--·-···---------··-···-···-··--······--···-·--·- ·-· ··-·······-··- ····-······-···-······-·····-···-······-···- ....... ···············-··············------· ···-···················-···-·······--·· . ............................................................................... 

LOSS - -0.19 -0.02 -0.18 -0.18 -0.08 -0.27 -0.06 -0.05 -0.16 -0.19 -0.03 -0.09 -0.14 0.06 
p-value 0.02 0.84 0.02 0.01 0.37 0.00 0.59 0.54 0.09 0.25 0.76 0.39 0.21 0.47 

Ex~erimental Variables: 

SR + 0.25 -0.01 0.71 -0.07 0.99 -0.15 0.72 -0.04 0.54 -0.20 0.42 -0.04 1.55 0.12 
p-value 0.05 0.22 0.03 0.22 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.39 0.02 0.16 0.05 0.41 0.02 0.13 

SR*Comp - -0.05 0.00 -0.23 0.04 -0.23 0.05 -0.19 0.05 -0.20 0.07 -0.22 0.04 -0.62 0.08 

········-··--·· P.:Y..~!~~-··- ····-··-··-··-·-·---·~~ .. ~~ . ··-·-·-······-·q·: .. ~?_._ .. 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.02 
·····-····-------- ·-·-······· --- ... ·- ·-- .. ··- .... ···-------------- - --·-·--··-· ---··-·--·-·---········-·-·······-·-··""'" .. _, ................... - ........................................................ ...................................... ____ , ................. _ ............. ..... - ........................ ....................................... ____ 

F -statistic 107.80 199.65 112.79 245.34 8.866 84.273 85.587 160.71 111.86 34.126 135.25 78.095 79.532 114.06 
(p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted R2 0.76 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.38 0.88 0.72 0.83 0.76 0.52 0.81 0.72 0.71 0.80 
---- -- ---

1\ All p-va]ues are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnT A is the natural log of clients' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years. 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjjCBN] I [Client !IBN] = L I (SCKclientj- A VSCKcsn) I O'sccnn I I L I (SCkchentj- A VSCK.Isn) I O'scKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit firm's (CBN - the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation (crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR*Comp is equal to SR *the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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Panel F: National Portfoliob 

b The national portfolio is a pooled sample of clients of Big n audit firms in a11 5 city offices, where the spatial distances between auditors and clients are calculated 
based upon audit firms' national client portfolios. 

Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ 

N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 
Control Exp. 
variables: ····-···-·-·--~!g_!J. ·-----~~-~ff~ ·····-·· .. --~-~-~_ff~_ - Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. --- ····-············-··--··· ......................................... .... . .. -···········-·--·· -----------------·-·· ... ----·····------·····-····--... -·-····-·· ........... ···-··· .................................... ................................. .............................................................................. ················································-······· 

Intercept 5.50 2.92 5.21 3.96 4.80 3.65 5.49 3.80 3.32 6.25 3.75 2.82 3.20 4.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnTA + 0.25 0.42 0.27 0.38 0.31 0.39 0.27 0.36 0.44 0.25 0.38 0.43 0.42 0.33 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LnSUB + 0.41 0.33 0.41 0.30 0.42 0.28 0.37 0.31 0.09 0.21 0.24 0.19 0.29 0.44 
p-value 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FOREIGN + 0.29 0.73 0.53 0.75 0.66 0.82 0.42 0.73 0.60 0.42 0.67 0.85 0.51 0.48 
p-value 0. 02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

DE + 0.49 0.58 0.40 0.43 0.52 0.63 0.66 0.63 0.75 0.62 0.64 0.65 0.53 0.55 
p-value 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0. 00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

CATA + 0.48 0.26 0.21 0.52 0.13 0.37 -0.14 0.51 0.13 0.56 -0.29 0.01 0.20 -0.10 
p-value 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.49 0.11 0.62 0.02 0.27 0.31 0.08 0.22 0.42 0.60 

QUICK - -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0 .01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 

ROI - -0.02 -0.14 -0.09 -0.12 -0.11 -0.43 0.22 -0.24 -0.1 8 0.07 -0.09 0.00 -0 .02 0.01 
p-value 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.72 0.11 0.20 0.53 0.96 

OPINION + 0.05 -0.09 0.02 0.02 -0.06 0.17 0.06 0.16 0.1 3 0.05 0.21 0.39 0.24 0.23 

p-value 0.56 0.51 0.87 0.89 0.55 0.10 0.69 0.10 0.16 0.87 0.12 0.00 0.03 0.16 
YE - 0.09 -0.06 0.15 -0.01 0.11 0.02 0.16 0.1 0 0.04 0.09 0.20 0.16 0.06 0.08 

~-value 0.23 0.41 0.04 0.91 0.12 0.73 0. 13 0.16 0. 61 0.63 0.10 0.07 0.55 0.47 
- - ----- -
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Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 Year 2001 Year 2002 Year 2003 Year 2004 
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High 
cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ cc~ CCR. cc~ cc~ 

N 391 308 405 327 392 390 409 390 434 342 387 360 403 318 
Control Exp. 
variables: -----·· -····§i g_!!____ .... ~~-~_f[ ·····-······· G._~ ~f.f.~·-·· Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff . .... ·-·--····-···········-····-··-·-··-· ------·-·····--······· ···--·-·· ····-· ···--··· ----·-···-···· - ··-···--···· ... --···-····-·-···-···-···--····-·--·····-·············-······ ·····-· ············-···-····- ···· ·····················-····· ··· ·········· ··········-···············-·······-···························-··-······-····-... ········--······ -····-·······-·---..................... -........ 

LOSS - -0.25 0.04 -0.18 -0.17 -0.05 -0.31 -0.01 -0.14 -0.23 -0.09 -0.02 0.01 -0.09 0.03 
p-value 0.00 0.61 0.02 0.02 0.52 0.00 0.95 0.05 0.00 0.64 0.86 0.89 0.32 0.76 

Ex~erimental Variables: 
SR + 0.84 -0 .33 0.05 -0.15 -0.07 -0.07 -0.03 0.03 0.60 0.34 -0.27 -0.09 -0.15 0.02 

p-value 0.01 0.10 0.46 0.28 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.43 0.05 0.24 0.34 0.37 0.34 0.46 
SR*Comp - -0.18 0.02 -0.02 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 0.00 -0.02 -0.30 -0.24 0.1 0 0.06 0.01 0.03 

-····-···-···-··· _p_~_y_~!_t.!_~----. ···-·-····-· .... ··---q~ .. ~!. ___ -················ 0}~·-· 0.43 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.47 0.20 0.00 0.07 0.29 0.19 0.40 0.30 
·······-· ·····--·····. ··--·-- ···--·-·-···-··········-·---·-·· ·-·-··-······-··· - ·-·---· ·-- - --·--·--·--·-·······-·····- ··-···· -·-··- ······- ·-····--···-·····-·-----·--·-··--··---·--·-·· .. -·········· ................ . ................. - ... --.. -·-··-··· .. ··--··-·-·-- ............. , .... _ ............................................................ 

F -statistic 101.57 179.63 114.53 213.92 101.79 188.58 63.030 203.59 153.37 30.837 52.791 136.37 124.03 109.03 
(p-value) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) (<.00) 

Adjusted R2 0.76 0.88 0.77 0.89 0.76 0.85 0.65 0.86 0.80 0.52 0.62 0.82 0.79 0.80 
.~. 

1\ All p-values are two-tailed, except p-values for experimental variables are one-tailed. 

Notes: LnAF is the natural log of audit fees; LnTA is the natural log of chents' total assets; LnSub is the natural log of the number of clients ' audited subsidiaries; 
Foreign is the proportion of clients' subsidiaries that represent foreign operations; DE is the ratio of clients ' non-current debt to total assets at year end; CAT A is the 
ratio of clients' current assets to total assets at year end; QUICK is the ratio of clients' current assets less inventories to current liabilities; ROI is the ratio of clients' 
earnings before taxes to total assets; Opinion is an indicate variable, 1 if qualified audit opinion; YE is an indicate variable, 1 if non-30th June balance date; Loss is an 
indicate variable, 1 if reported loss in any of the prior three years . 

SR is the spatial distance between a client's characteristics and the client portfolio of its closest competing auditor relative to the spatial distance between the client's 
characteristics and the client portfolio of its incumbent auditor. 
= [ClientjiCBN] I [Client IIBN] = L I (SCKclient] - A VSCKCBn) I crscCBn I I L I (SCkclientj- A VSCKJBn) I crscKIBn I 
•!• Each of these spatial distance scores is equal weighted sum of the absolute values of the differences between the client's spatial characteristic (SCKciientj) and the 

mean values (AVSCK) for the comparison audit finn's (CBN- the closest competing Big n; IBN - the incumbent Big n) client portfolio divided by the standard 
deviation ( crscK) of characteristics in the comparison firm's portfolio. 

SR *Comp is equal to SR * the number of incumbent auditor's competitors in each client's industry. 
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